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Foreword by John Allspaw

There is a sea change happening in software development and operations, and it is
not simply the introduction of a new word into our lexicon—it’s much more than
that. It is a fundamental shift of perspective in the design, construction, and operation
of software in a world where almost every successful organization recognizes that
software is not something you simply build and launch—it is something you operate.
What makes this shift unique is that it’s more encompassing, more holistic, and more
reflective of the reality that engineering teams face on a daily basis. Long gone are the
days that manufacturing and assembly-line metaphors could be used in software
development and operations. Long gone are the days that products are things that are
designed, planned, and then finally launched. There is no “finally” anymore. There is
only an endless cycle of adaptation, change, and learning.
What Ryn and Jennifer have laid out in this volume is a myriad of threads to pull on
as engineers in teams and organizations cope with the complexity that comes with
trying to make their work “simple.”
Ryn and Jennifer do not paint a picture of one-size-fits-all or deterministic solution‐
ism. Instead, they describe a landscape of topic areas, practices, and observations of
teams and organizations that understand the idea that at the heart of good products,
good user experiences, and good software is the elegantly messy world of human
cooperation, thoughtful critique, effective collaboration, and judgment.
In 2009, my friend Paul Hammond and I gave a presentation at O’Reilly’s Velocity
Conference entitled “10+ Deploys a Day: Dev and Ops Cooperation at Flickr.” While
some of the material was about perspectives on continuous deployment, many chose
to focus on the “10+ Deploys” part rather than the “Cooperation” part. I believe it is a
mistake to think that the technology or “hard parts” can be seen as somehow distinct
or separate from the social and cultural “soft parts”—they cannot. They are inextrica‐
bly linked and equally critical to success. In other words, people and process influ‐
ence tools and software in more ways than most are willing to admit or even know.
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My strong advice to readers: do not make the mistake of thinking that technology is
not about people and process, first and foremost. Your competition will eat you alive
the second you start thinking this.
These topics of concern are not found in typical computer science curriculums, nor
are they found in typical professional leadership and development courses. These
topics are born out of the pragmatic maturity that only hard-won work in the field
can produce.
Ryn and Jennifer have given you an in-depth set of signposts in this book. My genu‐
ine request to you, dear reader, is to use these signposts to think with, in your own
context and environment.
— John Allspaw
Chief Technology Officer, Etsy
Brooklyn, NY
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Foreword by Nicole Forsgren

In 2003, Nicholas Carr declared to the world that IT didn’t matter—and because he
said it in Harvard Business Review, organizations (and the executives that run them)
believed him. Well, times have changed, and so has IT. Since 2009, the most innova‐
tive teams and organizations have shown that technology can play a key role in deliv‐
ering real value and competitive advantage. This technology revolution is known as
DevOps, and this book can show you how to join those innovative companies to
deliver value with technology as well.
Here, Jennifer and Ryn draw on their experiences at innovative companies as well as
their backgrounds as prominent experts in the community to highlight what it really
takes to do DevOps—or as they call it, devops—effectively. This vantage point brings
unique insights that can be applicable and useful to any reader, because they combine
knowledge from several companies and across industries. This gives readers some‐
thing to take away regardless of where you are in your journey, no matter how big (or
small) your organization is.
The tales and advice found in Effective DevOps parallel those I’ve seen in my own
work for the past decade. As a leading researcher in the field and the lead investigator
on the State of DevOps Reports, I know that a strong organizational culture that pri‐
oritizes information flow and trust is a key component of any DevOps transforma‐
tion, and the factor that sets the DevOps movement apart from traditional IT. Data
I’ve collected from over 20,000 DevOps professionals also shows that this culture
drives IT and organizational performance, helping the best IT organizations see
double productivity, profitability, and market share when compared to their peers. It’s
no mistake that Jennifer and Ryn start the book with a discussion on aspects of cul‐
ture, communication, and trust, and devote a good portion of their time addressing
the importance of these factors to any transformative work. As technologists, we love
to start with the tools and maybe even the processes, but time and again, the data
shows that culture is essential for tooling and technology success in addition to the
aforementioned IT and organizational performance. Parts II–III on collaboration and
affinity, respectively, are must-reads here, whether you are just starting your DevOps
xvii

transformation and want to know what to implement and watch for, or you are taking
your existing DevOps practice to the next level and looking for ways to optimize and
troubleshoot.
As a consultant to some of the most innovative companies, I’ve found that the most
challenging part of implementing DevOps and planning a technology transformation
roadmap is helping teams and organizations understand that there isn’t just one right
answer—it always depends on what is right for your team and your organization. I
love that Ryn and Jennifer embrace the ambiguity so well in this book, knowing that
there is no way to “plug and play” a single solution, and lay out the tools and pieces
you need to construct your own DevOps solution and journey successfully. In addi‐
tion to Parts II–III, be sure to check out Part IV on tools, which are essential to any
DevOps transformation. I especially love how they’re framed as not only technology,
but also key components of the culture in which they perform.
My favorite aspect of this book is how accessible it is to so many different audiences.
Part V on scalability is particularly relevant for individual contributors and team
leaders, and I’ll be using it as a reference both personally and for my clients. Chap‐
ter 4 on terminology and Chapter 11 on ecosystem overview come in handy both for
technologists (to make sure we’re all on the same page, as different tribes often use
different words) and for executives who could use a current reference. The whole
book is a welcome and much-needed introduction to the field for university students
who just don’t get this training in their studies, and I wish I’d had it when I was
a professor.
We live and work in exciting times, and the integration of technology into our core
businesses has made every firm a software firm. Technology now provides opportuni‐
ties to deliver features to customers in new ways and at speeds not possible before.
Organizations often find themselves struggling to keep up. Old IT and waterfall
methods just don’t allow organizations to deliver value fast enough—I’ve seen it in
the data, and I’ve seen it among the customers and companies I work with to create
solutions for their own DevOps journeys. Jennifer and Ryn have also seen the chal‐
lenges to technology transformation in the old way, and the exciting opportunities
that are possible with DevOps, and they’ve responded by writing this book to guide
us all through our own journeys. So read through, and choose your own adventure!
Iterate, learn, grow, and choose your own adventure again!
— Nicole Forsgren, PhD
Director, Chef Software
Seattle, WA
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Foreword by Nicole Forsgren

Preface

Imagine this scenario: a small web company is starting to run into problems—its
website is straining and experiencing regular failures under unprecedented growth.
Employees are increasingly unhappy with the number of hours required to maintain
services while also trying to implement and deploy new features. Language and time
zone barriers are contributing to friction between globally distributed teams. A cul‐
ture of blame has grown around the tense reactions during site outages, resulting in
increased suspicion and decreased transparency between teams.
Given these problems, the organization decides that devops sounds like a good solu‐
tion. Management hires several new people to join their new devops team. The
devops team has on-call responsibilities, where the existing operations team can call
them to escalate issues that they don’t know how to address. The devops team mem‐
bers have more industry experience than the people on the ops team, so they are gen‐
erally better equipped to handle production issues. Without the time or opportunity
to learn new skills, however, the operations staff keeps escalating the same issues over
and over again.
The devops team gets tired of acting as go-between for both the development
and operations teams. Rather than defusing the culture of blame, management’s “sol‐
ution” has produced twice as much miscommunication, because none of the teams
are privy to the planning processes, emails, chat messages, or even bug trackers of the
other teams.
Thus, management declares “this devops thing” is a failure and is unwilling to invest
any more time, effort, or money into either the ops or devops teams, viewing them as
incompetent people who keep “taking down the site” and “getting in the way” of the
“real” development work being done. The members of these two teams who are able
to find better jobs leave for organizations where yelling and blame aren’t acceptable
workplace practices, making the remaining team even less effective.
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Introducing Effective Devops
Where did things go wrong here? Devops sounded like a good idea, but creating a
devops team led to less desirable outcomes. What could this organization have done
differently to see meaningful improvements to their situations and actual solutions to
their problems? Throughout this book, we will show you what it looks like to make
effective changes with a devops mindset.
This book is not a prescription for the One True Way of doing devops. We don’t offer
you devops in a box, devops-as-a-service, or tell you that you are Doing Devops
Wrong. This book offers a collection of ideas and approaches for improving individ‐
ual collaboration, team and organizational affinity, and tool usage throughout a com‐
pany or organization, and explains how these concepts allow organizations to change
and adapt as necessary. Every organization is unique, and so while there is no onesize-fits-all way of doing devops, these common themes can be applied in different
ways to every organization that wants to improve both the quality of their software
and the efficiency and well-being of their employees.
Efficiency is doing the thing right. Effectiveness is doing the right thing.
—Peter F. Drucker

Effectiveness is defined as doing the right things and achieving the desired results. To
do the right things, we must understand our goals and how specific short-term objec‐
tives serve those goals.
We hope to help you identify what the right things are in your environment based on
your current culture, including the processes and tools in use. The principles and
insights we share throughout the book are applicable across your organization, not
only to development and operations teams. We even found ourselves applying them
throughout our process of writing this book.
While our overall goal in writing Effective DevOps was to share common stories, tips,
and practices that every organization can adopt and apply to their own work method‐
ologies, we each have our own stories and experiences. From private to public sector,
small startups to large corporate environments, and roles ranging from development
to operations, quality assurance, consulting, and more, our collective experiences
gave us a wealth of insights that complemented our writing process.

“Devops,” “devops,” or “DevOps”?
We have had many discussions over the capitalization (or lack thereof) of the term
“devops.” A simple online poll showed overwhelming support for “DevOps.” We also
found a focus on the “Dev” and “Ops” within organizations. This has lead to the cre‐
ation of “DevSecOps” and “DevQAOps,” as “DevOps” implies an exclusivity of just
“Dev” and “Ops.”
xx
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Ultimately, this is why we’ve chosen “devops”—it reflects the original hashtag on Twit‐
ter used to connect people who want to help change conversations from us versus
them to enabling the business with sustainable work practices that focus on people.
Successful projects require input, effort, insight, and collaboration from people across
the organization; the problems inherent in your organization may not be limited to
just developers and operations teams. We have deliberately chosen to use lowercase
“devops” throughout the text of this book to reflect our view that this is an inclusive
movement, not an exclusive one.

Who This Book Is For
This book is aimed primarily at managers and individual contributors in leadership
roles who see friction within their organizations and are looking for concrete, action‐
able steps they can take toward implementing or improving a devops culture in their
work environment. Individual contributors of all levels looking for practical sugges‐
tions for easing some of the pain points will find actionable takeaways.
Our readers have a mix of professional roles, as devops is a professional and cultural
movement that stresses the iterative efforts to break down information silos, monitor
relationships, and repair misunderstandings that arise between teams within an orga‐
nization.
The book covers a wide range of devops skills and theory, including an introduction
to the foundational ideas and concepts. We assume you will have heard of the term
“devops” and perhaps have a basic understanding of the tools and processes com‐
monly used in the field.
We encourage you to put aside any hard-and-fast definitions and to keep an open
mind to the principles of devops that we have seen to be most effective.
After reading this book, you will have a solid understanding of what having a devops
culture means practically for your organization, how to encourage effective collabora‐
tion such that individual contributors from different backgrounds and teams with
different goals and working styles can work together productively, how to help teams
collaborate to maximize their value while increasing employee satisfaction and bal‐
ancing conflicting organizational goals, and how to choose tools and workflows that
complement your organization.

How This Book Is Organized
We put a great deal of thought into the ordering and organization of the chapters. Just
as there is no One True Way of doing devops, there is no one true ordering of “how to
do devops.” Everyone reading this book will be at a slightly different stage in their
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devops journey, and each journey is a different story that is being told, taking a differ‐
ent path, with different problems and conflicts that need to be addressed.
This book is broken down into multiple parts (in Part I, we share the big picture and
then zoom in closer to devops ideas, definitions, and principles; Parts II–V cover the
central four pillars of effective devops; and Part VI concludes with a discussion of
how we can use stories to build connections between individuals, teams, and organi‐
zations):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part I, What Is Devops?
Part II, Collaboration
Part III, Affinity
Part IV, Tools
Part V, Scaling
Part VI, Bridging Devops Cultures

Parts II–V each end with a chapter that discusses various misconceptions about that
particular pillar of effective devops, as well as some common troubleshooting scenar‐
ios related to that topic. Readers who are struggling a bit with implementing one or
more of these areas within their own organization will find even more practical
advice to help guide them in these “Misconceptions and Troubleshooting” chapters.
It might be tempting for readers who feel more comfortable working with computers
than with people to skip over the interpersonal and cultural material in this book, but
these aspects give us an understanding of how we work together, including how cul‐
ture and technology interact, and that combination is part of what gives effective
devops its strength.
Choose to read the chapters in the order that is most relevant to you for where you
are in your own story; feel free to treat this as a “Choose Your Own Adventure”–style
book. The pillars are all intertwined and interrelated, and it is our hope that people
will be able to come back, reread the parts that speak to them at the time, and con‐
tinue to learn from these principles as they continue along their devops journeys.

Methodology of Case Studies
Throughout the book, we share the stories of individuals at a number of companies
from the industry. Information was gathered through interviews with people at
different levels within organizations, published blog posts, presentations, and com‐
pany filings. While the theme for each chapter informs the direction of the case study,
the nature of devops means that each case study will touch many, if not all, of the four
pillars.
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In addition, we share a combination of more formal case studies, informal stories,
and our own personal experiences to demonstrate the breadth of ways that devops
can impact decisions and narratives.
Read the stories we have shared in the upcoming chapters. Recognize the stories
within your organization now; what influences and informs your teams? Share your
stories at internal community events or external industry events, and always keep an
ear open to how you can learn from other people’s devops stories in addition to shar‐
ing your own.

Conventions Used in This Book
The following typographical conventions are used in this book:
Italic
Indicates new terms, URLs, email addresses, filenames, and file extensions.
Constant width

Used for program listings, as well as within paragraphs to refer to program ele‐
ments such as variable or function names, databases, data types, environment
variables, statements, and keywords.
Constant width bold

Shows commands or other text that should be typed literally by the user.
Constant width italic

Shows text that should be replaced with user-supplied values or by values deter‐
mined by context.
This element signifies a general note, tip, or suggestion.

This element indicates a warning or caution.

This element signifies an actionable suggestion based on the four
pillars of effective devops.
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Using Code Examples
We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, share more stories, and post
additional material. This material is available at http://effectivedevops.net.
This book is here to help you get your job done. In general, if example code is offered
with this book, you may use it in your programs and documentation. You do not
need to contact us for permission unless you’re reproducing a significant portion of
the code. For example, writing a program that uses several chunks of code from this
book does not require permission. Selling or distributing a CD-ROM of examples
from O’Reilly books does require permission. Answering a question by citing this
book and quoting example code does not require permission. Incorporating a signifi‐
cant amount of example code from this book into your product’s documentation does
require permission.
We appreciate, but do not require, attribution. An attribution usually includes the
title, author, publisher, and ISBN. For example: “Effective DevOps by Jennifer Davis
and Ryn Daniels (O’Reilly). Copyright 2016 Jennifer Davis and Ryn Daniels,
978-1-491-92630-7.”
If you feel your use of code examples falls outside fair use or the permission given
above, feel free to contact us at permissions@oreilly.com.

Safari® Books Online
Safari Books Online is an on-demand digital library that deliv‐
ers expert content in both book and video form from the
world’s leading authors in technology and business.
Technology professionals, software developers, web designers, and business and crea‐
tive professionals use Safari Books Online as their primary resource for research,
problem solving, learning, and certification training.
Safari Books Online offers a range of plans and pricing for enterprise, government,
education, and individuals.
Members have access to thousands of books, training videos, and prepublication
manuscripts in one fully searchable database from publishers like O’Reilly Media,
Prentice Hall Professional, Addison-Wesley Professional, Microsoft Press, Sams, Que,
Peachpit Press, Focal Press, Cisco Press, John Wiley & Sons, Syngress, Morgan Kauf‐
mann, IBM Redbooks, Packt, Adobe Press, FT Press, Apress, Manning, New Riders,
McGraw-Hill, Jones & Bartlett, Course Technology, and hundreds more. For more
information about Safari Books Online, please visit us online.
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How to Contact Us
Please address comments and questions concerning this book to the publisher:
O’Reilly Media, Inc.
1005 Gravenstein Highway
North Sebastopol, CA 95472
(800) 998-9938 (in the United States or Canada)
(707) 829-0515 (international or local)
(707) 829-0104 (fax)
We have a web page for this book, where we list errata, examples, and any additional
information. You can access this page at http://bit.ly/orm-effective-devops.
To comment or ask technical questions about this book, send email to bookques‐
tions@oreilly.com.
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PART I

What Is Devops?

CHAPTER 1

The Big Picture

Devops is a way of thinking and a way of working. It is a framework for sharing sto‐
ries and developing empathy, enabling people and teams to practice their crafts in
effective and lasting ways. It is part of the cultural weave that shapes how we work
and why. Many people think about devops as specific tools like Chef or Docker, but
tools alone are not devops. What makes tools “devops” is the manner of their use, not
fundamental characteristics of the tools themselves.
In addition to the tools we use to practice our crafts, an equally important part of our
culture is our values, norms, and knowledge. Examining how people work, the tech‐
nologies we use, how technology influences the way we work, and how people influ‐
ence technology can help us make intentional decisions about the landscape of our
organizations, and of our industry.
Devops is not just another software development methodology. Although it is related
to and even influenced by software development methodologies like Agile or XP, and
its practices can include software development methods, or features like infrastruc‐
ture automation and continuous delivery, it is much more than just the sum of these
parts. While these concepts are related and may be frequently seen in devops envi‐
ronments, focusing solely on them misses the bigger picture—the cultural and inter‐
personal aspects that give devops its power.

A Snapshot of Devops Culture
What does a successful devops culture look like? To demonstrate this, we will exam‐
ine the intersection of people, process, and tools at Etsy, an online global marketplace
for handmade and vintage goods. We chose Etsy as an example not only because they
are well-known in the industry for their technical and cultural practices, but also
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because Ryn’s experiences working there allow us a more detailed look at what this
culture looks like from the inside.
A new engineer at Etsy starts her first day with a laptop and a development virtual
machine (VM) already set up with the appropriate accounts for access and authoriza‐
tion, the most common GitHub repositories cloned, aliases and shortcuts to relevant
tools precreated, and a guide with new hire information and links to other company
resources on her desktop. Standardization of tools and practices between teams
makes it easier for new people to get up to speed regardless of what team they are
joining, but every team also has the flexibility to customize as they see fit.
A current employee will pair with the new employee to walk through what testing
and development processes she will use in her day-to-day work. She starts by writing
code on her local development VM, which is set up with configuration management
to be nearly identical to the live production environment. This development VM is
set up to be able to run and test code locally, so she can quickly work and make
changes without affecting anyone else’s development work during these early stages.
Etsy engineers can achieve a good degree of confidence that a change is working
locally by running a suite of local unit and functional tests. From there, they test
changes against the try server, a Jenkins cluster nearly identical to the organization’s
production continuous integration (CI) cluster but with the added bonus of not
requiring any code to be committed to the master branch yet. When try passes, engi‐
neers have an even higher degree of confidence that their changes will not break any
tests.
Depending on the size and complexity of the change, this new engineer might choose
to open a pull request or more informally ask for a code review from one of her col‐
leagues. This is not mandated for every change, and is often left up to individual dis‐
cretion—in Etsy’s high-trust, blameless environment, people are given the trust and
authority to decide whether a code review is necessary. Newer or more junior
employees are given the guidance to help them figure out what changes merit a code
review and who should be involved. As a new employee, she has a teammate glance
over her changes before she starts deploying them.
When local and try tests have passed, the developer then joins what Etsy calls a push
queue to deploy her changes to production. This queue system uses Internet Relay
Chat (IRC) and an IRC bot to coordinate deploys when multiple developers are push‐
ing changes at once. When it is her turn, she pushes her commits to the master
branch of the repository she is working in and uses Deployinator to deploy these
changes to QA. This automatically starts builds on the QA server as well as running
the full CI test suite.
After the builds and tests have completed successfully, she does a quick manual check
of the QA version of the site and its logs to look for any problems that weren’t caught
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by the automated tests. From there, she uses the same Deployinator process to deploy
her code to production and make sure that the tests and logs look good there as well.
If something does break that the tests don’t catch, there are plenty of dashboards of
graphs to watch, and Nagios monitoring checks to alert people to problems. In addi‐
tion, many teams have their own Nagios checks that go to their own on-call rotations,
encouraging everyone to share the responsibilities of keeping everything running
smoothly. And if something doesn’t run so smoothly, people work together to help fix
any issues, and blameless postmortems mean that people learn from their mistakes
without being chastised for making them.
This process is so streamlined that it takes only around 10 minutes on average from
start to finish, and Etsy engineering as a whole deploys around 60 times a day. Docu‐
mentation is available for anyone interested to peruse, and every engineer pushes
code to production on their first day, guided by a current team member to help famil‐
iarize them with the process. Even nonengineers are encouraged to participate by way
of the First Push Program, pairing with engineers to deploy a small change such as
adding their photo to the staff page on the website. In addition to being used for reg‐
ular software development, the try and Deployinator process works so well that it is
used for nearly everything that can be deployed, from the tools that developers use to
build virtual machines to Kibana dashboards for searching logs, from Nagios moni‐
toring checks to the Deployinator tool itself.

The Evolution of Culture
This story of Etsy today is in stark contrast to how things were several years ago with
a less transparent and more error-prone deployment process that took close to four
hours. Developers had their own blade servers to work on, rather than virtual
machines, but the blade servers weren’t powerful enough to run the automated test
suites to completion. Tests that were run in the staging environment took a couple of
hours to complete, and even then they were flaky enough to make their results less
than useful.
Teams within the engineering organization were siloed. There were a lot of develop‐
ers throwing code over the metaphorical wall to ops, who were solely responsible for
deployments and monitoring and thus tended to be incredibly change-averse. Devel‐
opers wrote code, executing handcrafted shell scripts to create a new SVN branch
which would be deployed using svn merge—not known for being the easiest merging
tool to work with—to merge in all the developers’ changes to this deploy branch.
Developers would tell the one operations engineer who had permissions to deploy
which branch to use. This would begin the painstaking, multihour deployment pro‐
cess (see Figure 1-1). Because the process was so painful, it happened only once every
two or three weeks.

The Evolution of Culture
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Figure 1-1. Before Deployinator, a complex and error-prone deploy process
People became fed up with this process. They realized something had to change. It
would be hard for the deployment situation to get any worse. The organization was
made up of smart and talented people with the motivation and now frustration to
solve this problem. They had buy-in from the CEO and CTO down, which was key to
having resources available to make change.
The keys to the deployment kingdom were shared from the one operations engineer
to two developers, who were given the time and go-ahead to hack on this process as
much as they needed. They say when you have a hammer, everything looks like a nail,
and when you have a web application developer, everything looks like it needs a web
app—and so the first Deployinator was born (Figure 1-2). At first, it was a web wrap‐
per around the existing shell scripts, but over time, more people began to work and
improve it. While the underlying mechanisms doing the heavy lifting changed, the
overall interface stayed largely the same.
It became evident to everyone that empowering these employees to create tools to
improve their jobs made it a lot easier for people to do said jobs. Deploys went from
being in people’s way to helping them accomplish the goal of getting features in front
of users. Tests went from being flaky wastes of time to helping catch bugs. Logs,
graphs, and alerts made it possible for everyone, not just a select few individuals, to
see the impact of their work.
The key takeaway from the stories of all these tools isn’t so much the specifics of the
tools themselves, but the fact that someone realized that they needed to be built, and
was also given the time and resources to build them.
6
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Figure 1-2. After Deployinator, a simple web interface that anyone can use
Buy-in from management, freedom to experiment and work on
non-customer-facing code, and trust across various teams all
allowed these tools to be developed and along with them, a culture
of tooling, sharing, and collaboration.

These factors made Etsy the so-called devops unicorn (they prefer to call themselves
just a sparkly horse) they are known as today, and maintaining that culture is priori‐
tized at all levels of the company. This example embodies our definition of effective
devops—an organization that embraces cultural change to affect how individuals
think about work, value all the different roles that individuals have, accelerate busi‐
ness value, and measure the effects of the change. It was these principles of devops
that helped take Etsy from a state of frustration and silos to industry-renowned col‐
laboration and tool builders. While the details may differ, we have seen these guiding
principles in success stories throughout the industry, and in sharing them we provide
a guide for organizations looking to make a similar transformation.

The Value of the Story
Each of us thinks our own thoughts. Our concepts we share.
—Stephen Toulmin, Human Understanding

Effective DevOps contains case studies and stories from both teams and individuals.
When looking at the devops books that already existed, we found that there were
fewer direct real-world experiences for people to draw from; so many stories focus on
a specific tool or an abstract cultural practice. It is one thing to talk about how some‐
thing should work in theory, but there is often a great deal of difference between how
something should work in theory and how things turn out in practice. We want to
share the actual stories of these practices, what did and didn’t end up working, and
the thought processes behind the decisions that were made, so that people have as
much information as possible as they undertake their own devops journey.

The Value of the Story
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Ryn’s Story
My devops story begins around the same time as the devops movement itself. I made
an accidental career change into operations shortly after the idea of devops was first
formalized and the first devopsdays conference events had been held. As luck would
have it, I found myself working as a one-person operations team at a small startup in
the ecommerce space, and discovered I loved operations work. Even though I was a
one-person team for so long, the idea of devops immediately made sense to me—it
seemed to be a common sense, no-bullshit approach to working more effectively with
other parts of an organization outside of your own team. At the time, I was the
grumpy system administrator who spent their days hiding in the data center. I was the
only person on-call, and was so busy fighting the fires that I had inherited that I had
little to no idea what the developers (or anyone else, for that matter) were working
on. So the ideas of sharing responsibilities and information and breaking down barri‐
ers between teams really spoke to me.
Some organizations are much more open to change and new ideas than others, and in
addition to being rather change-resistant, this startup wasn’t keen on listening to any‐
thing a very junior system administrator had to say. “You’re not even a real sysadmin,”
they said as a way of dismissing my ideas. There also wasn’t enough budget to even
buy me a couple of books (I bought Tom Limoncelli’s The Practice of System and Net‐
work Administration and Time Management for System Administrators on my own
dime, and they were worth every penny), let alone send me to LISA or Velocity, and
devopsdays New York wouldn’t be started for another couple of years.
Luckily, I started to find the devops community online, and being able to talk to and
learn from people who shared my passions for operations and learning and working
together revitalized me. James Turnbull, now CTO of Kickstarter but who was at the
time working at Puppet, found me on Twitter, struck up a conversation with me, and
sent me a copy of his excellent Pro Puppet book at a time when I was struggling with
having inherited 200 snowflake servers with not even a bash script to manage them.
That small action introduced me to a growing and thriving community of people,
and gave me hope that I could one day be a part of that community.
As Jennifer will note in her story as well, it’s hard to effect change when you’re burnt
out, and after a year or so of trying to help change and improve my current company
and being shut down for my lack of experience (which was growing by the day) every
time, I also made the choice to move on. I kept learning and growing my skills, but
still didn’t feel totally aligned with the places I ended up working. I still seemed to be
fighting against my coworkers and organizations, rather than working with them.
In January 2013, I went to the first devopsdays New York, soaking up all the talks and
listening to as much of the hallway track as I could, even if I didn’t feel like I was
experienced enough to add anything to the conversations. I lived vicariously through
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following #VelocityConf on Twitter. In October of that year, I gave a lightning talk at
the second devopsdays New York, and through that met Mike Rembetsy, one of the
co-organizers of that conference. He told me I should come work for Etsy, but after
years of feeling like an impostor in my own field, I thought he was joking. I’d followed
Code as Craft and the Etsy operations team online since I first discovered the opera‐
tions and devops communities, but I didn’t think I was good enough to join them.
I’ve never been more happy to be proven so wrong. My career in operations has taken
me on a journey through several different organizational structures and ways that
development, operations, and sometimes even “devops” teams worked together.
Having worked at companies as small as a 25-person startup and as large as a
decades-old enterprise organization with hundreds of thousands of employees, I’ve
seen many ways of developing and delivering software and systems—some more
effective than others.
Having spent time being the one person on-call 24/7 for the better part of a year and
in other less-than-ideal workplace scenarios, I want to share the techniques and
methods that have worked best for both me and my teams over the years to help
reduce the number of people who might also find themselves being the single point of
failure for part of their organization. A large part of my motivation for writing this
book was being able to tell these stories—both ones that I’ve lived personally and
ones told to me by others—so that we can share, learn, and grow as a community.
Community helped me get to where I am today, and this book is just one way I have
of giving back.

Jennifer’s Story
In 2007, I was contacted by Yahoo management about a position that was “a little
dev” and “a little ops”—a Senior Service Engineer position building out a multitenan‐
ted, hosted, distributed, and geographically replicated key/value data store called
Sherpa.
As a service engineer at Yahoo, I honed my skills in programming, operations, and
project management. I worked alongside the development and quality assurance
teams building Sherpa, coordinating efforts with the data center, network, security,
and storage teams. In 2009, as the murmurings of devops trickled into Yahoo, I dis‐
counted its value, as I already was a devops!
Fast-forward to the summer of 2011, and Jeff Park took over the leadership of my
team. He helped grow the team so that we had multiple people in Service Engineering
in the United States as well as in India. It wasn’t enough. Jeff had concerns about me
as an employee working nonstop and almost single-handedly keeping the service up.
He was also concerned about the business and wanted to build resiliency into the
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support model through redundant staff support. In December, he told me to take a
real vacation—to not read my email or take phone calls but to disconnect.
I told him that I felt like something wasn’t quite right, something wasn’t working as
expected. He told me that he’d fire me if I didn’t take the time off. He reassured me
that everything would be fine. I set up a simple visualization of the concerning met‐
rics with JavaScript and a Perl script running on a cron job the evening before my
vacation, confident that it would be enough to provide warning.
I came back from vacation to a degraded service. So many small issues that I had
found over the years impacted the overall event, making it more difficult to debug. I
felt like a complete failure, even though my last-minute visualization had been critical
to identifying and monitoring the issue.
Jeff took me aside and said that he knew there was a high risk that things would break
while I was out and additional risk of issues resulting from the team’s historical com‐
plete reliance on me. My heroics were disguising the failures inherent in the system.
He felt that sometimes short-term setbacks are an OK thing, if you later use them as a
lesson to right things over the long term. If things broke, it would help prioritize the
criticality of further sharing, documenting, and distributing my knowledge and
expertise to the business. Ultimately, that would lead to more stability and a better
overall outcome for the organization and individuals on the team.
That event united the Sherpa team as we tried to repair the service and understand
what happened. We divided into cross-functional teams to address the different com‐
ponents of the problem: failure handlers, communication group, tools, monitoring,
and cleanup crew. Key individuals from management were available at all times and
prepared to make hard decisions. These hard decisions helped us limit the overall
length of the outage.
Failure sucks but instructs.
—Bob Sutton, Stanford Management Instructor

A key takeaway from this event for me was the value of failure. We couldn’t be afraid
to fail, and we needed to learn from the failure. We had ongoing meetings to resolve
the operational issues that had been highlighted in the event. We continued to
remediate outages as a cross-discipline team rather than limiting those activities to
the Service Engineering team. We promoted discussions between our consumers and
providers to better understand the weak points in the system.
Having spent over 10 years building work practices based on operations’ tribal cul‐
tures of long hours, isolation, and avoiding system failures, how was I going to evoke
the change I needed?
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I was ready for devops. For me, the value of devops wasn’t the mantra of “devs do X
and ops do Y, or dev versus ops”, but the shared stories, solving problems in a collabo‐
rative manner across the industry, and strengthening community. From the open
spaces to the collaborative hacking, a new support system was emerging that
strengthened the foundations of sustainable workplace practices and cultivated rela‐
tionships between people.
Collaborating with Ryn on this book has strengthened my understanding of devops.
Being able to share the working strategies and techniques from around the world to
help improve and create sustainable work practices has been an incredible journey. It
doesn’t end with the final words in this book.
We are all gaining so much experience each and every day based on our different,
diverse perspectives. Whether you are at the beginning of your career, knee-deep in
cultural transformation, or about to change roles and responsibilities, your experien‐
ces can inform and educate others. I look forward to hearing and amplifying your
stories so that together we grow as a community and collectively learn from our fail‐
ures and successes.

Illustrating Devops with Stories
We have selected a variety of case studies to help illustrate the different ways in which
a culture of effective devops can manifest. The goal of these stories is not to provide
templates that can be followed exactly; blindly copying another organization or indi‐
vidual discounts all of the circumstances and reasoning that went into the choices
they made.
These stories are illustrations or guides. Our hope is that you read these stories and
see reflections of your experiences, perhaps as they are today, but maybe as how they
could be in the future. We included stories from a variety of sources, both formal case
studies and informal personal stories. While some stories are from organizations that
are more well known, we deliberately chose to include stories from lesser-known
sources as well, to showcase the variety of devops narratives that exist.
When you read these studies, consider not only the choices that
were made and their outcomes, but also their circumstances and
situations. What similarities can you see between their circumstan‐
ces and your own, and what are the key differences? If you made
the same choice in your own organization, what factors that are
unique to your workplace would change the outcome? By reading
and understanding these stories, we hope that you will be able to
see their underlying themes, and start applying them to your own
devops narrative.

Illustrating Devops with Stories
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Learning shouldn’t stop at these shared stories. Experiment with new processes, tools,
techniques, and ideas. Measure your progress, and most importantly, understand
your reasons why. Once you start realizing what does and doesn’t work with the
things you try, you can begin to do more sophisticated experiments.
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CHAPTER 2

What Is Devops?

Devops is a cultural movement that changes how individuals think about their work,
values the diversity of work done, supports intentional processes that accelerate the
rate by which businesses realize value, and measures the effect of social and technical
change. It is a way of thinking and a way of working that enables individuals and
organizations to develop and maintain sustainable work practices. It is a cultural
framework for sharing stories and developing empathy, enabling people and teams to
practice their crafts in effective and lasting ways.

A Prescription for Culture
Devops is a prescription for culture. No cultural movement exists in a vacuum; social
structure and culture are inherently intertwined. The hierarchies within organiza‐
tions, industry connections, and globalization influence culture, as well as the values,
norms, beliefs, and artifacts that reflect these areas. Software we create does not exist
separately from the people who use it and the people who create it. Devops is about
finding ways to adapt and innovate social structure, culture, and technology together
in order to work more effectively.

The Devops Equation
The danger for a movement that regards itself as new is that it may try to embrace
everything that is not old.
—Lee Roy Beach et al., Naturalistic Decision Making and Related Research Lines

This book is not a prescription for the One True Way of doing devops. While we will
describe commonly seen misconceptions and anti-patterns, we are more interested in
describing what a successful devops culture looks and acts like and how these princi‐
ples can be applied across a variety of organizations and environments.
13

While the term devops itself is a portmanteau of “development” and “operations,” the
core concepts of devops can and should be applied throughout the entire organiza‐
tion. A sustainable, successful business is more than the development and operations
teams. Limiting our thinking to just those teams who write software or deploy it into
production does the entire business a disservice.

Devops as Folk Model
In many ways, devops has become a folk model, a term used with different intent that
leads to miscommunication and misunderstanding. In the field of cognitive science, a
folk model is used as an abstraction for more concrete ideas and often substituted,
being easier to understand than the concept ultimately being discussed. An example
of this is the term situational awareness, which is often used as a stand-in for more
specific ideas like perception and short-term memory. Folk models are not necessar‐
ily bad. They become problematic when different groups use the same term with dif‐
ferent intent.
People will often spend more time arguing over what “devops” means—what folk
model they are using for it—than they spend focusing on the ideas that they really
want to discuss.1 Sometimes, in order to get around the issue of defining devops and
get people talking about concepts and principles, individuals will exaggerate “bad”
behaviors as a way of focusing on the “good” behaviors that are seen as being
“devops.” To talk about effective interteam collaboration, someone might use a car‐
toonish example of a company that creates a devops team that serves only to act as
go-betweens for the development and operations teams, as we did in the Preface. It is
an extreme example, but it gets people talking about something more meaningful and
practical than a definition.

The Old View and the New View
In an environment where humans are blamed and punished for errors, a culture of
fear can build up walls that prevent clear communication and transparency. Contrast
this with a blameless environment, where issues are addressed cooperatively and
viewed as learning opportunities for individuals and the organization. Professor Sid‐
ney Dekker described these two environments as the “old view” and the “new view” of
human error in his book, The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error.2
The first environment views “human error as the cause of trouble.” This “old view” is
described as a mindset in which the focus is on elimination of human error. Mistakes

1 Sidney Dekker and Erik Hollnagel, “Human Factors and Folk Models.” Cognition, Technology & Work 6, no. 2

(2004): 79–86.

2 Sidney Dekker, The Field Guide to Understanding Human Error (Farnham, UK: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2014).
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are made by “bad apples” who need to be thrown out. This view is found in blameful
cultures, as it assumes that errors are often caused by malice or incompetence. Indi‐
viduals responsible for failure must be blamed and shamed (or simply fired).
The second environment views “human error as a symptom of trouble deeper in the
system.” This “new view” is a mindset that sees human errors as structural rather than
personal. People make choices and take the actions based on their context and what
makes most sense to them, not intentional malice or incompetence. Organizations
should consider systems holistically when looking to minimize or respond to issues.
Understanding and embracing the “new view” is key to understanding the devops
movement. This view encourages us to share stories, as everything is a learning
opportunity.
Shared stories:
• lead to increased transparency and trust within a team;
• instruct our coworkers in how to avoid a costly mistake without having to
directly experience it; and
• increase the time spent on solving new problems, allowing for more innovation.
When these stories are shared throughout the industry, we impact the industry as a
whole, creating new opportunities, knowledge, and shared understanding.

The Devops Compact
The heart of devops starts with people working not only as groups but as teams with
a desire for mutual understanding. This can be described as a compact that teams will
work together, communicate their intentions and the issues that they run into, and
dynamically adjust in order to work toward their shared organizational goals.

Example of a compact
We can visualize this critical compact by examining the communication, clarification,
and mutual trust of two rock climbers. Rock climbing is an activity that involves par‐
ticipants climbing up, down, or across natural rock formations or synthetic walls. The
shared goal is to reach the top or end point of a specific route, usually without falling.
It is a combination of the physical endurance required to navigate the problem as well
as the mental acuity to understand and prepare for the next steps.
In some forms of rock climbing, one individual, the climber, will use a rope and a har‐
ness as protection against falls. The second individual, the belayer, monitors the ten‐
sion in the rope, giving the climber enough tension to prevent a long fall while also
providing enough slack to give her room to maneuver as she climbs.

The Devops Equation
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Belaying properly and safely requires both a shared understanding of the tools and
process as well as ongoing communication. The climber will securely knot into her
harness. The belayer will make sure his belay device is properly attached to his climb‐
ing harness. Each will trust but verify the status of the other’s work before starting
the climb.
The climb itself has a set of verbal cues to indicate readiness prior to approaching the
climb, with the climber asking “on belay?” and the belayer communicating “belay on.”
The climber responds with “climbing” to indicate her readiness. Finally, the belayer
acknowledges with “climb on.”
The principles of this compact that make it work include:
• Shared, clearly defined goals
• Ongoing communication
• Dynamic adjustment and repairs of understanding
As we will illustrate next, these principles bring just as much to devops in the work‐
place as they do to climbers on the wall.

Example of the devops compact
Two employees work on separate teams at Sparkle Corp. The General is a senior
developer with a number of different experiences in her background and has worked
at Sparkle Corp for two years. George is an operations engineer with some experience
and is relatively new to Sparkle Corp.
Their two teams support the global community of people that depend on the Sparkle
Corp website for their creative endeavors. Their shared goal is to implement a new
feature that will increase the value to end users, hopefully without impacting the site.
As the one with more experience at the company, the General will be really clear with
George about the expectations, values, and processes in place at Sparkle Corp. In
turn, George will be really clear with the General about when he needs help or doesn’t
understand part of the process. Both the General and George will check in with each
other’s work before proceeding to next steps—an example of the trust-but-verify
model, as described with the climbing process.
The General and George have a shared understanding of their goals:
• Implementing a new feature that increases the value to Sparkle Corp customers
• Maintaining safety and trust in their communication with each other
In a siloed, nondevops environment, the lack of a shared understanding would be like
the General trying to start coding without making sure George understands the
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requirements—it might end up working, but without communication of intentions,
the odds are stacked against it.
An organization will certainly run into unexpected issues or roadblocks along the
way, but with the shared understanding that everyone is still a part of the compact,
actions turn into repairs. We repair our misunderstandings about who would be
working on a particular feature or when something would get done. We repair
bugs that affect our understanding of how the software is supposed to behave. We
repair processes and their documentation when things don’t go the way we expect in
production.
Throughout the book, we’re going to take this idea of a devops compact and show
how both the technological and cultural aspects of devops are ways of developing and
maintaining this shared mutual understanding.

The Devops Equation
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CHAPTER 3

A History of Devops

Examining the history of the industry and the recurring patterns and ideas within it
helps us to understand what shaped the devops movement. With that understanding
we can make sense of where we are today and understand how, through effective
devops, we can break the cycle of increasing specialization that creates silos and
devaluation of specific roles.

Developer as Operator
In the beginning, the developer was the operator. When World War II broke out, the
United States government put out a call for math majors to become “computers,” a
job in which they were responsible for calculating ballistics firing tables for the war
effort. Jean Bartik was one of the many women that responded. Her college advisor
encouraged her to ignore the call, worrying that the repetitious tasks were not as
admirable as continuing her family’s tradition of education.
While her advisor was right about the repetitious nature of calculating numbers, the
job put Bartik in the right place at the right time to become one of the first program‐
mers of the Electronic Numeric Integrator and Computer, or ENIAC, the first allelectronic, programmable computer system.
With no documentation and no plans, Bartik and the other five women working on
the ENIAC figured out how to program it by reviewing the device’s hardware and
logic diagrams. Programming the machine and its 18,000 vacuum tubes meant set‐
ting dials and changing out cable connections across 40 control panels.
At the time, the industry focused on hardware engineering and not on the program‐
ming required to make the system work. When problems arose, hardware engineers
would come in and proclaim, “It’s not the machine; it’s the operators.” The program‐
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mers felt the pain of managing and operating these systems as they had to replace
fuses and cables and remove literal bugs in the system.

The Advent of Software Engineering
In 1961, President John F. Kennedy set the challenge that within the decade the Uni‐
ted States would land a person on the moon, and return them safely to Earth. Faced
with this deadline but lacking employees with the necessary skills, the National Aero‐
nautics and Space Administration (NASA) needed to find someone to write the
onboard flight software required to accomplish this task. NASA enlisted Margaret
Hamilton, a mathematician at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) to
lead the effort.1
Hamilton recalls:
Coming up with new ideas was an adventure. Dedication and commitment were a
given. Mutual respect was across the board. Because software was a mystery, a black
box, upper management gave us total freedom and trust. We had to find a way and we
did. Looking back, we were the luckiest people in the world; there was no choice but to
be pioneers; no time to be beginners.2

In her pursuit of writing this complex software, Hamilton is credited with coining the
term software engineering. She also created the concept of priority displays, software
that alerts astronauts to information that requires their attention in real time. She
instituted a set of requirement gathering that added quality assurance to the list of
software engineering concerns, which included:
• debugging all individual components;
• testing individual components prior to assembly; and
• integration testing.
In 1969, during the Apollo 11 mission, the lunar module guidance computer software
was tasked with too many calculations for its limited capacity. Hamilton’s team had
programmed the software such that it could be manually overridden, allowing Neil
Armstrong to step in and pilot the lunar module using manual controls.
The freedom and trust that the management team afforded the team of engineers
working on the onboard flight software, as well as the mutual respect between team
members, led to software that facilitated one of humankind’s great leaps in technol‐

1 Robert McMillan, “Her Code Got Humans on the Moon—And Invented Software Itself,” WIRED, October 13,

2015.

2 A. S. J. Rayl, “NASA Engineers and Scientists—Transforming Dreams Into Reality,” 2008, http://

www.nasa.gov/50th/50th_magazine/scientists.html.
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ogy as Neil Armstrong stepped on the moon. Without this high-trust environment,
this manual override ability (something that turned out to be of critical importance)
might not have been present, and the moon landing story might have had a very dif‐
ferent outcome.

The Problems of Software
Space flight was not the only area in which software was becoming critical in the
1960s. As hardware became more readily available, people became more concerned
about the impending complexity of software that did not follow standards across
other engineering disciplines. The growth rate of systems and the emerging depend‐
ence upon them were alarming.
In 1967, the NATO Science Committee, comprising scientists across countries and
industries, held discussions to assess the state of software engineering. A Study Group
on Computer Science was formed in the fall of 1967, whose goal was to focus atten‐
tion on the problems of software. They invited 50 experts from all areas of industry,
with three working groups focusing on the design of software, production of soft‐
ware, and service of software, in an effort to define, describe, and begin solving the
problems of software engineering.
At the NATO Software Engineering Conference of 1968, key problems with software
engineering were identified, including:
• defining and measuring success;
• building complex systems requiring large investment and unknown feasibility;
• producing systems on schedule and to specification, and;
• putting economic pressures on manufacturers to build specific products.
The identification of these problems would help to define and shape areas of focus for
the industry in years to come, and still impacts us to this day.

The Advent of Proprietary Software and Standardization
Until 1964, the practice was to build computers that were specific and targeted to cus‐
tomer requirements. Software and hardware were not standardized or interchangea‐
ble. In 1964, International Business Machines (IBM) announced a family of
computers known as the System/360—computers designed to support a wide range
of utility from small to large and for commercial and scientific purposes.
The goal was to reduce the cost of product development, manufacturing, service, and
support while also facilitating the ability for customers to upgrade as needed. The
System/360 became the dominant mainframe computer, providing customers the
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flexibility to start small and grow computing resources as needed. It also enabled job
flexibility, as individuals could learn the software and hardware, which at the time
were still tightly coupled, and then have the requisite skills needed for a similar job in
another location.
Up until the late 1960s, computers were leased rather than bought outright. The cost
of the hardware was high and incorporated the cost of software and services. Source
code for the software was generally provided. In 1969, faced with a US antitrust law‐
suit, IBM again impacted the industry by decoupling the software and hardware of
their product, charging separately for the software associated with their mainframe
hardware. This changed how software was viewed; software had suddenly acquired
significant monetary value in and of itself and was not provided openly.

The Age of the Network
In 1979, a worldwide distributed discussion platform called Usenet was started by
Tom Truscott and Jim Ellis, then students at Duke University. Usenet started out as a
simple shell script that would automatically call different computers, search for
changes in files on those computers, and copy changes from one computer to another
using UUCP (Unix-to-Unix copy, a suite of programs allowing for file transfer and
remote command execution between computers). Ellis gave a talk on the “Invitation
to a General Access UNIX Network”3 at a Unix users group known as USENIX. This
was one of the first ways to communicate and share knowledge across organizations
with computers, and its use grew rapidly.
While this tool started to facilitate the sharing of knowledge across universities and
corporations, this was also a time when the details of how companies were run were
considered part of their “secret sauce.” Talking about solving problems outside of the
company was not done, because such knowledge was viewed as a competitive advan‐
tage. There was an intentional cultural drive for competitors to work inefficiently.
This stymied a great deal of collaboration and limited the effectiveness of the com‐
munication channels that were available. This cultural siloization led to companies
growing in complexity.
Increasingly complex systems in turn led to the need for specialization of skills and
role proliferation. Such roles included system administrators, specializing in systems
management and minimizing system costs, and software engineers, specializing in
creating of new products and features to address the new needs. Other more special‐
ized groups were siloed off as well, with the NOC (network operations center), QA,
security, databases, and storage all becoming separate areas of concern.

3 Ronda Hauben and Michael Hauben, Netizens: On the History and Impact of Usenet and the internet (Los Ala‐

mitos, CA: IEEE, 1997).
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This situation created the institutional Tower of Babel, with the different silos all
speaking different languages due to differing concerns. Along with this siloization,
the specific pains of software and the hardware on which it ran were also separated.
No longer were developers exposed to the late-night pages of down systems, or the
anger expressed by unsatisfied users. Additionally, programming’s trend toward
higher-level languages meant that development became more abstracted, moving fur‐
ther and further away from the hardware and the systems engineers of the past.
In an effort to be proactive and prevent service outages, system administrators would
document the set of steps required to do regular operations manually. System admin‐
istrators borrowed the idea of “root cause analysis” from total quality management
(TQM). This led in part to additional attention and effort toward minimizing risk.
The lack of transparency and change management created growing amounts of
entropy that engineers had to deal with more and more.

The Beginnings of a Global Community
As interconnected networks allowed programmers and IT practitioners to share their
ideas online, people began looking for ways to share their ideas in person as well.
User groups, where practitioners and users of various technologies could meet to dis‐
cuss their fields, began to grow in number and popularity. One of the biggest world‐
wide user groups was DECUS, the Digital Equipment Computer Users’ Society, which
was founded in 1961 with members consisting mostly of programmers who wrote
code for or maintained DEC computer equipment.
The US chapter of DECUS ran a variety of technical conferences and local user
groups (LUGs) throughout the United States, while chapters in other countries were
doing the same globally. These conferences and events began to publish their papers
and ideas in the form of DECUS proceedings, which were made available to members
as a way of sharing information and growing both the total knowledge of the commu‐
nity and the interconnectedness of its members.
A similar community specifically for system administrators was found with USENIX
and its special interest group, the System Administrators Group. Known later as
SAGE, today the group is known as the special interest group LISA (Large Installation
System Administration), and it runs an annual conference with the same name.4 Sep‐
arately, NSFNET “Regional-Tech” meetings evolved into the North American Net‐
work Operators’ Group (NANOG), a community specifically for network
administrators to increase collaboration to make the internet better.

4 USENIX has announced that LISA will be retired at the end of 2016. For details, see https://www.usenix.org/

blog/refocusing-lisa-community.
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Contrary to the focus on knowledge sharing that was a primary feature of these local
and global user groups, at the same time there was a great deal of secrecy within tech‐
nology companies regarding their practices. Companies, in their quests for their own
financial and material successes, kept their processes as closely guarded secrets,
because if their competitors had inefficient practices, that improved the likelihood of
their own relative success. Employees were strongly discouraged or even explicitly
forbidden from sharing knowledge at industry conferences to try to maintain this
sort of competitive advantage. This is in stark contrast to more recent developments,
where communities and conferences are growing around knowledge sharing and
cross-collaboration between companies.

Trade Secrets and Proprietary Information
Information that is not generally known to the public that is suffi‐
ciently secret to confer economic or business advantage is consid‐
ered a trade secret. Information a company possesses, owns, or
holds exclusive rights to is considered proprietary. Software, pro‐
cesses, methods, salary structure, organizational structure and cus‐
tomer lists are examples of items that can be considered a
company’s proprietary information. For example, proprietary soft‐
ware is software for which the source code is generally not available
to end users. All trade secrets are proprietary; not all proprietary
information is secret.
In addition to the changes in culture in the industry, commoditiza‐
tion and the costs of knowledge and technology impact what com‐
panies keep secret within their organizations.

The Age of Applications and the Web
An early example of successful cooperation across organizational boundaries, the
very popular Apache HTTP Server was released in 1995. Based on the public domain
NCSA HTTP daemon developed by Robert McCool, an undergraduate at the Univer‐
sity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, the modular Apache software enabled anyone
to quickly deploy a web server with minimal configuration. This marked the begin‐
ning of a trend toward this and other open source solutions. Open source software,
with licenses that allow users to read, modify, and distribute its source code, began to
compete with proprietary, closed source solutions.
Combined with the availability of various distributions of the Linux operating system
and the growth in popularity of scripting languages such as PHP and Perl, the open
source movement led to the proliferation of the LAMP stack (most commonly Linux,
Apache, MySQL, and PHP) as a solution for building web applications. MySQL, a
relational database first released in 1995, combined with the server-side scripting
capabilities of PHP, allowed developers to create dynamic websites and applications,
24
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with more rapidly updated or dynamically generated content than before. Given the
ease with which these new web applications could be created, people and organiza‐
tions in the late 1990s had to begin working with more speed and flexibility in order
to stay competitive.
It was a time of angst and frustration for both system administrators and computer
programmers. Endemic in system administration, there was a long-standing culture
of saying “no” and “it’s critical to preserve stability.” In 1992, Simon Travaglia started
posting a series on Usenet called The Bastard Operator From Hell (BOFH) that
described a rogue sysadmin who would take out his frustration and anger on the
users of the system. Toxic operations environments led some individuals in this field
to view that rogue sysadmin as a hero and emulate his behaviors, often to the detri‐
ment of others around them.
In development, there was a culture of “it’s critical to get these changes out” and “I
don’t want to know how to do that because I’ll get stuck doing it.” In some environ‐
ments, this prompted developers to risk system stability by finding unofficial ways to
work around the established processes in order to meet their own goals. This in turn
led to additional massive cleanups, further solidifying the idea that change is
extremely risky. The singletons in either group who tried to make changes to the
overall processes often found themselves stuck in the mire of becoming the subject
matter expert, locked into the positions of support that became critical to maintain.

The Growth of Software Development Methodologies
In 2001, an invitation to discuss software development went out to people interested
and active in the Extreme Programming (XP) community and others within the field.
XP was a form of Agile development that was designed to be more responsive to
changing requirements than previous development software methodologies, known
for short release cycles, extensive testing, and pair programming. In response to this
invitation, 17 software engineers got together in Snowbird, Utah. They summarized
their shared common values to capture the adaptiveness and response to change that
they wanted to see in development with an explicit emphasis on human factors. This
Agile Manifesto was the rallying cry that started the Agile movement.
In 2004, Alistair Cockburn, a software developer who was one of the coauthors of the
Agile Manifesto, described Crystal Clear,5 a software development methodology for
small teams based on his 10 years of research with successful teams. It described three
common properties:

5 Alistair Cockburn, Crystal Clear: A Human-Powered Methodology for Small Teams: A Human-Powered Meth‐

odology for Small Teams (Boston: Addison Wesley, 2004).
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• frequent delivery of usable code, moving toward smaller, more frequent deploy‐
ments rather than large, infrequent ones;
• reflective improvement, or using reflections on what worked well and what
worked poorly in previous work to help guide future work; and
• osmotic communication between developers—the idea that if developers are in
the same room, information will drift through the background to be picked up
informally, as by osmosis.
This movement continued in software development for several years, and later
expanded its influence. Around that time, a system administrator named Marcel
Wegermann wrote an essay on how to take the principles of Crystal Clear, Scrum,
and Agile and apply them to the field of system administration. In addition to giving
a lightning talk on the subject where he suggested ideas such as version control for
the Linux operating system’s /etc directory, pair system administration, and opera‐
tional retrospectives, he also started the Agile System Administration mailing list
in 2008.

Open Source Software, Proprietary Services
As open source software proliferated and software in general became more modular
and interoperable, engineers found themselves with more and more choices as they
worked. Instead of being restricted to one hardware vendor and whatever operating
system and proprietary software would run on that hardware, developers were now
able to pick and choose which tools and technologies they wanted to use. As software,
especially web software, became more commoditized, it became at once both more
and less valuable, being less exclusive and more commonplace, but with software
developers being highly paid and widely sought after.
In 2006, Amazon.com, Inc., an ecommerce company that until then had mostly been
known as a website selling books and other goods to consumers, launched two serv‐
ices, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) and Amazon Simple Storage Service
(S3), a first foray into providing virtualized compute instances and storage through a
proprietary service. This allowed individuals to spin up compute resources quickly
without a large upfront expenditure of hardware, and request more as needed. As
with the introduction of the System/360, the service was quickly adopted, becoming
the de facto standard due to its ease of use, low entry cost, and flexibility.
As web technology continued to grow and evolve, the ways that people communica‐
ted and collaborated online did too. Twitter, an online social networking service, was
introduced to the world in 2006. At first it seemed very much like a tool for people
wanting to share information in an abbreviated format, for short attention spans or
for celebrities to reach out to fans. In 2007, however, its usage skyrocketed thanks to
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the South by Southwest Interactive (SXSW) conference streaming live tweets about
the conference on screens in the hallways.
Twitter quickly became a way for ad hoc communities to form across the globe. For
conferences, it was a way to get additional value out of the multitrack systems and
connect with like-minded individuals. The hallway track, a phrase often used to
describe the interactions and conversations that take place in the hallways of confer‐
ences, had expanded from the physical world to the web, where anyone could dis‐
cover and participate in these ad hoc interactions.

Agile Infrastructure
At the Agile 2008 conference in Toronto, system administrator and IT consultant Pat‐
rick Debois spoke about incorporating Scrum into operations with his talk, “Agile
Operations and Infrastructure: How Infra-gile are You?” Patrick worked with devel‐
opment and operations teams on a project to test data center migration. In his work
he might be doing development one day and fighting fires with the operations team
the next; this context switching began to take a toll on him. Indeed, switching
between even two tasks instead of focusing on just one can cause a nearly 20 percent
drop in productivity due to the overhead of context switching.6
At that same conference, Andrew Clay Shafer, a former software developer who was
starting to take a great interest in IT concerns, proposed an Agile Infrastructure ses‐
sion. He thought, however, that nobody would be interested in this topic, and ended
up not attending the session that he himself proposed. When Patrick saw this, he real‐
ized that he wasn’t the only one interested in Agile system administration and contac‐
ted Andrew out of band to discuss the concept further.
Around the same time, individual companies were beginning not only to make great
strides toward processes that allowed them to keep up with the increasingly rapid
changes of the internet, but also to share some of their stories publicly through com‐
munities that were building up around popular conferences like the O’Reilly Velocity
Conference.
One such company was Flickr, a popular community site for photographers. After
being purchased by Yahoo in 2005, Flickr needed to migrate all of its services and
data from Canada to the United States. John Allspaw, a web operations enthusiast
who had worked in systems operations for years, had joined the company as the
Flickr operations engineering manager to help with scaling this new migration
project. Paul Hammond joined the Flickr development team in 2007, and became the

6 Gerald Weinberg, Quality Software Management: Systems Thinking (New York: Dorset House Publishing

Company, 1997).
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Flickr engineering manager in 2008, heading the development organization in collab‐
oration with Allspaw.
At Velocity Santa Clara 2009, Hammond and Allspaw co-presented “10+ Deploys per
Day: Dev and Ops Cooperation at Flickr,” highlighting the revolutionary change that
allowed the team to move rapidly. They didn’t do this by setting out to break down
silos or start a big professional and cultural movement. They were able to collaborate
a great deal in their work at Flickr, which was in contrast to Allspaw’s previous expe‐
riences at Friendster, where emotions and pressures ran high and there was little in
the way of interteam collaboration.
You can’t declare that you’re “doing devops successfully” simply
because you are “doing 10 deploys a day.” Pay attention to the spe‐
cific problems that you are trying to solve in your organization, not
the metrics you hear from other organizations. Keep in mind why
you are making specific changes rather than simply looking at the
number of deploys or any other arbitrary metrics.

The opportunities to work together that presented themselves were something that
both managers took advantage of. Neither of them woke up one day and decided that
the company needed a big change; rather, they recognized the little pieces of working
together that made things work well. They took note of these little things, which
ended up becoming much bigger cultural changes, and that cooperation had a much
larger impact than just the number of deploys.

The Beginning of devopsdays
Don’t just say ‘no', you aren’t respecting other people’s problems… #velocityconf
#devops #workingtogether
—Andrew Clay Shafer (@littleidea)

This tweet, from Andrew Clay Shafer on June 23, 2009, prompted Patrick Debois to
lament on Twitter that even though he was watching remotely, he was unable to
attend that year’s Velocity conference in person. Pris Nasrat, at the time a lead sys‐
tems integrator at the Guardian, tweeted in reply, “Why not organize your own Veloc‐
ity event in Belgium?” Inspired, Patrick did almost exactly that, creating a local
conference that would allow for developers, system administrators, toolsmiths, and
other people working in those fields to come together. In October of that year, the
first devopsdays conference took place in Ghent. Two weeks later, Debois wrote:
I’ll be honest, for the past few years, when I went to some of the Agile conferences, it
felt like preaching in the desert. I was kinda giving up, maybe the idea was too crazy:
developers and ops working together. But now, oh boy, the fire is really spreading.
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That first devopsdays event ignited the powder keg of unmet needs; people separated
in silos and frustrated with the status quo identified with devops and a way of
describing the work they felt they were already doing. The conference grew and
spread as individuals started up new local devopsdays events across the world. With
the real-time communication made available by Twitter, the hallway track never
ended and #devops took on a life of its own.

The Current State of Devops
It is inspiring to see how far the devops movement has come in the six years since
Patrick Debois held the first devopsdays in Belgium. The 2015 State of Devops
Report, published by Puppet, found that companies that are doing devops are outper‐
forming those that aren’t, finally showing numerically what many people have already
suspected—that an emphasis on having teams and individuals work together effec‐
tively is better for business than silos full of engineers who don’t exactly play well with
others. High-performing devops organizations deploy code more frequently, have
fewer failures, recover from those failures faster, and have happier employees.
The number of devopsdays conferences has increased from 1 in 2009 to 22 all over
the world in 2015. Each year brings devopsdays events in new locations worldwide;
this is not a phenomenon limited to technology hubs like Silicon Valley or New York.
There are dozens of local Meetup groups with thousands of members in even more
locations around the globe, not to mention the conversations about the topic happen‐
ing daily on Twitter.

Summary
Reflecting on our history, we see the trend of focusing on outcomes rather than peo‐
ple and processes. Many took away from John Allspaw and Paul Hammond’s “10+
Deploys a Day” presentation that what was important was the quantity of deploy‐
ments—10+ deploys in a day. The subtitle “Dev & Ops Cooperation at Flickr” was
missed behind the hook.
Fixation on a specific outcome increases stress for those who are already stressed out
by limitations within the organization. Unlike mechanical processes, outcomes
in software rely heavily on human factors. Software can be outdated before comple‐
tion, neglect to meet customer expectations, and fail in unexpected ways with drastic
impact.
Focusing on the culture and processes encourages iteration and improvement in how
and why we do things. When we shift our focus from what to why, we are given the
freedom and trust to establish meaningfulness and purpose for our work, which is a
key element of job satisfaction. Engagement with work impacts outcomes without
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concentrating on achieving a specific outcome, allowing for happy and productive
humans building the next leap for humankind.
The introduction of devops has changed our industry by focusing on people and pro‐
cesses across roles to encourage collaboration and cooperation, rather than compet‐
ing with specialization.
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CHAPTER 4

Foundational Terminology and Concepts

Building a strong foundation for effective devops requires discussing some key terms
and concepts. Some of these concepts may be familiar to readers; many have been
mentioned in the preceding history of software engineering or will be well known to
readers who have experience with various software development methodologies.
Throughout the history of computer engineering, a number of methodologies have
been described to improve and ease the process of software development and opera‐
tions. Each methodology splits work into phases, each with a distinct set of activities.
One issue with many methodologies is a focus on the development process as some‐
thing separate from operations work, leading to conflicting goals between teams.
Additionally, forcing other teams to follow particular methodologies can cause
resentment and frustration if the work doesn’t fit their processes and goals. Under‐
standing how these different methodologies work and what benefits each might bring
can help increase understanding and reduce this friction.
Devops is not so rigidly defined as to prohibit any particular meth‐
odology. While devops arose from practitioners who were advocat‐
ing for Agile system administration and cooperation between
development and operations teams, the details of its practice are
unique per environment. Throughout this book, we will reiterate
that a key part of devops is being able to assess and evaluate differ‐
ent tools and processes to find the most effective ones for your
environment.

Software Development Methodologies
The process of splitting up development work, usually into distinct phases, is known
as a software development methodology.
31

These different phases of work may include:
• Specification of deliverables or artifacts
• Development and verification of the code with respect to the specification
• Deployment of the code to its final customers or production environment
Covering all methodologies is far beyond the scope of this chapter, but we will touch
on a few that have in one way or another impacted the ideas behind devops.

Waterfall
The waterfall methodology or model is a project management process with an
emphasis on a sequential progression from one stage of the process to the next. Origi‐
nating in the manufacturing and construction industries and adopted later by hard‐
ware engineering, the waterfall model was adapted to software in the early 1980s.1
The original stages were requirements specification, design, implementation, integra‐
tion, testing, installation, and maintenance, and progress was visualized as flowing
from one stage to another (hence the name), as shown in Figure 4-1.

Figure 4-1. The waterfall model

1 Herbert D. Benington, Production of Large Computer Programs. IEEE Annals of the History of Computing,

October 1, 1983, http://bit.ly/benington-production.
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Software development under the waterfall model tended to be very highly structured,
based on a large amount of time being spent in the requirements and design phases,
with the idea that if both of those were completed correctly to begin with it would cut
down on the number of mistakes found later.
In waterfall’s heyday, there was a high cost to delivering software on CD-ROMs or
floppy disks, not including the cost to customers for manual installation. Fixing a bug
required manufacturing and distributing new floppies or CD-ROMs. Because of
these costs, it made sense to spend more time and effort specifying requirements up
front rather than trying to fix mistakes later.

Agile
Agile is the name given to a group of software development methodologies that are
designed to be more lightweight and flexible than previous methods such as waterfall.
The Agile Manifesto, written in 2001 and described in the previous chapter, outlines
its main principles as follows:
We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others
do it. Through this work we have come to value:
individuals and interactions over processes and tools
working software over comprehensive documentation
customer collaboration over contract negotiation
responding to change over following a plan
That is, while there is value in the items on the right, we value the items on the
left more.

Agile methodologies include processes such as Scrum, which we will define next, and
other methods that place a heavy emphasis on collaboration, flexibility, and the end
result of working software.

Is Devops Just Agile?
Devops shares many characteristics with the Agile movement,
especially with the focus on individuals, interactions, and collabo‐
ration. You might wonder if devops is just “rebranded” Agile.
While devops has certainly grown around Agile methodology, it is
a separate cultural movement steeped in the history of the comput‐
ing industry with a broad reach that includes more than just devel‐
opers. Devops adopts and extends Agile principles and applies
them to the entire organization, not only the development process.
As we will see in detail in later chapters, devops has cultural impli‐
cations beyond Agile and a focus that is broader than speed
of delivery.

Software Development Methodologies
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Scrum
In the mid-1990s, Ken Schwaber and Dr. Jeff Sutherland, two of the original creators
of the Agile Manifesto, merged individual efforts to present a new software develop‐
ment process called Scrum. Scrum is a software development methodology that focu‐
ses on maximizing a development team’s ability to quickly respond to changes in both
project and customer requirements. It uses predefined development cycles called
sprints, usually between one week and one month long, beginning with a sprint plan‐
ning meeting to define goals and ending with a sprint review and sprint retrospective
to discuss progress and any issues that arose during that sprint.
One key feature of Scrum is the daily Scrum or daily standup, a daily meeting where
team members (rather rapidly) each answer three questions:
• What did I do yesterday that helped the team meet its sprint goals?
• What am I planning to do today to help the team meet those goals?
• What, if anything, do I see that is blocking either me or the team from reaching
their goals?
These meetings, which take place in the morning in order to help people align with
what they are planning to do that day and help each other with any blocking issues,
are often facilitated by the Scrum master. The Scrum master is an important role that
also includes responsibilities such as helping the team self-organize and coordinate
work efforts, helping remove blockers so the team will continue making progress, and
involving project owners and stakeholders so there is a shared understanding of what
“done” means and what progress is being made. The principles of Scrum are often
seen applied less formally in many software development practices today.

Operations Methodologies
Similar to how software development methodologies split up software development
work into different phases or otherwise try to bring more order to those processes, IT
or operations work can be split up or organized as well. As with the software method‐
ologies, covering all methodologies is far beyond the scope of this chapter.

ITIL
ITIL, formerly known as Information Technology Infrastructure Library, is a set of
practices defined for managing IT services. It is published as a series of five volumes
that describe its processes, procedures, tasks, and checklists, and is used to demon‐
strate compliance as well as measure improvement toward that end. ITIL grew out of
a trend that saw the growing number of IT organizations in the 1980s using an
increasingly diverse set of practices.
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The British Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency developed the set of
recommendations as a way to try to standardize these practices. First published in
1989, the books and practices have grown over the years, with the five core sections in
the most recent (2011) version being service strategy, service design, service transi‐
tion, service operation, and continual service improvement.
IT analyst and consultant Stephen Mann notes that while there are many benefits that
come with ITIL’s standardization and there are over 1.5 million ITIL-certified people
worldwide, it has some areas where practitioners might want to put additional focus.
Mann has said that ITIL is often more on the side of being reactive rather than proac‐
tive, so we suggest that organizations that have been using ITIL take note of ways that
they can try to add more proactive planning and customer focus to their practices.

COBIT
Control Objectives for Information and Related Technology (COBIT) is an ISACA
framework for governance and management of information and technology first
released in 1996. A core principle of COBIT is to align business goals with IT goals.
COBIT is based on 5 principles:
• meeting stakeholder needs;
• covering the enterprise from end to end;
• applying a single integrated framework;
• enabling a holistic approach; and
• separating governance from management.

Systems Methodologies
Some methodologies focus on thinking about systems as a whole, rather than limiting
focus to more specific areas such as software development or IT operations. Systems
thinking skills are crucial for anyone working with complex systems like many of the
software products that are created today; readers interested in learning more about
systems thinking in general would do well to read Thinking in Systems by Donella
Meadows and How Complex Systems Fail by Dr. Richard Cook.

Lean
After a five-year study on the future of automobile production and the Toyota Pro‐
duction System (TPS), James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel Roos coined the
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term Lean Production.2 Womack and Jones defined the five principles of Lean Think‐
ing as follows:3
• Value
• Value stream
• Flow
• Pull
• Perfection
These ideas, especially the pursuit of perfection through systemic identification and
elimination of waste, drove the definition of Lean as the maximization of customer
value and minimization of waste.
Lean systems focus on the parts of the system that add value by eliminating waste
everywhere else, whether that be overproduction of some parts, defective products
that have to be rebuilt, or time spent waiting on some other part of the system. Stem‐
ming from this are the concepts of Lean IT and Lean software development, which
apply these same concepts to software engineering and IT operations.
Waste to be eliminated in these areas can include:
• Unnecessary software features
• Communication delays
• Slow application response times
• Overbearing bureaucratic processes
Waste in the context of Lean is the opposite of value. Mary Poppendieck and Thomas
Poppendieck have mapped Lean manufacturing waste to software development waste
as follows:4
• Partially done work
• Extra features
• Relearning
• Unnecessary handoffs

2 James P. Womack, Daniel T. Jones, and Daniel Roos, The Machine That Changed the World (New York: Raw‐

son Associates, 1990).

3 James P. Womack and Daniel T. Jones, Lean Thinking (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996).
4 Mary Poppendieck and Thomas David Poppendieck. Implementing Lean Software Development (Upper Saddle

River, NJ: Addison-Wesley, 2007).
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• Task switching
• Delays
• Defects
As with devops, there is no one way to do Lean software development. There are two
main approaches to Lean: a focus on waste elimination through a set of tools, and a
focus on improving the flow of work, also known as The Toyota Way.5 Both
approaches have the same goal, but due to the differing approaches may result in dif‐
ferent outcomes.

Development, Release, and Deployment Concepts
There are several terms related to the development, release, and deployment of soft‐
ware that have not previously been covered in the definitions of the methodologies
discussed so far in this chapter. These are concepts that describe the hows of develop‐
ing and deploying software, and understanding what they are and how they relate will
give readers a more mature understanding of how tools can be used to facilitate these
practices down the line.

Version Control
A version control system records changes to files or sets of files stored within the sys‐
tem. This can be source code, assets, and other documents that may be part of a soft‐
ware development project. Developers make changes in groups called commits or
revisions. Each revision, along with metadata such as who made the change and
when, is stored within the system in one way or another.
Having the ability to commit, compare, merge, and restore past revisions to objects to
the repository allows for richer cooperation and collaboration within and between
teams. It minimizes risks by establishing a way to revert objects in production to pre‐
vious versions.

Test-Driven Development
In test-driven development, the code developer starts by writing a failing test for the
new code functionality, then writes the code itself, and finally ensures that the test
passes when the code is complete. The test is a way of defining the new functionality
clearly, making more explicit what the code should be doing.

5 Jeffrey K. Liker, The Toyota Way: 14 Management Principles from the World’s Greatest Manufacturer (New

York: McGraw-Hill, 2004).
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Having developers write these tests themselves not only greatly shortens feedback
loops but also encourages developers to take more responsibility for the quality of the
code they are writing. This sharing of responsibility and shorter development cycle
time are themes that continue to be important parts of a devops culture.

Application Deployment
Application deployment is the process of planning, maintaining, and executing on
the delivery of a software release. In the general sense, the craft of application deploy‐
ment needs to consider the changes that are taking place underneath the system. Hav‐
ing infrastructure automation build the dependencies required to run a specific
application—whether they be compute, operating system, or other dependencies—
minimizes the impact of inconsistencies on the released software.
Depending on the application type, different engineering concerns may be important.
For example, databases may have strict guarantees in terms of consistency. If a trans‐
action occurs, it must be reflected in the data. Application deployment is a critical
aspect to engineering quality software.

Continuous Integration
Continuous integration (CI) is the process of integrating new code written by devel‐
opers with a mainline or “master” branch frequently throughout the day. This is in
contrast to having developers working on independent feature branches for weeks or
months at a time, merging their code back to the master branch only when it is com‐
pletely finished. Long periods of time in between merges means that much more has
been changed, increasing the likelihood of some of those changes being breaking
ones. With bigger changesets, it is much more difficult to isolate and identify what
caused something to break. With small, frequently merged changesets, finding the
specific change that caused a regression is much easier. The goal is to avoid the kinds
of integration problems that come from large, infrequent merges.
In order to make sure that the integrations were successful, CI systems will usually
run a series of tests automatically upon merging in new changes. When these changes
are committed and merged, the tests automatically start running to avoid the over‐
head of people having to remember to run them—the more overhead an activity
requires, the less likely it is that it will get done, especially when people are in a hurry.
The outcome of these tests is often visualized, where “green” means the tests passed
and the newly integrated build is considered clean, and failing or “red” tests means
the build is broken and needs to be fixed. With this kind of workflow, problems can
be identified and fixed much more quickly.
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Continuous Delivery
Continuous delivery (CD) is a set of general software engineering principles that
allow for frequent releases of new software through the use of automated testing and
continuous integration. It is closely related to CI, and is often thought of as taking CI
one step further, that beyond simply making sure that new changes can be integrated
without causing regressions to automated tests, continuous delivery means that these
changes can be deployed.

Continuous Deployment
Continuous deployment (also referred to as CD) is the process of deploying changes
to production by defining tests and validations to minimize risk. While continuous
delivery makes sure that new changes can be deployed, continuous deployment
means that they get deployed into production.
The more quickly software changes make it into production, the sooner individuals
see their work in effect. Visibility of work impact increases job satisfaction, and over‐
all happiness with work, leading to higher performance. It also provides opportuni‐
ties to learn more quickly. If something is fundamentally wrong with a design or
feature, the context of work is more recent and easier to reason about and change.
Continuous deployment also gets the product out to the customer faster, which can
mean increased customer satisfaction (though it should be noted that this is not a
panacea—customers won’t appreciate getting an updated product if that update
doesn’t solve any of their problems, so you have to make sure through other methods
that you are building the right thing). This can mean validating its success or failure
faster as well, allowing teams and organizations to iterate and change more rapidly
as needed.
The difference between Continuous Delivery and Continuous
Deployment is one that has been discussed a great deal since these
topics became more widely used. Jez Humble, author of Continuous
Delivery defines continuous delivery as being a general set of prin‐
ciples that can be applied to any software development project,
including the internet of things (IoT) and embedded software, while
continuous deployment is specific to web software. For more infor‐
mation on the differences between these two concepts, see the Fur‐
ther Resources for this chapter.

Minimum Viable Product
One theme that has become apparent especially in recent years is the idea of reducing
both development costs and waste associated with creating products. If an organiza‐
tion were to spend years bringing a new product to market only to realize after the
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fact that this new product didn’t meet the needs of either new or existing customers,
that would have been an incredible waste of time, energy, and money.
The idea of the minimum viable product (MVP) is to create a prototype of a pro‐
posed product with the minimum amount of effort required to determine if the idea
is a good one. Rather than developing something to 100 percent completion before
getting it into users’ hands, the MVP aims to drastically reduce that amount, so that if
significant changes are needed, less time and effort has already been spent. This
might mean cutting down on features or advanced settings in order to evaluate the
core concept, or focusing on features rather than design or performance. As with
ideas such as Lean and continuous delivery, MVPs allow organizations to iterate and
improve more quickly while reducing cost and waste.

Infrastructure Concepts
All computer software runs on infrastructure of some sort, whether that be hardware
that an organization owns and manages itself, leased equipment that is managed and
maintained by someone else, or on-demand compute resources that can easily scale
up or down as needed. These concepts, once solely the realm of operations engineers,
are important for anyone involved with a software product to understand in environ‐
ments where the lines between development and operations are starting to blur.

Configuration Management
Started in the 1950s by the United States Department of Defense as a technical man‐
agement discipline, configuration management (CM) has been adopted in many
industries. Configuration management is the process of establishing and maintaining
the consistency of something’s functional and physical attributes as well as perfor‐
mance throughout its lifecycle. This includes the policies, processes, documentation,
and tools required to implement this system of consistent performance, functionality,
and attributes.
Specifically within the software engineering industry, various organizations and
standards bodies such as ITIL, IEEE (the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi‐
neers), ISO (the International Organization for Standardization), and SEI (the Soft‐
ware Engineering Institute) have all proposed a standard for configuration
management. As with other folk models, this has led to some confusion in the indus‐
try about a common definition for the term.
Often this term is conflated with various forms of infrastructure automation, version
control, or provisioning, which creates a divide with other disciplines’ usage of the
term. To ensure a common understanding for this book’s audience, we define config‐
uration management as the process of identifying, managing, monitoring, and audit‐
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ing a product through its entire lifecycle, including the processes, documentation,
people, tools, software, and systems involved.

Cloud Computing
Cloud computing, often referred to as just “the cloud,” refers to a type of shared,
internet-based computing where customers can purchase and use shared computing
resources offered by various cloud providers as needed. Cloud computing and stor‐
age solutions can spare organizations the overhead of having to purchase, install, and
maintain their own hardware.
The combination of high performance, cost savings, and the flexibility and conve‐
nience that many cloud solutions offer has made the cloud an ideal choice for organi‐
zations that are looking to both minimize costs and increase the speed at which they
can iterate. Iteration and decreased development cycle time are key factors in creating
a devops culture.
While some see the cloud as being synonymous with devops, this is
not universally the case. A key part of devops is being able to assess
and evaluate different tools and processes to find the most effective
one for your environment, and it is absolutely possible to do that
without moving to cloud-based infrastructure.

Infrastructure Automation
Infrastructure automation is a way of creating systems that reduces the burden on
people to manage the systems and their associated services, as well as increasing the
quality, accuracy, and precision of a service to its consumers. Indeed, automation in
general is a way to cut down on repetitious work in order to minimize mistakes and
save time and energy for human operators.
For example, instead of running the same shell commands by hand on every server
in an organization’s infrastructure, a system administrator might put those com‐
mands into a shell script that can be executed by itself in one step rather than many
smaller ones.

Artifact Management
An artifact is the output of any step in the software development process. Depending
on the language, artifacts can be a number of things, including JARs (Java archive
files), WARs (web application archive files), libraries, assets, and applications. Artifact
management can be as simple as a web server with access controls that allow file
management internal to your environment, or it can be a more complex managed
service with a variety of extended features. Much like early version control for source
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code, artifact management can be handled in a variety of ways based on your budget‐
ary concerns.
Generally, an artifact repository can serve as:
• a central point for management of binaries and dependencies;
• a configurable proxy between organization and public repositories; and
• an integrated depot for build promotions of internally developed software.

Containers
One of the bigger pain points that has traditionally existed between development and
operations teams is how to make changes rapidly enough to support effective devel‐
opment but without risking the stability of the production environment and infra‐
structure. A relatively new technology that helps alleviate some of this friction is the
idea of software containers—isolated structures that can be developed and deployed
relatively independently from the underlying operating system or hardware.
Similar to virtual machines, containers provide a way of sandboxing the code that
runs in them, but unlike virtual machines, they generally have less overhead and less
dependence on the operating system and hardware that support them. This makes it
easier for developers to develop an application in a container in their local environ‐
ment and deploy that same container into production, minimizing risk and develop‐
ment overhead while also cutting down on the amount of deployment effort required
of operations engineers.

Cultural Concepts
The final concepts we define in this chapter are cultural ones. While some software
development methodologies, such as Agile, define ways in which people will interact
while developing software, there are more interactions and related cultural concepts
that are important to cover here, as these ideas will come up later in this book.

Retrospective
A retrospective is a discussion of a project that takes place after it has been comple‐
ted, where topics such as what went well and what could be improved in future
projects are considered. Retrospectives usually take place on a regular (if not neces‐
sarily frequent) basis, either after fixed periods of time have elapsed (every quarter,
for example) or at the end of projects. A big goal is local learning—that is, how the
successes and failures of this project can be applied to similar projects in the future.
Retrospective styles may vary, but usually include topics of discussion such as:
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What happened?
What the scope of the project was and what ended up being completed.
What went well?
Ways in which the project succeeded, features that the team is especially proud
of, and what should be used in future projects.
What went poorly?
Things that went wrong, bugs that were encountered, deadlines that were missed,
and things to be avoided in future projects.

Postmortem
Unlike the planned, regular nature of a retrospective, a postmortem occurs after an
unplanned incident or outage, for cases where an event’s outcome was surprising to
those involved and at least one failure of the system or organization was revealed.
Whereas retrospectives occur at the end of projects and are planned in advance, post‐
mortems are unexpected before the event they are discussing. Here the goal is organi‐
zational learning, and there are benefits to taking a systemic and consistent approach
to the postmortem by including topics such as:
What happened?
A timeline of the incident from start to finish, often including communication or
system error logs.
Debrief
Every person involved in the incident gives their perspective on the incident,
including their thinking during the events.
Remediation items
Things that should be changed to increase system safety and avoid repeating this
type of incident.
In the devops community, there is a big emphasis placed on postmortems and retro‐
spectives being blameless. While it is certainly possible to have a blameful postmor‐
tem that looks for the person or people “responsible” for an incident in order to call
them out, that runs counter to the focus on learning that is central to the devops
movement.

Blamelessness
Blamelessness is a concept that arose in contrast to the idea of blame culture. Though
it had been discussed for years previously by Sidney Dekker and others, this idea
really came to prominence with John Allspaw’s post on blameless postmortems, with
the idea that incident retrospectives would be more effective if they focused on learn‐
ing rather than punishment.
Cultural Concepts
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A culture of blamelessness exists not as a way of letting people off the hook, but to
ensure that people feel comfortable coming forward with details of an incident, even
if their actions directly contributed to a negative outcome. Only with all the details of
how something happened can learning begin to occur.

Organizational Learning
A learning organization is one that learns continuously and transforms itself…Learn‐
ing is a continuous, strategically used process—integrated with and running parallel
to work.
—Karen E. Watkins and Victoria J. Marsick, Partners for Learning

Organizational learning is the process of collecting, growing, and sharing an organi‐
zation’s body of knowledge. A learning organization is one that has made their learn‐
ing more deliberate, setting it as a specific goal and taking actionable steps to increase
their collective learning over time.
Organizational learning as a goal is part of what separates blameful cultures from
blameless ones, as blameful cultures are often much more focused on punishment
than on learning, whereas a blameless or learning organization takes value from
experiences and looks for lessons learned and knowledge gained, even from negative
experiences. Learning can happen at many different levels, including individual and
group as well as organization, but organizational learning has higher impact to com‐
panies as a whole, and companies that practice organizational learning are often more
successful than those that don’t.

Summary
We have discussed a variety of methodologies relating to the development, deploy‐
ment, and operation of both software and the infrastructure that underlies it, as well
as cultural concepts addressing how individuals and organizations deal with and
learn from incidents and failures.
This is far from an exhaustive list, and new methodologies and technologies will be
developed in the future. The underlying themes of development, deployment, opera‐
tions, and learning will continue to be core to the industry for years to come.
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CHAPTER 5

Devops Misconceptions and Anti-Patterns

When talking about concepts such as devops, it can also be helpful to discuss what
the concept is not. This process will help clear up some common misconceptions or
misconstrued ideas about devops. In this chapter, we will provide additional context
around devops as well as define some common anti-patterns.

Common Devops Misconceptions
Throughout the industry, there are common misconceptions about devops. Within
your organization, your teams may struggle to clarify and articulate beliefs and val‐
ues. In this section, we’ll examine some of the issues people run into when trying to
establish this common language in their organization.

Devops Only Involves Developers and System Administrators
While the name is a portmanteau of development (or developers) and operations, this
is more of a signal of the origin of the movement than a strict definition of it. While
the devopsdays conference tagline is “the conference that brings development and
operations together,” the concepts and ideas of devops include all roles within an
organization. There is no one definitive list of which teams or individuals should be
involved or how, just as there is no one-size-fits-all way to “do devops.”
Ideas that help development and operations teams communicate better and work
more efficiently together can be applied throughout a company. Any team within the
organization should be considered—including security, QA, support, and legal—in
order to be most effective. For example, effective devops processes between legal and
sales allow for automated contract creation based on a consistent sales catalog.
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Any two or more teams can benefit from devops principles, and it
is important not to limit the potential reach of these ideas, nor to
replace one group of silos with another. In Part III, we will discuss
considerations for effectively engaging teams.

Devops Is a Team
In general, the creation of a designated “devops team” is a less-than-ideal circum‐
stance. Creating a team called devops, or renaming an existing team to devops, is nei‐
ther necessary nor sufficient for creating a devops culture. If your organization is in a
state where the development and operations teams cannot communicate with each
other, an additional team is likely to cause more communication issues, not fewer.
Underlying issues need to be addressed for any substantial and lasting change
to stick.
Creating a separate team as an environment in which to kickstart new processes and
communication strategies can be effective if it is seen as a greenfield project. In large
companies this is generally a useful short-term strategy to kick off meaningful change
and usually results in blending the team members back into designated-role teams as
time progresses.
In a startup environment, having a single team that encompasses both functions can
work if it allows for the team to embrace the responsibility and mission of the service
as a collaborative unit rather than burning out a single individual on-call. Manage‐
ment will still need to facilitate clear roles and responsibilities to ensure that as the
company grows the team can scale out as required.
This book will cover different team organizational options and interteam communi‐
cation and coordination strategies, but ultimately it is important to remember that
there is no one right or wrong way of doing devops, and if having a team with devops
in its name genuinely works for you, there’s no reason to change it. Keep in mind that
devops is a culture and a process, and name and structure your teams accordingly.

Devops Is a Job Title
The “devops engineer” job title has started a controversial debate. The job title has
been described in various ways, including:
• a system administrator who also knows how to write code;
• a developer who knows the basics of system administration; or
• a mythical 10x engineer (said to be 10 times as productive as other engineers,
though this is difficult to measure and often used figuratively) who can be a full-
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time system administrator and full-time developer for only the cost of one salary
without any loss in the quality of their work.
In addition to being totally unrealistic, this concept of a devops engineer doesn’t scale
well. It might be necessary to have the developers deploying the code and maintain‐
ing the infrastructure in the early days of an organization, but as a company matures
and grows, it makes sense to have people become more specialized in their job roles.
It doesn’t usually make much sense to have a director of devops or some other posi‐
tion that puts one person in charge of devops. Devops is at its core a cultural move‐
ment, and its ideas and principles need to be used throughout entire organizations in
order to be effective.
Still, “devops engineer” is a job title that keeps appearing in the wild. Engineers with
“devops” in their title earn higher salaries than regular system administrators, accord‐
ing to the 2015 DevOps Salary Report from Puppet. With the lack of parity between
roles at different organizations based on different interpretations of what a devops
engineer role looks like, this is a very slippery slope. Who wouldn’t want to be called a
devops engineer if it immediately gave them a $10K bump in salary?
A concerning trend as reported by the 2015 DevOps Salary Report
is that “more devops engineers reported working in excess of 50
hours, systems engineers reported working 41–50 hours per week,
and system administrators reported working 40 or fewer hours per
week.” When choosing your job, make sure that the higher salary
doesn’t come at the cost of less personal time and higher rates of
burnout.

Devops Is Relevant Only to Web Startups
A primary product of web-based companies is the web application that the user sees
when browsing the company website. These websites can often be implemented
without relying on information stored between interactions with the website (i.e.,
stateless sessions). Upgrading the site can be done in stages or through the migration
of live traffic to a new version of the site, making the process of continuous deploy‐
ment easy.
It is easy to see why devops makes sense for web-based companies like this: the move‐
ment helps break down barriers that can impede development and deployment. If a
web company’s processes are so slow that it takes a matter of weeks to fix a typo,
chances are they aren’t going to do very well compared to newer, more Agile compa‐
nies in the space.
Web startups are not alone in benefiting from improved collaboration, affinity, and
tools. It is easier to iterate on team structures and processes at a small startup;
Common Devops Misconceptions
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enterprises have been trained to resist rapid change and governmental agencies even
more so with laws that may actively restrict and impede change. Change is possible
even in these sorts of organizations, however. Later in this book we will share exam‐
ples of how these cultural ideas can be applied even to enterprise and government
organizations.

You Need a Devops Certification
A significant part of devops is about culture: how do you certify culture? There is no
60-minute exam that can certify how effectively you communicate with other people,
how well teams in your company work together, or how your organization learns.
Certifications make sense when applied to specific technologies that require a high
level of expertise to use, such as specific software or hardware. This allows companies
that require that specific technology or expertise to gain some understanding of a
particular individual’s knowledge in that area.
Devops doesn’t have required technology or one-size-fits-all solutions. Certification
exams are testing knowledge where there are clear right or wrong answers, which
devops generally does not have. What works best for one company won’t necessarily
be optimal for another; there’s no easy way to write questions that would be univer‐
sally correct for devops. A devops certification is likely to be a money-making oppor‐
tunity or specific to a vendor’s solution and mislabeled devops certification.

Devops Means Doing All the Work with Half the People
There are some people under the impression that devops is a way to get both a soft‐
ware developer and a system administrator in one person—and with one person’s sal‐
ary. Not only is this perception incorrect, but it is often harmful. At a time when too
many startups are offering perks such as three meals a day in the office and on-site
laundry as a way of encouraging workers to spend even more time at work, and when
too many engineers find themselves working 60–80 hours a week, misconceptions
that drive people further away from work–life balance and more toward overwork are
not what our industry needs.
During very early stages, it is true that a startup can benefit from having developers
who understand enough about operations to handle deployments as well, especially
with cloud providers and other “as a services” to handle a lot of operational heavy lift‐
ing. Once an organization gets past the point where every single employee must wear
multiple hats out of sheer necessity, expecting one person to fill two full-time roles is
asking for burnout.
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Devops doesn’t save money by halving the number of engineers
your company needs. Rather, it allows organizations to increase the
quality and efficiency of their work, reducing the number and
duration of outages, shortening development times, and improving
both individual and team effectiveness.

There Is One “Right Way” (or “Wrong Way”) to Do Devops
Early adopters of devops practices and principles, especially those well-known for
this in the industry such as Netflix and Etsy, are often regarded as “unicorns”1 who
have cornered the market on the “right” way to do devops. Other companies, eager to
get the benefits of a devops culture, will sometimes try to emulate their practices.
Just because a company presents their successful devops strategy does not mean that
these same processes will be the right way of doing devops within every environment.
Cargo culting2 processes and tools into an environment can lead to the creation of
additional silos and resistance to change.
Devops encourages critical thinking about processes, tools, and
practices; being a learning organization requires questioning and
iterating on processes, not accepting things as the “one true way” or
the way that things have always been done.

One should also beware of people saying that anyone who isn’t following their exam‐
ple is doing devops “the wrong way.” It bears repeating that while there are valid criti‐
cisms of devops teams or devops engineers, there are also documented cases of
companies and people who make those terms work for them. Devops intentionally is
not rigidly defined like Scrum or ITIL. The companies that are doing devops most
successfully are comfortable learning and iterating to find what tools and processes
are most effective for them.

It Will Take X Weeks/Months to Implement Devops
If some sort of management buy-in is required for an organizational transformation
such as those involved in devops, one of the questions often asked about the transfor‐
mation is how long it will take. The problem with this question is that it assumes that
devops is an easily definable or measurable state, and once that state is reached then
the work is done.

1 Within devops, a unicorn is an internet company that is a practitioner, innovator, and early adopter of devops.

This is not to be confused with the financial definition of unicorn as a startup valued at over $1 billion.

2 Cargo culting describes the practice of emulating observed behaviors or implementing tools into an environ‐

ment without fully understanding the reasoning or circumstances that led to success using those strategies.
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In reality, devops is an ongoing process; it is the journey, not the destination. Some
parts of it will have a fixed end point (such as setting up a configuration management
system and making sure that all the company’s servers are being managed by it),
but the ongoing maintenance, development, and use of configuration management
will continue.
Because so much of devops is cultural, it is harder to predict how long some of those
changes will take: how long will it take people to break old siloed habits and replace
them with new collaborative ones? This cannot be easily predicted, but don’t let that
stop you from working toward these kinds of significant cultural transformations.

Devops Is All About the Tools
While tools are valuable, devops does not mandate or require any particular ones.
This misconception is a contributing factor to the idea that devops is only for start‐
ups, as enterprise companies are often less able to adopt new technologies.
Devops is a cultural movement. Within your environment the tools you use currently
are part of your culture. Before deciding on a change, it behooves you to recognize
the tools in the environment that have been part of the existing culture, understand
individuals’ experiences with those tools, and observe what is similar and different
between others’ experiences. This examination and assessment helps clarify what
changes need to be made.
Technology impacts velocity and organizational structures within your organization.
Making drastic changes to tools, while they may have value to an individual or team,
may have a cost that decelerates the organization as a whole.
The principles discussed in this book don’t require a specific set of tools and are
applicable to any technology stack. There is a fair amount of overlap between compa‐
nies that practice devops and those who use containers or cloud providers, but that
doesn’t mean that those particular technologies are required—there are certainly
companies successfully implementing devops while running on bare metal. Part IV
will discuss how to assess, choose, and implement tools effectively.

Devops Is About Automation
Many innovations in devops-adjacent tools help to codify understanding, bridging
the gaps between teams and increasing velocity through automation. Practitioners
have focused on tools that eliminate tasks that are boring and repetitive, such as with
infrastructure automation and continuous integration. In both of these cases, auto‐
mation is a result of improved technology.
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If there are repetitive tasks that could be automated to free up a human from having
to do them, that automation helps that person work more efficiently. Some cases like
this have fairly obvious gains: automating server builds saves hours per server that a
system administrator can then spend on more interesting or challenging work. But if
more time is spent trying to automate something than would be saved by having it be
automated, that is no longer time well spent (see Figure 5-1).

Figure 5-1. A comic from XKCD on time spent versus time saved (https://xkcd.com/
1205); originally published with the alt text: “Don’t forget the time you spend finding the
chart to look up what you save. And the time spent reading this reminder about the time
spent. And the time trying to figure out if either of those make sense. Remember, every
second counts toward your life total, including these right now.”
There has been a great deal of discussion about the role of automation in any envi‐
ronment and the way that human factors affect what and how we choose to automate.
Paying attention to these stories is an example of cross-discipline affinity; other
industries may have much to teach us about our own if we pay attention to them.
Automation is critical to us as systems become more complex and organizations
become interdependent due to shared services. Without shared mutual context or
concern for human needs, however, automation creates unknown additional risk.
Automation may make work faster, but in order to be most effective it must also
increase transparency, collaboration, and understanding.
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Early Automation in the Aviation Industry
While reviewing the aviation industry in 1977, the House Committee on Science and
Technology identified cockpit automation as a leading safety concern. Studies of the
aviation field discovered that while pilots could still fly planes, the automation in use
was causing their critical thinking skills to atrophy. Pilots were losing the ability to
track position without the use of a map display, decide what should be done next,
or recognize instrument system failures. This is a warning for us as we implement
automation within our environments. Tools change our behavior and the way that
we think.
In July 2013, Asiana Airlines flight 214 struck a seawall at San Francisco International
Airport, with three people being fatally injured. During the investigation, the National
Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) identified a number of issues, among them that
there was insufficient monitoring of airspeed due to an overreliance on automated
systems that the pilots didn’t fully understand.
In their efforts to compensate for the unreliability of human performance, the
designers of automated control systems have unwittingly created opportunities for
new error types that can be even more serious than those they were seeking to avoid.
—James Reason, Managing the Risks of Organizational Accidents

Devops Is a Fad
As devops is not specific to a technology, tool, or process, it is less likely to become
obsolete or replaced with something new. A movement about improving organiza‐
tional effectiveness and individual employee happiness may be absorbed into com‐
mon use, but it will not age out.
One of the primary differences between devops and methodologies like ITIL and
Agile is that the latter have strict definitions, with context being added over time.
Devops, on the other hand, is a movement defined by stories and ideas of individuals,
teams, and organizations. It is the continuing conversations and evolution of pro‐
cesses and ideas that lead growth and change.
There has been some discussion in the devops community as to whether or not
devops has lost its direction. Critics of the movement say that it is too defined by neg‐
ative spaces, by people saying what devops isn’t rather than what it is (or not provid‐
ing a concise definition for it at all). They also claim that devops isn’t unique, that it is
merely a rebranding of ideas that have come before it, and that it will be abandoned
as soon as the next name or trend comes along.
Many of the driving ideas behind the devops movement have indeed been around for
some time under different names, but the zeitgeist of devops as something more than
the sum of its parts is new and different. People have certainly argued against func‐
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tional silos before, suggested learning organizations, advocated for humane systems,
or advocated for automation and measurement.
The devops movement is the first to combine all of these ideas, and to do so with
measurable success. Harnessing and leveraging effective devops will lead to growth
and evolution in tools, technology, and processes in your organization.

Devops Anti-Patterns
In this section, we will define some more terms that it will help you to be familiar
with. Unlike the terms defined in the previous chapter, however, these concepts are
generally seen as being anti-patterns, with ideas that run counter to those that give
devops its strength and effectiveness.

Blame Culture
A blame (or blameful) culture is one that tends toward blaming and punishing people
when mistakes are made, either at an individual or an organizational level. In this
kind of culture, a root cause analysis as part of a postmortem or retrospective is gen‐
erally misapplied, with a search for one thing that ultimately caused a failure or inci‐
dent. If this analysis happens to point toward a person’s actions as being the “root
cause,” that person will be blamed, reprimanded, or even fired for their role in the
incident. This sort of culture often arises from one that must answer to external audi‐
tors, or where there is some top-down mandate to improve performance according to
a given set of metrics.
Heavily segregated or segmented environments that lack an appreciation for trans‐
parency are fertile ground for blame culture. If management is set on finding one
person or group of people to blame for each incident that occurs, in order to get rid
of that “bad apple,” individual contributors will be motivated to try to shift blame
away from themselves and their own teams onto somebody else. While this sort of
self-preservation is understandable in such an environment, it doesn’t lend itself well
to a culture of openness and collaboration. More than likely, people will begin with‐
holding information about incidents, especially with regards to their own actions, in
an effort to keep themselves from being blamed.
Outside of incident response, a culture of blame that calls people out as a way of try‐
ing to improve performance (e.g., which developers introduced the most bugs into
the codebase, or which IT technician closed the fewest tickets) will contribute to an
atmosphere of hostility between coworkers as everyone tries to avoid blame. When
people are too focused on simply avoiding having a finger pointed at them, they are
less focused on learning and collaboration.
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Silos
A departmental or organizational silo describes the mentality of teams that do not
share their knowledge with other teams in the same company. Instead of having com‐
mon goals or responsibilities, siloed teams have very distinct and segregated roles.
Combined with a blameful culture, this can lead to information hoarding as a form of
job security (“If I’m the only one who knows how to do X, they won’t be able to get
rid of me”), difficulty or slowness completing work that involves multiple teams, and
decreases in morale as teams or silos start to see each other as adversaries.
Often in a siloed environment you will find different teams using completely different
tools or processes to complete similar tasks, people having to go several levels up the
managerial chain of command in order to get resources or information from people
on another team, and a fair amount of “passing the buck”—that is, moving blame,
responsibility, or work to another team.
The issues and practices that can come from organizational silos take time, effort, and
cultural change to break down and fix. Having silos for software developers and sys‐
tem administrators or operations engineers, and trying to fix the issues in the soft‐
ware development process that came from that environment, was a big part of the
root of the devops movement, but it is important to note that those are not the only
silos that can exist in an organization. Cross-functional teams are often touted as
being the anti-silos, but these are not the only two options, and just because a team
serves only one function it’s not necessarily a silo. Silos come from a lack of commu‐
nication and collaboration between teams, not simply from a separation of duties.

Root Cause Analysis
Root cause analysis (RCA) is a method to identify contributing and “root” causes of
events or near-misses/close calls and the appropriate actions to prevent recurrence. It
is an iterative process that is continued until all organizational factors have been iden‐
tified or until data is exhausted. Organizational factors are any entity that exerts con‐
trol over the system at any stage in its lifecycle, including but not limited to design,
development, testing, maintenance, operation, and retirement.
One method of identifying root causes is known as the 5 Whys. This method entails
asking “why” until the root causes are identified. It requires that the individuals
answering “why” have sufficient data to answer the question appropriately. A second
and more systematic approach is to create an Ishikawa diagram. Developed by Kaoru
Ishikawa in 1968, this causal diagram helps teams visualize and group causes into
major categories to identify sources of variation, discover relationships among sour‐
ces, and provide insight into process behaviors.
Often RCA is associated with determining a single root cause. Tools that provide
event management often allow only a single assignment of responsibility. This limits
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RCA’s usefulness, as it focuses attention on the direct causes rather than the addi‐
tional elements that may be contributing factors. There is an implicit assumption
with root cause analysis that systems fail (or succeed) in a linear way, which is not the
case for any sufficiently complex system.

Human Error
Human error, the idea that a human being made a mistake that directly caused a fail‐
ure, is often cited as the root cause in a root cause analysis. With this often comes the
implication that a different person would not have made such a mistake, which is
common in a blame culture when somebody has to be reprimanded for their role in
an incident. Again, this is an overly simplistic view, and is used prematurely as the
stopping point for an investigation. It tends to assume that human mistakes are made
due to simple negligence, fatigue, or incompetence, and neglects to investigate the
myriad factors that contributed to the person making the decision or taking the
action they did.
In a blameful culture, discussion stops with the finding that a specific person made a
mistake, with the focus often being on who made the mistake and its end result. In a
blameless culture or a learning organization, a human error is seen as a starting point
rather than an ending one, sparking a discussion on the context surrounding the
decision and why it made sense at the time.

Summary
Familiarity with these terms provides a more in-depth understanding of the rest of
the material in this book. Combined with the foundational terminology and concepts
in the previous chapter and the patterns and themes gleaned from history in the
chapter prior to that, you now have a much clearer picture of the landscape that
makes up devops in our industry today. With this foundation of understanding in
place, we can now define and discuss our four pillars of effective devops.
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CHAPTER 6

The Four Pillars of Effective Devops

Patrick Debois has said that devops is a human problem, implying that every organi‐
zation will have a devops culture that is unique to the humans within it. While there
is no one “true” way of doing devops that will be identical for every organization, we
have identified four common themes that any team or organization looking to imple‐
ment devops will need to spend time and resources on.
Here are the four pillars of effective devops:
• Collaboration
• Affinity
• Tools
• Scaling
The combination of these four pillars will enable you to address both the cultural and
technical aspects of your organization. It makes sense for your organization to focus
on one or two pillars at a time while trying to make changes, but ultimately it is the
combination of all four working together that will enable lasting, effective change.
It is important not to gloss over the first two pillars, which cover the norms and val‐
ues of our cultures and interpersonal interactions, in favor of skipping straight to
reading about tools. Effective tool usage is necessary for a successful devops transfor‐
mation, but not sufficient—if that were the case, we could just provide a list of best
practices for Chef or Docker and be done. However, resolving the interpersonal and
interteam conflicts that arise within organizations is critical to fostering the lasting
relationships that ultimately make a devops environment.
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Collaboration
Collaboration is the process of building toward a specific outcome through support‐
ing interactions and the input of multiple people. A guiding principle that shaped the
devops movement was the cooperation of software development and operations
teams. Before one team can successfully work with another team with a different
focus, the individuals on a team need to be able to work with each other. Teams that
don’t work well on an individual or intrateam level have little hope of working well at
the interteam level.

Affinity
In addition to the growth and maintenance of collaborative relationships between
individuals, teams and departments within an organization and across the industry at
large need to have strong relationships. Affinity is the process of building these inter‐
team relationships, navigating differing goals or metrics while keeping in mind
shared organizational goals, and fostering empathy and learning between different
groups of people. Affinity can be applied between organizations as well, enabling
companies to share stories and learn from each other as we build a collective body of
cultural and technical knowledge within our industry.

Tools
Tools are an accelerator, driving change based on the current culture and direction.
Tool choices can be perceived as easy wins. Understanding why they are wins, and
their impact on existing structures, is important to prevent obscuring issues in teams
and organizations. Failure to examine the problems in values, norms, and organiza‐
tional structure leads to invisible failure conditions as cultural debt builds up. If tools,
or lack thereof, get in the way of individuals or teams working well together, your ini‐
tiatives will not succeed. If the cost of collaboration is high, not investing in tools (or
worse, investing in poor tools) raises this cost.

Scaling
Scaling is a focus on the processes and pivots that organizations must adopt through‐
out their lifecycles. Beyond simply considering what it means to address devops in
large enterprise organizations, scaling takes into account how the other pillars of
effective devops can be applied throughout organizations as they grow, mature,
and even shrink. There are different considerations, both technical and cultural,
for organizations operating at different scales, and we will examine those considera‐
tions for organizations that do not fall into the category of “typical” smaller devops
cultures.
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Summary
Taken together, the four pillars of effective devops will allow you to solve both cul‐
tural and technical problems that can impact software development. In each of the
next four parts of this book, we cover these pillars in depth. Examples have been
pulled from the industry, covering a diverse set of companies from web startups to
large enterprises. While it isn’t strictly necessary to read the chapters in order, it is
recommended that you eventually read all chapters, as it is the combination and har‐
mony of these four pillars that truly make devops effective.
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PART II

Collaboration

CHAPTER 7

Collaboration: Individuals
Working Together

With individuals spending many hours a week at work together, building durable and
long-lasting relationships with others is crucial. Collaboration is the process of build‐
ing toward a specific outcome through the interactions, input, and support of multi‐
ple people. Pair programming, a technique first introduced with Agile software
development where two people work on the same piece of code at the same time, is
one example of collaboration, but far from the only one.

Sparkle Corp Weekly Planning Meeting
“I really think that we have a great opportunity to use MongoDB in our new reviews
service. I saw this great tutorial that showed how fast and easy it is to get it up and
running without all the administrative costs of other solutions,” said Geordie, a frontend developer for Sparkle Corp.
Listening to Geordie’s enthusiasm, the General jotted down the potential benefits of
bringing MongoDB into the stack at Sparkle Corp. “Does anyone else have thoughts
or concerns about using MongoDB?” she asked of the development team.
“Based on our current stack, we already support MySQL and all of its dependencies.
We’ve already invested a fair amount of work in MySQL integrations. Adding
MongoDB adds extra costs to support and maintenance. Is there something that
MongoDB offers us that improves on what we already use to offset this cost?” asked
Alice, a senior developer at Sparkle Corp.
This kind of disagreement happens all the time within a team. How the individuals
respond to one another next will either help or harm their ongoing relationship. Let’s
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dig into the devops compact and examine how collaboration can strengthen or
weaken it within our organizations.

Defining Collaboration
As a pillar of devops, collaboration refers to the intentional processes and common
purpose of individuals. Examples of collaboration in action include:
• Asynchronous code review
• Documentation
• Updating issues and bug reports
• Demonstrating weekly progress
• Regular status updates
• Pairing
It’s important to recognize the value and purpose of different forms
of collaboration. Some collaborative work is done in coordination
with others, with a single individual responsible for some piece of
the collective work and focused on accomplishing her part toward
the mutual goal. Other collaborative work is done continuously,
with two or more individuals working together to accomplish an
objective. These collaborative approaches are the right choice
depending on the work and surrounding context.
Rewarding one type of collaborative work over another is some‐
what like telling everyone that running is the only successful form
of exercise.

In January 2015, Anita Woolley and colleagues published findings from their analysis
of teams in an article for the New York Times called “Why Some Teams Are Smarter
Than Others”. Woolley’s smarter teams outperformed other teams based on the fol‐
lowing characteristics:
• Communication
• Equal participation
• Theory of Mind
In other words, effective collaboration includes communication, equal participation,
and Theory of Mind (ToM). ToM is the ability to recognize one’s own perspective,
and that others have a distinct and different perspective born from their own context.
Examining how individuals are different, and exploring how these differences impact
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potential perspective, helps expand our own ToM, builds mutual understanding, and
helps to resolve conflict crucial to the devops compact, in effect leveling up our
capacity as smarter teammates.

Individual Differences and Backgrounds
Each of us has a different cultural background with unique experiences that inform
our choices of how and why we work. Respecting our individual differences can help
build mutual understanding and resolve conflict in a way that is crucial to the devops
compact. There are great benefits to be gained from diverse teams in terms of creativ‐
ity, problem solving, and productivity, but this differentiation can lead to short-term
interpersonal conflicts, either personally or professionally.

Professional Backgrounds
Professional backgrounds, or the types of previous work-related experience that
people bring with them to their current positions, vary. As much as we’d like to
believe that we judge people only on their current work, there are multiple ways in
which people’s backgrounds do impact our thinking, our interactions, and our collab‐
orative efforts.

Enterprise versus startup experience
One difference in professional backgrounds is the size of companies that people have
worked for previously. In the startup world, there is a strong preference for hiring
and working with people with previous startup experience. This makes sense to some
extent—especially in early-stage startups, success may be more likely when key indi‐
viduals have had successful startup experiences before—but beware of being overly
biased against people who have worked mostly (or exclusively) at larger organiza‐
tions. Enterprise experience does not disqualify someone from being able to work
well at a much smaller company—not everyone in the enterprise is a “dinosaur,” and
that kind of bias or ageism should be avoided.
The challenge is balancing the specialization of tasks that can occur with large teams
with the context switching that occurs with small teams with too much assigned
work, rather than dismissing the suitability of the enterprise-experienced individual
out of hand.

Technical fluency
A technical versus nontechnical background can cause friction between people. This
can take place in a company-wide context, where engineers are seen as being more
valuable to the company. Support, sales, and marketing teams are often treated like
second-class citizens. If these feelings are mirrored at all by management, such as
at an early-stage startup with engineering cofounders, this can cause a serious loss
Individual Differences and Backgrounds
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of morale among non-engineering employees. People need to feel that their work
is appreciated.

Role hierarchies
This is not limited to nontechnical roles, of course. In many traditional software
development shops, IT and related roles (system and network administrators, opera‐
tions engineers, QA engineers, and database administrators, among others) are often
treated similarly. Operations is often primarily classified as a cost center within
accounting. Any costs that are incurred to support the organization as a whole are
viewed as liabilities caused by operations rather than through the lens of what value
that team or department brings to the organization.
Further, the value that operations provides for the organization is invisible, and its
impacts are observed only when something goes wrong and there is some sort of out‐
age or degraded service. Often the operations teams are viewed by other teams as bar‐
riers, blockers, or gatekeepers—and these sorts of challenges are part of what spurred
the devops movement in the first place.

Different paths to engineering
Even among engineers, there can be differences in people’s backgrounds as well. It
used to be that software engineers almost exclusively had technical backgrounds,
whether that be one or more degrees in a field like computer science or computer
engineering or a lifelong history of working with computers. It’s easy to look at some‐
one who started tinkering with their parents’ computers as a young child and taught
themselves to program soon after that as a “natural” engineer.
The barriers to entry into development have changed drastically in the last few years
as mechanisms to teach necessary job skills have evolved. Coding bootcamps, short
(three- to six-month) skill programs, and educational meetups have changed how
people get into the field. These are ways of making tech jobs available to people who
are changing careers but don’t have the money or time to spend on a traditional fouryear degree program.
Bootcamps designed specifically to provide safe learning spaces for underrepresented
groups in tech, such as women or people of color, can be a great resource for compa‐
nies looking to improve the diversity of their engineering staff as well. However, there
is still bias in some places toward candidates with “traditional” engineering back‐
grounds. These biases can impact the value that employers place on nonengineering
skills, leading to teams lacking key soft skills, abilities that impact how people can
relate to, get along with, and work with others.
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Years of experience
Friction between team members also comes from job level or experience. When look‐
ing to hire, teams may express a preference for more experienced candidates or
“senior” engineers because they believe that a more senior person will be quicker to
get up to speed and start contributing to the team.
There are a limited number of senior engineers—far fewer than the
number of companies looking to hire them. In addition to simply
getting more years of technical experience, junior employees need
guidance and coaching to help grow into senior ones. When look‐
ing at the people on your team, it’s important to consider how
effective they are at teaching or mentoring, in addition to just their
technical skills, to ensure that your growth isn’t blocked by access
to the experienced talent pool.

Personal Backgrounds
Increasing the diversity of a team means ensuring a wider range of personal back‐
grounds. Including aspects such as gender, sexuality, race, class, primary language,
ability, and education level, diverse personal backgrounds can increase the strength of
an engineering, product-focused, or customer-support-driven organization by bring‐
ing a greater number of experiences and points of view to the table.
A diverse workforce benefits teams, organizations, and the industry as a whole.
Diversity also leads to increased friction, however. If a team comprising one predomi‐
nant group—for example, white heterosexual men—hires a woman, LGBTQ individ‐
ual, or person of color, they will need to make adjustments to their expectations,
processes, and potentially behaviors in order to alleviate this friction.
An example of these adjustments may be as simple as modifying how the team mem‐
bers address each other—for instance, from “Hey guys”; “What’s up, dudes”; or “Gen‐
tlemen,” to more neutral greetings like “Hey, folks.” Similarly, risqué jokes may create
unwelcome tension rather than releasing it. Another example is addressing working
hours and expectations of work–life balance. Imagine a team of young, single individ‐
uals who are accustomed to working a long day and then drinking together after
work. If they hire a single father who is unavailable from 4 pm until 8 pm, he will find
himself excluded from the majority of his team’s socializing and bonding activities.
An HR department that understands diversity-related concerns is a critical part of the
organization in helping prevent friction between individuals due to these kind of per‐
sonal differences. Individual contributors and managers should be able and encour‐
aged to take unconscious bias training to help explore the assumptions that are
impacting and influencing their work interactions.
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The value of these initiatives is to foster an environment of safety,
respect, and inclusion. Without personal safety, there is unlikely
to be trust between employees. Personal backgrounds tend to con‐
tribute to power differentials that can affect or even prevent nego‐
tiation.

It’s also important to keep in mind that, especially with increases in globalization and
remote work, it is more likely that teams will have members from different cultures
and nationalities. An example might be bowing versus shaking hands as a form of
professional greeting. There are many ways in which cultural or regional differences
can manifest themselves.

Goals
While team members work toward the same goals and share responsibility for suc‐
cess, individuals on a team may have different personal and professional goals that
can add to conflict when these differences are construed negatively. Being aware of
these different motivations can help establish better understanding and empathy
between team members.
• Some people value their current position as a stepping stone in their career pro‐
gression, while others may think of it as “just a job,” something to do while they
consider a career change, pursue side projects, or support their families. Assign‐
ing work to reflect individual priorities can help avoid situations such as critical
projects being blocked by people whose attention or focus is elsewhere.
• Many people want to learn and grow their skills, but the specifics of this can vary
from person to person. Align working assignments with the individual’s learning
goals and clarify the impact and value to the team’s overall goals.
• Some people focus more on individual work, while others place value on growing
their networks or participating in more community-focused activities such as
mentoring or speaking at industry conferences. The latter group might perceive
heads-down, coding-only sorts of engineers as aloof or not interested enough in
the bigger picture, while people who are more focused on how many lines of
code they write or how many tickets they close might see more communitydriven issues as not contributing enough to “real” work. Clarifying team and
company expectations around different types of contributions can go a long way
toward minimizing resentment.
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Cognitive Styles
Friction between individuals can also arise from the different ways people process
information, or their cognitive style. These include:
• how they think about things;
• how they learn and absorb more information; and
• how they mentally engage with their work, their environments, and the people
around them.
Some of the different cognitive styles can be described as a group of different axes or
spectra. While this is not an exhaustive list, it covers some of the key styles that might
come into play in a workplace environment:
Introvert, ambivert, and extrovert
This dimensonality of an individual measures how people draw energy, the
“recharging of internal battery.” Introverts recover energy by being alone or in
small well-known groups, while extroverts recharge by being around and inter‐
acting with lots of people. Ambiverts are somewhere in the middle, capable of
recharging alone or with others depending on circumstances. Extroverts may
enjoy group projects or organizational roles where they get to interact with many
people and open space work environments, while introverts may prefer focusing
on completing work tasks alone and find open space work environments drain‐
ing.
Asker versus guesser
Ask versus guess culture came from an internet forum post written in 2007 about
the different ways that people ask for things from others. Askers feel that it’s all
right to ask for most things, with the understanding that they may well get “no”
for an answer, while guessers tend to read more into situations and avoid asking
for things unless they’re fairly certain that the answer will be “yes.”
Clarifying and documenting how your team members are expected
to communicate can help them come to a mutual understanding
and avoid resentment.

Starter versus finisher
Starters are people who love coming up with new ideas and getting them off the
ground; they are energized by the process of beginning a new project. Finishers
like tying up loose ends, fixing any remaining issues in a project. Starters will
likely get bored if asked to do a great deal of finisher work, while finishers might
Individual Differences and Backgrounds
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feel overwhelmed and not know where to begin if they find themselves asked to
be starters.
Analytical, critical and lateral thinkers
Analytical thinking focuses on facts and evidence, dissects complex issues into
simpler pieces, and eliminates extraneous information or invalid alternatives.
Lateral thinking gathers information more indirectly, finds missing elements,
examines issues from multiple perspectives, and eliminates stereotypical patterns
of thought. Critical thinking involves evaluating and analyzing information and
reflecting upon it in order to form judgments. This might involve evaluating
arguments for logical soundness or biases, weighing different opinions or pieces
of evidence in order to make a decision, or examining whether or not a conclu‐
sion logically follows from the arguments being made or if there are holes or gaps
in someone’s reasoning.
Purist versus pragmatist
Purists look to use the absolute best technology to solve a problem, and if that
perfect technology doesn’t exist, they will want to create their own. Purists are
much less comfortable with projects that require workarounds or compromise
around their engineering principles. Pragmatists instead are much more focused
on practicality, weighing the cost of trying to create an ideal solution versus
working within the realities of their current environments and constraints. Prag‐
matists will think about how to operationalize something and get it working in
their actual production environment, rather than the purist approach of focusing
on a technology in and of itself.
It’s important to create and maintain a work environment that supports people across
the style spectra. Watch out for office policies that unnecessarily favor certain styles—
for example, requiring employees to be in at 8:00 am sharp in the mornings and not
allowing them to attend meetings remotely, or a loud, open-office floor plan without
any areas where people can work when they need quiet, distraction-free focus.
When thinking about hiring, you’ll want to keep these axes in
mind. Take a look at where your current team members fall on the
spectra, and keep an eye out for any imbalances on the team. While
it probably doesn’t matter so much if you have more night owls
than early birds, if your team doesn’t have a good balance between
starters and finishers, and purists and pragmatists, that can lead to
issues with overall team productivity and quality. If you find that
you need to hire one or the other to address this imbalance, keep
that in mind throughout your hiring processes.
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Opportunities for Competitive Advantage
Companies have the opportunity to spend money and resources on instilling quality
processes that imbue the individual with value that is critical to the organization.
Mentorship
Paying attention to teaching and mentoring is important, as truly mature or
senior engineers cannot be expected to come from an environment that does not
help guide and support them. Organizations that are willing to invest in the
growth and development of junior engineers will have a competitive advantage,
not only because it grows the organization’s talent pool, but because skilled engi‐
neers are much more likely to stay in a place where they feel supported regardless
of their current level of experience. Setting up a formal mentoring program can
go a long way here.
Sponsorship
In addition to mentors, individuals can also benefit from sponsors, or champions
within the organization that advocate and provide guidance for their protégé.
Sponsors are also invested in the relationship, as it is a mutually beneficial alli‐
ance. Sponsors advocate for that desired promotion, call in potential favors,
expand the protégé’s perception of self, and provide valuable senior leadership
connections. Protégés are trusted individuals that promote and build upon the
sponsor’s legacy. Economist Sylvia Ann Hewlett studied 12,000 men and women
across Britain and the United States and found that sponsorship was more
important than mentorship for measurable career progression. It’s important for
organizations to create a comprehensive program that educates employees on
what is required to be a sponsor, how to assess a potential protégé, and how to
find and assess a sponsor.
Education
Some organizations worry that providing too much training will encourage peo‐
ple to take their new skills and use them to get a better job elsewhere. A bigger
risk when considering training and growth is that employees who are truly moti‐
vated to learn will leave for places where those goals are supported, with
untrained or less motivated employees being the ones that stay. In addition to
giving your organization a reputation as a less-than-ideal place to work, it will
not help the overall talent of your workforce.
Train people well enough so they can leave, treat them well enough so they don’t
want to.
—Richard Branson
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Mentorship
A successful formal mentorship program educates mentors and mentees to their
respective purposes, roles, and obligations. A healthy mentorship flows both ways,
allowing for each participant in the relationship to grow and learn. Understanding
this relationship can help you become a mentor even if you’ve never had one yourself.

Senior-to-Junior Mentoring
The most traditional type of mentoring is senior-to-junior, where a senior engineer
mentors a junior one, usually in a more organized capacity as part of some formal
mentoring program. This is good for leveraging the expertise of more senior team
members to help grow the skills of the junior ones. This works best when the senior
employees have enough communication skills, teaching abilities, and patience to help
other people truly learn (an impatient person will just grab the keyboard and do the
work themselves). In the best case, the questions from the junior employee can help
the senior one think through things they took for granted before, to question whether
a solution is the best one rather than just “the way we’ve always done it.”

Senior-to-Senior Mentoring
Senior-to-senior mentoring is less common, where two senior-level employees men‐
tor each other. There can be a lot of deep knowledge sharing in these types of cases,
but if both people have been senior for a while at the same company, they might lose
the questioning and new perspectives that can come from having a fresh set of eyes
looking at things.

Junior-to-Senior Mentoring
Junior-to-senior mentoring is the process of a junior employee mentoring a senior
one. When done well, it can reinforce an ethic of the importance of trying to learn
from everyone. We all have different levels of aptitude in particular skills. What we
choose to focus on at a particular time will be where we are strongest. This means
that quite often an individual who is junior may be more skilled on a topic than
someone more senior.

Junior-to-Junior Mentoring
Finally, junior-to-junior mentoring happens when two junior-level employees work
to help each other learn. This might happen on rapidly growing teams, where either
there was no senior engineer involved in the process or any senior staff were too busy.
Learning alongside someone else can enable both people to learn more quickly than
they might on their own, but without any experienced people to steer them toward
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good practices or help when they get stuck, can also result in some less-than-ideal
outcomes.

Introducing Mindsets
Mindsets are our personal beliefs about ourselves, and how we approach our possibil‐
ities. After years of research in the field of motivation, Carol S. Dweck, PhD,
described fixed and growth mindsets.1 With a fixed mindset, people believe talents
and abilities are innate, fixed traits—either they are naturally good at something or
they aren’t, and that state is immutable. In a growth mindset, talents and abilities are
learned and improved with effort and practice. Mindsets can greatly impact how peo‐
ple work, approach challenges, and deal with failure.

Cultivating the Right Mindset
Jason Moser, an assistant professor of psychology at Michigan State University, exam‐
ined the neural mechanisms of different mindsets, publishing his results in 2011. He
noted that during the trial of completing tasks and making mistakes, those with a
fixed mindset displayed less brain activity than those with a growth mindset, which is
consistent with the findings that growth mindsets are associated with adaptive
responses to mistakes. Changing how we think literally changes how the brain func‐
tions and respond to mistakes.
Research has shown that people’s mindset about their own abilities and, more specifi‐
cally, where those abilities come from, can have a significant impact on how they
learn and grow. A growth mindset can allow people and organizations to learn and
adapt more quickly in their environments. In practice, this means individuals and
teams are able to react more quickly to production-impacting events or respond and
change direction faster during the course of a project’s lifecycle, which has benefits
for the entire business.

Fixed Mindset
A fixed mindset—believing that skills and traits are innate and static—makes people
feel that they have to constantly prove themselves to others. If someone believes that
characteristics are innate and people are either smart or not smart, they will obvi‐
ously want to prove to themselves and those around them that they fall into the smart
category.
Someone with a fixed mindset views failures of any kind as proof that the individual
is inherently not smart, not talented, or not enough of whatever quality is valued. In

1 Carol Dweck, Mindset: The New Psychology of Success (New York: Ballantine Books, 2006).
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order to avoid failures and those feelings of inadequacy, people operating with a fixed
mindset may stay away from situations in which they might fail. They are less likely to
work on projects where they would have to learn new skills.
People avoid uncertainty as a way of avoiding failure and disapproval. This means
that people with fixed mindsets are less likely to pick up new skills on the job. They
also tend to focus a great deal on comparing themselves with their peers—a very
competitive mindset—to confirm their beliefs about their traits.

Growth Mindset
Growth mindsets, on the other hand, lend themselves much more to individual
learning and learning environments. Someone with a growth mindset believes that
their skills and knowledge change over time; if they are currently not knowledgeable
about a particular area, they believe that with enough time, effort, teaching, and prac‐
tice, they can become knowledgeable about it. This isn’t to say that everyone has the
potential to be the next Albert Einstein or Marie Curie, but rather that nearly every
skill can at least be improved, if not mastered or perfected.
In this case, challenges are viewed as learning opportunities, ways to gain new skills
and knowledge or practice and level up existing ones. Without the fear of failure that
often characterizes a fixed mindset, those with a growth mindset can take more risks
and grow more. Failure is viewed not as a sign of an inherent personal flaw, but sim‐
ply as a natural part of the learning process.

Focus on Individual Growth
How can someone foster a growth mindset? The combination of the following six
strategies will help individuals prepare for future challenges and develop more flexi‐
bility in changing times.

Learn the fundamentals
When joining a team, learn the fundamental skills necessary for the position and
team. Even if you have years of experience in the industry, do you understand the
required skills to be successful on your specific team?
Often we approach a position with the idea that we should know everything in order
to be given the opportunity to work. We’re so busy proving that our new coworkers
and manager made the right decision that we often don’t take the time to understand
what the fundamentals of our job are, including all of the cultural differences associ‐
ated with each unique environment.
Likewise, when we’ve been working at a position for a long time, we don’t always con‐
sider how it’s changed over the course of that time. A key aspect to preparing for
additional support is to understand the fundamentals well.
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Who does what, how, and why? You don’t want to be learning for
the first time who has various responsibilities and how they work
during an outage. Rather, you should take the time to learn these
things and make sure you have the fundamentals solidly in hand
before the metaphorical firefighting begins.

One fundamental of every position is the ability to observe and be observed. Watch
others handling the complex situations in their environments, whether this is within
your organization on the same team, other teams, or outside of your organization.
Coworking and exchange programs provide direct access to individuals tackling sim‐
ilar problems without the “hindsight effect” of shared stories; that is, they help you
better identify and address the issue in the moment rather than after the fact.
Observing is a case where notebooks are more helpful than laptops
to track what is going on. Write down who is doing what and
why. For example, in an incident, is the manager the incident man‐
ager or does that role get passed along to other individuals? Write
down the actionable results to learn what you can do better going
forward.
Research2 has shown that taking notes by hand leads to better
memory retention and absorption of new materials.

Develop your niche
Within your environment, there is something that you can excel at categorically. You
know your current skills, so look for something you can do that you don’t already
know. If you keep doing the same thing over time, you are essentially repeating the
same year of learning. This is a recipe for losing the ability to learn, and you will have
to relearn that process.
This new skill doesn’t have to be directly related to what you do now; it could be a gap
that exists in the team or organization. For example, if you are on the operations
team, and your supported application is storage, you might study up on different
storage algorithms like LevelDB, a fast key/value storage library written at Google.
In this example, you should spend time exploring how LevelDB is installed, and how
its performance characteristics could provide background knowledge and perspective
when you are examining your own supported application characteristics. This type of
learning will strengthen your overall skills such that you can better operate and man‐
age your application.

2 P. A. Mueller and D. M. Oppenheimer, “The Pen Is Mightier Than the Keyboard: Advantages of Longhand

Over Laptop Note Taking,” Psychological Science 25, no. 6 (2014): 1159–1168.
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Depending on your team size and the number of projects assigned to your team,
there may be more or less slack available for learning. Choose the skill you are
strengthening based on need and availability, as well as the size of your team and how
this skill will fit in with the other work and learning being done within it.
Once you have learned one new chosen topic, your journey doesn’t end there. Share
your learning and educate others through writing or speaking, and then choose a new
topic to learn. The industry is rapidly changing—new tools and practices are released
every day. You can’t be an expert at everything, but you can strengthen your ability to
learn so that when you do pivot your career, you are ready to take on new challenges.
You can also share your expertise to help level up the people around you.

Recognize your strengths and progress
How do you know when you have done something well? How can you be sure that
you have learned something well enough that you can choose something new or take
your current learning to the next level?
While we can appreciate external sources of feedback, whether that comes in the
form of appreciation, coaching, or formal evaluations, for the most part we can’t rely
on outside systems to identify and rate our progress. The systems in place in most
environments do not encourage us to be the best that we can be or understand what
elements of development matter most to us as individuals.
It is important to be able to accurately gauge your own performance and efficiency on
the job. There are many different mechanisms in place for providing individual feed‐
back, some more useful than others, but you should be able to give yourself feedback
in the absence of or regardless of outside systems. Being able to assess ourselves hon‐
estly, and be satisfied with our mechanisms for measurement, allows us to steer our
careers in the direction that we want to go.
Yo soy yo y mi circunstancia. (I am I and my circumstance.)
—José Ortega y Gasset

In the late 1960s, while studying individual programming productivity, Sackman,
Erikson, and Grant found that some engineers are more productive than others. Over
time, the idea of the more productive engineer has turned into some companies’
mantra, “We only hire 10x engineers.”
If someone consistently works at levels 10 times the productivity of others within the
group, it could be a sign that the individual is no longer challenged in their current
position. Becoming an expert in a single topic is admirable, but not at the sacrifice of
continued learning, resilience, and flexibility.
Many signals tell us to strive to be the best at an activity. The Ortega hypothesis is the
idea that the average or mediocre scientists contribute substantially to the advance‐
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ment of science. We propose a corollary that the average technologist contributes
substantially to advancement of technology. As we celebrate the well-known thought
leaders, so too should we celebrate the unnamed masses who—through stories, oneoff tools, processes, and documentation—have impacted the state of our industry.
They’ve shown that more than just productivity, the evolution of standards is what
has produced a common core of tools, platforms, and interfaces, thereby decreasing
the overall cost to others to design, build, test, and use software.

Ensure deliberate, quality practice
Use the skill you are learning. Learning literally rewires our brain as we create new
myelin, the white matter in the brain that speeds up and strengthens our nerve
impulses.3 It’s key to ensure, then, that we put not only the effort to have sufficient
quantity of practice, but quality as well; that is, we must make sure not to practice the
wrong way of doing things and thus strengthen imperfect mechanisms. One of the
benefits of coaching or mentoring, regardless of skill level, is to be able to get outside
monitoring or feedback to help guide our practice and activities.
Every day, much of our work can be perceived as practice toward the moments when
our performance really changes outcomes. Practice that essentially repeats the same
thing over and over again is the broken record method. In order to really grow in
skills, we need to do different things and progress over time.
A second method of nondeliberate practice is autopilot. For many people, after years
of driving we act on autopilot—even as we age and our capabilities potentially
change, making it a much more difficult activity. The challenge is recognizing that the
environment is changing, and not allowing ourselves to become stuck in rote practi‐
ces, coasting through our careers.
As the industry is changing and technology’s impact is advancing at a leapfrog pace, it
is critical to recognize these coasting habits—that is, when we are stagnating or
becoming too comfortable with an activity because it seems like it could never
change. We must continually challenge and improve ourselves, working to learn new
skills and strengthen existing ones, to make sure we maintain a high quality of work
and the ability to react to nonroutine events.

Develop your working style
We will always have more work to do. We will always leave an environment knowing
there was more work that could have been done. We will join environments seeing all
the possible things that can be done, but not necessarily seeing the circumstances that

3 Alison Pearce Stevens, “Learning Rewires the Brain.” Society for Science, September 3, 2014, http://bit.ly/

learning-rewires.
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explain why things happened the way they did. Rather than start a new job or con‐
tinue in a current role critiquing what exists, which limits one’s perspective, examine
what is working successfully and identify the strengths of the environment as well as
opportunities to improve it.
There’s a variety of individual working styles. It’s important to figure out which styles
work for you and which ones don’t in order to get the most out of your work as
well as to provide the most value to your team. In the process of this learning, you
will also start to develop your own style when it comes to the tools and techniques
you use.
Look around for inspiration. In the process of observing others, don’t be afraid to
try out the tools and methods that they use. With the advent of transparency and
open source, individuals have gotten into the habit of sharing dotfiles, configuration
files on Unix systems that begin with a period, and using other shortcuts to get work
done.
If you have been in the industry for a while, you may already have a style. Assess and
identify aspects of your style to understand why you do things the way you do. It’s
important to understand that the way you complete aspects of your job may be habits
you’ve picked up over time that are not necessarily the best way to do them, but sim‐
ply what you’re familiar with. By understanding what you like and where it comes
from, you gain the freedom and flexibility to grow by adopting nonfamiliar styles to
try out.

Enhance the team style
Once you understand your own style, you can learn to differentiate between your
preferences and those of the team you are currently working on. One of the aspects
of turning a group into a team is figuring out how everyone will align and work
together.
An organization’s behaviors and attitudes toward failure will impact how individuals
cling to their own methodologies. If individual team members feel they will be held
accountable for failure, they may be more resistant to change processes that work
for them.

Mindsets and Learning Organizations
This view of failure applies at the organizational level as well as the individual one. A
blameful culture, when dealing with a failure, looks for the individual(s) who suppos‐
edly “caused” it so they can be removed, either from the project or the organization.
This is often because these cultures view failure in a fixed way. They believe that if
someone made a mistake, it was because they were not good enough or smart
enough, and because the culture sees this as immutable, they don’t give the person
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chances to improve. The organization as a whole tends to stagnate in this way. Focus
is placed not on dealing with failure well and learning from it, but rather on avoiding
it altogether.
A blameless view of failure works so well in part because it adopts a growth mindset,
acknowledging that mistakes happen but operating under the assumption that both
people and organizations are capable of learning, growing, and improving. The team
might not currently be good at something, but it can get better if people are looking
for ways to get better, ways to learn, and ways to improve. This focus on learning,
education, and self-improvement produces smarter and more robust individuals
and teams.
In this way, growth mindsets and learning organizations do a good
job of upholding the devops compact as well, by enabling more
frequent feedback and communication about what state things are
in, what the goals are, and how these two aspects are currently
aligning.

The Role of Feedback
Dweck’s years of research found that the nature of the feedback people received was a
key factor in whether they developed a fixed or a growth mindset. If someone does
well at something and the praise they receive is, “Good job, you’re so smart,” the
emphasis on smartness pushes them toward a fixed mindset, making them less likely
to take on challenging tasks or anything that might call that smartness into question.
If, on the other hand, someone is given the praise, “Good job, you worked so hard on
that,” they will associate their successes with the effort they put in, not an innate qual‐
ity, making them more likely to take on challenges and try again after setbacks in
the future.
The original studies in the area of feedback and mindsets were conducted with
school-age children, but the idea that the type of feedback people receive can shape
their mindset certainly applies to adults as well. A mindset might originally form dur‐
ing the childhood years, but even a fixed mindset is not static—someone who learned
a fixed mindset as a child has the potential to develop a more learning-focused
growth mindset as an adult.
This is very important when considering employee growth and performance. People
with fixed mindsets tend to pay attention only to feedback that relates directly to their
present abilities, tuning out feedback that speaks to how they can improve in the
future. Growth mindset individuals, on the other hand, are very attentive to any feed‐
back that could help them do better, being focused on learning and improving them‐
selves rather than on their current state.
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Keep both of these things in mind during employee reviews and
feedback periods. When someone is giving feedback, either as a
manager or as an individual contributor, they should be emphasiz‐
ing the employee’s efforts, actions, and the work and thought they
put into things, focusing on what the employee can do rather than
what they are and thus guiding them toward a growth mindset.

This is the case for both positive and more negative feedback. For instance, compare
these two approaches:
A fixed mindset approach
Alice is clearly very intelligent—she intuitively understands the way that dis‐
tributed systems behave and interact. She isn’t very good with people, though,
and isn’t the kind of person that others go to when they need help.
A growth mindset approach
Alice has clearly put a great deal of work into understanding the distributed sys‐
tems that she works with, and that effort shows in her deep knowledge of how
these systems behave and interact. I’d love for her to find ways to share her
knowledge more effectively in both formal presentations and less formal one-onone interactions.
How is Alice likely to respond to this feedback? Though the “good at distributed sys‐
tems, needs improvement on people skills” messages are consistent, the framing of
the feedback is completely different. The fixed mindset phrases—“an intelligent per‐
son,” “intuitively understands,” “isn’t the kind of person”—imply innate traits and
unchangeable facts about Alice. The growth mindset phrases—“a great deal of work,”
“that effort shows,” “find ways to share her knowledge”—focus on Alice’s work and
actions and what she has done in the past and should do in the future.

Reviews and Rankings
There are two goals when providing feedback to employees. First, feedback in the
form of things like performance reviews is designed to let people know how they are
doing so they can grow as individuals, level up their own skills, and work to fill any
gaps in their knowledge or skill set. Second, aside from the value this offers to the
individual, the organization also benefits by figuring out which people are perform‐
ing better and contributing more. The rationale for this is that if there are some peo‐
ple who aren’t doing as well as their peers or are consistently failing to improve, the
organization would be better off without them.
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Frequency of Feedback
According to a 2011 Wall Street Journal article, 51 percent of companies do annual
performance reviews, while 41 percent do them semiannually. However, more and
more companies are beginning to realize that feedback and reviews can have much
more of an impact if given more frequently, if the feedback itself is helpful to those
receiving it. Obviously if feedback provides no new or actionable information, there
will be no benefit to getting it more often. However, for feedback that is useful and
actionable, greater frequency does lead to greater benefit for both individuals and
organizations.
If someone isn’t on the right track with something that they’re doing, waiting up to a
year for their next annual review isn’t good for anyone involved. They will likely go
through this time thinking they are doing well, leading to a nasty surprise come
review time. The psychology of getting feedback shows that people generally react to
these sorts of negative surprises emotionally rather than intellectually, a phenomenon
known as amygdala hijacking.4 As a result, people are less likely to fully understand
and be able to act on the feedback they are being given.
Smaller, shorter feedback cycles mean that adjustments are smaller
and thus easier to make. This is a big driving factor behind teams
moving away from the waterfall model for software development
toward more Agile practices and a reason why continuous delivery
works so well. Annual performance reviews are similar to waterfall
in that the delay in getting feedback slows down problem resolu‐
tion, so organizations should move toward the more Agile idea of
continuous feedback.

Ranking System
Especially in larger organizations, various ranking systems are often used to catego‐
rize or classify employee performance. One of the biggest changes in recent years is
the move away from stack ranking, also referred to as forced ranking or forced distribu‐
tion. Popularized by then-CEO of GE Jack Welch in the 1980s, this practice is based
on the idea that the top 20 percent of the workforce is the most productive, and the
middle 70 percent work adequately. The remaining 10 percent should be fired. This
practice is often referred to as “rank and yank.” This ranking incentivizes employees
to avoid being in the bottom 10 percent.
When individuals in a system are forced to compete with others’ accomplishments,
this increases the challenge of effective collaboration. Clear, transparent communica‐

4 Daniel Goleman, Emotional Intelligence: Why It Can Matter More Than IQ (New York: Bantam Books, 1996).
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tion is not perceived as valuable to the individual, as having information can impact
rewards, career advancement, and even whether an individual has a job. Stack rank‐
ing, especially when the process is poorly explained, hurts performance instead of
helping it, but luckily there has been a marked decline in organizations using it in
recent years.5
On the other side of things, many startups, looking to move away from ranking sys‐
tems, do away with rankings and reviews entirely. In the chaos and change that cate‐
gorizes these early-stage companies, lack of feedback can be detrimental to
individuals. Additionally, without any kind of formal procedures or guidelines, it is
easy for favoritism to come into play, intentionally or unintentionally. A formal feed‐
back system combined with useful and frequent feedback can provide clear steps for‐
ward for people who want to improve and grow their careers.
Looking at these factors, we can see how feedback and rankings around individual
performance, rather than being something that impacts only one individual at a time,
can impact collaboration throughout entire teams and organizations. Turning perfor‐
mance reviews into a zero-sum game inhibits communication and collaboration, as
everyone is more focused on protecting their own jobs than on creating value for the
company as a whole, let alone providing the most benefit for customers.
Frequency and formality of feedback play a role in creating a collaborative environ‐
ment as well. Some formality in the process is certainly a good thing, but consider
how much more easily information flows at weekly catch-ups versus big yearly
reviews. With shorter feedback cycles, people get more practice both receiving feed‐
back and giving it in return. This leads to greater information sharing in both direc‐
tions, not just from the top down, creating a more collaborative environment overall.

The Problems with Rock Stars and Superflocks
With the rise in popularity of concepts like “rock star developer” and “10x engineer,”
many companies and hiring managers are trying to hire those elusive “superstars,”
hoping to reap the benefits of their supposed 10x productivity. However, focusing too
much on these sorts of workers might do more harm than good.
In her June 2015 TED Talk, international businesswoman Margaret Heffernan used
the term “super-chicken model” to describe the way companies hire for elite individ‐
uals. This was based on productivity research that evolutionary biologist William
Muir of Purdue University conducted on chickens.
Muir found that a regular flock of regular chickens, left to its own devices for six gen‐
erations, ended up increasing its productivity. Muir also created a “superflock” from
5 Max Nisen, “Why Stack Ranking Is a Terrible Way to Motivate Employees,” Business Insider, November 15,

2013, http://bit.ly/stack-ranking.
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the most productive chickens, and with each generation selected only the most pro‐
ductive chickens to breed the next. Instead of being even more productive, this
superflock ended up with all but three members dead. The “superchickens” were only
more productive individually at the expense of the productivity of others.
This outcome can be observed in the workplace as well. A productivity and creativeproblem-solving study at MIT found that the most productive and creative teams
were not the ones created from “superstar” engineers. Intelligence and raw engineer‐
ing talent weren’t at all good predictors of the best teams. Rather, the researchers
found that the best teams had higher social sensitivity, gave each other close to equal
time to speak, and had more women in them. It was unclear if having more women
helped bring about the higher sensitivity to others’ mental states and more equal
speaking time (women are often socialized to be empathetic, listen more, and inter‐
rupt less), but it was clear that the increased social sensitivity, or the ability to recog‐
nize and understand both other people’s feelings and general social norms, and
communication were deciding factors in team productivity.

The Value of Social Capital to a Team
Social capital, or the value of people’s social networks and interactions, works through
greater information flow, reciprocity and helpfulness, and interdependency and trust.
Compare this to a team that is focused around a superstar employee, where help and
information are likely to flow only in one direction, there is no interdependency, and
there is likely very little trust.
Social capital takes time to develop, and its benefits become increasingly apparent as
time progresses. To get the productive teams and organizations we want, we need to
stop focusing on “superstar” employees that erode trust and social capital, and instead
focus on growing empathy among our existing teams, and working toward coopera‐
tion rather than competition.

Communication and Conflict Resolution Styles
With the industry’s call for higher product performance and lower costs, individuals
are more likely to find themselves facing competing demands for their time and
attention. The conflicts that will arise from these demands will need to be resolved
somehow. There are several different approaches, which we’ll look at here in terms of
conflict resolution or negotiation styles.
When we talk about negotiation, we mean communication specifically aimed at
reaching an agreement, which can happen in a variety of ways that we will enumerate
in the next section. A large part of fostering collaboration as the primary negotiation
style among a team or workplace ultimately comes down to communication. We first
saw this idea in action when we introduced the devops compact; without effective
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communication, none of the shared goals, the strategies taken to reach them, or the
contingency plans would have been anywhere near as likely to succeed.

Effective Communication
Effective communication allows people to build shared understanding and find com‐
mon goals as opposed to working only in competition with one another. Aside from
simply answering a question or telling somebody what to work on next, there are
many different reasons why we, as people, communicate with one another. Four key
reasons are increasing understanding, asserting influence, giving recognition, and
building community.
Communication helps build resilience among individuals and teams—letting people
know that they are not alone, allowing them to share coping strategies, and transfer‐
ring knowledge between both people and groups—and its effectiveness can have sig‐
nificant impacts on organizations as a whole.

Increasing understanding
A large part of communication is designed to increase understanding, whether that
be a clearer understanding of what someone expects from us, a greater depth of
knowledge of a technical topic, or anything in between. This kind of knowledge can
be shared explicitly, such as through a mentoring session or formal lecture, or implic‐
itly, where people will pick up ideas, norms, and customs through participation in
activities like a team hack day or bug-fix session. A culture of learning and social
engagement around knowledge sharing can provide additional context and under‐
standing that isn’t present with self-learning.
People often end up with large amounts of contextual knowledge
and situational awareness around the systems and processes for
which they’re responsible. Without active dissemination of this
knowledge to others, this creates islands of knowledge that are vul‐
nerable to external events in your organization. Having just a cou‐
ple of people who understand a given topic also increases pressure
on those individuals (“No, George can’t go on vacation, he’s the
only one who can fix the database!”), which can increase stress and
the likelihood of burnout. Communicating to share and spread
understanding is a great way to grow the skills and increase the
robustness of your organization.

Many times, understanding includes an aspect of historical perspective. Given the
complex systems that we work with and the organic way they grow and evolve over
time, it is not always obvious to someone new to a team or project why things are
the way they are. This sort of context is greatly important to being able to fully com‐
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prehend and contribute to something. This is especially true for operations teams
who are tasked with deciding if something is anomalous or not—was this alert a false
alarm, or is there an actual issue that needs to be investigated? Being able to commu‐
nicate historical contexts allows new or more junior team members to grow and
develop their knowledge and understanding much more quickly than they would
otherwise.

Asserting influence
There are different methods of influence, some that are more positive or collaborative
than others. Certainly one can influence others by interrupting anyone who disagrees
with them, by being the one who argues the loudest and the longest, or by using some
sort of power or coercion. None of these lend themselves well to a healthy or empa‐
thetic team dynamic—while influence may be achieved, everyone else is likely to feel
resentful. As we’ll discuss in more depth later, the most effective way to influence oth‐
ers is to find enough common ground that they will not only do what you want, but
will want what you want as well.

Giving recognition
Giving recognition is another common reason that people communicate. Giving rec‐
ognition can improve morale, as people obviously want to feel that their work and
accomplishments are noticed and appreciated; it can enhance cooperation between
employees as they see each other more as both generous and contributive; and it can
help to reinforce behaviors at work that you would like to see more of. Recognition
usually has two parts: the identification or realization of something that should be
recognized, and the actual communication of that sentiment.
Identifying opportunities for recognition is a skill that takes time—if you aren’t in the
right mindset (e.g., if you are in a negative mood, stressed out due to a heavy work‐
load, or in a team environment that is incredibly competitive and “everyone for them‐
selves”), it be harder to pinpoint when praise or recognition would be appropriate.
Communicating the recognition is a skill as well. Some people feel less comfortable
praising others, especially if there hasn’t been much recognition in the workplace pre‐
viously. Recognizing people publicly might feel more uncomfortable than doing so
privately, but on the other hand people might feel more recognized if praised publicly,
such as in a team meeting.

Building community
Finally, strengthening individual connections with better communication can help
build communities. As the MIT study mentioned earlier showed, teams with greater
ToM and more equal communication are more creative and productive. Building
community goes hand in hand with these things. Teams where people regularly talk
about topics outside of strictly work-related matters have higher levels of trust and
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empathy, and are better able to be productive and handle stressful times as a group.
People often interact better on an individual level when they are able to see each
other as complete individuals, not just email addresses or entries in the company’s
staff directory.

Community of Practice and Community of Interest
Communities of practice are groups of people who share the same role or concern
and meet regularly to improve how they perform within an organization. Every role
within an organization has the opportunity to form a community of practice, so there
could be one community for developers, one for QA and testing engineers, and
another for scrum masters. Communities of practice could also form around specific
tools or languages, but in either case they are not restricted to people from any one
project or team. These communities tend to work best when they are not mandated
by management, but rather allowed to grow and change organically. Community
activity may ebb and flow over time as roles and projects do. It is important to note
that communities of practice are restricted to those people who are actively partici‐
pating in the role that the community is focused on, so that learning and discussion
will come from people’s real-world knowledge and experience.
A community of interest is similar to a community of practice, but instead of being
limited to practitioners only, tends to be made up of people who are interested in the
management, governance, and communication of the teams involved in an organiza‐
tion. They might take responsibility for overseeing or creating communities of prac‐
tice, or discuss other higher-level issues that don’t have as much impact on the day-today, real-world issues that practitioners are discussing. Some communities use the
term in a different way, defining a community of interest to be anyone who is interes‐
ted in discussing a particular topic, team, or technology even if they don’t practice it
themselves. Both communities of practice and communities of interest are intended
as cross-functional, with emphasis being placed on learning and common goals.

There should not be an expectation that employees will become best friends outside
of work, and there is a fine line between getting to know someone as a person and
getting too invasive or personal; some people are more willing to share personal parts
of their lives than others, and that’s fine. The key isn’t to force community-building
interpersonal communication, but to create opportunities for it, gently encourage it,
and then allow it to happen naturally. Building relationships and building community
both take time; neither happens overnight and neither can be forced.
Things like shared coffee breaks, shared lunches long enough to
both eat and talk, and opt-in activities for people with common
interests can go a long way toward building strong communities.
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How We Communicate
The methods for communication you choose will, if you’re trying to be most effective
with your communication, depend on the content, urgency, and importance of your
message. This kind of self-awareness will allow you to get your ideas across more
clearly, increase understanding within your team, and make it easier for other teams
and individuals to work with you. In addition, you’ll want to consider what kind of
audience you’re trying to reach, and how much context and investment from the
intended audience will be needed for the communication to be effective. You might
also consider how organized, versus more free-form, the communication needs to be.
Different styles of expression are valued in different cultures. Some cultures value
assertiveness, the willingness to confront opposing views and express feelings forth‐
rightly during social encounters. Other cultures value indirectness, which requires
individuals to read between the lines with the goal of maintaining group harmony.

Communication media
A variety of media or methods exist by which people typically communicate in the
workplace. Not every medium is most effective for every situation, and different
organizations and teams have different media that they prefer. Table 7-1 breaks down
a (nonexhaustive) list of communication methods by a variety of factors.
Table 7-1. Different communication tools and methods
Email

Immediacy Audience reach Investment Context required Organization
Low
High
Medium
High
Medium

Impromptu in-person (or video) meeting High

Low

Medium

Low

Low

Chat

Medium

Medium

Low

High

Low

Formal meeting

Very low

High

High

Low

High

Twitter or other microblogging

Low

Medium

Low

High

Low

GitHub pull request

Low

Medium

Medium

Medium

Medium

Post-it notes

Very low

Medium

Low

High

Low

PagerDuty pages

High

High

High

Medium

Low

Nagios alerts

Medium

High

High

Medium

Low

Books or blog posts

Very low

Low

Medium

Medium

High

Pictures, graphs, and GIFs

Low

Low

Low

High

Low
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Let’s look at what the columns in this table indicate in more detail.
• Immediacy refers to how quickly communication can be established—for exam‐
ple, walking up to someone has high immediacy because you can tap them on the
shoulder and interrupt them, whereas email has low immediacy because you
can’t control how often other people check their email. Meetings can have very
low immediacy because scheduling around the availability of people and meeting
places can be very time consuming indeed.
• Audience reach is how well a medium allows you to reach all of your intended
audience, so while an email to an individual has a pretty good chance of being
seen by who you want, chat messages will likely be seen only by people who hap‐
pen to be online (or in a given channel) at the time, depending on what kind of
offline messaging and alerting options your chat solution has.
• Investment describes how much time and effort is required for people to partici‐
pate with a given form of communication. Meetings are one of the highest in
terms of investment, as people have to take time out of their other work and
either go someplace or dial in remotely to participate. An email, book, or blog
post requires a medium amount of investment in terms of finding the time to
read it thoroughly, but something like chat or Twitter is low investment.
• Context is how much context is required for a given communication medium, or
how likely misunderstandings are to occur without it. Twitter, chat, and email
require high context, because of how easy it is to misinterpret phrasing or tone—
in general, the shorter the text communication is, the more likely misunderstand‐
ings are to occur because of context being lost. In-person (or video) forms of
communication are much lower context because people can see body language,
hear voice and tone, and quickly bring up and resolve misunderstandings.
• Organization refers to how organized the thoughts or ideas ought to be in a par‐
ticular medium. Meetings are high organization because they really should have
an agenda so people’s time isn’t wasted. Email is medium because people can
choose to organize their thoughts quite a bit before sending, while chat and Twit‐
ter are low due to their often rapid nature and short form.
As we’ll touch on more in Part IV, there is no one-size-fits-all solution when it comes
to communication methods. Even when factors such as urgency and reach are taken
into consideration, there are still individual preferences to account for; as with cogni‐
tive styles, people often have different preferred communication styles as well. Some
people strongly prefer face-to-face communication so they can gather additional con‐
text from body language and facial expressions, while others may find that they prefer
written communication, as it is easier for them to retain information that way.
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Negotiation or conflict resolution styles
How we communicate also involves our negotiation or conflict resolution style, in
addition to the communication tools. When negotiating, you might see these differ‐
ent negotiation styles coming into play:
• Competition, where someone focuses solely on pursuing their own needs at the
expense of others. This might look like a team member who picks “good” projects
for themselves (such as ones likely to get lots of recognition) while leaving less
glamorous grunt work for other team members.
• Accommodation, where someone acquiesces to someone else’s needs at the
expense of their own, sometimes with the goal of building a better relationship
with that person by helping them. For example, one employee might decide to go
along with what someone else wants in the hope that that person will remember
it and return the favor down the line.
• Avoidance, where both parties try to avoid direct conflict, often with an increase
in passive-aggressive behaviors, indirect conflict, and tension. In cases like this,
you might see long email threads where people try to shift work or blame
without being too direct, or there may be a lot of complaining internal to a team
about another team, without ever talking directly with the people being com‐
plained about.
• Compromise, where all sides try to find a mutually agreeable solution that
involves everyone giving up a little bit of their own needs in order to try to reach
a “fair” outcome. This might look like people reaching a middle ground when it
comes to which features will end up going into a given release or when a deadline
will be, or coming to an agreement about how much of someone’s time another
team is able to have on a particular project.
• Collaboration, which is similar to compromise in that it is considered win-win,
but involves much more creation of mutual understanding, learning, and making
sure that all sides genuinely get their needs met. In collaborative environments,
you might see people from different teams pairing on a particular project or fea‐
ture, on-call responsibilities being shared between different groups of people
involved in the deployment and maintenance of a product, or people from multi‐
ple groups being involved in project planning.
For a team to best work toward its goals, its members must be able to work together.
Teams with more collaboration are more productive as a whole, as well as being
viewed more favorably by their members—and because lower turnover is usually bet‐
ter for team morale and productivity, this is a positively reinforcing cycle.
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Communication Context and Power Differentials
A lot of how we communicate is also impacted by the context of our communica‐
tions. This is not just the amount of context that various communication media and
methods can provide, as just described, but also the situations and circumstances in
which communication can take place.

Context and location
Regular communication as part of everyday work is likely to be very different from
the communication that takes place during an emergency, such as a site outage or
other operational issue. While shared jokes, internet memes, and funny cat pictures
might be a good way to build camaraderie and trust during the course of normal
work interactions, they can be an unwelcome distraction during an ongoing issue.
Companies that rely heavily on chat would do well to create a separate chat room or
channel for these situations, such as a “war room” reserved for straightforward, ontopic communication only. This also helps teams review communication later, such as
when performing a postmortem.
Finally, whether or not team members are located together can also have a great deal
of impact on their communication. If a company is just getting started with allowing
remote workers, or simply hasn’t given their remote employees much focus or atten‐
tion, remote communication and collaboration can take a serious hit. If the majority
of work-related decisions happen in person, usually outside of a formal meeting con‐
text, remote employees might find themselves missing out on valuable information
or discussions.
One way of dealing with this is the practice of communicating as
“remote by default.” This means using the remote-friendly methods
of communication, most commonly email and group chat, for as
much communication as possible and as the first choice of method,
not a last resort. If, instead of walking over to a colleague’s desk to
ask a question, an employee posts the question in the team’s chat
room, remote employees are given a chance to learn and partici‐
pate in discussions that they wouldn’t have before. This leads to
more information and better visibility for the entire team, and this
can be a reason to favor group chats over one-on-one or private
chats for anything that isn’t sensitive or might be of general inter‐
est. Finally, having a searchable record of communications for
future reference can be very valuable as well.

Power differentials
Context is also often informed by power differentials, which can occur for a variety of
reasons within an organization. These can be as simple as the power structures built
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into the workplace, where managers have more power than their reports or senior
engineers have more power than junior ones. However, they can also take more sub‐
tle forms, with members of underrepresented groups in the tech industry (such as
women, people of color, or LGBTQ people) having less power than members of more
represented or dominant groups.
These power differentials can have substantial effects on negotiation styles between
people. On the one hand, people with less power might avoid any kind of conflict,
hoping to avoid being co-opted or having to make compromises they don’t want to
make, knowing that they have less power and are likely to be the only ones “compro‐
mising,” which isn’t really a compromise at all. Alternatively, the high-power side
might also avoid conflict or negotiation because they see no need to: if they can
impose their will or solution on others, who have no choice but to accept it, they
don’t have much incentive to negotiate. It’s important to keep these power differen‐
tials in mind when considering communication and conflict resolution.

Devops Anti-Patterns: Communication and Interrupting
While it’s not necessarily easy to say, “Doing X means you are
doing devops,” it is often possible to pin down the defining factors
of this movement by observing anti-patterns, or rather, “Doing Y
means you are not doing devops.” Throughout the book, we will
illustrate some of these anti-patterns as appropriate, using exam‐
ples or miniature case studies to help demonstrate why some
behaviors or practices aren’t effective.
In some organizations, people interrupting and talking over each
other is incredibly common. Pay attention to the meetings you
attend and count how often people interrupt each other and who
does the interrupting. In extreme cases, you might find that only
rarely do people start to speak without interrupting each other,
which leads to lots of time spent repeating things that were said
while someone else was talking, as well as people developing ten‐
dencies to speak more and more loudly to simply be heard.
This sort of interrupt culture is an example of communication that
is competitive, rather than collaborative, and offers much less
chance for trust to build up between individuals and teams. Com‐
munication happens to influence, but rarely to understand, and
there is not much in the way of social capital. Cutting down on
interrupting not only increases understanding, but also helps peo‐
ple to feel that they are being heard, increasing trust and empathy.

For example, studies have shown that when women phrase things the same way as
men, they are perceived as more “harsh,” “abrasive,” or “aggressive,” while men are
praised for how “straightforward” and “take-charge” they are. On the other side,
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women are often judged negatively for softening their language by apologizing or
using hedging words like “just.” If they interrupt as much as their male colleagues
they are often deemed “unlikeable,” but without interrupting, depending on the office
culture, it can be hard to ever get their opinions heard. These sorts of contexts can
have an enormous impact on how successful our communications are and should be
kept in mind, especially when working to improve a team’s diversity and inclusivity.

Empathy and Trust
Effective communication, in addition to being crucial for distributing information, is
key to building a foundation of trust and empathy between individuals, and that
foundation is what enables devops to really work. This goes back to the root of
the devops compact that we introduced earlier in the book. In order to continue
working toward the same shared goals, we need to be able to empathize with and
trust each other.
Creating this compact involves being able to establish and communicate a shared
vision or goals—the commonalities that shape the big picture of what teams are
working on even as the details differ. In addition to increased empathy and a com‐
mon focus, a shared vision should give individuals a much clearer picture of organi‐
zational or broader goals, which will help direct, inform, and guide autonomous
action. Goals that are too vague or that don’t seem relevant are harder to fully grasp
and realize, and might not provide individuals with the motivation, context, or ability
to choose effective courses of action.

Developing Empathy
Empathy, the ability to understand and share someone else’s feelings, is a skill that can
and should be learned and developed. Its benefits are becoming increasingly well
known, both in and out of the workplace. More empathetic individuals are less
egocentric, less socially aggressive, and less likely to use stereotypes when considering
others. They are also much more likely to compromise during debates or other
disagreements rather than tending toward one of the other negotiation styles dis‐
cussed earlier.
While a great deal of empathy is developed in childhood, there are many ways that
empathy can be learned and increased in adulthood as well. We’ll take a look at a
few of the most common and effective methods and how they can be applied in the
workplace.

Listening
Listening is important for building empathy in general, but it can be even more bene‐
ficial during disagreements or other heated discussions. Too often when we are disa‐
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greeing with someone, we are merely waiting to talk and planning what we are going
to say, rather than really listening and trying to understand where the other person is
coming from. Instead, try slowing down and forcing yourself to listen, and rather
than interrupting, wait until the other person is finished speaking before considering
your own response.
Active listening is another good skill to consider here. This involves reflecting what
you think the other person just said back to them, paraphrasing or summarizing to
make sure that what you heard and understood was what they meant or intended.
This makes sure that both parties are on the same page and are talking about the
same thing.
Paying attention to nonverbal cues, such as tone of voice, rate of
speech, body language, and facial expressions, is also a key part of
listening. Because these nonverbal cues aren’t conveyed via text,
making sure you have a good video (or at the bare minimum,
audio) setup is key if you have any remote employees.

Asking questions
After listening, asking questions can be a great way to build understanding and clarify
meaning, often as part of active listening. In addition to asking questions of others,
we can also ask questions of or to ourselves. Cultivating curiosity about others,
whether they be strangers or other team members, is a habit that can expand our
empathy by helping us understand where other people are coming from.
Questions could take the form of “Could you clarify what you meant when you said
X?” or something more hypothetical, such as “Where do I think that person on the
train is heading right now? What might they be looking at on their phone?,” or selffacing, like “What unconscious biases might I have that are impacting my opinions
on this?” Combined with listening to the answers we get, either from ourselves or
others, asking questions can be a very powerful tool for building empathy.

Imagining other perspectives
Going beyond asking hypothetical questions about what other people might be think‐
ing, doing, or feeling, we can start trying to imagine ourselves in other people’s shoes.
It’s one thing to say that we should assume good intentions, but we can go further and
ask ourselves, how might this person be feeling right now when I disagree with them?
What good intentions can I identify that this person holds? What might their positive
motivations be, and how do they impact the disagreement or discussion that we are
having? What valid arguments might they have against my point of view?
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Appreciating individual differences
In addition to imagining what other people’s thoughts, opinions, and motivations
might be, we can teach ourselves to appreciate those differences as another way of
cultivating empathy. Working with, genuinely listening to, and imagining ourselves as
the various people that we work with can help us break down biases, both conscious
and unconscious.
Consider the different working styles described earlier in this chapter and how they
complement each other. Starters and finishers, purists and pragmatists, can all com‐
bine their skills to bring projects to fruition. Then take this understanding and appre‐
ciation and apply it to the other personal and professional backgrounds you might
find. Appreciating the benefits of differing perspectives can go a long way toward
building empathy among diverse groups of people.

Developing Trust
Trust and empathy go hand in hand: as one grows, so often does the other, and vice
versa. Increased trust can help increase the resiliency of a team. Without trust, indi‐
viduals can be very protective of their projects or areas of responsibility, often to the
detriment of their own health or the team’s overall productivity.
Imagine, as an example, a team of system administrators so protective of their
servers, and so distrustful of anyone else touching them, that they restrict any privi‐
leged server access at all to just their own team. If other teams aren’t able to install
necessary software or deploy code to these servers, this operations team is likely to
become a bottleneck, a barrier that other teams will end up resenting or finding ways
to work around. This is a typical example that comes to mind when people think of
the drawbacks to heavily siloed environments.
That kind of negative impact can become even more apparent when it is a single per‐
son rather than a team being too closed off. If only one person knows about or has
access to something, they become a single point of failure for that thing. If that thing
breaks and that one person is sick or on vacation, the rest of the team might be dead
in the water and unable to be productive until that person can be reached, which will
either lead to the rest of the team being blocked or that person never being able (or
willing) to take time off. With increased trust, this knowledge and responsibility can
be shared not only between people but between teams, increasing the resiliency of the
organization as a whole.
There are different strategies that can be used specifically for developing trust, how‐
ever, and both are needed to foster an environment that can be really and reliably col‐
laborative. One of the differentiating factors between a group and a team is the
presence of trust. The strategies that we’ll cover here include swift trust, selfdisclosure, trust but verify, and a perception of fairness.
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Swift trust
Swift trust is a form of trust that occurs in short-term or short-lived groups
or organizations, and means that trust is assumed to be present at first and then veri‐
fied as time goes on. First explored by professor of organizational behavior Dr. Debra
Meyerson,6 it is often used in quick-starting groups or teams that lack the time neces‐
sary to develop trust the way that would normally occur in longer-term relationships
(here meaning any relationship between individuals, not specifically or at all limited
to romantic relationships). Because time is limited, teams members will initially
assume trustworthiness and then verify and adjust that trust later based on others’
actions.

Self-disclosure
Research has shown for some time that self-disclosure is one of the hallmarks of
trusting relationships. Being open enough to share things about ourselves can
increase feelings of trust and intimacy between people, as well as increase cooperative
and collaborative attitudes. Of course, there is a balance that we must achieve when
practicing self-disclosure in the workplace. Not enough disclosure, and suspicions
may grow; people may wonder what someone is hiding and if they can be trusted. But
too much or the wrong kind of disclosure, including inappropriate admissions or a
real or perceived betrayal of someone else’s confidence, can damage trust and credi‐
bility as well.

Trust but verify
The trust-but-verify model, typically used to describe sources of information that are
generally reliable but additional research is merited to verify their accuracy, can also
be used when you are dealing with sharing professional responsibilities. Someone
who waits until trust has already been “earned” before doing something like sharing
access to a project they’ve been working on might find themselves with a chickenand-egg problem: how can someone earn trust if they’re not given opportunities to
earn that trust because they aren’t yet trusted? Instead, people should be encouraged
to share responsibilities with trust given first and followed up by verification. This is
also true for sharing power and decision-making ability in addition to things like
project work and responsibilities.

Perception of fairness
Trust plays a role in the human side of growing an organization in addition to the
technical one. The perception of fairness is very important to employee satisfaction,

6 Debra Meyerson, Karl E. Weick, and Roderick M. Kramer, Swift Trust and Temporary Groups (Thousand

Oaks, CA: Sage Publications, 1996).
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meaning employees need to be able to trust that they are being treated fairly. One
thing that can help in this regard is developing formalized roles, job levels, and pay
scales, as well as providing a reasonable amount of transparency in these areas. This
can help people to understand the requirements of their role or the processes for pay
increases and promotions, which in turn can notably decrease feelings that can
threaten trust, such as feeling unfairly overlooked for a promotion.
Sharing risks in addition to sharing responsibilities and resources is key as well. If
two teams are sharing work or resources on a project, but only one of them will be
negatively impacted if something goes wrong with it, the team with the risk might be
distrustful of the team without. In addition, this can lead to a power differential in
favor of the team without (or with less) risk and the problems associated with that.

Humane Staffing and Resources
One final consideration we’ll discuss with regards to collaboration is the cost to indi‐
viduals of building and maintaining software that is often expected to be available
24/7/365. A driving factor of devops was the adverse effects that then-current soft‐
ware development practices had on those operating the software or servers it ran on.
Practices such as continuous integration and infrastructure as code have improved
this, but there are still other considerations.

Availability and Maintenance
When we run websites that our users expect to always be available, the question of
when to perform maintenance that requires any kind of downtime or will impact
even a subset of services often comes up. From a strictly user-facing perspective, it
would make sense to perform maintenance at a time that would impact the fewest
users, so a company in the United States whose highest traffic times are during US
daytime hours might want to perform maintenance during the US late night or early
morning, but that wouldn’t necessarily be the case for a company with a primary user
base in Asia.
However, that might not be ideal from the perspective of those performing the main‐
tenance. This is not simply a matter of people being unwilling to stay up late or get up
early; it’s a matter of how alert, responsive, and effective people can be if they aren’t
sufficiently rested. From an operator’s point of view, they should be doing critical
maintenance operations when they are most alert and awake. If that strictly isn’t pos‐
sible based on the needs of the users, such as if a maintenance task would take too
long and the financial losses would be too great, there are still ways to mitigate the
costs to the maintainers.
Employees should be compensated fairly for the off-hours work they have to do. If it
is expected as a regular part of their work, that expectation should be made clear in
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the job description so people can assess whether the position is the right fit for them.
Allow and encourage people to take care of themselves and their health—for exam‐
ple, by having them take off the day after they perform late-night maintenance. Make
sure that, if at all possible, maintenance tasks are spread out enough or the team is
large enough that people have sufficient time to recover between these off-hours
shifts. Depending on your circumstances, covering transportation or meal costs for
these events would do well too. If job roles change and someone ends up getting offhours work added to their responsibilities, their compensation should be adjusted
to match.

Work–Life Balance
It’s important to keep work-life balance in mind when planning your headcount for
the upcoming year. Capacity planning is just as important for people as it is for
servers. If people on your teams will be required to regularly work evenings and
weekends in addition to weekdays in order to meet expectations, that is a recipe for
poor work, poor morale, and burnout. Devops is about creating sustainable work
practices, and how individuals are expected to approach their work–life balance is a
key part of that.
While many jobs in operations-related fields have traditionally required this kind of
off-hours work—either maintenance, on-call, or nonstandard shifts to provide 24/7
coverage—it is important to keep in mind that these kinds of requirements can be
unintentionally biased against people with any substantial responsibilities outside of
work. Young, single people without children (or high-maintenance pets) will find it
much easier to devote their off hours to work than people with partners, children,
or other family responsibilities. People with longer commutes or health considera‐
tions will also be more adversely impacted by these kinds of requirements. Part
of growing and maintaining a diverse and inclusive team requires taking these things
into account and considering how your job requirements can be adjusted to be more
inclusive.

Team Size Considerations
Having people responsible for rapid responses to alerts and incidents, either by par‐
ticipating in an on-call pager rotation or having multiple shifts of people working
throughout the day, is another consideration. This is one area where larger companies
often have it much easier—a larger company is more likely to have multiple teams in
different global offices, making a follow-the-sun rotation relatively straightforward
to implement.
In this kind of setup, multiple teams (often three) that are distributed around the
world will each work during their normal daytime working hours, being physically
far enough apart that the end of one shift will coincide with the beginning of the next
Humane Staffing and Resources
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shift’s hours. This enables the teams to collectively provide around-the-clock cover‐
age but without requiring people to work during their local nights.
Even a mid-sized company is likely to have a full team of operations engineers or sys‐
tem administrators who can participate in an on-call rotation, but at smaller or
younger companies, this is unlikely to be the case. While you might not think you
have enough operations work for a full operations team, you should avoid having
only one person be responsible for on-call. This will likely mean sharing on-call
responsibilities among as many people as necessary to give individuals a chance to
recover and catch up on sleep.
Even in the short term, sleep deprivation can lead to difficulty con‐
centrating or performing well, irritability or anxiety, and an
increased risk of high blood pressure or heart attack—and these
effects compound when sleep deprivation is sustained long-term.

Health in general, and burnout specifically, are very real considerations in under‐
standing the overall health of your organization. Prioritizing the short-term financial
or material gains for your company over the long-term health of the people within it
will lead to long-term losses.

Effective Collaboration with Sparkle Corp
Quickly reviewing the notes from the MongoDB and MySQL discussions, the Gen‐
eral noticed that not everyone had voiced an opinion one way or another on
MongoDB. Additionally, she didn’t have enough information to endorse a specific
strategy. “Alice, I’d like to see you pair with Geordie to learn about the features and
benefits of MongoDB or continued use of MySQL. Perhaps you both could demo
something simple during our weekly demos this week? We’ll revisit this discussion
next week before continuing implementation of a specific solution. If anyone has any‐
thing else to add, please email the team,” said the General.
That afternoon, Josie finished up an email to the team. After taking some time con‐
templating her availability and current projects, she recognized that she had time to
provide some support for the project:
I have had previous experience with MongoDB. For use cases without complex trans‐
actions, it is really quick to develop and use. I think the reviews service fits this sce‐
nario based on our current understanding of the project. I feel that we should sync up
with the PM to make sure we have a comprehensive understanding of expectations. We
should also include the operations team so that they can provide us feedback about the
costs of managing the software. I have some availability to provide subject matter
expertise as needed.
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Josie generally felt more comfortable composing her thoughts offline and sharing
them in a written format such as email, like many introverts do, but she cc’d the rest
of the team so they would know what her plans were as well. Embracing Sparkle
Corp’s “reply-all” culture, Alice and Geordie both chimed in to this discussion, with
Alice adding the ops team to the email thread.

Summary
Ultimately, a large part of what makes a devops initiative successful is getting people
to work together more effectively than they were previously. There are several differ‐
ent ways in which people can work, especially when their working styles and priori‐
ties differ, but getting to a point where people are collaborating is key to getting the
most out of them. Much of what is involved in getting to the shared goals and empa‐
thy of a collaborative culture is communication, a very necessary skill for any organi‐
zation that wants to level up their performance.
The relationships between individual members are a large part of what binds these
communities together and makes them so beneficial, and these relationships require
trust, empathy, and reciprocity. Effective communities are seen much less frequently
where there are strict hierarchies in place between members; while individuals can
and will have varying levels of knowledge and experiences, the underlying assump‐
tion is that everyone has something they can contribute to the company as a whole.
While this might seem counterintuitive for people who have an impression of devops
being very heavily technology focused, recall that the original goal was to get two dif‐
ferent teams of people talking to each other—devopsdays began as a way to start this
dialog, which continues to evolve today. In Part III, we’ll expand these ideas beyond
individuals to teams and, eventually, organizations.

Summary
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CHAPTER 8

Collaboration: Misconceptions
and Troubleshooting

Problems arise in collaborating effectively when people have differences in professio‐
nal and individual backgrounds that create friction if not handled. Being able to help
people identify, shape, and actively work toward their different motivations and goals
is a big part of being able to lead people, either in an official capacity as a manager or
in any individual contributor-level leadership position.
We recommend that anyone in this kind of leadership role, especially new managers
who moved into management from engineering (management is a career change, not
a promotion) take regular action to improve and maintain their management skills.
These are skills just like any other that need education, training, and practice to be
maximized. A great leader is one who can bring out the best in the people around
them, rather than just focusing on themselves or a few “rock stars,” and these skills
can make the difference between an effective organization and an ineffective one.

Collaboration Misconceptions
Many misconceptions around collaboration ultimately have to do with concerns
about how much people are willing or able to learn and grow within their roles or in
the organization in general.

You Can’t Teach an Old Sysadmin New Tricks
One common misconception about collaboration skills is that people who have tradi‐
tionally been very siloed off, such as the BOFH (Bastard Operator From Hell, a cari‐
cature of a grouchy system administrator referenced in Chapter 3), won’t be able to
learn to collaborate in a more open or cross-functional environment. The flip side of
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this is a fear from practitioners, such as veteran system administrators with more
“old-school” UNIX backgrounds, that they have to become a developer in order to
hold onto their job. Either way, there are often misgivings about what new skills
might be required in a collaborative devops environment.
The reality is that new skills absolutely can be learned, whether those be new techni‐
ques or technologies or more “soft” skills like how to become a mentor or empathize
with other people in your organization. It’s important to keep in mind, however, that
learning new skills takes time and effort; you cannot expect it to happen for free. If
you are a manager looking to grow and develop people on your team, provide them
with the necessary time and resources (whether that be a budget for books, the option
to go to conferences, or in-house training opportunities) and don’t expect it to hap‐
pen overnight.
New skills require time and practice for everyone. Don’t assume
that anyone older than you, different from you, or with a different
background from yours is incapable of learning.

If you’re on the other side of things wondering if your skill set is soon to become
obsolete, keep in mind that even with the advent of new cloud-based technologies
and containerization everywhere, employers are still looking for a wide range of skill
sets. The key is finding a team or position that is the right fit. An early-stage startup
trying to get their product off the ground and hosting everything in Amazon’s EC2
until they get to that point probably won’t have a place for a dedicated UNIX admin‐
istrator or network engineer, but a bigger, more established company that has its own
data centers absolutely will, and despite the hype, larger companies and data centers
are not going to disappear any time soon.

You Need to Hire Rock Stars When You’re Trying to Grow Quickly
Many startup cofounders, when trying to grow their fledgling companies, place an
incredibly high emphasis on raw coding skills. They are trying to get their product
built as quickly as possible, to get the user base or funding they need to keep growing
their companies. Pure technical talent, however, is far from the only consideration,
because if your company takes off, you will have to grow your team along with it.
These organizations think that they have to “settle” in terms of the people they hire
because they might not have the budget to compete with bigger, more established
companies in terms of luring people to them with high salaries, or they might think
that hiring an asshole with major coding chops will be worth it in order to get their
product out the door.
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The problem with this thinking is that it is too focused on the short term; your early
employees will set the tone of the company whether you intend for that to happen or
not. If these people are too difficult to work with, either you won’t be able to hire the
people you need at all, or you will end up only being able to hire and retain more
difficult people. While it is true that old habits can be broken and new skills can be
learned, too often we’ve seen teams become more and more homogeneous as egocen‐
tric engineers, poor communicators, or rude interrupters flock to places where these
behaviors are tolerated or even encouraged in the name of the code or the product. In
the long term, such a hostile culture, antithetical to the trust, respect, and reciprocity
previously described, will not scale.

A Diverse Team Can’t Collaborate as Effectively
A concern that frequently arises around increasing a team’s or a company’s diversity is
that it will lead to increased levels of interpersonal conflict. Some people mention
concerns around things like “political correctness,” worrying that if they increase
diversity, their employees will have to stop making jokes. To the first point, while
studies have shown that more diverse teams will often see more conflict in the short
term, these effects are balanced out not only by the fact that the creativity and
problem-solving benefits in the long term outweigh these costs, but also by the
fact that team members will learn collaborate and work well with a wider variety
of people.
On top of that, jokes that can be told only in a very homogeneous environment are
probably racist, sexist, or problematic in some other way that would make them
unsuited for a workplace in general. Certainly, the entertainment that a few get from
off-color humor isn’t worth the cost to creativity and innovation that a hostile, disre‐
spectful environment causes.

Collaboration Troubleshooting
Dealing with issues between individuals can certainly be tricky; navigating these
kinds of conflicts and difficulties is part of what gave rise to the idea of devops in the
first place.

Some People on the Team Aren’t Pulling Their Weight
One common issue that comes up when working with people on teams is the percep‐
tion that some team members aren’t pulling their weight, are not following through
on their assignments and responsibilities, or even are causing issues that other people
must take time to help with. This can come up if other people on the team mention it,
if the person in question realizes that they don’t feel up to the same level as the people
around them, or if their manager notices some other way.
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The first step toward resolution is clarifying roles and responsibilities. If someone’s
role is sufficiently vague, or if their actual responsibilities have changed over time in
response to an evolving work environment, there could be a relatively simple discon‐
nect or miscommunication regarding what is expected of them. Once these expecta‐
tions have been clarified, they should be assessed for how realistic they are: does the
individual have the knowledge and resources necessary to complete their goals? If
more training or education is needed, it should be provided and the employee should
be given time to incorporate their learnings. If someone doesn’t have the time or
workplace resources required to get everything done, that should be addressed as
well. Comparing workloads between different employees at similar levels with similar
roles can often reveal if work needs to be rebalanced.

Expectations of a Role
When it comes to work, a role is a function composed of a particular set of repeated
tasks. There are specific expectations based on the culture of the team, organization,
and industry of what a role entails. For example, manager, architect, lead, and project
manager all have connotations within a culture that influence and affect people’s per‐
ception of competence. If someone is an architect, some organizations might not
expect them to concern themselves with code, but not every organization defines an
architect role in this way. When joining a new team, it is critical to understand indi‐
viduals’ expectations of the role within the culture. Over time, within the same team
and organization, role expectations may vary.

If reports that someone isn’t performing well come from people other than the indi‐
vidual concerned, such as teammates or managers, work should be undertaken to fig‐
ure out how accurate these statements are. This is an area where unconscious biases
can sometimes sneak in, coloring our views of people in ways we might not expect.
This is where having clearly defined, specific, and measurable expectations can go a
long way.
In addition to these more contextual reasons, there are personal reasons why some‐
one might not be producing work of the quality or quantity that is expected, such as:
• individual or family health;
• lack of autonomy;
• lack of rewards;
• mismatch in job and expectations on joining a team;
• rapidly changing goals; or
• changing work.
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A good manager should make sure employees have appropriate resources to help
accommodate these challenges. Solutions may include:
• working remotely;
• flexible scheduling;
• reevaluation of tasks and division of labor;
• training;
• mentorship;
• public acknowledgment; or
• regular one-on-ones with coaching as needed.
Keep an eye out for burnout—employees’ physical and mental health are important.
Burnout is not solely an individual problem. It’s a symptom of a problem within the
working environment.

We Need to Decide If We Should Let Someone Go
An issue similar to that of poor performance is deciding when someone is no longer a
good fit for the position they are in. As much as we believe that people can and most
often want to improve, there are exceptions as well as situations or circumstances that
are misaligned enough to not work out anymore. If the issue seems to be one of skill
mismatch and at least one training or improvement plan has been tried, make sure
that it has been given enough time to work (anything less than a month is likely
insufficient, and depending on the training or improvement necessary closer to six
months might be in order). If a training only caters to one learning style, a mismatch
there would noticeably slow progress.
When creating a development plan, making sure that there is sufficient mentorship
available can improve the odds of success. A good mentor, especially one with experi‐
ence helping others with their career development, can do a great deal to ensure there
aren’t any persistent roadblocks getting in the way. If you know that your organiza‐
tion lacks the financial or personnel resources to genuinely help develop and train
employees, that should be made very clear to the people affected so that they can
make an informed decision about how to proceed.
The decision to part ways with an employee isn’t necessarily a negative thing. Align‐
ment of goals, values, and priorities is very important, and it’s becoming increasingly
so to newer generations of employees who have different personal goals and incen‐
tives that motivate their professional patterns of behavior. Additionally, goals and pri‐
orities can and often do change over time. Regular check-ins with employees, either
in feedback sessions from managers or with peer mentors, can detect these changes
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and potential misalignments early so that if a change in direction makes sense, it can
be started sooner rather than later.
Some misalignments don’t make sense to try to overcome, however. If someone
knows that they are incredibly unhappy working at a large company, if the company
grows to that size it’s better for everyone to acknowledge that disconnect and allow
the employee to leave soon and on good terms rather than trying to force an issue
that is unlikely to be resolved any other way. As another example, if a startup gets
acquired by a company that then changes the product direction rather radically, you
can expect that at least some employees will disagree with the new direction, and it’s
perfectly fine to not try to force that as well.

Culture Fit and Bias
One final thing to keep in mind is that while the preceding scenar‐
ios are good examples of a genuine misalignment or improper fit,
the idea of “culture fit” should be carefully scrutinized for
conscious and unconscious bias. Culture fit should not mean
homogeneity, nor should it mean being exclusive of any differing
points of view.

I’m Overworked, Stressed, and Burnt Out
If you are experiencing symptoms of burnout, including anxiety, exhaustion, and
decreased satisfaction not only with your job but with yourself, it is important to
address the underlying issues sooner rather than later. This is usually not a scenario
that will work itself out on its own; rather, you will have to take action.

Short-term strategies
In the short term, find as many ways as possible to give yourself support and space
to recharge:
• Take time off where you aren’t checking work email or chat.
• Delegate or say “no” to work.
• Reach out to a professional for help—mental health is just as important as physi‐
cal health.

Longer-term strategies
It can also help to take an inventory of all the responsibilities you have:
• For each one, try to assess if there is anything you can take action on to decrease
the stress from that responsibility.
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• When you’re getting burnt out, it may manifest itself as a more general stress or
malaise, so figure out if there is something in particular that is contributing more
to your stress and anxiety than you realize.

Identify the single points of responsibility
One thing of note that often causes additional stress is feeling that there is something
that is solely your responsibility. You might be the only person working on a given
project, a member of a one-person team, or the only person who is interested in mak‐
ing changes to improve organizational culture. Whatever the situation, this can
increase the stress and isolation that are part of feeling burnt out. We can’t know
every specific situation, but we can say that no project, job, or company is worth sac‐
rificing your health for.
Feelings of stress and burnout can happen any time, but they often
become more common around the inflection points of an organi‐
zation. Being overworked, especially if multiple people on the same
team are feeling the same way, can be a sign that an organization is
taking on more than it can handle with its current personnel and
needs to start hiring more. Talk with the people around you to
see if overwork is a common theme that needs to be addressed
more broadly.

Finally, take a look at factors in your work environment that might be contributing to
stress. If you find yourself swearing at a particular tool quite frequently, it might be
worthwhile to see if you can make some improvements to that tool or the workflow
around it, or even if you can replace it with something else. The same thing goes for
various processes you find yourself using. Talk to team members to see if they have
any workarounds or tricks up their sleeves, and keep in mind that this is an area
where looking outside your organization for ideas can go a long way.

Some People on the Team Are Feeling Disrespected
Even if you are doing as much as you can to create a diverse workplace rather than a
homogeneous one, you might find that some people on your team aren’t feeling
respected or even safe. Someone might feel that they are being constantly interrupted
or that their ideas are not being listened to—for example, studies have shown that
women tend to get interrupted more in the workplace than men do, and that their
suggestions are given less weight than the same ones made by male colleagues.
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These are very real problems that can arise as you work toward building a diverse
team, and resources should be provided in support of that goal. Make sure, again,
that training and education around general diversity issues—including sensitivity, ally
skills and behaviors, and unconscious biases—are encouraged (if not required) for
employees and especially managers. Lead by example, from the top down. Also pro‐
vide as much support as you can to employees who are members of underrepresented
groups; this could take the form of company-funded support or social groups or
making sure that employees know who their legal and HR contacts are. Startups
should formalize an HR department as soon as possible.
Detailed negotiation techniques for when issues do arise are beyond the scope of this
book, but overall, be diligent with your listening skills, even (especially) if what you
hear is uncomfortable or unexpected. Nobody wants to hear that their colleagues or
friends might be harassing someone or displaying other problematic behavior, but
given the well-documented risks that people take when speaking up, the rates of false
accusations are tiny compared to rates of unreported harassment or abuse.
Be very aware that the resolution you arrive at for these kinds of issues will have a
very real impact on the culture of your organization. If someone who has been har‐
assing others is allowed to continue working without any kind of consequences for
their actions, that sends a clear message to members of marginalized groups that they
are not safe at your company. If reports of feeling disrespected or harassed are dis‐
missed without being fully heard, people will not feel safe, creating an atmosphere
where any future issues likely won’t get discovered until it’s too late.
A toxic culture is much easier to prevent than it is to repair once
trust has been broken, and as we’ve discussed throughout this
chapter and the previous chapter, trust is key to an empathetic and
collaborative environment.

Some People Aren’t Communicating Enough
When you are trying to break down or prevent silos, a common complaint is that
people aren’t communicating enough, either within their own teams or across them.
Assuming that clear expectations have been set and explained, the best option in
these cases is to try to assess the underlying factors that might be affecting people’s
willingness to communicate, similar to what was discussed in “How We Communi‐
cate” on page 87.
If individual people don’t seem very willing to communicate, there might be issues of
trust at work. This is commonly seen in a culture that used to be very blameful, tak‐
ing the old view of failure and looking to fire or otherwise punish people for inci‐
dents. Over time, people are likely to grow (understandably) fearful of speaking out
and may hesitate to provide any more information than the bare minimum. This sort
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of cultural shift will take time, and people will have to see that speaking up is rewar‐
ded rather than punished. Leading by example by facilitating public, blameless post‐
mortems within your organization can work well.
There might also be issues where some individuals respond in ways that feel disre‐
spectful to others, whether or not they were intended that way. Emails and other textonly communication can often come across as brusque or condescending due to
difficulties of conveying tone via text communications. Alternatively, you might have
a team member who is actively disrespectful to others, generally being unpleasant or
outright hostile to others—but maybe not to all others, or in all situations, so this
kind of issue might not be apparent to everyone. Someone who will not communicate
respectfully might end up being a cultural mismatch with your organization.
Finally, a variety of cultural and personal differences might come into play. On inter‐
national teams, different cultural customs might make some people seem more reti‐
cent or terse when that is simply the most accepted or polite manner of
communication for them. Different working styles or personalities can affect this as
well, so some people might be more reserved in general, such as not speaking up
about their work or accomplishments for fear of sounding like a braggart, while oth‐
ers might prefer a different communication medium than the rest of their team. Giv‐
ing people opportunities to explain their preferences and letting teams discuss
potential happy mediums when those preferences differ can go a long way here.

An Employee (or Candidate) Is Technically Brilliant, but Also a Jerk
Everyone wants to avoid making a bad hiring decision, which is why we put so much
effort into our screening and interviewing processes. But sometimes, people will go to
great lengths to justify why a bad hire is supposedly necessary, and one common
example is the “brilliant but antisocial” engineer. The reasoning that people give is
that someone’s technical contributions are so good that they outweigh the negative
impacts of their interpersonal behavior. A prime example is Linus Torvalds, whose
abrasive tirades are tolerated because he created Linux.
We mentioned previously that you do not need to be best friends with all of your
coworkers, but you do need to consider the impact that negative behavior can have.
This impact is not always easy to measure, but here are some questions you should
ask if you ever find yourself making this sort of decision.
• How many people will quit (or choose not to even apply to work for your organi‐
zation in the first place) because they cannot stand working with this individual?
• How many other people’s productivity is being negatively impacted due to argu‐
ments with this person or other negative repercussions of their behavior? Keep in
mind that “grow a thicker skin” is not an acceptable reaction to this; nobody
should be expected to tolerate working in an abusive environment, and just
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because you didn’t personally witness a problematic interaction does not mean it
didn’t take place.
• If this person’s behavior tends to impact women, people of color, or other mem‐
bers of underrepresented groups, how much harm is being done to inclusivity
and diversity within your organization? Back channels for communication exist,
and word will get around if this person’s problematic behavior goes undeterred
by management.
• How many hours will be wasted debugging this person’s code that they refused to
document, or dealing with the fallout of commits that they pushed without fol‐
lowing the organization’s testing process?
In many cases, the harm that these sorts of people end up doing to an organization,
both technically and culturally, does not end up being “worth it,” especially if the
organization gains a reputation in the industry for tolerating (or even encouraging)
this kind of problematic behavior. In general, if faced with a hiring decision where
people are saying, “Well, he’s kind of an asshole, but…,” just skip the “but” and focus
on finding candidates who won’t detract from your organization.

I Don’t Feel Like My Career Is Progressing Within My Current
Team/Organization
When we consider our own individual stories, the progression and trajectory of our
careers are often some of the most important things that come to mind. At some
point, you may start to feel that you are unable to progress any further where you
currently are. In some circumstances, this can be a matter of making sure that people
are aware of your accomplishments—perhaps you have met all the criteria necessary
for a promotion, but you don’t want to seem like you’re bragging so you keep your
work to yourself, so managers aren’t aware of all that you’ve done.
In other cases, there can be issues of conscious and unconscious bias in play. For
example, an organization might use “the other engineers at level X agree this person is
ready to be promoted” as a big part of the promotion process, but if the group of
engineers at level X is very homogeneous (such as all white people or all men), they
might end up unconsciously steering more promotions toward people who look like
them. If you can work with HR to determine if there is a difference in the rates of
promotion between different groups of people, factoring in experience, you may be
able to help address this at an organizational level—though this is, of course, a
longer-term gain rather than a shorter-term one.
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Keep in mind the difference between mentoring and sponsoring. Much has been writ‐
ten elsewhere about this topic, and Cate Huston, director of mobile engineering at
Ride, put it best when she said that sponsorship is about having power, and using it to
advocate for people with less power. While mentors provide advice and guidance to
you, sponsors are people who will go to bat for you, and it may be that finding a good
sponsor to advocate on your behalf can help get you some much-needed traction.
However, if you’ve considered these options and find yourself thinking things like
“the organization/manager is playing favorites against me” and you’re not a member
of a marginalized group, you may need to consider that there is some requirement,
either explicit or implicit, that you aren’t meeting. This is not to say that straight
white men can’t be treated unfairly, but it is also possible that there is some problem
with your own behavior that needs to be identified and addressed. It can be tempting
and even comforting to blame other people or the system rather than admit that you
are at fault or lacking in some way, but introspection and honest self-evaluation are
some of the hallmarks of mature engineers.
Take a step back and consider how your own behavior may be
impacting others, intentionally or not, and how that behavior
aligns with your organization’s values. If your organization has sta‐
ted that empathy is a core competency, or that they have a “no ass‐
holes” rule, if you are known for being unpleasant to work with,
that can stand in your way as much as any technical shortcoming, if
not more.

In many cases, more senior engineering positions emphasize not just technical merit
but also people skills—being helpful; sponsoring; mentoring; and allying with others;
handling conflict well—and it is well worth everyone’s while to make sure they are
focusing on these aspects of their performance as well.

Nobody Listens to Me (Anymore)
In larger organizations, as opposed to smaller startups where you can just march into
the CEO’s office and talk to her directly if you have a problem, it can be easy to feel
like you are just a cog in a giant machine and that your voice isn’t being heard. This
can also be the case if you’ve been at a company during a growth phase or event—
perhaps your department has grown so large that people don’t seem to have the same
amount of influence they did before, maybe you have a new manager, or maybe even
a merger or acquisition has had some noticeable impacts on the culture.
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How you choose to proceed will vary based on how much or how
little support you are getting from your direct manager. If you are
getting a good amount of support from your manager, ask them if
they have any advice on how you might have more impact within
your team or organization. Especially if you are a more junior
employee or new to this particular team or organization, you might
find that changes to your working or communication styles can go
a long way, and finding a mentor within the organization can help
you develop these skills.

If a particular individual or team isn’t listening to you, there may be some interperso‐
nal conflicts that have to be dealt with. While it might just be that there are some peo‐
ple you work with whom you don’t get along well with, there might also be reactions
to a past conflict or event that need to be resolved. We are all human beings, and
sometimes we have feelings that impact how well we work with others. If you were
unintentionally rude to someone with a request, or missed a deliverable that you had
promised, there might be lingering resentments that need to be aired out and cleared
up. It’s not always easy to admit that you made a mistake, but keep an eye out for how
your own behaviors might be impacting your working relationships.
If your direct manager doesn’t seem to listen to or respect you, try speaking with
them directly first, as it’s possible they might not be aware of this. You may also need
to bring in their manager or an HR representative to help deal with this. Newer man‐
agers especially might not have experience dealing with an increasing number of
reports, so management training or a team reorganization might help with that. But if
none of these seem to help and your own manager or team still isn’t listening, con‐
sider that you might be in a hostile or even unhealthy environment, and might be
served best by looking for a new position, either within your current organization or
somewhere else.

We Just Had a Reorganization or Staff Reduction
The reduction phase of an organization’s lifecycle is a natural phase where leadership
may reduce product lines or staff count. Depending on the culture of your environ‐
ment, this may be intensely stressful and scary especially if you haven’t experienced
one before.
Ask yourself these questions:
Do you know why the reorganization or staff reduction is happening?
If leadership clearly communicates the reasons for the change, you don’t have to
fill in the blanks with missing information. Ask this question of your leadership if
you don’t know the reason. Note that this doesn’t mean that you have to or even
will agree with the stated reason for the change. Sometimes leadership makes
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mistakes. Failure is a learning opportunity; monitor for continued failure that
can indicate a bigger problem.
How was the reorganization or staff reduction communicated? Was it timely?
If leadership has taken the time to communicate to everyone in a timely fashion
without months of buildup or leaks into the press, you have time to process
before everyone in your life is asking you questions. This indicates that the lead‐
ership is showing care and concern for the process.
Has your job fundamentally changed? Do you report to the same manager, or have you
experienced a decrease or increase in job responsibility, level of job challenge, or
autonomy in decisions?
If your job is effectively the same and you’re just moving from one name to
another, this is a no-op event. Take time to understand why the reorganization or
staff reduction is happening, and who it does impact. These are signals about
what the company values. If your job has fundamentally changed, make sure to
look at your position from the perspective of an interviewing candidate who
needs to evaluate the offer before joining a company. Are you being underval‐
ued? Will this change stifle your learning or experience? Do you get along with
the new manager?
Have you experienced more than one reorganization in the last 12 months? Companies
regularly have a reduction phase in their lifecycle.
If this is the first in a while, this may just be a natural evolution of leadership
changing. It’s healthy for new perspectives to take ownership of a part of the
organization. It minimizes risks to the organization by reducing fragility. If you
have experienced multiple reorgs, dig into the causes a little deeper. Did the origi‐
nal reorganization or staff reduction complete, or is this just a long, lingering
execution? Leadership will make mistakes that sometimes require a period of
shuffling. Take a look at the impact to your health and the value of the job. Does
the opportunity it affords you outweigh the personal costs to you?
Is your team underresourced?
If your team has enough people after the reorganization or staff reduction to do
the job without a change in cognitive load, this is again a no-op. Take time to
understand who was impacted within the organization and understand what is
being signaled. If your team doesn’t have enough people, and you are constantly
firefighting without respite, your skills are atrophying. Being a great firefighter
looks great from the inside, but from the outside it looks like a bunch of excuses
for not improving.
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Based on the answers to these questions you can determine
whether the reorganization or staff reduction aligns with your
understanding of the culture. At the end of the day, you need to
make a deliberate choice about where you work and why. Don’t stay
somewhere because of a large payout, known as “golden handcuffs”
in the industry. Staying for money comes at the cost of your contin‐
ued health due to increased stress, and you may decide that ulti‐
mately, that’s not a trade-off you’re willing to make anymore.

Remember, you have the option of quitting your job. Not every team or organization
is the right fit for every individual. Not everyone is going to care about devops or
share your values in other areas, and sometimes the best thing for everyone involved
is to find a place that is the right fit.
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PART III

Affinity

CHAPTER 9

Affinity: From Individuals to Teams

From job descriptions to performance reviews, many people focus on success only
within a single team. Between teams, organizational units, and even companies, how‐
ever, there exist relationships that impact the speed and value of work. Mark Grano‐
vetter, an American sociologist, described the importance of these relationships, the
combination of strong and weak links between individuals and the way that informa‐
tion flows over these various links in his 1973 paper, “The Strength of Weak Ties.”1

Sparkle Corp Development Demo Day
With Josie’s past experience with MongoDB, she was able to help Alice and Geordie
quickly bring up a couple of virtual machines they will use for comparing and demo‐
ing both MongoDB and MySQL. They created a demo of a simple web-based photo
application with a star rating feature.
Hedwig, the project manager, and George, the operations engineer, joined the devel‐
opment team’s weekly demo meeting to see the progress the team was making as well
as to examine the differences between the two products as they manifest in a more
real-world scenario.
“I really liked how quickly it was to develop the application with MongoDB. A lot of
the features that we’ve talked about with the review platform already exist in this Java‐
Script framework, which works seamlessly with MongoDB. That would give us the
development time that we want to spend on working on preventing harassment and
detecting bullying behavior in the reviews,” enthused Alice.

1 Mark Granovetter, “The Strength of Weak Ties.” American Journal of Sociology (May 6, 1973).
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“I realized that there is a lot of effort and tooling in place to architect and plan the
desired topology structure as well as upgrade and monitor MySQL. Alice really hel‐
ped me see what benefits we will have to revisit for MongoDB in coordination with
the operations team,” commented Geordie.
At this point, the Sparkle Corp development team could decide to stick with MySQL.
They could investigate with the operations team to understand more about the cost of
introducing the new software. They could also pass over the decision to Hedwig, the
project manager, who understands the scope of expectations coming from customers.
Let’s dig into how building affinity can strengthen our organization and help us make
crucial decisions.

People Networks
Granovetter described three different kinds of interpersonal ties: strong, weak, and
absent, where the strength of a tie is a combination of time, emotional intensity, inti‐
macy, and reciprocity of each tie. He noted that while a combination of strong and
weak ties is what binds society as a whole, the weak ties play a much larger role in
sharing resources and information than was previously thought. For example, when
he interviewed people who were searching for jobs, well over half the participants
who found a job through someone they knew had made use of a weak tie, someone
they described as an acquaintance rather than a friend and saw less often than twice a
week, rather than a strong tie.
In our work lives, we have strong ties with our immediate teams—the people that we
work with day in and day out, the people we share office space and coffee with. Peo‐
ple outside of these close circles tend to be either weak or absent ties. As Granovetter
and later other researchers and sociologists have shown, we can gain a great deal by
cultivating the weak ties that we already have, whether with people on other teams at
our own company that we rarely interact with, or people in our own fields working at
other companies. This chapter will look at how teams function and interact as well as
how we can use these ties to make our work relationships even stronger.

What Makes a Team?
Why are there some individuals that seem to work counter to team or organizational
goals? To understand this we must understand not only what constitutes a team but
also how individuals relate to and identify with the teams they are on.
A team is a group of people working toward a common goal, interdependent with
each other, with some familiarity among members. Teams hold a set of convictions
expressed by the majority of the participants. Additionally, they have internal and
external forces acting upon them that establish and maintain the group identity.
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The Work That Teams Do
Work is often broken down into five categories:2
Reactionary
Work that happens in response to something else (such as responding to emails
or incoming tickets) rather than proactively
Planning
Putting effort into scheduling and prioritizing of other work
Procedural
Maintenance work such as following up on previously sent emails or filling out
expense reports
Insecurity
Work that we do in response to our own insecurities such as checking our per‐
sonal or organizational reputations online
Problem solving
Work that requires creativity and focus

Defining Affinity
There is a sixth category of work, called relationship work. Relationship work is a
social catalyst, facilitating work so as to shorten the time to get other work done,
reducing communication barriers, and building trust based on regard. Affinity is the
measure of the relationship strength between individuals, teams, business units, and
even companies. It is incredibly hard to measure accurately.
Regardless of organizational structure, companies will often assign a value to roles,
creating a ladder of prestige. Individuals will perceive one role as more valuable than
another, creating a hierarchy of importance. This hierarchy can be reinforced by
company culture based on who receives bonuses, promotions, or other desired out‐
comes. This ladder can create a false sense of upward motility based on changing
roles, encouraging individuals to pursue jobs that they may not be as well suited for
or not enjoy as much.
Companies often have multiple teams that need to work together. As companies start
to depend on external services, teams need to work with other companies to accom‐
plish goals. Understanding who has the knowledge or skills required and building
strong relationships with these different teams, organizations, and companies is affin‐
ity. This chapter will look into the human factors that can make or break positive

2 Scott Belsky, “The 5 Types of Work that Fill Your Day,” http://bit.ly/5-types-of-work.
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interteam cooperation, discuss strategies for effective cooperation, and examine how
these factors can help maintain the devops compact at an organizational level.

Interpersonal Ties Within Teams
Internal forces include a tension between stability and change. Individuals within a
group may favor stability through a quest for immutable truths or “best practices.”
Our tendencies toward stability can work to make a team or a group more cohesive,
and natural conflict avoidance may lead people within a team to agree with each
other more than they might otherwise. This, of course, has its upsides as well as
downsides. A team with too much conflict might not have enough internal stability to
accomplish its goals, but too much conflict avoidance leads to a homogeneity of
thought that reduces creativity and problem-solving skills.
The external forces that bring teams together tend to be situational. Conflict with
another group, such as competition for shared resources, will bind and strengthen
team identity, as individual identities and successes are often aligned with the success
and identity of the team. Externally imposed goals or deadlines can have a similar
effect, as can something that threatens the team’s stability or even existence—though
it should be noted that while some external circumstances and conflicts can bring
some teams together, groups that lack enough initial cohesion and stability or have a
great deal of conflict already are unlikely to survive in their original form.
As discussed earlier, the strength of interpersonal ties can be measured by several
factors:
Shared time
Simply spending time working together can help to strengthen workplace rela‐
tionships.
The intensity of the relationship
Overcoming challenges and resolving the conflicts, especially in intense experi‐
ences such as resolving a production outage, can bring people together.
Reciprocity of shared stories
Opening up and sharing both personal wins and adversity is a great way to get to
know each other.
Reciprocity of support
Taking on-call over holidays, covering a shift when a teammate is on vacation, or
assisting someone with an issue they’re working on are all great ways to support
each other.
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It is the combination of all four of these factors that truly makes a tie a strong one;
simply spending a lot of time with someone is not enough to really foster a strong
connection. A teammate who is always joking around or making sarcastic remarks,
never opening up or saying something genuine, is not likely to be someone that we
feel like we know or that we are close to, and someone who doesn’t reciprocate sup‐
port like covering an on-call shift or providing a code review isn’t a teammate we feel
we can count on when things get difficult.
This doesn’t mean that people have to get incredibly personal or that we are expected
to be best friends with our teammates both in and out of the workplace. Sharing sto‐
ries doesn’t necessarily mean talking about one’s families or relationships, but could
instead take the form of sharing something you struggled with earlier in your career,
a difficult career choice you had to make, or a project that you’ve been wanting to
work on.

Team Culture
The culture of a team can greatly impact the effectiveness of the team’s work and the
strength of the ties between team members. Rather than talking about culture in
terms of “culture fit” and if your teammates are people you’d want to go grab a beer
with, it is much more important to focus on culture as the values that a team shares
and how those values are expressed in practice.
Shared values, when clearly communicated, can be a strong binding force among
team members. Making sure that the team’s values are understood can go a long
way toward preventing or resolving interpersonal conflicts. For example, a conflict
could arise between two members working together on a project with a rapidly
approaching deadline. One might feel that they should go ahead and ship what they
have despite it not being fully tested or feature-complete, as they value following
through on promises and making deadlines, while the other might want to wait, valu‐
ing only shipping work that meets a certain standard of quality. Who is “right” in this
sort of situation depends largely on which of these values the team overall has deci‐
ded is more important.
It is important that the team’s values not be in conflict with either overall organiza‐
tional or company-wide values or with the individual values of team members. This is
an area where the notion of “cultural fit” often arises. As we will discuss in Part V, this
concept is not without its problems: it can too often be used to describe common
activities, such as drinking beer or being fans of a certain sports team, rather than
common goals and values.
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When assessing whether or not someone’s values are aligned with
the team’s, be sure to consider whether “values” and “fit” are being
used accurately or instead as a way to keep the team more homoge‐
neous.

Devops Anti-Patterns: Culture Fit
The General was working at a startup that was actively trying to hire more engineers.
Because the company had been founded by several friends who had gone to college
together some years prior, the office had a generally friendly atmosphere. Employees
regularly went out for beers together after work, especially among the group of for‐
mer classmates, who were known for drinking beer in the office together as well.
When candidates were brought in for interviews, if they did well enough on the tech‐
nical interviews in the morning, the team would invite them out to lunch to see if
they were a culture fit. Because of the growing vibe of “beer buddies” in the office,
culture fit turned into a question of “Do I enjoy drinking with this person?” The Gen‐
eral saw the team dismiss a couple highly of qualified candidates simply because they
didn’t order a beer with lunch. People decided that they weren’t likely to fit in on the
team for this reason.
While the most apparent moral of this story might be that if people can only fit in
with your team if they are willing to be drunk at work, you probably have larger
issues, there is also an important note here about what culture means. Instead of
thinking about culture, you should think about values—what values are important to
your organization and your team? Think of ways that those values might be demon‐
strated, regardless of a candidate’s choice of beverage.

Values can be communicated in a variety of ways, but when it comes down to it, the
primary way that people will learn what your team’s values are comes down to the
team’s overall behavior. It matters more what you do than what you say—if you claim
reliability as a value but routinely ship software that is late, bug-ridden, or both, peo‐
ple are going to focus more on those outcomes than what you say your values are. Or
if an organization claims they value diversity and inclusivity but hires scantily clad
women to dance at their official company events, people might rightly question just
how dedicated to their values they really are.
This communication of values applies both within and outside a team. Being able to
communicate your values outside of your team is critical in an environment where
the work your team does or the services they provide interact in any way with
the work of other teams. Make sure that other groups know what your values are,
what standards you are setting, and what promises you are making about your work
and behavior.
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This will become apparent in the ways that people from other teams choose to inter‐
act—or not—with your own team members. If people are avoiding talking with team
members because they have a reputation for being overly critical and difficult to work
with, or working around or against your team’s rules or systems because they get in
the way of what others need to get done, what values are you demonstrating to the
other teams in your organization?
Communicating values within the team helps the team to feel and act more unified,
especially when onboarding new team members. A lack of consistency here—
whether that be different values demonstrated by different team members, or a mis‐
match between the team’s stated values and behavior—will make it more difficult for
new members to get up to speed and learn how they should work and act, whether
that be different values shown by different people that they are working with and
learning from.
In addition to a lack of consistency, a lack of accountability can seriously damage
other people’s trust in your team as well as the trust between team members. How can
people both within and outside the team communicate when they notice a problem
or a breach of values? This is not to advocate a blameful environment at all. Rather,
blame involves finding someone to pay the price for problems that occurred, while
accountability involves ownership, follow-through, and learning.
A 2004 study showed that teams whose members shared values with each other and
with their leader had a much higher degree of internal trust than those that didn’t.3
Trust, both between peer team members and toward the team leader, is strongly indi‐
cative of higher team and individual performance. The strong ties that this kind of
trust engenders are one of the biggest competitive advantages a team or organization
can have. In order to maintain a blameless, learning-focused environment, teams’ val‐
ues and culture must match.

Team Cohesion
Team cohesion is the degree to which individual members want to contribute to the
group’s ability to continue as a functioning work unit. A team with low cohesion
tends to take on an “everyone out for themselves” kind of mentality, with team mem‐
bers acting out of self-interest rather than in the interests of the team as a whole.
Needless to say, there is less trust, less knowledge sharing, and less empathy in less
cohesive teams.

3 Nicole Gillespie and Leon Mann, “Transformational Leadership and Shared Values: The Building Blocks of

Trust,” Journal of Managerial Psychology 19, no. 6 (2004).
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Other facets of team dynamics include team integration, or the extent to which a
team combines individual expertise and work into a unified whole, as well as team
solidarity, or the extent to which a team has common interests that bind them
together. Team integration is especially valuable for productivity because it allows
more knowledge to be shared among individuals, enabling people to work together
more rather than keeping knowledge to themselves, and this synthesis of ideas can
enable a team to become stronger and more productive than it is as just the sum of its
individual members.
Solidarity can keep a team feeling motivated and feeling like a strong unit, but it is
important that those feelings not be taken too far to the extreme. Social scientist Wil‐
liam Graham Sumner popularized the term ethnocentrism,4 which he described as
“the technical name for [the] view of things in which one’s own group is the center of
everything.” In the workplace, this can lead to hostility when teams perceive them‐
selves as competing for scarce resources such as budget.
Ethnocentric attitudes can be observed in phrases that assign value judgments or
stereotypes based on other teams. Examples of this are the external conflict seen in
some organizations between “dev” and “ops,” where problems are frequently thrown
over the metaphorical wall and said to be someone else’s responsibility, or where work
done by other teams is frequently and loudly criticized. This can be observed between
any teams within an organization, especially in organizations that subscribe to some
form of role hierarchy.

In-group/out-group theory
The idea that external conflict can increase internal team cohesion has been around
for decades. Often called the in-group/out-group theory, it is perhaps best explained
by Sumner: “The relation of comradeship and peace in the we-group and that of hos‐
tility and war toward other-groups are correlative to each other. The exigencies of war
with outsiders are what make peace inside.”5 Sociologist Georg Simmel has perhaps
gone into the most depth on the topic, specifically in his 1898 article “The Persistence
of Social Groups.”6
Simmel’s rule, as it became known, states that the “internal cohesion of a group is
contingent on the strength of external pressure.” This cohesion was stronger in
smaller groups perhaps, as he noted, due to the tendency of smaller groups to have
individuals that are more similar to each other. He believed that intergroup conflict

4 Boris Bizumic, “Who Coined the Term Ethnocentrism? A Brief Report,” Journal of Social and Political Psychol‐

ogy 2, no. 1 (2014).

5 Richard D. Ashmore et al., Social Identity, Intergroup Conflict, and Conflict Reduction (Oxford, UK: Oxford

University Press, 2001).

6 Georg Simmel, “The Persistence of Social Groups,” American Journal of Sociology 3, no. 5 (1898).
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accentuates and maintains group boundaries, drawing people together who might
normally have nothing to do with each other—the enemy of my enemy is my friend.
A corollary to this rule is that different kinds of groups tend to emerge based on the
perceived sources of these external pressures or conflicts. For example, developers
might view operations engineers as the source of their problems when the issue might
be unrealistic deadlines and expectations being set by upper management. In these
cases, the perceived in-groups and out-groups tend to be very strong, indeed shaping
the social environment.
When applied in a workplace environment, the intergroup conflict that arises
between different groups or teams within the organization can lead to rival interests,
with different groups seen as being in constant competition with each other. We want
to help members of our own group, or team, at the expense of other groups, and
group memberships can become very strong parts of our workplace identities. People
tend to form attitudes that stigmatize the out-group members—one example being
the “Bastard Operator from Hell” caricature of a system administrator who refers to
any and all nontechnical computer users as “lusers,” the implication being that they
are also “losers.” Naturally, these kinds of biases and intergroup conflicts don’t lend
themselves to a cohesive organization as a whole.
One way of working against intergroup conflicts, or at least trying
to minimize their effects, is by sharing experiences. Shared experi‐
ences across group boundaries reduce the risk of future conflict
between groups. As mentioned earlier, sharing experiences is key to
building trust, and working closely with someone even temporarily,
even in what seems like an unrelated situation, can lessen the bias
and other-ing that might normally otherwise occur. Exemplified at
places like the devopsdays conferences, sharing stories is a big part
of what allows people to develop more empathy with each other
and thus work together more effectively.

Giving employees the opportunities and encouragement to participate in many dif‐
ferent groups in the workplace can also go a long way toward minimizing out-group
bias. Known as crossed categorization, having people with memberships in many dif‐
ferent groups decreases the importance of any given in-group/out-group distinction;
makes people aware that those they work with are multidimensional and multiface‐
ted; and increases the interpersonal interactions, communication, and trust between a
wider variety of people. It is important that these kinds of interactions not be forced,
but allowing interest-based groups, whether a group of colleagues who go hiking
together or fans of a particular programming language, to form naturally can gener‐
ate organizational affinity.
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Examining group memberships
The group memberships and social connections of the people creating software can
have far-reaching effects on the much greater numbers of the people using it. For
example, many social networks have started enforcing “real-name policies,” doing
things like suspending accounts of users that were not using their legal name. The
problems with these sorts of policies are many, but one of the biggest issues is that
they can disadvantage or even endanger people who don’t go by the name on their
government-issued IDs, such as victims of violence or harassment trying to avoid a
stalker or abusive partner online, or transgender individuals who aren’t “out” in all
areas of their life.
Wielded inconsistently across platforms, these policies—which often make excep‐
tions for celebrities (mononymous artists like Bono or Madonna are prime examples
of this)—tend to have the most negative effects on groups of people who are already
at risk or marginalized somehow by society. Not only that, but they tend to do very
little to fight spam, reduce fake profiles, or prevent abuse, all reasons that are given as
justification for implementing them.
It is likely that the key decision-making groups around these sorts of policies did not
have any trans people, domestic violence survivors, drag performers, or anyone else
who could understand the various legitimate reasons people have for not using their
legal names online. While it isn’t feasible to have a member of every single underre‐
presented group of people working on every software project ever, it does go to show
that the less diverse the group making decisions, the more likely those decisions will
have serious negative impacts on people and users outside that group.
It is important to ask ourselves regularly, what kinds of problems are we trying to
solve? Are we solving the right problems? Does our team have the necessary knowl‐
edge and experience to acknowledge this and to understand the repercussions that
their potential solutions might have? If a team tasked with dealing with harassment
and abuse on a social network consists solely of straight white men, who overall do
not experience these things with anywhere near the same volume and intensity as
members of other groups do, can they really be expected to come up with the best
solution given their limited experience with and understanding of the problem?
As we work to break down intergroup barriers and foster more communication and
shared experiences between teams, we increase the number of weak ties that exist
with people who might normally be in our out-groups, with whom we otherwise
might only have absent ties. The knowledge and experience that can be gained from
these weak ties enables us to create stronger, more creative solutions and to develop
products that don’t unintentionally harm subsets of the people who use them.
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Expanding group memberships
The original view of devops really only considered developers and operation engi‐
neers. As the movement was started and the struggles most clearly felt by people with
direct experience in these specific areas, this is perfectly reasonable—and it is cer‐
tainly true that the friction and silos being addressed were real problems that needed
to be solved.
It is oversimplifying things, however, to stop there. Most software isn’t written for the
sheer joy of writing software, especially not software that has to be deployed and
monitored by an operations team. In the majority of cases, this software is being sold
somehow, in one form or another, by a company, whether publicly traded or not,
whose continued existence depends on this software. But ignoring the rest of the
company does everyone involved a disservice.
We’d like to expand our view beyond simply development and operations teams.
Silos, blame culture, ineffective communication, and lack of trust are significant cul‐
tural problems in an organization, no matter if they occur between dev and ops or
anywhere else in the company. If we consider, as part of our group memberships, the
company as a whole and the industry as a whole, we can take these ideas of trust,
affinity, and sharing, and use them to benefit not just engineering departments but
entire businesses.

Diversity
When thinking about our group memberships, we must make sure to consider the
wide range of groups to which people can belong. Although there are many resources
available that go into much more depth than we have space for here, we’ll briefly dis‐
cuss the benefits and axes of diversity and how teams and organizations can work to
create inclusive environments that work well for both the business and the individu‐
als working for it.

Benefits of Diversity
Diversity is critical for innovation: the differing ideas, perspectives, and viewpoints
that come from different backgrounds are a crucial part of developing new ideas.7
Diverse teams will be able to develop products that work for a wider customer base
due to their unique experiences. The more closely different groups or individuals
work together, the more creatively stimulated people tend to be. The tech industry
tends to be very homogeneous, consisting mostly of heterosexual, cisgender, white

7 Vivian Hunt, Dennis Layton, and Sara Prince. “Why Diversity Matters,” Mckinsey.com, February 12, 2016.
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men, in proportions much higher than they are found in the general population,8
which can cut down on its innovation and creativity.
Strength lies in differences, not in similarities.
—Stephen Covey

A 2006 study from Dr. Samuel R. Sommers, director of the Diversity & Intergroup
Relations Lab at Tufts University, showed that racially diverse groups performed bet‐
ter than all-white groups.9 Heterogeneous groups exchange a wider range of informa‐
tion and discuss more topics than homogeneous ones. Additionally, white people
individually performed better in mixed groups than in all-white ones. Similar studies
have shown that gender has the same effect: mixed-gender groups outperform groups
of all men on individual and group levels.
These benefits are even more pronounced when groups are working on tasks that
require creativity or when they are required to interact with nongroup members,
where divergent thinking can be helpful. In practice, this means that teams that inter‐
act with customers will benefit from increased diversity, leading to increased cus‐
tomer satisfaction. A study conducted by researcher and management professor
Orlando C. Richard in 2000 showed that cultural diversity in the workforce led to
increased company performance during periods of company and business growth.10
Although diverse groups do lead to increased performance at individual, team, and
company levels, the drawback is that they can also cause increases in interpersonal
conflict, which can lead to lower morale in the short term. It makes sense that differ‐
ing viewpoints, expectations, and opinions lead to disagreements. It’s important to
make sure that disagreements are handled well, not just by whoever screams the
loudest. Thinking back to the devops compact, we have to know that we are ulti‐
mately working toward the same goal, and act with the understanding that we still
share that goal in spite of disagreements.

Axes of Diversity and Intersectionality
Many diversity initiatives in tech start by recognizing a lack of women in the work‐
place. Rectifying the gender disparity is necessary, but not sufficient.
There are many different axes that diversity can take. These include:
• Gender and gender presentation
8 Roger Cheng, “Women in Tech: The Numbers Don’t Add Up,” CNET, May 6, 2015. Web.
9 Samuel Sommers, “On Racial Diversity and Group Decision Making: Identifying Multiple Effects of Racial

Composition on Jury Deliberations,” Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 90, no. 4 (2006).

10 Orlando Richard, “Racial Diversity, Business Strategy, and Firm Performance: A Resource-Based View,” Acad‐

emy of Management Journal 43, no. 2 (2000).
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• Race and ethnicity
• National origin
• Sexual orientation
• Age
• Veteran status
• Disability
• Religion
• Familial status
Increasing diversity on any one of these axes is important, but one axis does not
mean your company is truly diverse, nor that it is a safe place to work for a wide
range of people. Intersectionality is defined as the study of intersections between dif‐
ferent forms of oppression or discrimination, and how these different forms of
oppression are interconnected. The term was first coined by legal scholar Kimberlé
Crenshaw11 and is an important consideration when you are thinking about diversity
at your company.
Diversity, like any other devops practice, is not a simple thing that can be imple‐
mented once and then checked off a to-do list. It’s an iterative process that must be
monitored and measured. Your reasons for considering diversity matter, and how
successful your efforts are will depend on them. Both initiatives should be under‐
taken out of a genuine concern for improving the lives of all people in your company
and the community as a whole, creating an environment that is not only productive
but also inclusive of all the people who can help drive that productivity.

Unconscious Bias
People often think of sexism, racism, or any other “-ism” as an overt or blatant thing,
but unconscious biases can be even more insidious in their subtlety. Unconscious bia‐
ses are shaped from our environments and the times and cultures we live in, and we
often don’t notice their presence. These are ingrained thought patterns that cause us
to assume that men are more qualified than women with the same résumé, for exam‐
ple, without even realizing that we’re doing it. The best way to fight against uncon‐
scious biases is to become (and stay) aware of them, which is why companies like
Google and others are starting to offer unconscious bias training for their employees.

11 Kimberlé Crenshaw, “Demarginalizing the Intersection of Race and Sex: A Black Feminist Critique of Anti‐

discrimination Doctrine,” Feminist Theory and Antiracist Politics (Chicago: The University of Chicago Legal
Forum, 1989).
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Hiring Considerations
There are things to be considered throughout the hiring process when trying to
improve the diversity of your workforce. We will touch on additional concerns
around growing your teams in Part V but here are a few points to consider to make
sure that your hiring practices are as inclusive as the rest of your organization:
• Keep an eye out for language that can be exclusionary, such as overtly masculine
or militarized phrasing as well as overtly sexist, racist, or homophobic remarks in
both job postings and communications from recruiters. External recruiters espe‐
cially should be given as much guidance as possible on the tone and culture that
your company is trying to convey. More specific examples of this will be given in
this chapter’s case study.
• Be aware of those unconscious biases—even when we mean well, we often inad‐
vertently assume that a résumé is better when it has a name that sounds like a
white man’s on it. When possible, have everyone involved in the sourcing and
hiring processes take unconscious bias training, and keep personally identifying
information out of the sourcing process for as long as possible.
• There are recruiters and consultants who specialize in creating diverse teams. If
you are struggling with finding as many diverse candidates as you’d like, it might
be worth bringing in a professional who has more experience in the area to help.
• While some teams are fond of having candidates submit “homework” as part of
the screening process, keep in mind that this might put members of marginalized
groups at a disadvantage, whether that be women with family responsibilities or
people who don’t have the time or inclination to do free work for a company.

Maintaining an Inclusive Environment
It doesn’t matter much if you manage to interview and hire diverse employees if you
can’t retain them. Along with diversity, companies need to start inclusivity initiatives
to ensure that individuals in the minority experience belongingness and encourage‐
ment to retain the uniqueness within the work group.
A common narrative is the small startup that has hired the first woman on their engi‐
neering team. From the rest of the team’s perspective, this is great—they’re being
more diverse, and they now have an internal resource to help them avoid any poten‐
tially sexist mistakes! From the woman’s point of view, however, it may not feel like an
inclusive environment.
Many teams of men, upon hiring their first woman, will do things like say “Hey,
guys,” when entering the office or a meeting, then look at the woman, wonder if she
might feel excluded by that, and follow up with an awkward “…and girls” or “…and
gals.” This is well intended, but many women say such additions make them feel more
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awkward and excluded rather than included. On top of the fact that we shouldn’t be
addressing adult women as “girls,” drawing attention to people’s differences from the
rest of the group fosters a feeling of exclusion.
There is often a cost to members of minority groups in this kind of environment, as
they are often expected to take on a great deal of diversity-related work on top of
their regular work responsibilities. They are asked to review job postings to make
sure they are free of racist and sexist language, or to represent the company and give
it a diverse face at industry or recruiting events. They are often asked to represent all
members of whatever group(s) they happen to be a part of—no woman is a spokes‐
person for all women, just like one gay person cannot give insight into what the entire
LGBTQ community is thinking or feeling. This is true for all groups that are tradi‐
tionally underrepresented in tech.
When considering diversity and inclusivity, think about the social groups and activi‐
ties currently available to employees. Are employees allowed or encouraged to start
groups, such as a women-in-engineering group or an LGBTQ group, as a way of con‐
necting with their coworkers and creating safe and supportive spaces? Do people
have access to leaders or mentors who are similar to them? If you have several more
people of color in junior roles within engineering, but no senior engineers of color or
people of color in engineering leadership, for example, those junior employees may
wonder if there is room for them to grow at your company.
In terms of making sure an environment is as inclusive as possible, also think about
what office activities, especially social or “extracurricular” ones, are opt-in versus optout. An opt-in activity is one that employees are not a part of unless they choose to
join, whereas an opt-out activity is one that all employees are expected to participate
in by default unless they explicitly opt out of doing so.
While it may seem like opt-in creates a barrier to entry that might discourage people
from joining, opt-out has the issue of requiring people to admit that they don’t want
to do something, or provide specific reasons for doing so. For example, many compa‐
nies view drinking alcohol as the default after-work activity, and startups especially
are prone to peer pressure when it comes to drinking, where not going to a bar after
work labels someone as different or “not a team player.” A new employee is likely to
feel uncomfortable having to explain reasons for opting out of this to new coworkers
they don’t know very well, which is then likely to make them feel excluded. In this
example, an office kitchenette stocked with a variety of alcoholic and nonalcoholic
drinks, with no mandatory times when “everyone” is expected to partake, is a much
more inclusive setup.
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Stereotype Threat
Stereotype threat is what happens when people find themselves in a position where
they are at risk of confirming a negative stereotype about themselves and the group
they are a part of. It has been shown in over 300 different studies to decrease individ‐
uals’ performance, especially when they expect discriminations based on their group
membership or identity. For example, take the stereotype that women are worse at
math than men.
Women who are exposed to this stereotype will perform more poorly on math exams
than those who aren’t, as well as displaying more stress responses such as elevated
heart rate and increased cortisol levels. Long-term exposure to stereotype threat can
have the same negative long-term effects on mental and physical health that chronic
stress does.
Studies have shown that a sense of belonging within a group can help to mitigate ster‐
eotype threat. If people are welcomed into the larger group or environment, if they
feel that they are genuinely included, they are less influenced by the negative stereo‐
types that might lower their performance (and health).

There are many things that you can do to make sure your work environment is as
inclusive as possible. When thinking about diversity and inclusion within your orga‐
nization, keep in mind the following tips:
• Make sure that any recruiters you use are aware of your diversity and inclusion
goals.
• Send employees to unconscious bias training or an Ally Skills Workshop.
• Lead by example, and call out problematic language or behavior; don’t leave that
as the sole responsibility of minority team members.
• Organize employee resource groups. Establish places to address the needs of
diverse individuals, including community building, networking, and support.
These groups facilitate resilience for the individuals mitigating some of the costs
of being different from the majority.
• Audit your work environment. Determine how accessible key elements of the
environment are to differently abled employees beyond the governmentmandated requirements.
• If you ask people to do the work of reviewing your job postings to be more inclu‐
sive, compensate them for that work.
• Pay attention to whether your language or behavior is racist or sexist (or homo‐
phobic or transphobic) all the time, not just when people from those groups
might be present—preemptively create an inclusive atmosphere.
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Creating genuinely inclusive environments benefits not only the individual people in
them but also the teams and organizations as whole groups. When people are not
dealing with stereotype threat, hostility, or other stressors, they are able to be much
more collaborative, communicative, and creative.

Teams and Organizational Structure
From a team to a larger organization, the relationships between individuals becomes
more tenuous. British anthropologist Robin Dunbar theorized a limit to the number
of people with whom one person can maintain stable social relationships. Through
research with primates and the study of neocortex size and its processing capacity, he
proposed that this upper limit, now known as Dunbar’s number, is around 150 stable
relationships.12 Beyond this size, groups and organizations must use more restrictive
rules, laws, and enforced norms to maintain a similarly cohesive group—one of
the reasons that larger companies always seem to have more bureaucracy than
smaller ones.
Organizations with more than approximately 150 people will require a different set of
cultural practices with more restrictive rules and norms to maintain a stable, cohesive
group. Yet the more people there are within the organization, the more effort that
needs to be made to build relationships between groups to ensure proper information
flow and understanding. If these cultural practices restrict how individuals build rela‐
tionships within the organization, it can have a drastic impact on the organization as
a whole.
Social structure influences culture, and culture influences social structure. A culture
that embraces the values of collaboration, cooperation, and affinity will impact the
underlying organization structures. As with all change, especially around power dif‐
ferentials, moving to this kind of culture can lead to disruptive behaviors. In Chap‐
ter 10, we discuss one way of handling these kinds of disruptions.
An organization that isn’t placing enough value on these types of interpersonal and
intergroup relationships may start to see this coming out in various behavioral
aspects. Duplication of work between teams, or groups that are working in parallel on
competing or mutually exclusive projects, indicates not only a lack of communication
between teams but also a lack of understanding. Tickets that get repeatedly sent back
and forth between different groups or projects, or increasingly blameful incident
responses, point toward a decrease in trust.

12 R. I. M. Dunbar, “Neocortex Size As a Constraint on Group Size in Primates,” Journal of Human Evolution 22,

no. 6 (1992).
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Finding Common Ground Between Teams
How do we build trust, generate shared experiences, and create more inclusive organ‐
izations with more in-groups?
The main types of difficulties that can arise when trying to bridge the gaps between
different teams are:
• differences in objectives;
• measurement of success;
• differences in leadership; and
• differences in communication styles.
Different teams often have, at least on the surface, different objectives. Though
one could argue that every team’s objective is to help the company as a whole succeed,
the ways that they are expected to get there frequently come into conflict with one
another.
The classic example of this in the devops space is a development team, whose goals
generally involve getting new features (or bug fixes) in front of customers as quickly
as possible, facing off against an operations team whose main goal tends to be some‐
thing like uptime, making sure that all servers and services are available and usable.
These goals can come into conflict in several ways. Deployment requirements or pro‐
cesses designed to minimize the availability impact of deploy errors that support
operational uptime goals don’t necessarily fall in line with development goals of ship‐
ping rapidly. In this kind of situation, developers might also find themselves at odds
with QA engineers, whose goals of finding and fixing defects might also end up slow‐
ing down release cycles.
Even if the stated goals of different teams don’t directly come into conflict, the ways
that teams measure their successes might. Key performance indicators (KPIs) used to
evaluate organizational progress and success, instead of helping overall performance
can end up hindering it if they don’t align with what is best for the business (read: the
customers who make the business successful).
If developers are measured solely on the number of deploys they do—or worse,
the number of lines of code they write—in their efforts to reach those goals they
might end up shipping lower-quality code or spend time on features that customers
don’t want.
If a QA team is measured on how many bugs they find, they could slow down releases
by waiting to find as many bugs as they need to meet their quota at the expense of
shipping more quickly. Not only are these goals or metrics conflicting, but they might
end up causing impacts that are at odds with the overall goals of the business.
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Differing leadership and communication styles among teams and the individuals on
them can also contribute to gaps between teams. There is a wide range of diverse
communication and working styles that can affect how people interact. If these per‐
sonalities find themselves clustered on teams, as can happen over time due to people’s
subconscious tendencies to want to hire and work with people similar to themselves,
there can end up being communication or working style conflicts at a team level
instead of an individual one.
Leaders with different styles or management values can bring about or enhance these
differences. A manager with a more hands-on or even micro-management style will
likely be at odds with someone with a more hands-off approach who encourages
independent experimentation among their reports. Someone who values the appear‐
ance of productivity and output over all else might come into conflict with a leader
who cares more about nurturing people and relationships. In organizations where
consensus between various managers determines things like who gets certain projects
or promotions, these kinds of conflicts can have serious impacts.
Despite all these differences, there are ways of finding commonalities between teams
and groups that we will examine in the next sections.

From Competition to Cooperation
When we think about teams with differing goals, we often think about teams that are
in direct competition with one another. The team that meets their objectives better
will likely be the team that gets a bigger portion of its organizational budget for pur‐
chasing, more resources for projects, or more headcount. Given these fixed resources,
how can teams move from a position of competition to one of cooperation?
As mentioned in Part II, competition occurs when individuals or organizations are
striving for something that may be in direct opposition to one another. Competition
is driven in many markets by the need to be faster, cheaper, better, or all three. It is
perceived as a necessary condition within a free market.
Compliance to fair competition is a cornerstone of how markets have evolved across
the world. Principles of this competition law are prohibition of agreements or practi‐
ces that restrict free trading, banning abusive behavior by dominant firms or practi‐
ces that lead to such a position, and supervision of mergers and acquisitions that
threaten competitive processes. In some ways, competition can help inspire competi‐
tors to work harder, to innovate more effective or creative solutions to problems, and
to offer more choices to customers.
Too much competition, however, can have a larger detrimental effect overall than the
benefits it gains in smaller amounts. The term “tragedy of the commons” is often
used to describe this effect, where individuals acting independently and rationally
for their own benefit ultimately end up acting contrary to what is best for the group
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as a whole by depleting some common resource. This phrase, coined as the title of a
1968 essay written by ecologist Garrett Hardin,13 originally came about describing the
effects of unregulated sheep grazing on common or public land, hence the term
“commons.”
This is a prime example of game theory, or the study of the rational choices that
people make in the face of problems involving multiple parties, collective action, and
interactive decisions. Florian Diekert, a researcher of human interrelations and eco‐
nomics, in his 2012 paper titled “The Tragedy of the Commons from a GameTheoretic Perspective” argues that the original discussion of this scenario is not
entirely realistic.14 He points out that while cooperation in this type of situation is dif‐
ficult, especially as the stakes become higher, the tragedy that comes with unlimited
individual freedom is not an inevitability.
Indeed, American political economist and Nobel Laureate Elinor Ostrom identifies
several factors that are critical to the success of any cooperative efforts in the com‐
mons scenario.15 She asserts that in order for cooperation to succeed, there must be:
• a means of controlling membership in the overall group;
• social networks;
• observable actions of everyone involved;
• graduated sanctions available against individuals; and
• a resource that is not excessively variable.
Ostrom and other game theory researchers have noted that the ability to sanction
behavior has a substantial effect on overall cooperation. When noncooperative behav‐
ior is collectively punished, cooperative behavior ends up becoming self-enforcing.
For example, if every person on a team points out or doesn’t tolerate someone inter‐
rupting others, that team starts to collectively learn that interrupting isn’t an effective
way to get your voice heard, and interruptions will tend to decrease over time. But if
some people allow interruptions, this self-enforcing behavior will not be seen.

13 Garrett Hardin, “The Tragedy of the Commons,” Science, December 13, 1968.
14 Florian Diekert, Florian. “The Tragedy of the Commons from a Game-Theoretic Perspective,” Sustainability 4,

no. 8 (2012).

15 Elinor Ostrom, Governing the Commons: The Evolution of Institutions for Collective Action (Cambridge, UK:

Cambridge University Press, 1990).
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Free-riding refers to people who reap the benefits of the community
without investing in it. This is harmful when it prevents others
from participating or contributing. An example of this is a support
vampire, someone who asks questions without regard to the tone
in which the question is asked or how often it is asked, and gets
offensive when their expectations are not met. Similarly, a commu‐
nity where sanctions are either not available or not enforced is one
that reduces individual contributions as well; if there are no reper‐
cussions for noncooperative behavior, game theory shows that
individuals will rationally choose noncooperative behavior more
and more in order to protect their own individual interests,
because the community as a whole is no longer helping work
toward those interests.

It follows, therefore, that in order to create cooperative workplace communities
rather than competitive ones, you must ensure the presence of the factors described
by Ostrom in some respect. Group membership is controlled by the hiring process;
social networks exist in the form of organizational and team hierarchies as well as
informal and formal social interactions; most people’s and teams’ behavior is observa‐
ble to some extent; and a variety of sanctions exist, such as performance improve‐
ment plans, removal from desirable projects, budget reductions, and layoffs or
terminations.
The final factor, resources that are not too variable, gets interesting. Especially in
small startups that are struggling to get off the ground or in larger companies that are
facing downturns and downsizing, individual and team behavior becomes observably
more competitive and less cooperative than in more stable work environments.
Regardless of organizational size, we recommend that you keep these factors in mind
when considering how to develop and maintain a sustainable, cooperative workplace
environment.

Building Team Empathy
Empathy allows ops engineers to appreciate the importance of being able push [to]
code quickly and frequently, without a fuss. It allows developers to appreciate the prob‐
lems caused by writing code that’s fat, or slow, or insecure. Empathy allows software
makers and operators to help each other deliver the best possible functionality and
operability on behalf of their customers.16
—Jeff Sussna

One of the key tenets of the devops movement is developing empathy, not only for
people on the other side of the metaphorical wall or in other parts of the company but

16 Jeff Sussna, “Empathy: The Essence of Devops,” Ingineering.IT, January 11, 2014.
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also for the customers. Empathy and understanding go hand in hand, and without a
deep understanding of what your customers want and what problems you are trying
to solve for them (and if those are even the right problems to solve), your business is
much less likely to be successful.

Designated ops
For years, operations engineers and system administrators have often been seen as
walled off from the rest of the company, as grumpy unpleasant people who look down
on the people around them and love saying “no” to things. There are certainly plenty
of examples of this in the wild, and it is important for organizations to break down
both these toxic behaviors and the perceptions of them in order to be successful. This
is especially true for modern businesses where IT and operations are so crucial to the
success of the product; gone are the days of one system administrator alone in a
server closet somewhere with a network that services only email and printers.
In heavily siloed environments, other teams have historically struggled with getting
the services and support they need from their operations teams. Some IT depart‐
ments had unnecessary processes in place for other people to get help, either for his‐
torical reasons or to cut down on requests that were seen as wastes of time (one user
who seems to need his password reset at least once a month is a common example).
Some departments were spread too thin and lacked the resources to get their own
work done, let alone offer any real assistance to other teams. An unstable infrastruc‐
ture leads to so much time being spent reactively firefighting that no proactive work
can get done.
One thing organizations can do to ameliorate this is the idea of having to designate
operations engineers for other teams. Teams that tend to need a lot of operational
support have a designated contact on the ops team—for example, a web or API devel‐
opment team that needs to do a lot of monitoring, performance tuning, and capacity
planning. The idea is that having one designated person gives the dev team a consis‐
tent point of contact, rather than having tickets opened and randomly assigned to dif‐
ferent people (who then have to re-explain their problems, context, things they’ve
already tried, and so forth) and provides consistency for the members of the opera‐
tions team as well. A team’s designated ops engineer will usually come to their team
meetings or standups to keep an ear out for things that will need additional opera‐
tional support, like new API endpoints being developed that will add extra load to the
API cluster—if that will require new hardware, it benefits both teams for ops to be
aware of these developments sooner rather than later.
There are a few key points to keep in mind to make this approach work:
Designated, not dedicated
One of the most important things to remember is that these operations engineers
are designated for their teams, but not dedicated to them. This means under‐
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standing that the ops team has its own work that needs to get done and that its
members cannot and should not be expected to spend 100 percent of their time
helping other teams with their work. This also means that the designated ops
engineer for a given team is not necessarily responsible for single-handedly doing
all ops-related work for that team, rather that they will be the primary point of
contact for that team and will generally manage or oversee the associated work.
Time and project management skills are very important for making this work for
the operations staff, so make sure that they have the support and education nec‐
essary for this.
Operations team size
Unless your company is so small that you only have a single small- to mediumsized team in engineering at all, this is not something that can work without a
good-sized operations team. Work outside of their normal projects and responsi‐
bilities will add further strain, so it is crucial that the team be well staffed enough
to accommodate this. At Etsy, which practices this approach, there are approxi‐
mately 15 operations engineers to a few hundred other engineers; this is not
something that can realistically be pulled off with an operations team of just 2 or
3 people.
Also keep in mind that not all designated ops assignments are cre‐
ated equal. Different teams will create very different workloads for
their designated engineers, with some requiring close to no effort
aside from keeping a watchful eye out for ops-related happenings
(this is common on teams that are removed enough from opera‐
tions that they don’t even know what they don’t know, as opposed
to other teams that know when they need to ask for operational
help), while some will require considerably more effort. You might
consider having designations based on projects rather than teams
to help spread workload evenly.

Including the good and the bad
Operations has traditionally been a rather thankless profession. If everything is
going well, it is nearly completely invisible, but is very highly visible when some‐
thing goes wrong. It’s all too easy for these teams and their members to be over‐
looked when they perform well but very publicly chastised during issues or
outages, especially in blameful environments. Including designated ops engineers
in the good or fun parts of a team, and not just speaking to them when you need
help, can help foster mutually empathetic relationships. This can be as simple as
inviting them to team lunches or dinners or including them on team outings—a
little inclusion goes a long way.
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A two-way learning street
One of the benefits of building these kinds of relationships between teams is the
learning that goes on between people who would otherwise have much less in the
way of shared knowledge and experiences. When a team has a designated opera‐
tions engineer sitting in on their meetings and raising concerns such as how
something is going to be monitored, what does it mean for it to be “in produc‐
tion,” how to plan for failure and disaster recovery, and so forth, over time they
will begin not only to understand the value of these kinds of considerations but
ideally to proactively consider them themselves. To get the most value out of this
kind of program, however, this kind of learning needs to flow in both directions:
operations staff will gain a deeper understanding and appreciation for what other
teams are working on. They start to appreciate the motivations and struggles that
people on these teams have and stop seeing them as faceless names or email
addresses who only come around when they need something. They can bring this
understanding and empathy back to the rest of the team, starting to break down
boundaries and expand the number of people considered to be a part of, or at
least close to, their own in-group.
In addition to operations, this kind of designation program bene‐
fits other teams as well. For example, designated design or user
experience teams can help make sure the products people create
are easy and intuitive to use, which could be very useful for an
internal tools team making something that will be used throughout
the organization. If that team, as they often are, were made up of
people with mostly backend or system administration experience,
if left to their own devices they might come up with a commandline tool that made sense to them but not to anyone who was less
comfortable with the command line. Having a designated designer
or UX engineer could help them make a tool that was usable for a
wider variety of people. Security is another area where having des‐
ignated engineers working with other teams can make substantial
positive impacts, because like operations, security tends to have a
reputation for not being the most approachable but should be con‐
sidered throughout products’ entire lifecycles, not just tacked on at
the last minute.

Bootcamps and rotations
While programs like designated ops allow people to interact more with other teams,
other programs, such as bootcamps and rotations, allow people to briefly join these
other teams as a way of expanding their knowledge and skills as well as their empathy.
A bootcamp is a term used to describe this approach when it is done at the beginning
of an employee’s tenure in a given team, where they spend one week or up to several
weeks working on teams other than their own. Primarily, people bootcamp on teams
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that their team regularly works closely with, so a developer might spend one week
bootcamping with operations and another with security before jumping into their
regular work. The benefit of doing this at the beginning is that when people are first
starting, they aren’t in the middle of projects for which other people are depending on
them, so there are fewer constraints on their time. Additionally, they have fewer pre‐
conceived notions about other teams or “the way things are,” so their fresh pairs of
eyes can often bring new insights for how the teams can work together that they
might not get otherwise.
When this is done after the beginning of someone’s tenure in a particular role, it is
often called a rotation. Some organizations or teams offer companies the ability to do
senior rotations once a year, planned enough in advance that their absence for a few
weeks will not be overly disruptive. Senior rotations might also be a bit more flexible
when it comes to which teams people might choose to work with. Because they are
now well established in their own team and the teams they regularly work with, they
might take this opportunity to work on a rather different team—such as an opera‐
tions engineer working on a mobile development or frontend engineering team—in
order to explore different areas and technologies that they might otherwise gain
exposure to.
Working as a member of another team has the same overall benefits of a designation
program, but tends to build an even deeper foundation of empathy and understand‐
ing as well as bringing about much more overlap between different group member‐
ships. In organizations where it is harder to get buy-in for a program of this size,
there are other ways to achieve similar results at a smaller scale. Fostering opportuni‐
ties for people from different teams to pair with each other to work on projects can
start building these same bonds in a few hours rather than a few weeks. For example,
you could set up an opt-in system where engineers get paired up to work through a
backlog of bugs or small ticket items, whether this be for internal products or open
source projects that the company either uses or maintains.

Rotations outside engineering
As we have mentioned previously, the principles described in this book can be
applied beyond just developers and operations engineers to create and maintain an
even stronger company and industry culture. Many tech companies, especially start‐
ups, tend to value their engineers very highly, but too often this comes at the expense
of nonengineering teams. While engineers get branded engineering hoodies and allexpenses-paid trips to conferences, other departments might reasonably start to feel
that they are undervalued and underappreciated.
One of the driving factors behind the devops movement was getting more under‐
standing, appreciation, and empathy for operations engineers, system administrators,
and IT in general, helping the rest of the company understand the value that these
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areas provide and how behaviors like throwing deploys over the wall (“worked fine in
dev, ops’ problem now”) affect them. Operations was for too long an area that was
either ignored or treated poorly. Now that this is changing in many places, it is crucial
that we not unknowingly do the same to other teams that might be in the same boat.
At many companies, customer support falls into this category. They lack the prestige
that engineering positions have, but customer support folks are the face of your com‐
pany to the people using it. They tend to bear the brunt of people’s unhappiness the
same way that system administrators did when the network was down or a printer
wouldn’t print. If you, as a product user, call or write into customer support, it is
almost certainly because you are unhappy with something, and we have the unfortu‐
nate but human tendency to take our frustration out on the people we end up speak‐
ing to, even though we know they did not cause our problems themselves. Support
teams tend to have much higher turnover rates than other teams, and often feel unap‐
preciated or looked down upon in companies despite the vital role they play.
A support rotation can help to alleviate this by having people from other teams spend
a few hours every so often answering support emails or triaging incoming customer
complaints. In most cases, there will be a lot of the same sort of questions coming in,
and with good documentation or pre-created answer templates to use, people can
come in and help work through these parts of support queues with a minimum of
onboarding effort. This is not to minimize the skill and patience required for the
more difficult and less common support cases, of course, but it is a way to allow other
groups, often engineers, to both help out with the support workload and, more
importantly, gain an appreciation for what kinds of issues customers have (which can
be very different from the issues that developers might imagine they have), for the
value that support brings to the company, and for how demanding that work can be.
In addition to allowing and encouraging people to switch and rotate between differ‐
ent roles within their own company, some organizations are starting to apply the
same principles but between different companies. Often referred to as an engineering
exchange, two engineers with roughly equivalent roles at different companies will
switch places for 2–3 weeks, allowing for the same exchanges of knowledge, shared
experiences, and empathy building but at a larger scale. Companies are starting to
move away from the competitive, “protect the secret sauce at all costs” mentality from
earlier decades, allowing their employees to share information by way of conference
talks and open sourcing software, knowing that doing so will not weaken the com‐
pany but will instead strengthen the industry as a whole.
Of course, the success of these kinds of programs relies on mutual sharing and learn‐
ing. If one company lets their exchange engineer participate as a full team member,
working on actual work, while their counterpart is stuck doing nothing but reading
documentation, that is a very one-sided relationship. Returning to the earlier discus‐
sion of the tragedy of the commons and factors that can sustain cooperative behavior,
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the sanctions for such uncooperative behavior might be companies refusing to do
future exchange programs with the offending organizations, cutting down on the
amount of information those bad actors will get in the future.
For organizations looking to improve their overall and interteam empathy, it is
important to examine not only how different teams and groups interact but also the
value, real or perceived, of these various groups. Traditionally, functions like IT and
support are often seen as cost centers, which do not directly add profit but instead
add to the monetary costs of running a company. While the devops movement has
started to improve how operations teams are perceived in the workplace as a whole,
there is still a long way to go in this regard. Cost center employees often have the
most thankless jobs, higher rates of turnover, lower pay, and a higher risk of being
downsized during lean times, yet despite being perceived as lower rungs on the com‐
pany ladder, they can—with the right people, training, and resources—bring incredi‐
ble gains in areas like customer loyalty or infrastructure stability.
When expanding our view of devops to consider these other teams and how they
impact the overall business as well, we believe it is helpful to stop thinking in terms of
a ladder of a company hierarchy. The ladder is an overly simplistic model that not
only causes misconceptions about career progression (as we have mentioned in other
chapters, moving from engineering to management is a career change, not a promo‐
tion) but also makes it harder for people to empathize with other groups by position‐
ing them “lower” than others. It also ignores the ways that groups are interconnected
and interdependent.
Imagine, instead of a ladder, a rope pyramid—the kind sometimes seen on play‐
grounds, with taut multicolored ropes all providing enough tension for children to
climb and play on (see Figure 9-1). While there is still a hierarchy, in this model it is
easier to imagine roles such as IT and support as being the foundation for the other
parts of the pyramid, and to realize that without a strong foundation, the overall sta‐
bility and success of the structure are threatened. A ladder can lose a lower rung and
still function, which is why these areas are often viewed as cost centers and are then
among the first to be let go, but the value that they bring, even though not monetary,
must be considered. If you cut one of the bottom ropes of this pyramid, the whole
thing will lose stability.

Improving Team Communication
In addition to having empathy for each other, teams need to be able to communicate
effectively in order to truly work well together. Following up on the discussion of
communication styles, media, and negotiation types in Part II, this section will look at
how these same ideas can be applied at an interteam level. This is a big part of what
will take a devops culture from being one that benefits only a few teams or just the
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engineering department to being something that benefits an entire organization
or business.

Figure 9-1. Ladder versus pyramid hierarchy
At the simplest level, group communication tends to take on and amplify the individ‐
ual communications of group members, for better or for worse. In the face of differ‐
ing communication styles among a group, the most dominant tend to win out.
Oftentimes this ends up meaning that the people who speak the loudest, go on the
longest, or interrupt the most tend to both dominate group discussions as well as
“win” arguments, not necessarily by virtue of their ideas but simply because less argu‐
mentative or interruptive individuals will opt out of these discussions sooner. One
domineering frequent interrupter in a team can change the entire group’s communi‐
cation dynamic, as other people start interrupting more and more just to get a word
in edgewise.
Groups will also look to their leaders for examples of how they should be communi‐
cating, whether that be a manager or someone who is authoritative or respected in
the group. Leaders who don’t communicate well, don’t communicate enough, or
whose communication styles are detrimental to a cooperative work environment can
have similar effects on the communication styles of those around them, so be mindful
of the standards that leaders within your organization are setting.
In many organizations, there are often discussions around how much to communi‐
cate, and via which media. As we saw earlier, different media are each better suited to
different types of communication in terms of reach, urgency, context, and other fac‐
tors. With these different factors combined with individual preferences, it is often dif‐
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ficult to set guidelines that make everyone happy, but in general it is better to
overcommunicate than to undercommunicate.
This is especially true for media where it is relatively easy for people to set up individ‐
ual filters to suit their preferences, such as email clients that allow automatic filtering
of different emails to different folders, or chat programs that allow customizable alert
words. While this is not a one-size-fits-all solution, it allows for a fair amount of indi‐
vidual customization and avoids the impression that information is being deliberately
withheld, which can foster silos and in-group/out-group attitudes.
Also keep in mind the distribution of individuals and teams within an organization.
As teams begin to move across locations and time zones, it becomes increasingly dif‐
ficult to include everyone with in-person communication. Getting in the habit of
communicating in remote-friendly ways, such as email and text chat, by default, not
only gives searchable records of what was communicated for future reference but also
keeps remote individuals and teams from feeling isolated.

Communication during crises
One of the situations where communication is most likely to falter is during crisis sit‐
uations such as site outages. While communication during these specific situations is
a relatively new field of study, effective communication during crisis situations that
involve multiple people and teams in a more general sense is not. The medical field in
particular has been researching this for years, and there are several proven strategies
from that discipline that can be applied to ours as well:
Cross-functional communication
People often get used to communicating only with members of their own team
or function, which can cause problems during issues that involve troubleshooting
or triaging with multiple teams or disciplines. Practicing cross-functional com‐
munication outside of these high-stress areas helps these good habits to form.
Medical teams do rounds with doctors, nurses, and pharmacy staff; a designated
operations or similar program as described previously can have similar benefits
in an engineering organization. As individual teams might have divergent com‐
munication styles that develop over time, working to set and maintain common
standards of communication (such as shared checklists or templates that are used
in various situations) can also reduce friction in cross-functional communica‐
tion.
Assertive communication
A crisis leaves little time for issues of miscommunication or guesswork, so it is
vital that people are comfortable communicating assertively. Being direct does
not necessarily mean being rude, however. This is an area where ensuring that
people have access to training that can help them communicate directly and
effectively can be quite helpful. Cultural differences can sometimes create barri‐
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ers to assertive or direct communication, as can ways in which different groups
of people (such as broken down by gender or race) are socialized to communi‐
cate differently. Blameful cultures also often prevent people from communicating
directly, so it is important that people are well versed in blameless and nonverbal
communication styles.
Specific critical language techniques
Several techniques for making it easier for people to express concern or critique
in high-pressure situations have been developed and studied over the years. The
two-challenge rule recommends that people challenge something they have
doubts about up to twice. In crisis situations, it is certainly possible for some‐
thing to get missed if only said once, especially when there is a lot going on, but
challenging more than twice can cause disagreements or debates to go on too
long, preventing crucial actions from being taken in a timely manner.
Making sure that people are comfortable speaking up when they have concerns is
crucial during crises when the stakes are higher than usual. One technique for this is
a strategy called CUS,17 which encourages people to state if they are:
• Concerned about something
• Unsure about something
• Safety is an issue
Another technique, called SBAR, offers guidelines for making sure concerns or cri‐
tiques are expressed in a productive manner. People should make sure to communi‐
cate:
• Situational information to describe what is happening
• Background information or context
• An assessment of what they believe the problem is
• Recommendations for how to proceed
These various techniques can be practiced regularly to keep teams in the habit of
including each other and communicating as directly and effectively as possible,
whether during crises or regular day-to-day work.
Now that we’ve spent some time examining how to improve affinity, let’s take a look
at the benefits it can bring to organizations in the real world.

17 “Pathways for Patient Safety: Working as a Team,” Health Research and Educational Trust, 2008, http://bit.ly/

pathways-for-safety.
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Case Study: United States Patent and Trademark Office
To get a feel for what a devops transformation looks like within a government organi‐
zation, we were able to speak with Tina Donbeck, director of the System Configura‐
tion and Delivery Automation Division within the Office of the Chief Information
Officer at the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO).18 This office (the
OCIO) ensures that customers can perform their day-to-day jobs of reviewing,
approving, and adjudicating patent and trademark filings from the American public,
by ensuring the technology and tools they use for this work are operational.

Background and Directions
In addition to the director position that she fills, Donbeck is also a Marine Corps vet‐
eran and a devops evangelist within her organization. With degrees in psychology
and organizational development, after her time in the Marines she spend several
years supporting the Department of Navy in their IT workforce development, filling
roles such as information systems security officer and program/project manager.
Throughout the course of her career so far, she has noted that a common theme has
been continuous improvement: “I really enjoy figuring out broken processes and fig‐
uring out what makes people tick, what motivates them.”
The team that she currently directs is the one that has developed, implemented, and
operates the current continuous delivery platform upon which the USPTO’s nextgeneration systems are being developed. This platform touches nearly every aspect of
the organization’s software development lifecycle and thus her team works fairly
closely with several other teams also involved in this cycle, most commonly the Plat‐
form Services Devision, the team working with RedHat CloudForms, and the soft‐
ware development teams themselves.
Although they do use CloudForms, RedHat’s cloud management and release automa‐
tion platform, quite extensively, the organization mostly chooses tools that are open
source, to avoid large licensing agreements or being locked into a single vendor.
These tools include Subversion for source control, Jenkins for a continuous integra‐
tion server, Sonar for project and quality management, Nexus for repository manage‐
ment, and both Puppet and Ansible for configuration management. Various teams
have found that the user communities of these products are a big part of the value
they provide, both in terms of being able to answer questions and provide support
but also in the new features and widgets that are continually being developed.
To Donbeck, devops means performing continuous delivery efficiently and effectively
on the technical side, and being able to coordinate across teams with both trust and a
18 All the views expressed in this case study are Donbeck’s own and do not necessarily represent those of the US

government.
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spirit of collaboration in order to produce quality products on the cultural side.
Developing and maintaining quality software products, and breaking down barriers
that would prevent this work from getting done, is a big part of her motivation and
her role as a devops evangelist.

Encouraging Collaboration and Affinity
Working toward an environment of trust and collaboration between teams is an
ongoing process and one that is influenced by multiple factors throughout the orga‐
nization. Donbeck’s vision for successful collaboration and cooperation is that people
will have “the ability to work together toward a common goal without the need to
mark your territory (this is mine, this is yours); collaboration should be open and
without fear; there should be no fear that another team or individual is out to throw
you under the bus and there should be no fear to fail or make mistakes.”
Both individuals and teams are encouraged to work together and seek out feedback
on their work and its effectiveness. “We do solicit feedback from our user population
with a feature request function on our Division’s website where we will capture and
analyze a request and put in out our backlog if appropriate. We also hold brown bags
and info sessions where we actively solicit feedback from our user community.” Code
reviews are a required part of every release cycle, to encourage collaboration and fre‐
quent feedback between individuals, and new employees on the team are assigned a
buddy to show them the ropes.
While some processes, such as required code reviews, are more rigid, Donbeck notes
that experimentation with different tools and solutions is not only allowed but
actively encouraged. “Our team likes to tinker and we have a sandbox where we try
out different tools, widgets, and so on. If it’s something we want to push to the larger
user population we go through our Enterprise Architecture review process to ensure
that the tool/product meets all the governance and security requirements we have to
adhere to.” This allows for flexibility and innovation while still following all the
requirements that come with being a government agency.
Donbeck has had a great deal of success with building community, both strengthen‐
ing internal community ties and collaborating and sharing with outside organizations
as well. Her team took a conference room and turned it into a team “DevOps
Workspace” where “it’s not uncommon to find 25+ people…working together on an
effort—developers, testers, platform support. It’s really cool to watch the energy in the
room.” This setup allows people to actively work together and also encourages dropins from other teams that work closely together, rather than relying on meetings. She
encourages these teams to work toward a commonly understood end state (in this
case, faster, higher-quality deployments) and to have mutual trust and respect for one
another. A community space where it feels safe to have discussions and disagree‐
ments without fear has been a big contributing factor to that kind of environment.
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The USPTO is the first federal agency to host a devops meetup, with their first event
having over 100 attendees. Their organization also held an industry day where vari‐
ous vendors in the devops space were invited to come share their products, ideas, and
best practices. That event was also well attended, hosting over 100 companies sharing
their ideas. They also hosted and sponsored the devopsdays DC 2015 conference,
attended by both government and industry participants. These events, in addition to
other training offerings for both technical and soft skills, are recommended to
employees throughout the organization as a way of encouraging collaborative growth
and development.

Balancing Multiple Viewpoints
As with any large organization, there have been some struggles to integrate multiple
perspectives and working styles into a cohesive organizational strategy. Devops is
sometimes interpreted to mean different things by different people, so there are mul‐
tiple ideas of what a mature or successful devops organization might look like. As
Donbeck noted, “Success likely looks a lot different to developers who are under pres‐
sure to produce quality products under tight schedules and operations folks who are
often plagued with balancing day-to-day operations of keeping the trains running
and innovating their service offerings. There is an acknowledgment that we need a
unified understanding with some defined success criteria and it’s OK for
each functional area to define success differently as long as there is agreement on the
main goal.”
It can certainly be frustrating to feel like different people or teams in an organization
are moving in different directions or even working in opposition to one another, but
in fact being able to recognize and discuss these differences is key to being able to
work through them. Especially in a larger organization, differing expectations and
viewpoints are to be expected, and a team of executive leaders that are able to have
conversations about what success looks like and steer their different teams and areas
toward a common culture, like the leadership at the USPTO, is a necessary step
toward successful cultural change.
While some people might be more resistant to change at an individual level, and
some people and teams might not see eye to eye as a result of a previously less open
and more blameful culture, efforts can be made at all levels to move past blameful‐
ness, to clear up confusion that arises from evolving roles and responsibilities, and to
create a more open and collaborative culture going forward. For example, the CIO
went out and purchased small trinkets called “DevOps Doer Mementos” and has
handed them out to people in the organization that are taking steps toward creating
that kind of devops culture.
Some parts of the organization seem to be changing faster than others, but overall
there is a feeling of steady progress, even if it can be slow at times. Support and buy-
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in from management and leadership in the organization, combined with more grassroots efforts from the teams involved in their day-to-day work, is a combination that
is working well for Donbeck and her organization as a whole, and one that other large
organizations could learn from.
Regardless of organizational size, speed, or complexity, it is critical to realize that you
need to have a common vision, goal, and success criteria in order to successfully exe‐
cute any kind of substantial cultural or technological change. This ties back to the
idea of the devops compact that we introduced in the first chapter. Without a shared
understanding and agreement, it is unlikely that any change will be effective or longlasting. Though a completely shared understanding will take time, even an agreement
that an understanding needs to be reached and will be actively worked toward is a
crucial first step.

Benefits of Improved Affinity
There are a multitude of benefits to improving affinity between teams at individual,
team, and organizational levels. Increased empathy and communication helps people
feel that their voices are heard and their concerns appreciated, which creates a cycle
of improved morale and productivity. Better interteam dynamics create more robust
and productive organizations that are able to offer more creative solutions, work
more effectively across business units, and iterate more quickly. Improved affinity is
good not only for the people working for your business, but for the business as well.
In this section, we’ll examine how and why this is the case.

Shortened Cycle Time
Cycle time and lead time are both measures of work and productivity that have roots
in the Kanban system, a scheduling system for Lean production developed at Toyota
in the 1950s.19 Lead time is the time from when a request is made to when the final
result is delivered, or the customer’s point of view on how long something takes to
complete. Cycle time also ends with delivery but begins instead when work begins on
a request, not when a request is received. Cycle time measures more the completion
rate or the work capability of a system overall, and a shorter cycle time means that
less time is being wasted when a request has been made but no progress or work is
getting done.
Although cycle time is a term that is often used among Kanban practitioners, it is not
unanimously accepted as the best term for what it is often used to describe. Depend‐
ing on the context, the term can have two different meanings. First is the one just

19 Taiichi Ohno, Toyota Production System—Beyond Large-Scale production (Portland, OR: Productivity Press,

1988).
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described, while the second comes from Lean manufacturing and refers to the aver‐
age time between two successive units leaving the work or manufacturing process.
For this reason, various Kanban professionals have started referring to the first defi‐
nition as flow time to avoid confusion.
The best moments usually occur when a person’s body or mind is stretched to its limits
in a voluntary effort to accomplish something difficult and worthwhile. Optimal expe‐
rience is thus something that we make happen.
—Mihaly Csíkszentmihályi

Flow is a concept that often comes up in discussions about the measurement of work
and productivity. Social theorist Mihaly Csíkszentmihályi introduced the concept of
flow to describe the mental state of an individual who, in the process of working on
an activity, is fully engaged, energized, and content. During his years of research,
Csíkszentmihályi has identified six factors that differentiate flow from other mental
states.20 These factors are:
• Intense and focused concentration in the present
• Merging of action and awareness
• Lack of self-consciousness
• Personal control or agency over a situation
• Subjective experience of time is altered
• Intrinsic reward
Flow at an individual level is the state of consciousness in which one feels completely
absorbed in an activity that requires preparation and practice, especially an activity
involving creative abilities. During a flow state, individuals feel strong, alert, and at
the peak of their abilities.
Flow also occurs within a team. Flow within a team is different than flow for an indi‐
vidual. A good example of observing flow is an orchestra, which, while composed of
individuals and different instruments, comes together to create something more than
the individual sounds. Flow at a team level is more powerful than at the individual
level. When people perform as a unit, anticipating each other’s actions, it leads to cre‐
ativity, productivity, and performance. Group flow depends on everyone within the
team participating equally. Dominant or arrogant types can ruin group flow.
Csíkszentmihályi also summarized characteristics that facilitate team flow, which
include a shared group focus, visualization of work, parallel organized working, spa‐
tial arrangements in the workplace, and, perhaps most importantly, treating differ‐

20 Mihaly Csíkszentmihályi, Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience (New York: Harper Perennial, 2008).
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ences among team members as opportunities rather than obstacles. We will discuss
work visualization in more depth in Part IV, as well as how it can be used to bring
about more organized working environments. Overall, these characteristics of team
or group flow tie directly into groups that have shortened cycle or flow times, less
waste, and more productivity.

Reduction of Communication Barriers
Lack of communication, misunderstandings, and other forms of miscommunication
are some of the biggest hidden costs in the workplace. Being unable to clearly com‐
municate expectations, whether they be for what a customer wants, what is needed
for an internal-facing solution, or for the human side of things such as how people
are expected to work together, often leads to those expectations being unmet. Repeti‐
tion of work, due to either unclear expectations the first time or multiple people
unknowingly duplicating each other’s efforts, is costly as well. Problems with commu‐
nication waste time, work, and money.
Improving affinity and trust between different groups of people encourages them to
be more direct and honest with their communications. When people aren’t comforta‐
ble communicating their problems or concerns directly, one common reaction is to
become passive-aggressive. If two teams have shared responsibility for some piece of
infrastructure and disagree over who should be availabile and perform basic mainte‐
nance tasks on that infrastructure but don’t discuss it directly, they might see tickets
being created and assigned to the other team with no additional communication.
Each team is wondering why the other doesn’t want to just do their jobs, hoping that
assigning them tickets will be enough of a hint, and mistrust and resentment quickly
grow on both sides.
Without sufficient trust and empathy, a human communication problem like this
might be mistaken for a technical problem. Someone who doesn’t understand the
value of open and direct communication is liable to suggest technical solutions to this
problem, such as a new monitoring solution or a different way of filing tickets, when
in reality the problem is the passive-aggressive behavior and the avoidance of any
direct confrontation. People sometimes avoid confrontation because it feels too emo‐
tional, but letting anger and resentment fester and drawing out issues is much worse
than having a brief confrontation or direct discussion that quickly airs and resolves
a disagreement.
The better we know each other, the better able we are to accurately interpret and
understand other people’s communication. This is why it can be very valuable for
remote employees to spend their first few weeks on a new team in the office or
coworking with other team members as much as possible, to pick up on context,
body language, and tone and get to know their colleagues before remote communica‐
tion takes away most of those nonverbal clues. Having video or at least voice chat
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readily accessible for remote or distributed teams is also invaluable for this. As bene‐
ficial as distributed teams can be, we still need to take into account the effects that
distance and technology can have on those communications and connections.
Technology alone does not create or strengthen connections. Serv‐
ices like Twitter, Facebook, IRC, or Slack allow people to connect
with one another, but individuals have to nurture these weak ties in
order to strengthen the connections they are building. Features of
these services are limited to the perspectives of the teams that build
them, so products that are created by more diverse teams will have
a wider range of understanding and be able to reach across a wider
variety of communication barriers. However, while any of these
communication tools can help to strengthen connections, the con‐
text depends entirely on the people using them and how they do so.

Trust
The benefits of high-trust organizations versus low-trust ones are numerous. Collea‐
gues who trust each other are able to collaborate more and duplicate less effort.
Employees that trust in their organization to support them can take the time they
need to invest in themselves and their skills, strengthening the connections in their
work and reducing risk of burnout. Creating and maintaining a high-trust environ‐
ment is key to fostering the relationships and understanding that embody devops.
High-trust organizations are positively correlated with a higher quality of work as
well. To someone coming from a low-trust organization, this might seem counterin‐
tuitive, as you might think that double-checking or even redoing someone else’s work
is a way of making sure that they didn’t miss anything. However, this sort of behavior,
either duplication of work or micromanaging tasks, has a detrimental effect. Over
time, people will stop putting in as much effort if they know that someone else will
end up redoing or rechecking their work anyway. If they don’t feel that they are
trusted enough to advance their careers, they also have less motivation to put in gen‐
uine effort.
In addition to trust of others, a high-trust organization can have positive impacts on
people’s trust themselves as well. One of the hallmarks of a more senior individual is
the ability to trust their own judgment, to know when they need to ask for help, when
to get a second pair of eyes on something, and when they have all the needed capabil‐
ities themselves. Someone who is continually being second-guessed by others is not
going to be able to develop the skill of trusting their own instincts. Someone who has
been taught by a low-trust organization to doubt their own work is not going to chal‐
lenge themselves to develop new skills and will instead stick to projects that feel safe,
which limits the extent to which they can grow and advance.
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Trust issues are often seen in organizations that have blameful cultures or overly
competitive environments. If everyone has to be out only for themselves, such as if
they are facing stack ranking or being fired for making a mistake, people are not
going to trust each other and collaborate, inhibiting communication and innovation.
Ultimately, if people are not trusted to do the jobs they were hired to do, the most
ambitious (or those privileged enough to have more options) will leave for organiza‐
tions where they are trusted.

Innovation
Building networks that allow individuals to connect both within and beyond the
organization encourages bridging that fills gaps in knowledge or innovation within
your organization. To be innovative, an organization needs to have a culture of trust
and blamelessness, one that will not only reward success but also handle failure well.
Innovation requires taking risks, and a blameful culture that punishes risk taking as
well as the failures that result will not lend itself to the risk-taking creative behavior
that produces innovative solutions.
Organizational trust is strongly correlated with organizational collaboration, as more
and more individuals are trusted, connected with, and seen as members of our own
groups and circles. Trust in the team, the organization, and the processes they use
makes companies more tolerant of risk, as people believe and trust that their collea‐
gues will be able to not only handle but also learn from failures. Being too risk-averse
and not knowing how to deal with failure means being less prepared for when fail‐
ures do happen, and being less prepared and slower to react means that failures will
have more of an impact.
In addition to trust and collaboration, innovation is often the result of creative “leaps”
that don’t necessarily follow a strictly regimented process. While it is difficult to
describe exactly what sparks these creative processes, they often come when least
expected, when the mind is distracted thinking about something else in the fore‐
ground while still ruminating on a problem to be solved in the background. This is
why so many people claim that great ideas came to them while they were doing some‐
thing unrelated to the problem at hand, such as taking a shower or going for a run.
Similarly, interactions with other people, especially from outside the organization,
can provide new insights from unexpected directions.

Requirements for Affinity
Organizational affinity does not happen overnight, without effort, or without the
right circumstances to allow it. In this section, we will discuss what circumstances
and characteristics are required for affinity to take place. This is not to say that each
of these areas has to be perfect—even in the best organizations these are ongoing
works with a focus on constant improvement—but an organization that has serious
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issues with slack, explicit goals and values, space, or cooperation will find it signifi‐
cantly more difficult to realize all the benefits that affinity can bring.

Slack
Slack in a work system describes a state of not actively working. Often this idleness is
perceived as not productive or efficient, but in reality, planning intentional slack is
necessary to avoid overassigning work. Focusing on metrics of effectiveness and effi‐
ciency around team and individual subscription rates prioritizes measurable tasks
over the inherently hard-to-measure relationship work.
Slack is also critical to being able to handle variable work—that is, any work that is
unplanned or takes longer to finish than anticipated. To figure out how much slack
you need, first you need to understand how variable the work is and then add some
buffer on top of that. If you experience exactly 20 hours of unplanned work every
week, plan for 20 hours plus the amount of time needed to care for the social network
and individual growth. If you experience 20–30 hours of unplanned work every week,
you need to allocate more slack.
George and the General are working with their manager to figure out how much
work is possible within their group of two people. After a month of using Kanban
processes and assigning categories of tasks to unplanned work, they examine the met‐
rics of the workflow and recognize they have 20 hours of unplanned work coming up
each week. Taking into account networking time, personal education, and unplanned
work, they decide to allocate 40 hours a week of slack, leaving 40 hours as potential
scheduled work time.
In general, the more interrupt-driven a given role is, the more slack
will need to be allocated. Thus, operations teams will tend to need
more slack than, for example, development teams, in order to
effectively deal with the unplanned work that comes from situa‐
tions like unexpected outages, emergency patches that have to be
applied across the infrastructure, and requests from other teams.
The more unpredictable a team’s workload tends to be, the more
slack will be needed as well. Slack is also critical for work–life bal‐
ance and individual health, both necessities for effective and crea‐
tive thinking.

Explicit Values and Goals
Many teams find that if they don’t explicitly plan for something, it won’t get done. As
fast-paced and pressure-filled as many engineering environments tend to be today, it
is difficult enough to meet even all of their stated goals, let alone anything that goes
unsaid. All too often, developing professional relationships is not deemed important
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enough to plan for, and without planning for it, it is very unlikely that it will happen,
leading teams to miss out on the many benefits of affinity described previously.
Both individual contributors and their managers need to understand that relation‐
ship work is a valued and important part of their job. If they are oversubscribed with
work, relating to others and “wasting” time might not be perceived as valuable. It is
crucial to realize that work comes in many forms, and just because someone isn’t sit‐
ting at their desk actively working on a ticket in a queue does not mean that they
aren’t making valuable contributions to a team.
Attitudes like this can often be found among groups like old-school system adminis‐
trators or people who have spent a great deal of time in large corporate environments,
as that is what they have learned work looks like over the years. But, as we have
shown, building and maintaining relationships provides many benefits for both indi‐
viduals and teams. It is necessary to make this work explicitly valued, so that expecta‐
tions are clear. Managers and team leads should express the expected outcomes, and
then make sure to celebrate individuals accomplishing these outcomes.
A skills matrix, used to define what skills and abilities are expected
at different levels within an organization or role, can be very useful
for explicitly setting goals for this kind of behavior. While there
might be several rows in the matrix focusing on technical or “hard”
skills and the projects that are completed, there should also be
some dedicated to interpersonal and collaboration skills. Valuing
humility and active listening as critical to the team and organiza‐
tion encourages strengthened relationships by giving peers the time
and space to share their opinions, and recognizing that no single
individual is the most important or has all of the solutions.

Adhering to a system like this can help ensure that people are being evaluated fairly
with respect to all the different kinds of work they are contributing. Explicitly valuing
relationship building can also help you avoid ending up with that one engineer with
great technical chops but poor interpersonal skills, if it is well known throughout
your organization that such behavior will not be tolerated or rewarded. The things
that you measure and reward for are usually the things that you get, and this is just as
true of “soft” skills as it is of “hard” ones.

Space
Within a company, create a shared break space that allows for collaboration across
teams with the right infrastructure for ad hoc creativity and problem solving. These
shared spaces should not come at the cost of individual working spaces, as that
encroaches on territory and identity. In-house coffee bars are a good option, provid‐
ing a mental break from the current tasks, as well as a physical break area. Keep in
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mind, though, that not everyone drinks coffee, so providing a variety of caffeinated
and noncaffeinated refreshments is key to making sure that everyone feels they can
participate in these relationship-building spaces.
Some may worry about time away from desks, and real work. As mentioned earlier,
relationship work is undervalued especially in regard to its crucial role as a catalyst
for “real” work. Creating these small spaces to gather and work encourages individu‐
als and teams to work more autonomously to collect the information they need. Also
consider, however, that spaces should not favor any one team over another, if possible
(e.g., don’t place all the bookable conference rooms in one team’s area of the office);
following this guideline will encourage interteam as well as intrateam relationships.
Having collaborative spaces in a variety of sizes and configurations
is key, though some organizations may be limited by the office
space they have available, and not everyone has the ability or
resources to remodel their spaces at will. Still, having rooms that
range from 1-person phone booths (so phone calls with colleagues
or vendors don’t disturb the people nearby) to 20-person confer‐
ence rooms, and from 2-person rooms where people can pair to
open spaces where people can come and go as they please, allows
people to pick and choose what collaborative styles work for them
based on what they’re working on at any given time. Further, giving
people the time and space to strengthen bonds leads to better
retention. We often stay at jobs longer than intended because peo‐
ple make the difference.

One of the problems with open-office floor plans is that they make it harder for any‐
thing to happen without being a distraction to the people trying to work nearby, and
this includes collaborative or pairing work. Just because this work is valuable doesn’t
mean it isn’t also loud and distracting to someone who is trying to get head down into
a tough problem. If you have an open-office plan without any secluded spaces where
people can avoid disturbing each other, relationships or productivity (or both) will
suffer, so make sure you keep this in mind when evaluating any office space leases
or changes.

Collaboration and Cooperation
In addition to providing space and encouragement for employees to cooperate and
collaborate with one another, an organization needs to have a culture that really pro‐
motes and rewards relationship-building work and behaviors if it wants to realize all
the associated benefits. This means rewarding behaviors that involve or encourage
cooperation while making sure to avoid either intentionally or unintentionally foster‐
ing a competitive environment.
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As we mentioned in Part II, using a system such as stack ranking for rating employee
performance can be a big detractor from a cooperative environment, because in order
for one person to “win” at the stack ranking game, they must ensure that the people
around them “lose.” By pitting people against each other for promotions, raises, and
even just keeping their job, organizations almost guarantee that they will not see any
true collaboration.
Similarly, look out for people or systems that reward behavior such as gossiping or
tattling to a third party rather than directly addressing issues with the people
involved. Passive-aggressive or other indirect behavior undermines trust, which is
crucial for cooperation. However, it’s important to note that this does not apply to
cases when someone feels harassed or otherwise unsafe in the workplace: in many sit‐
uations, people do not feel safe addressing that behavior directly and should feel com‐
fortable raising their concerns with their manager or HR.
All of these factors combined can work together to create a very effective environ‐
ment of collaboration and affinity.

Measuring Affinity
It is hard to measure affinity. You can measure the outcomes of affinity, but not affin‐
ity itself. This does not preclude taking an active stance toward encouraging the
development of community. Rather, you can keep an eye out for signs that members
of your organization are growing and developing relationships both among and
between teams, as well as fostering connections outside your organization.

Employee Skills and Evaluations
Setting explicit goals and clearly defining values around affinity and collaboration is a
solid and necessary step toward achieving those goals, and defining those goals
within employee feedback mechanisms is part of that. A good skills matrix or review
tool will place an emphasis on areas such as how well an individual communicates.
Clearly, this is an area where the quality of communication matters much more than
the quantity, and where peer feedback can be quite useful. For example, consider
when employees need information or assistance from one another. Do people know
who to direct their questions to? Are they willing to ask the right people, even if those
people are outside their team? Are they unwilling to ask for assistance even if their
refusal means slowing down their own progress or even blocking someone else? Are
they known for derailing meetings, code reviews, or email threads with arguments
that most people view as unnecessary or counterproductive?
On the other side of things, pay attention to people who are seen as good sources of
information, the people that others turn to when they need help. The best communi‐
cators are seen as such good resources often because of how they respond: they do
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not condescend, they do not see questions as being beneath them, and they help oth‐
ers around them get their answers, even if they don’t know the answers themselves or
are busy with other things. Good collaborators genuinely want to help other people
around them improve and succeed.
By building skills matrices, promotion processes, and rating systems around the qual‐
ities that you care about, you will be able to start to see where people’s collaborative
strengths and weaknesses are. Getting this feedback directly from employees’ peers,
whether that be their direct teammates or people they work with on other teams, can
provide insights into their day-to-day work habits that managers might not get a
chance to see otherwise.

Interteam Interaction
If your organization is doing any kind of work or project tracking, that can provide a
good place to start when it comes to measuring how work happens when it involves
more than one team. If people are diligent about updating tickets when they move
between different people who are working on them, this can be a very valuable source
of information on the way that work gets done and which people are involved. If you
think you can’t do this because people don’t update their tickets, this is another factor
that can be measured and tracked.
Depending on what your organization uses to track larger projects as opposed to
work small enough for individual tickets, this can be a good way to indirectly meas‐
ure interteam affinity as well. It should be noted that, while this isn’t strictly required,
it will be a lot easier if every team is using common software to track and organize
their work rather than every team having their own individual system. Potential
points of interest here are:
• How many teams are involved in a given project?
• What was the breakdown of work between teams? How evenly was it divided?
Did those divisions make sense, or did one team or team member seem over‐
worked compared to others?
• How much time was spent in various stages of the project’s lifecycle? In particu‐
lar, how much time went into planning and what was the team breakdown dur‐
ing that stage?
• How frequently did misunderstandings occur between teams or project mem‐
bers? Were these misunderstanding specific to a particular group or method of
communication?
Both during specific interteam projects as well as during the regular course of their
work, it can be interesting to note how frequently or infrequently people seek out
members of other teams. How willing are people to ask other teams’ members for
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advice? How often do people ask for clarification versus assuming they know what
someone else was trying to communicate? How often do people seek out others for
pairing work? These are all good things to look at within individual teams as well, but
if you notice these behaviors happening frequently within a team and yet not at all
across teams, that might be a sign that something is amiss.
It can also be beneficial to look at how many projects span more than one team versus
how many are constrained to only a single team’s members. If work does involve mul‐
tiple teams, does that involvement occur simultaneously, or does one team finish
their part and then “hand off ” what they’ve done to another team? While those sorts
of hand-offs are not necessarily bad, they might be a sign that more collaboration
could be happening throughout the process, and the work should be investigated fur‐
ther to see if any improvements can be made. Similarly, a project that is confined to
only one team might not be a problem, but if the results of that work will be used by
or will affect other teams, check to see if there are ways to involve those teams
throughout the process.

Giving Back to the Community
A large part of what makes the devops movement so strong is its community, the will‐
ingness of practitioners to come together and talk about how and what they are
working on. Unlike decades prior, there is not an aura of secrecy surrounding indus‐
try technologies and practices. In fact, some of the most well-known companies in
this space have been speaking openly for years about not only their successes but
their struggles and failures as well.
Etsy, well known for their engineering blog Code as Craft and the numerous tools
they have open sourced, including StatsD, refers to this idea as “generosity of spirit.”
This generosity includes writing public blog posts about work, speaking at industry
conferences, or making open source contributions, and employees are encouraged to
participate in at least one, if not more, of these yearly to make sure that they are con‐
tinuing to enrich and give back to the community. Any organization that gets use and
value from conference talks, blog posts, meetups, or open source projects should
make a concerted effort to return those favors in kind.
It is people being willing to share their work and ideas freely and openly that makes
the community not only strong but also valuable. When people communicate their
ideas via media such as Twitter, LinkedIn, or various meetups and conferences, we
can make connections and ties that we wouldn’t have otherwise, discover solutions
and new insights that we hadn’t thought of ourselves, and avoid wasting our time
working on problems that have already been solved (thanks to the ever-growing
body of open source software), allowing us to make better use of our collective time
and efforts.
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As we discussed earlier in this chapter, part of what makes a cooperative community
successful is the idea that bad actors, acting out of self-interest at the expense of the
group, can be sanctioned. Only taking from the community and never giving any‐
thing in return is not cooperative behavior, and while the generosity of spirit of other
organizations will likely lead them to continue to share their knowledge and insights
with the community, it would be a loss for the industry as a whole if that were no
longer the case.

Sparkle Corp Dev and Ops Affinity
“I like what I see with the possibility of reducing development time on use cases like
this review feature, in order to allow us to improve the end user’s experience of our
service. Based on our current schedule, I think we could spend a sprint on assessing
and developing a prototype if you think it’s worthwhile,” said Hedwig at the conclu‐
sion of the demos.
“I have minimal experience with MongoDB. I’d need to sync back with the rest of the
team, and find out how much experience they have and how difficult adopting a new
project would be,” cautioned George. “As a relatively new operations engineer here at
Sparkle Corp, I don’t want to commit the ops team to something unsustainable.”
“Let’s keep this assessment open, and keep communicating updates. George, please
join Geordie, Josie, and Alice on this project. I will coordinate with the operations
team lead to ensure that both teams can have a voice in making the decision once we
have more information,” said the General.

Summary
Developing and maintaining open, trusting, and communicative relationships is as
important between groups working together as it is between individuals. Which
groups we consider ourselves members of has a fair amount of impact on our selfdescribed identities, which in turn affects how we interact and work with people
based on our perceptions of their own group memberships.
Key to a collaborative organization and industry is finding ways to break down inter‐
group barriers and expand our group memberships and definitions, so that work,
information, and ideas can grow and flow more freely between individuals, teams,
and even companies. Sharing stories and ideas between different teams within an
organization and even between organizations allows for more trust, and more inno‐
vation, and helps maintain the shared mutual understanding that is crucial to a
devops environment.
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CHAPTER 10

Affinity: Misconceptions and
Troubleshooting

The misconceptions and issues that come up around affinity are often similar to
those around individual collaboration and communication, but at a higher or more
organizational level.

Affinity Misconceptions
People often have differing ideas about the responsibilities and contributions of vari‐
ous teams within an organization, as well as how much affinity and sharing makes
sense in a devops environment.

Ops Engineers Aren’t as Valuable to the Organization as
Developers Are
While it doesn’t always refer specifically to operations and development teams, the
idea that some teams are inherently more valuable to the company than others is a
common one that can be very hard to shake. Part of this stems from tangible versus
intangible work. Development work on products that ends up in front of customers is
much more tangible to someone who doesn’t necessarily understand the details of a
team’s day-to-day work, as are the mockups that a design team can put together and
show. For work that tends to be visible only when it is missing or done poorly (think
of a site outage or a rude customer support agent), this is especially true—negative
events stick out in our minds much more clearly than positive ones.
The power of organizational affinity and relationships between teams is that teams
can support and help each other, rather than getting in each other’s way. An opera‐
tions or internal tools team can stand in the way of developers deploying code, or
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they could make it very easy for developers to spin up test environments to work on.
If the developers are helping the customers, then anyone who can help the developers
is making sure that the customers are getting that much more—developers can spend
even more time working on their customer-facing products and fixes, rather than
waiting for a slow and buggy deploy process or trying to test their changes without a
dedicated testing or development environment.
Having programs like designated ops or simply encouraging people—individuals and
managers alike—to attend each other’s meetings allows for a lot more visibility into
what different parts of the organization are working on. This can go a long way
toward eliminating the misconception that some teams aren’t doing as much or as
valuable work. Of course, it could be the case that one team isn’t doing as much as it
could, but this is more often than not a question of organizational fit versus the
inherent worth of the team or its members.
Especially as organizations grow and change, different teams or products might not
make as much sense as they once did. Keep an eye out for how different teams and
their work fit together in the context of the organization as a whole, but again be
careful not to take too narrow a view of what constitutes work.

Sharing Too Much Outside the Company Might Weaken Our
Competitive Position
Today’s workplaces are indeed competitive ones, and it makes sense that a company
wouldn’t want to do anything that would put it at a competitive disadvantage in the
industry. This viewpoint often leads to companies forbidding employees from doing
things like speaking at conferences or open sourcing software. There is the concern
that open sourcing software is giving away something for free rather than making a
profit by selling it, and that conference talks might give competitors ideas that could
help them succeed (as well as conferences taking time away from “real work,” which
we have already addressed).
Ultimately, however, the tools and techniques that most people are thinking of pre‐
senting at conferences or open sourcing in the devops community are not the same
ones that their companies are making a profit on. For example, Target is a retailer—
they make money by selling physical products to consumers. Giving a conference talk
on how they develop the software that powers their consumer-facing website does
not take away from the products they are selling, nor impact them at all. When their
employees have given talks at devopsdays events and other industry conferences, they
are talking about how they support and create what makes them competitive in their
space, not the competitive secret sauce itself.
This is a movement that began with community, with people talking to each other
about the problems they were facing and trying to find solutions to them. Developers
and system administrators wanted to talk about the cultural and technical challenges
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ahead of them, but rarely were these challenges domain-specific ones. And with so
much talk these days about how good technical talent is hard to find, limiting your
employees’ participation in their professional communities will limit how attractive
your job openings are, and that will be the real competitive disadvantage.

Affinity Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting affinity is often an indirect effort as well. In this section, we will
offer some tips for identifying and addressing several common issues that might arise
in the course of building and maintaining an open, cooperative culture throughout
your organization.

One or More Individuals Are Interrupting Group Flow Dynamics
As mentioned in the previous chapter, group flow is different in nature from individ‐
ual flow. Some individuals, whether through dominant or arrogant behaviors that can
be physical or verbal in nature, may disrupt group flow. Sometimes these individuals
are perceived as key performers within an organization. When organizations do not
address these behaviors directly, they are silently supporting and reinforcing them.
Beyond impacting group flow, disruptive behaviors can cause stress and frustration
leading to other team members leaving the organization. Examples of disruptive
behaviors include bullying, abusive language (verbal and email), humiliation, rolling
the eyes, individual avoidance, refusing to mentor, refusing to help others, throwing
items, and intimidation. Understanding how to respond starts with understanding
why the individual is acting out with disruptive behaviors. Causes include power
dynamics, displaced frustration, and conflict.
Effective organizations recognize the value of teamwork and collaboration. The first
step is setting a commitment to eliminate the behaviors by being clear about the con‐
sequences. Ensure that the entire organization cooperates through education and cre‐
ating a safe space for individuals to communicate violations. There should be a
compact within the organization to assuage any fear of retaliation. Develop a code of
conduct that defines acceptable and unacceptable behaviors and the process to man‐
age such behaviors. The Geek Feminism website has guidance on creating an effective
code of conduct.
If there is a infraction of the code, emphasis should be placed on the behavior, not the
person. People don’t always understand the impact of their words or actions. Individ‐
uals need to understand the direct link between their behavior and its impact on oth‐
ers. If the behavior does not change and there is a recurrence of the infraction,
additional steps should be taken. Depending on the locality of your company, there
may be different options available to you. For example, anger management classes or
mentoring training may be appropriate. If the problem is due to chronic stress within
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the work environment, identify the stressors, making sure that the individual is get‐
ting enough vacation. If the problem is due to conflict, steps need to be taken to
address the conflict with mediation if needed.
If remediations don’t help, reorganizing the individual into another team, finding
opportunities that don’t require teamwork, or letting the individual go are options.
Parting ways with an employee isn’t necessarily a negative thing. It should be noted
that making too many exceptions for people who can’t seem to work well with others
sets a bad precedent and may lead to more individuals who think that bad behavior
is acceptable.

One Team Keeps Blocking Other Teams
If you find that one team or group seems to be getting in the way of other teams get‐
ting their own work done, the first thing to do is to investigate factors that might be
contributing to the blockage. An issue of work not getting done quickly enough
might indicate that the team responsible for that work is understaffed for the amount
of work they have on their collective plate. Consider the example of designated opera‐
tions engineers introduced earlier in this chapter: depending on the size of the opera‐
tions team relative to how many other teams they have to support and those teams’
workloads, there might simply be an issue of not having enough people, time, or the
right combination of skills to complete everything that is being requested of them.
Teams not fully understanding each others’ issues, projects, and requirements is
another common cause of blockages. Especially when different groups have very dif‐
ferent goals, priorities, and KPIs they have to meet, what is in the critical path for one
team might seem inconsequential to another, causing that work to get deprioritized.
This might be caused by a lack of communication. If work gets handed back and forth
by simply reassigning tickets or something similar, those receiving the work might
not be getting enough context to understand its importance, so it can help to ensure
that the people involved are having these conversations when work changes hands.
Even if communication is happening, there can still be misunderstandings. Both
teams involved should make sure that they reach as clear an understanding as possi‐
ble as to what needs to get done, what the deadlines and other requirements are, and
why this work is important and what its priority is at the beginning of a work hand‐
off. The sooner any misunderstandings get cleared up, the less blockage and delay
there will be.
It could be the case that there are company policies, compliance issues, technical limi‐
tations, or other reasons why requested work cannot get done, and depending on the
organization environment, these reasons might not always be readily apparent. Some
people and cultures find it difficult or rude to deliver a direct “no” as an answer, so
paying attention to cultural differences as well as nonverbal communication can help.
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Other factors in the organizational environment might be fostering a competitive
atmosphere rather than a collaborative or cooperative one. If two teams are directly
competing for resources such as budget or headcount, and especially if those teams
have different goals and metrics they have to achieve, there is unfortunately little
motivation for them to help each other out. If this turns out to be the case, that is
something that will likely have to be addressed at an organizational rather than an
individual or team level.
Direct communication can go a long way toward addressing many of these reasons
for blockages, but it is important to go into these discussions with the right attitude.
When it feels like someone is deliberately working against you, it is easy to assume
that they are acting out of malice or incompetence, and your words and actions will
be colored by these underlying assumptions. On the other side of things, people who
feel like they are being asked too much or not appreciated for the work they do can
get defensive. Both of these are breeding grounds for cycles of dysfunctional and
passive-aggressive behavior. To get on the same page, both parties must remember
the compact—that everyone is working for the same company and the same overall
goals—and agree to try communicating openly and directly to reassess the situation
and everyone’s expectations.

Some Teams Are Feeling Undervalued
As mentioned previously in this chapter, there is a tendency in tech companies to
perhaps overvalue their developers at the expense of other, less “glamorous” or
sought-after teams and roles. Understandably, this can cause feelings of resentment
from these other teams who perceive that they are undervalued, either relative to
their worth in the industry or compared to other parts of their own company. As val‐
uable as developers are, there is much more to having a successful and sustainable
business than simply writing the software for it.
There are certainly uncontrollable economic forces that drive things like salaries, but
what companies often do have control over is how other perks, benefits, and recogni‐
tion are accorded throughout their organization. Developers and people in other
engineering roles often get a budget allocated for conferences, conference travel, and
similar events that can be very good for developing both their professional skills and
their career network. Make sure that engineering is not the only department being
given these opportunities.
If your company is doing things like hosting meetups and giving away high-quality
branded swag for engineers as one avenue of recruitment, this is another area where
other departments might start to feel overlooked. Nonengineers want to be able to
show off their company spirit as well, and while a couple of T-shirts or hoodies might
not seem like that big a deal, they can certainly add up to a big decrease in morale
over time. And it should go without saying that your company T-shirts and hoodies
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should be offered in both straight and fitted cuts from the beginning—a woman
whose company won’t even spring for a shirt that fits her properly is not a woman
who will be singing that company’s praises.
We discussed previously the importance of space to developing a culture of affinity,
and that is another area where imbalances are frequently seen. Anyone who sits at a
desk in an office all day is prone to the physical risks that entails, regardless of
whether they are writing code or answering support emails. Do not reserve the nicer
chairs, better-lit office spaces, or fancy ergonomic standing desks only for engineers.
Also pay attention to the availability of conference rooms and other collaborative
workspaces and make sure that they are not more accessible to some employees than
to others.
Finally, pay attention to which teams and employees are most frequently recognized,
whether that be getting profiles on the company’s blog or staff page, getting a celebra‐
tion thrown in a common break area for one of their projects being completed, or
getting called out in a quarterly all-hands meeting. Being recognized for effort and
accomplishments is a large part of job satisfaction for many people, and hard work
and long hours are much more palatable when they are recognized and rewarded,
even in smaller ways.
We argue against referring to your developers as “rock stars” in job
postings, and it’s equally important to not treat them as rock stars
in the office while treating other teams and organizations as simply
stagehands. That is a breeding ground for resentment and hard
feelings, not collaboration.

People Don’t Seem to Trust Each Other
Encouraging, developing, and maintaining trust are no easy tasks, especially in an
environment where they have been missing previously. Trust, whether that be trust in
our peers or in our managers and leaders, is something that has to be earned, not
something that can be demanded and then abused. If trust seems to be missing in
your environment, that is almost certainly a sign that there are cultural issues that
need to be addressed.
A blameful culture is not one that engenders trust, as people are expecting to be pun‐
ished for mistakes beyond simple accountability and learning. We touched on the
concepts of blamefulness and blamelessness previously in Parts I–II; if you are deal‐
ing with organizational trust and have not yet read those chapters, that would be a
good place to start. If your organization is just starting to transition to a blameless
culture from a blameful one, understand that cultural transitions will take time. It
takes more time to rebuild lost trust than it does to build trust from a clean slate, so if
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your culture is healing from being a more harmful one, understand that things are
not going to change overnight.
Open communication throughout an organization is key to building an organization
of trust. It is not enough to ask individual contributors to be open and honest if man‐
agers and executives operate only in secrecy, behind either real or metaphorical
closed doors. It isn’t enough to simply adopt an open-door policy; most times, people
will see this as an empty gesture or be unable or unwilling to risk drawing attention to
themselves by asking uncomfortable questions one-on-one. Even in the best organi‐
zations, there are often questions around areas like compensation that people are not
comfortable asking directly for a variety of reasons, both personal and cultural. Hav‐
ing regular sessions where employees can submit, view, and vote on questions anony‐
mously and then have HR, managers, or executives answer the most common
questions will provide transparency and build trust from the top down.
It is important that if you are going to do something like this, you do it 100 percent.
Especially in today’s world where people and companies are always trying to sell us
something, people have a pretty good sense for when they are not being told the
truth, whether that be outright falsehoods or simply nonanswers that are cloaked in
layers of corporate-speak. The majority of people would rather be told “we can’t (or
won’t) answer that” than be given an answer that doesn’t say anything of substance.
In short, trust and communication need to be led by example, which might mean
making sure that managers at all levels of the company as well as team leads have ade‐
quate training, so that they are well versed in building trust, communicating openly,
and dealing with conflict.
Once the culture can support and sustain trust, getting people to interact, starting
with relatively low pressure and low stakes, is one of the best ways to build connec‐
tions between people and teams. Try something like a “mixer” program, where people
who opt in are randomly paired with individuals on other teams and then encour‐
aged to spend an hour or so chatting and getting to know each other, usually over
lunch or coffee. This can be a great way to expand people’s connections without the
pressure of having to complete actual work together. Once people are used to these
kinds of interactions, having pairs or small groups of people randomly assigned to do
tasks like working on a backlog of small, low-priority bugs can also go a long way
toward building trust and affinity.

People Are Concerned Solely About Technical Aspects of Work, Not
Interpersonal Ones
One of the most common rebuttals we hear to the idea of focusing on affinity, collab‐
oration, and cooperation is that it takes too much focus away from getting work done.
While it is true that the primary goal of an organization is not to establish friendships
or other interpersonal connections, ignoring the effects that interpersonal relation‐
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ships can have on an organization, good or bad, is short-sighted. People who hold
these sorts of opinions tend to have a very strongly held view about what constitutes
“real” work, but this ignores the reality that, with people being the ones doing the
work, anything that impacts people’s productivity, either at an individual or group
level, does have a measurable impact on “work.”
No person or team exists or works in a vacuum. Even at the smallest startup, there are
relationships between employees and customers, employees and prospective invest‐
ors, employees and prospective employees. The larger and more complex an organi‐
zation, the more these relationships can have an impact on what and how work gets
done. Just think of a stereotypical enterprise company that has layers of bureaucracy
and processes required to get things done. These processes are the result of many
growing and changing relationships between different people, teams, and even organ‐
izations within the company. Examining the relationships in an organization can help
you figure out what pain points exist, and working to develop said relationships can
take steps to alleviate them.
When complex organizations have many different teams, each acting with at least
some degree of independence, there will be conflicts. Without any way of identifying
or addressing these conflicts, the differing goals and priorities will actively work
against the overall success of the organization. Spending time and energy building
relationships and developing skills encourages teams and individuals to cooperate
rather than compete, and helps the organization get its collective work done. And as
anyone can attest who has ever been blocked by what seems like an overly bureau‐
cratic process (e.g., George has to put in a request to his manager, who will talk to the
General’s manager about something George needs the General to work on instead of
just talking to her himself), a dysfunctional relationship in the workplace can abso‐
lutely hinder the progress of the “real” work getting done.
Team dynamics can also have an impact on team morale, which in turn affects pro‐
ductivity (as we’ve discussed in both this part and Part II). So while work isn’t about
just making friends, it is important to expand our views of what constitutes work. It is
more than just sitting at a desk filling out paperwork or writing code—it is also about
building the relationships that allow the organization as a whole to function coopera‐
tively and effectively.

Different Teams Seem Like They Won’t Ever Be Able to Really
Work Together
In established organizations with entrenched relationships and habits, getting indi‐
viduals to change ingrained responses may be difficult. When teams or groups are
used to being in competition with one another, nobody wants to be the first one to
alter their behavior; that feels too much like they are giving in or “losing” somehow. If
people are used to being in this kind of scenario, changing their behavior means
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weakening their position, thus there is a strong incentive against changing behavior
at all.
However, you cannot expect teams that have traditionally been in competition for
resources, with radically different goals, or who have been very siloed off from each
other to change their behaviors without any change in the organizational culture or
the surrounding circumstances. Shifting from postmortems that ended in someone
getting fired or demoted to blameless ones where the focus is on learning rather than
punishment, refining the processes or tools that teams use to share work or commu‐
nicate with each other, or even reorganizing the teams themselves are just a few
examples of changes that might be necessary before individual and team behaviors
will start to change.
Trust, a necessary component for teams to work well together, does not happen over‐
night and requires a culture that fosters it. Examine the environment for pressures or
behaviors within the teams and organization if teams are having trust issues.

Past Interpersonal Conflicts Are Causing Present Interteam Conflicts
One common scenario that can happen within an organization that decides to
undergo some kind of “devops transformation” is that there are teams that have his‐
torically been in conflict with each other. Most typically, this kind of friction is seen
between development and operations teams, as their goals can in many ways be at
odds with each other, but conflict can happen between any two teams that have to
work together with differing goals and incentives.
You may find that, even if you have found a way at an organizational level to bring
goals into better alignment, redistribute resources or adjust processes, or otherwise
minimize friction and conflict between teams, the individuals on those teams still
find themselves butting heads. We are all people, and as much as engineers might
want to imagine themselves as being incredibly logical, emotions do still get in the
way at times like these, especially if past conflicts became incredibly heated.
If the conflict between teams seems to be generally distributed, with no clear sources,
it can often help to redistribute people between teams or projects, if possible. People
may have formed cliques that can serve as breeding grounds for complaining and usversus-them mentalities, and rearranging people can help encourage those cliques to
break up. People can also form habits around their interactions with others; they may
hear something about “the dev team” or “the ops team” and this triggers a kneejerk
reaction. Rearranging (or even renaming) teams can help to break those old habits.
It’s also possible that there are individuals who have unresolved conflicts that are
influencing the behavior of the rest of their teams; this can be especially true if more
senior people (who in some organizations tend to also be more opinionated people)
are the ones with unresolved negative feelings. Regular one-on-ones with managers,
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mentors, or even peers can help to identify these conflicts, and it can sometimes do a
lot of good to get the people to sit down and talk to each other. With enough time,
and with positive changes elsewhere in the team or organization, you may find that
people are able to talk things out, apologize for past transgressions (real or imagined),
and start repairing their relationships.

Team X Seems to Want to Be Their Own Silo
Similar to the cliques that you might find discussed in the previous scenario, you may
end up with groups of people who seem to isolate themselves from the rest of their
team, department, or even organization. It can seem that while most people are open
to the changes that come with a devops transformation, whether that be reorganized
teams, new tools, or revised work processes, small pockets of people are significantly
more resistant to these changes.
You’ll often see this in people who have roles that have been historically unappreci‐
ated or underappreciated, such as IT technicians or even operations engineers. This is
the kind of mentality that leads to people hoarding information as a means of job
security; because they aren’t feeling appreciated in a way that is meaningful to them
already in the workplace, they will find a way to make themselves appreciated in
some other way.
Even with a movement like devops, which places more value on roles like operations
that in previous years or decades were less valued or respected, there can be areas
where people still don’t feel appreciated, respected, or secure in the workplace. Where
devops in theory and practice diverges, you may still find groups of people who aren’t
thanked for their work, who are seen as “less than” by their peers, or who are treated
blamefully rather than blamelessly. Alternatively, self-imposed silos may arise from
the expectation of these behaviors based on past experiences, rather than the reality of
them, again a knee-jerk reaction to past problems.
Resolving issues like this often involves figuring out which needs these employees
have that aren’t being met. Maslow’s hierarchy of needs can come in handy. For basic
needs, think fair compensation. For safety and security, employees need to feel
assured that their jobs aren’t going to disappear on them—that their work is valued by
the organization and that the organization will be forthcoming about things that
might impact this like potential layoffs. For belonging, people need to feel comforta‐
ble in their workplace and appreciated by their managers and peers, so keep an eye
out for any who don’t seem to be providing respect or valuable feedback. Finally, selfesteem and self-actualization mean employees who are able to feel proud of them‐
selves and the work they do; if certain positions are treated as grunt work, this can
certainly decrease how people feel about the work and the organization.
Looking out for the absence of any (or all) of these needs being met can help point
toward areas for improving relationships with groups or teams that seem to be siloing
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themselves off. As with the other relationships discussed in this book, these working
relationships are built on trust, which takes time and effort to build, maintain, or
repair. Of course, there are also some people who are contrary to the point of refusing
to let trust be repaired, and these people might not end up being a good fit for your
changing organization.

People Are Blaming Mistakes on Devops
Significant changes are never without their difficulties, and there are always some
people who are much more resistant to change than others. One thing that might
happen during transitional periods within an organization is that people who are
opposed to the ongoing changes, for whatever reason, will blame them for any issues
or mistakes. As an organization starts moving toward a culture of effective devops,
there may be people who are vocally opposed to these changes as their way of resist‐
ing them.
For example, suppose an organization is making progress on moving away from an
infrequent and manual deploy process toward a more automated continuous delivery
one. The new automated deployment tools are not perfect right from the beginning;
as with every piece of software, there are bugs found that have to be worked out. Peo‐
ple who are resistant to these changes may blame these new issues on the new tools,
on devops itself, or on the people who are supporting these changes. They might say,
“Everything was working well enough before” or “We wouldn’t be having these kinds
of issues if we had just left things the way they were.” They see devops itself as the
problem, rather than realizing that every new tool or process will have issues along
the way and take time to get used to.
It’s important that there be top-down support from management for new devops ini‐
tiatives if they are to succeed. If leaders within the organization are able to be swayed
by a few very loud complainers, it will be difficult for there to be any lasting change.
Change doesn’t happen overnight, and it’s normal and expected for there to be
mistakes or bugs along the way. Because there is no one-size-fits-all solution, it will
take some trial and error to find the tools and processes that work best for your par‐
ticular organization.
Provide ways for people to submit feedback on how changes are affecting them and
how they think things are going, but pay attention to how often negative feedback
comes up and its sources. If many people are finding that a given solution isn’t work‐
ing for them, that is certainly worth investigating and making adjustments, but if only
a few negative voices are making a disproportionate amount of noise, be sure to not
let them overwhelm changes that are benefiting the majority of people. Not everyone
is a good fit for every organization, and someone who is that opposed to change in
general—or devops, in particular—may not be a good fit for your organization as
it grows.
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PART IV

Tools

CHAPTER 11

Tools: Ecosystem Overview

Before embarking on a discussion of how tools can be used to improve and maintain
various aspects of culture, we will expand on more definitions and terminology,
following up on those described in Chapter 4 to build additional context and under‐
standing across teams. This is by no means an exhaustive list of technologies
or terms.
People may have different folk models or different understandings of these terms and
concepts. Being explicit with shared meaning allows for more nuanced discussions
and better understanding of these ideas.

Software Development
Software development tools help with the process of programming, documenting,
testing, and fixing bugs in applications and services. Not restricted to specific roles,
these tools are important to anyone who works on software in some capacity.

Local Development Environment
A consistent local development environment is critical to quickly get employees
started contributing to your product. This is not to say that individuals should be
locked into a single standard editor with no flexibility or customization, but rather it
means ensuring that they have the tools needed to get their jobs done effectively.
Minimal requirements may vary in your environment depending on individual pref‐
erences, ranging from multiple displays for increased collaboration or highresolution displays for more comfortable long-term viewing sessions, to specific
keyboards, mice, and other input devices. Qualifying the current standard of your
local development environment includes determining whether there is a consistent
framework that teams share internally and across teams. Consistency of experiences
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can make it quicker and easier to onboard new employees and have them start mak‐
ing meaningful contributions.
There is a balance to strike between ensuring a consistent experience and allowing
employees to customize their workstation and work habits to best suit their own indi‐
vidual needs. Too much customization can lead to isolation of knowledge or the addi‐
tional overhead of time and effort spent fussing with specialized environment setups.
But in recent years employees have started to place more importance on being able to
work in their own ways, so not letting them find and express what works best for
them can be a competitive disadvantage when it comes to hiring and retention.
Identify a shared area for documenting the local development envi‐
ronment. Documentation can be stored within a version control
repository, an internal wiki, or even a Google Doc. Proficiency with
tools will develop with time and practice, so the goal isn’t to have
documentation that elaborates on every single detail, but enough to
get individuals started toward being successful in the environment.

Version Control
Having the ability to commit, compare, merge, and restore past revisions of objects to
the repository allows for richer cooperation and collaboration within and between
teams. It minimizes risks by establishing a way to revert objects in production to pre‐
vious versions.
Every organization should implement, use, train, and measure adoption of version
control. Version control enables teams to deal with conflicts that result from having
multiple people working on the same file or project at the same time, and provides a
safe way to make changes and roll them back if necessary. Using version control early
in your team’s or product’s lifecycle will facilitate adoption of good habits.
When choosing the appropriate version control system (VCS) for your environment,
look for one that encourages the sort of collaboration in your organization that you
want to see. Qualities that encourage collaboration include:
• opening and forking repositories;
• contributing back to repositories;
• curating contributions to your own repositories;
• defining processes for contributing; and
• sharing commit rights.
Some tools lack collaborative features but have been used long enough in your envi‐
ronment that there is a very high level of institutional knowledge around them. In
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these cases, identify the impact of not migrating to a different tool—for example, hir‐
ing capability or time spent on merging different branches—and then try to compare
that with the impact of losing so much institutional knowledge. With sufficient pro‐
cess, collaboration can still be implemented with less collaborative tools, but it will
not be as easy.
Lines of code is not an accurate measure of value. There are differ‐
ent types of developers, some that refactor hundreds of confusing
lines into tens of lines of simple-to-read abstractions that can be
built upon by others in the team. Others focus their attention on
finding the bugs hidden within code. Use quantitative measure‐
ments as informative trends to encourage the behaviors you want
to see. For example, unless you have the skill to qualitatively exam‐
ine code, don’t assume that more is better.

Additional terminology related to version control includes:
Commit
A commit is a collection of actions comprising total number of changes made to
files under version control.
Conflicts
A conflict results when two changes are too similar in nature, and the version
control system can’t determine which is the correct one to accept. In most cases,
the version control system will provide a way to view and select the desired
change to resolve the conflicts.
Pull request
A pull request is a mechanism that allows an individual to signal that a contribu‐
tion is ready to be reviewed and merged into the main branch.
Cherry picking
Cherry picking is a way to choose specific commits from one branch and apply
them to another. This is useful when you want to select specific changes from a
pull request.

Artifact Management
An artifact is the output of any step in the software development process. When
choosing between a simple repository and more complex feature-full repository,
understand the cost of supporting additional services as well as inherent security
concerns.
An artifact repository should be:
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• secure;
• trusted;
• stable;
• accessible; and
• versioned.
Having an artifact repository allows you to treat your dependencies statically. You can
store a versioned common library as an artifact separate from your software version
control, allowing all teams to use the exact same shared library. You build binaries
once and only once (even though you could build the same binary again), which
helps alleviate complexity by ensuring that the same binary is used throughout test
cycles and promotion between builds.
Artifact repositories allow you to store artifacts the way you use them. Some reposi‐
tory systems only store a single version of a package at a time. This can lead to prob‐
lems describing the history of packages, so you will likely want to increase the
duplication factor of package storage to maintain a separate artifact repository per
environment in your workflow.
In the early stages of an organization’s evolution, it may not yet need to pass certain
security compliance requirements. As you grow and pivot along product lines, how‐
ever, this may change. Having a dedicated local artifact repository allows for a much
smoother transition to these requirements.
Ideally, your local development environment has the same access to your internal
artifact repository as the other build and deploy mechanisms in your environment.
This helps minimize the “it works on my laptop” syndrome because the same pack‐
ages and dependencies used in production are now used in the local development
environment. If the access is limited or blocked, this friction can lead to new ways of
doing things that circumvent security and other policies.

Define Policies Early
Establish governance processes early to promote collaboration
within the context of your environment and constraints. For exam‐
ple, identify who can push what artifacts, and establish how arti‐
facts are vetted, licensed, and secured. This will alleviate growing
pains for out-of-date artifacts.
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If you don’t have access to the internet within your environment, you need to host
your own universe. This includes general software repositories, language-specific
package servers, dependency management, and more. A lot of available shared serv‐
ices must be replicated. However, doing this can have several benefits, including
shielding your organization from undocumented breaking changes upstream and
from having external outages cause internal problems. Relying on the internet for
your dependencies means that somebody else ultimately owns the availability and
consistency of your builds, something that many organizations hope to avoid.
Additional terminology related to artifact management includes:
Dependency management
Dependency management is the manner and degree of interdependence a soft‐
ware project has on another software project. Different mechanisms exist to
expose this dependency. From an artifact level, storing the dependent artifacts for
your software is helpful.
Pinning
Pinning is the method of locking down an explicit version of an artifact for an
environment. In dependency management, this can be helpful to define the
explicit version of a dependent software artifact that works with your project.
Promotion
Promotion is the method of selecting a specific version of software to move
toward delivery, generally keyed off the successful passing of tests.

Automation
Automation tools reduce labor, energy, and/or materials used with a goal of improv‐
ing quality, precision, and accuracy of outcomes.

Server Installation
Server installation is the automation of configuring and setting up individual servers.
Hardware manufacturers like HP and Dell provide a tool that works for their brand
of hardware.
Some Linux distributions provide operating system–specific tooling as well. As an
example, Cobbler and Kickstart can be used to automate the server installation of Red
Hat Enterprise Linux or CentOS. Operations staff can write Kickstart files that can
specify hard disk partitioning, network configuration, which software packages to
install, and more.
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Hardware Lifecycle Management
Every company has to deal with hardware or lifecycle management
in one way or another, though the advent of the cloud and infra‐
structure or platform services has cut down on the amount of
attention this requires to some extent. The hardware lifecycle
begins with planning and purchasing (or leasing); continues with
installation, maintenance, and repair; and ends with trading in,
returning, or recycling.

Infrastructure Automation
Fundamentally, infrastructure automation is provisioning elements of infrastructure
through code—treating this code just like the rest of your software, with the ability to
recover business through data backups, code repository, and compute resources.
Additional terminology related to infrastructure management includes:
Configuration drift
Configuration drift is the phenomenon where servers will change or drift away
from their desired configuration over time.
MTBF
MTBF is mean time between failure: the uptime between two failure states.
MTTR
MTTR is mean time to repair: the length of time that it takes to restore operation
to a system.
Availability
Availability is a commonly used measurement of how often a system or service is
available compared to total time it should be usable. Availability = MTBF /
(MTBF + MTTR).
Capacity management
Capacity management is a process used to ensure that infrastructure and other
resources are correctly sized to meet current and future business needs in a costeffective manner.
Snowflake server
A snowflake server is a server that has gotten to its current, desired configuration
by way of many manual changes, often a combination of command-line sorcery,
configuration files, hand-applied patches, and even GUI configurations and
installations.
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When people refer to configuration management in operations
roles, often the intended meaning is infrastructure automation.
Depending on the system, different parts of it might be automated,
including aspects such as which software packages are installed on
a server, what versions of those various packages should be used,
the presence or absence of various files on the system, or which
services are supposed to be running.

“Treat infrastructure code like the rest of your software” means the code is developed
using a common local development environment, versioned in version control, ver‐
sioned in artifacts in an artifact repository, tested, and verified before being put into
production.
Infrastructure automation should minimally provide:
Management of configuration drift
Configuration drift can be due to manual changes, software updates or errors, or
entropy. A good solution will have a way of preventing this, often by having an
individual node regularly check the desired configuration against its actual con‐
figuration and self-correcting any inconsistencies.
Elimination of snowflake servers
Infrastructure automation solutions can avoid creation of snowflake servers by
ensuring changes are clearly and deterministically defined. You can eliminate
snowflake servers by adding management to one piece of the system at a time
until the same configuration management recipe can be used to re-create the
server from scratch in its desired configuration.
Versioned artifacts of infrastructure code
A good infrastructure automation solution uses version control and an artifact
repository. This ensures the code that defines the server configuration can be ver‐
sioned with all the benefits that come from versioning, such as being able to
easily roll back changes to a known good version, or have post-commit hooks
that run tests against the infrastructure-defining code. It’s also a familiar process
such that all team members feel comfortable contributing toward improving the
infrastructure code.
Minimizing complexity
By specifying configuration versions per platform type or version, infrastructure
automation solutions allow individuals (regardless of role) to manage a heteroge‐
neous environment with a minimum of overhead.
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Even in a startup with a small number of systems, it’s absolutely
critical to not build additional technical debt. Investing in individ‐
uals with operational skills that understand the difference between
snowflake shell scripts and infrastructure automation will make the
difference in whether you are spending time and money on special‐
izing outside of the area in which you are competing.
If the various infrastructure automation tools available do not cater
to your exact needs, it’s still more cost-effective to help expand the
fundamental features or reliability of software that exists in the
space rather than rolling your own.

Infrastructure automation leads to repeatable, consistent, documented, auditable, and
resilient processes. This frees up time, improves efficiency of staff, allows for more
flexibility, and facilitates risk measurement. Infrastructure automation also increases
the degree of confidence that the machine setup and deployment are identical, reduc‐
ing the amount of time spent debugging problems based on system differences.
Contrast infrastructure automation with manual configuration on
every single one of a group of servers. Humans performing repeti‐
tive tasks leads to mistakes. Systems might be configured inconsis‐
tently due to a change in process not configured on older systems
or a missed step from the checklist.
Don’t institute more processes and checklists. Instead, ensure that
sufficient time is allocated to translate these manual checklists into
computer-executable scripts. Computers are much better at repeti‐
tive tasks than humans are.

With there being so many tangible benefits to using infrastructure as code, it is often
one of the first tools that companies investigate in implementing a cultural transfor‐
mation. Tools can only be understood in the context of the specific environment in
use; that is, the specific culture and beliefs of the environment can impact the efficacy
of the tool. Which infrastructure automation works best for you will depend on your
unique needs.

System Provisioning
While companies once had to plan, buy, and provision hardware in data centers, now
they have the option to invest in cloud infrastructure. With on-demand computing,
companies can purchase only what they need and scale up and down as necessary.
This infrastructure can be purchased and provisioned much faster than physical
hardware, and is often more cost-effective for organizations.
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System provisioning extends infrastructure automation, allowing companies to
define their infrastructure in terms of the clusters of dependent systems rather than
just individual nodes. It allows individuals to specify how they want a group of
servers to be provisioned once, and then to automatically use that specification as
many times as they want later.

Test and Build Automation
In the days of the first computers and compilers, programs were rarely contained in
more than one source file. As programs began to grow in size and complexity, devel‐
opers started to split them out into multiple source files. Standard libraries of code
made available to users of a given programming language added to the complexity.
With so many different source files needing to be compiled together correctly to get
the final program executables, it became necessary to automate the build processes.
Build automation tools today usually specify both how the software is to be built
(what steps need to be done and in what order) and what dependencies are required
(what other software needs to be present in order for the build to succeed). Some
tools are best suited to projects in specific programming languages, such as Apache’s
Maven and Ant, which, while they can technically be used with other languages, are
most often used with Java projects. Others, such as Hudson or Jenkins, can be used
more broadly with a wider range of projects.
These tools usually fall into one of three use cases:
On-demand automation
This tool is run by the user, often on the command line, at the user’s discretion.
For example, a developer might run a Make script by hand during local develop‐
ment to make sure she can build the software locally before checking it into ver‐
sion control.
Scheduled automation
This process runs on a predefined schedule, such as a nightly build. Nightly
builds are created every night, usually at times when nobody is working so that
no new changes are taking place while the software is building (though this is
becoming less doable as teams become more globally distributed).
Triggered automation
This tool runs as specified events happen, such as a continuous integration server
that kicks off a new build every time a commit is checked into the code.

Automation
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Yvonne Lam on Tests, Monitors, and Diagnostics
Often the terms tests, monitors, and diagnostics are conflated, causing more churn
within and between teams. In order to work together, teams need to establish a com‐
mon vocabulary to encode information. This encourages shared knowledge without
limiting any individual team member or requiring everyone to know every single
detail.
During Sysadvent 2014, Yvonne Lam identified a set of questions a team should ask to
build this shared context around tests, monitors, and diagnostics:
• Where is it going to run?
• When is it going to run?
• How often will it run?
• Who is going to consume the result?
• What is that entity going to do with the result?
Lam further enumerated a set of definitions that could be applied to clarify the differ‐
ences. Tests run against nonproduction systems and qualify the system or software
readiness. A test generally runs when something changes. Monitors run against preproduction and production systems on a schedule. A monitor generally runs fre‐
quently or is triggered by an event. Diagnostics run against production systems on
demand due to an event.
All three of these are needed to most effectively track how various systems are behav‐
ing, but being able to clarify that different groups or individuals will have slightly
different areas of responsibility here can help maintain a shared understanding and
responsibility.

Additional terminology related to testing includes:
Smoke testing
Smoke tests originated with hardware testing to determine whether powering on
a device would cause it to start smoking, an indication of a major problem. In
software, a smoke test is a very basic, quick test to determine whether the output
is possible and reasonable.
Regression testing
Regression tests verify that changes to software do not introduce new bugs or
failures.
Usability testing
Usability tests involve testing a product on users to measure its capacity to meet
its intended purpose by testing it on users.
186
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A/B testing
A/B tests are an experimental approach in which two different versions of a web
page or an application are compared to determine which one performs better.
Blue-green deployment
Blue-green deployment is a release process of maintaining two identical produc‐
tion environments. One environment is considered live and serves all traffic. The
final stage of testing a new release is done in the second environment. When tests
pass, traffic is routed to the second environment. This deployment process can
reduce risk; if something happens with the new release, you can immediately roll
back to the previous production environment.
Canary process
In the past, coal miners used canaries as an early warning system to detect toxic
gases. When the canaries started to suffer symptoms of exposure, miners knew
that the conditions of the mine were unsafe. In software, the canary process
involves running new code on a small subset of production systems to see how
performance of the new code compares to the old code.

Monitoring
Monitoring is a large topic that can be split into multiple facets—most commonly
events and analytics. The methods of information collection include metrics and logs.
Monitoring includes gathering basic system-level metrics such as if a server is up or
down, how much memory and CPU are being used, and how full each disk is, as well
as higher-level application monitoring, which can range from how many user
requests a web server is handling, how many items are queued in a queuing system,
how long a given web page takes to load, and what are the longest-running queries
going into a database. While once solely the domain of system and network adminis‐
trators, as software grows more complex and teams collaborate more, people are
beginning to realize that monitoring is a core reflection of product health.
In general, monitoring is the process of tracking the current state of your systems and
environment, usually with the goal of checking whether or not they meet some prede‐
fined conditions of what constitutes the desired state. Often monitoring, alerting, and
testing are conflated. This leads to confusion about what we are trying to accomplish
or build. As mentioned, monitoring usually runs on a predefined schedule while tests
are run in response to changes. Alerts are automated communications sent to
humans about the results of a test or a monitor.

Metrics
Metrics are the collection of qualitative and quantitative measurements. Generally
they are compared against some benchmark or established standard, tracked for ana‐
Monitoring
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lytics, or tracked for historical purposes. Often metrics are siloed within functional
organizations, which can impact choosing the right direction for product develop‐
ment.
Metrics are one of the key parts of monitoring; data can be gathered and stored for
nearly any part of even the most complex web software, and different teams can have
different metrics that they keep track of and use in their work. StatsD and Graphite
are very commonly used and a powerful combination for tracking, storing, and view‐
ing metrics.
There is a community-driven effort to define the set of system and
application metrics that should be grouped by protocol, service,
and application on GitHub in the metrics-catalog repository main‐
tained by Jason Dixon, organizer of the Monitorama monitoring
conference. It is a repository of good practices intended to serve
as a reference for people looking to build out or expand their met‐
ric collection.

Logging
Logging is the generation, filtering, recording, and analysis of events that occur on a
system due to operating system or software messages. When tracking down the
source of a software issue, one of the first things that engineers often do is to check
the logs for any relevant error messages. Logs can be treasure troves of useful infor‐
mation, and with storage getting cheaper and cheaper, just about any log you might
want can be saved and stored for later use. Logs can come from the applications you
develop, from third-party tools you use, and even from the operating system itself. As
there is no logging standard across software, it can be difficult to categorize and qual‐
ify events within logs to identify patterns of concern.
A single system can generate hundreds or even thousands of lines of logs a day. In
modern environments that have dozens of applications running on hundreds or
thousands of servers, the sheer volume of log data can be overwhelming; it is no
longer a simple matter of searching through one logfile. Much work has gone into
developing applications that handle the storage and searching of logs. The complexi‐
ties of logging solutions are beyond the scope of this chapter, but their value should
not be underestimated.

Alerting
Monitoring and alerting are important not only from a performance perspective, but
also from a preventative one, in that they help you find out about potential issues
before they become actual issues for your customers. For example, when the US
HealthCare.gov site was first launched in October 2013, they originally had no moni‐
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toring or alerting to let them know whether or not the website, which had been two
years in the making, was up or not.
As United States Digital Service administrator Mikey Dickerson shared in several
industry talks, his team was reduced to watching news sources such as CNN report
on whether the site was having issues as their original form of monitoring during its
first few months of automation. While it is not a panacea, a well-considered alerting
strategy could have cut down on some of the embarrassment that came from having
those issues be so public.
When reasoning about alerting, you need to consider several factors:
Impact
Not all systems have the same impact. Something that is widespread, affecting
multiple systems or a large group of customers, has a much higher impact than
something that affects only a small subset of systems or people. Some incidents
aren’t customer facing at all, or might affect systems that have enough redun‐
dancy so as to not have much impact that way. To avoid alert fatigue, as we will
discuss in more detail later, alerting should be restricted to incidents that have the
most impact.
Urgency
Similar to impact, not all issues are equally urgent. An urgent issue is one that
requires a fast (or sometimes immediate) response. For example, your site being
completely down such that you are currently losing money or customers is much
more urgent than a purely informational blog site being unreachable. Different
stakeholders will likely have different opinions about what is urgent, so it’s
important to consider all the stakeholders when configuring your monitoring
and alerting.
Interested party
Primarily, the parties interested in an incident are those affected by it; this could
be your customers (or a subset of them) or groups of employees in the case of
internal service incidents. Interested parties could also be taken to mean those
responsible for responding to an incident. For example, if only DBAs can deal
with a particular kind of database issue, it would make sense to alert them, rather
than alerting an operations team whose only action would be to call the DBAs.
Resources
What resources are required to respond to a given incident or alert, and what is
their availability? Is there enough human coverage to make sure that multiple
incidents can be responded to, or do you have only one on-call person that is a
single point of failure without backup? Does your organization have the resour‐
ces to function without a given service, piece of hardware, or individual? These
are all things to consider when setting up your alerting.
Monitoring
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Cost
There are costs associated with monitoring and alerting. These include the cost
of a monitoring service and solution, the cost of storage space for historical mon‐
itoring or alert data, and the cost of sending out alerts to humans, not to mention
the costs associated with responding to incidents from the responders’ point of
view and the cost to your company if a given service is unavailable.
In general, alerting is the process of creating events from the data gathered through
monitoring, with the goal usually being to direct human attention to something that
might need human intervention.

Events
Event management is the element of monitoring that acts on existing knowledge
around impacts to systems and services. For 24/7 services, this generally reflects the
need for real-time information about the status of all of the different components of
infrastructure. A system is configured to monitor a specific metric or log based on a
defined event and to signal or alert if a threshold is crossed or an alert condition has
been met.
With much software development now being done on web software that is expected
to be available 24/7, more consideration is being given to handling alerts that occur
when engineers are at home instead of in the office. One way of dealing with this is to
set up as much automated event handling as possible.
Many alerting and monitoring systems have built-in ways to automatically respond to
a given event. The Nagios monitoring system, for example, has “event handlers” that
can be configured for different alert conditions. These handers can do a variety of
things, from automatically restarting a service that had crashed to creating a ticket for
a technician to replace a failed hard disk. Automated event handlers can cut down on
the amount of work that operations staff have to do (and likely the number of times
they get woken up off-hours as well), but they are not without their risks. It’s impor‐
tant to ensure that your failure conditions are clearly defined, that the event handler
process is understood well enough to be automated, and that there are necessary safe‐
guards in place to keep the automation from causing more problems than it solves.
No alerting system is 100 percent accurate 100 percent of the time. A false positive is
when an event is generated when there isn’t an issue. If your events generate alerts
such as pages that are designed to wake people up off-hours to deal with them, a false
positive will disturb someone’s sleep unnecessarily. On the flip side, a false negative is
when an incident occurs without generating an alert for it, which could lead to a
longer time before the issue is detected and resolved. There are costs to both false
positives and false negatives, and which one is better or worse to risk will depend on
your specific issues and environment.
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Over time, you will want to tune and adjust your monitoring and
alerting as you learn more about the true impact of your issues and
events. We recommend monitoring the trends of your alerting,
including information such as whether or not any action was taken
for each event, how many of your alerts were actionable overall,
and how many of them occurred off-hours.

Alert design, or how to create alerts that convey information in the most efficient way
for humans to interpret, is a big topic in alerting these days. Etsy developed their
OpsWeekly tool to allow for this kind of tracking as well as categorization of alerts by
type of alert and component. Keeping track of alert trends and performing analytics
on the alert data can make a big difference in improving the effectiveness of alerts, as
well as improving the health and happiness of the humans whose job it is to respond
to them.
Just as with other first responders, on-the-job experience leads to
implicit knowledge of what alerts are noise. It may be hard to gen‐
eralize an automated mechanism that handles all cases clearly, but
it is important to keep working to improve the efficiency of the
alerting system. Alert fatigue, or desensitization to alerts (usually
false positives), can lead to slower response to actual issues as well
as contributing to burnout.

Environments change: something that was a problem before may not be a problem
now due to a change in software function, or perhaps complexity grows and the old
way of solving the problem doesn’t work anymore. Humans can change to deal with
the issue quickly, but algorithms do not have the same adaptive behaviors. Dealing
with this constant change is an important part of alert and incident management.

Evolution of the Ecosystem
Over time, from server installation automation to infrastructure configuration and
automation, there is a trend to simplify and remove the repetitive tasks that can be
subject to human error. With the introduction of containers, the pipeline from the
laptop to production has simplified more.
As automation is added to the different parts of the environment, new patterns are
discovered. With infrastructure automation, adhering to one version of an operating
system is less important, as quickly spinning up a new instance with updated pack‐
ages on a new system may be more useful from a security standpoint.
Continuous delivery and continuous deployment have freed humans up to focus on
what matters. Automated shortened feedback cycles through build automation with
tests give us additional confidence and insight into our systems.
Evolution of the Ecosystem
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The ecosystem will continue to evolve as application development adopts increased
operability. Enumerating the 12-factor application by hand will go the same way as
hand-crafted configurations on servers. When the operable requirements are stand‐
ardized and automated, employees have the freedom of choice of language and
framework.
These trends bring into focus the tools that stress the “we” over “me,” building under‐
standing across teams and encouraging time spent on valuable outcomes.

Summary
In this chapter, we have given you an overview of the current ecosystem of tools.
While these tools are an important part of a devops environment, it is important to
emphasize that they enhance, but can never replace, the interpersonal and cultural
aspects of that environment. How tools are used, and the ease with which they can be
used, impacts the acceptance and proliferation of specific aspects of culture. When we
talk about devops tools, we mean both the tools themselves and the manner of their
use, not their fundamental characteristics.
The devops culture is one of collaboration across teams, organizations, and indus‐
tries. When developing solutions, it is important to think about their impact on teams
and organizations, not just individuals. This sometimes means adjusting expectations
for the good of the organization, working to find solutions that work for those
beyond an organization’s “rock stars” or those who have the loudest voices and can
have a positive impact on the organization as a whole.
Devops tools stress “we” over “me”; they allow teams and organizations to build
mutual understanding to get work done. Your choice of tools is a choice in a common
language. Is this language one that benefits your organization as a whole or merely a
subset of specific teams? At times, due to the lack of availability of an equally bal‐
anced tool, a choice must be made that has a higher cognitive cost to one team over
another. Be aware of the cost and empathetic to the teams impacted.
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CHAPTER 12

Tools: Accelerators of Culture

Tools are accelerators, increasing our velocity by driving change based on an organi‐
zation’s current culture and direction. When we don’t understand our current posi‐
tion or direction, applying acceleration leads to unexpected outcomes with
potentially negative impact.
The world changes rapidly; a reflexive response is to follow others in the hopes of
mirroring their success. We need to take time to understand our current position, our
relationships to other teams, organizations, competitors, and the world at large. This
helps frame what we should currently work on, what we should delay, and what to
eliminate from our environment.
In this chapter, we move beyond our examination of the current tool ecosystem and
present real-world examples of how tools and culture influence and impact each
other. We present these studies not to serve as specific how-tos but rather to demon‐
strate the different ways in which organizations evaluate, choose, and make use of
tools within their environments. These studies guide and demonstrate how to reason
about tooling choices, rather than recommending any particular tools as a one-sizefits-all solution to all your devops needs.

The Value of Tools to People
We have a long history of using tools to get jobs done more effectively. Moving from
typewriters to word processors reduced the cost of making changes and correcting
mistakes. Going from punchcards and assembly languages to higher-level languages
increases understanding of code.
These tools were not invented as ends in and of themselves—they were all created to
make specific jobs easier for the people using them, and that’s important to keep in
mind when choosing tools. These tools all allow us to collaborate more as software
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has moved from being written and supported by one person to being written by mul‐
tiple people, and multiple teams, and having to be understood and maintained by dif‐
ferent teams, sometimes years later.

What Are Tools?
Often when tools are discussed, software is the focus—which programming lan‐
guages, IDEs, text editor, shell, configuration management solution, or chat program
to use. Tools are more than software, though: they’re essentially anything that helps us
achieve a goal without being consumed in the process:
• A server lift cart will reduce injuries and speed up the rack and stack processes
within a data center.
• A smaller, lighter laptop creates less physical strain when you’re traveling to con‐
ferences or bringing a computer through a data center.
• Choosing a hardware RAID solution over a software RAID solution costs more
money but offers feature like battery backups and easier maintenance.

The Best Tool
Tools do not have equal value and costs. If they did, we wouldn’t
need to write this chapter; you could just pick whichever tool meets
your requirements. Even among tools that nearly everyone agrees
are key, like configuration management or source control, some are
better suited for a particular environment.
Tools change based on experience, knowledge, and processes. This
means teams can use the same tool and have vastly different
outcomes. Tools have to fit within the context of the environment.
There is no best tool without context, and context is continually
changing.

The Right Tools for Real Problems
For a tool to be widely adopted and implement successful change, it needs to solve
real problems. People need to be involved throughout the decision-making processes
for a given tool, so their issues, frustrations, and concerns will be discovered, under‐
stood, and addressed.
In general, understanding the real underlying issues that tools help us solve will
enable us to choose the right solutions and fully understand the complexities of our
work. By understanding these complexities, we can work to minimize them and any
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associated risks, which in turn can help to reduce expenses and ensure that people are
focusing on the right areas.
In some organizations, procurement processes are removed from
the people who use the tools. This can make a process or cultural
issue look like a tool or technical problem.
Growing a new product or organization has different concerns
than maintaining an existing one. Decisions should not be made
unilaterally by one person based solely on what they find interest‐
ing and exciting. Often a tool is chosen because someone just
wanted to try it out, and that’s not a sufficient reason.
While tooling can be interesting, and the right automation can free
up people’s time and energy to work on more complex problems,
for tools to be effective they need to be chosen for reasons other
than being interesting or new.

Embracing Open Source
Open source communities provide a way for individuals to practice collaboration
with other individuals. Employees learn the value of managing contributions from
other individuals, and how to create contributions that are useful to others. For
example, multiple small, discreet commits that focus on one intended change at a
time are easier to manage and accept than one large commit that touches many dif‐
ferent pieces of code.
Should companies worry that open sourcing their tooling will take away their com‐
petitive advantage? If your company’s success depends on your tooling, that should
be part of your business model, so that you’re making money from either the software
itself or, as in many companies these days, the support or services for that software.
Contributing to open source is an excellent reflection of company intentions. Open
sourcing software within companies encourages teams to contribute to each other’s
projects rather than reinventing the wheel, and it exposes both individual contribu‐
tors and managers to the benefits of open source collaboration. Contributing to open
source and using open source often go hand in hand as well. Teams that are used to
the open source community are more likely to look for open source solutions that
already exist rather than writing their own.
Many companies look toward the well-known players in the devops space and their
open source contributions, such as Netflix and Etsy, and feel compelled to start writ‐
ing and open sourcing many of their own tools as well. Despite the benefits of opensource contribution, balance is key here: too far in the other direction, and you end
up with Not Invented Here syndrome. This is a term used to describe companies
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who, on principle, refuse to use third-party tools because they originated outside
the company.
There can be various reasons for this behavior, with the most common probably
being competition, where companies don’t want to acknowledge solutions created by
competitors, let alone use them, or fear of software that is external and unknown.
Maybe they don’t trust that other people could write code as well as they could them‐
selves, or maybe they’d rather write something than figure out how to read and use
someone else’s code. Some people just like the challenge of creating software that they
haven’t before, or trying a project written in a new language.
There can be valid concerns about using a third-party solution. If it is something that
will be integrated into an existing software project, that project’s license might have to
be updated or changed to match the license of the new external component. There is
also the possibility that the software’s maintainer will abandon it, no longer providing
bug fixes, security updates, or support, or that future development will introduce
breaking changes.
Companies might also not want to be tied to a particular vendor for a variety of rea‐
sons. Still, there are serious drawbacks to a case of Not Invented Here. Unless you
have a team of security experts, any cryptographic software you write is likely to con‐
tain bugs and thus security vulnerabilities. A company not in the business of net‐
working is unlikely to get any benefits from writing their own DNS server; any effort
they can produce is unlikely to be better than BIND, and certainly won’t be worth the
time spent in development, maintenance, and troubleshooting a piece of software
that nobody else has any experience with.
Tools can and will reinforce behavior, which will affect your cul‐
ture. It is critical to also examine tools when examining behaviors
and cultures, and this is where the true importance of your tooling
choices lies. Using open source can not only open up new solutions
in terms of the tools and technologies available, but it can have a
noticeable impact on a culture of collaboration, sharing, and open‐
ness as well.

With the large variety of open source projects and communities, when individuals are
encouraged to contribute they will build up a wide range of experiences and learn the
different patterns that make sense based on their environment.

Standardization of Tools
Working effectively comes down to developing mutual understandings and negotiat‐
ing to mitigate around the inevitable miscommunication that occurs when teams are
trying to navigate multiple goals at once.
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Tools can be used to:
• Improve communication
• Set boundaries
• Repair understanding within the scope of the devops compact
Organizations need to standardize tools to balance the challenges and costs of sup‐
porting tools that perform the same function. How do we then balance strengthening
the organization through standardization, allowing flexibility at the team level, and
empowering the individual to be agile and responsive by choosing her own tools?

Consistent Processes for Tool Analysis
Standardization of tools bridges old to new as the technologies being used at a com‐
pany change. With consistent processes for evaluating, choosing, and retiring tools,
organizations will:
• decide upon a tool that meets most people’s needs;
• ensure necessary features that were present in an old tool are also features of the
new one; and
• ensure that employees are properly trained to be able to effectively use a new
piece of hardware or software
Without consistent processes to build the necessary bridges, employees will be resist‐
ant to new tools or technologies. Consistent selection processes can minimize risk by
making sure that both current and new needs will be met, as well as simply providing
reassurance for people who are more resistant to changes in their environments.
Consistency can also help you avoid the sorts of logistical nightmares that can crop
up without enough process or standardization. For example, if each team uses a dif‐
ferent issue tracker or ticketing system, you will have less visibility throughout the
organization, more duplication of effort, and a great deal of time spent trying to navi‐
gate and interoperate these various systems.

Exceptions to Standardization
There are exceptions to standardization. If a team needs some isolation or unique
requirements, there isn’t a reason to force them to use the same tooling as everyone
else.
One example is PCI compliance, which requires very strict separation of duties. A
team responsible for PCI work is likely to have separate computers running on a sep‐
arate network from the rest of the organization. In a case like this, a segregated envi‐
Consistent Processes for Tool Analysis
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ronment allows for different tooling without having a detrimental effect on the
organization as a whole. Decisions need to be made on a case-by-case basis.
Even though there are many commonalities, each team and each company has some
unique needs and experiences. In the case studies in this chapter, we examine how
two companies approach their tooling selection and implementation decisions. While
common practices emerge, the tool selection is different based on the stacks within
the environments.

Irrelevance of Tools
There are differing opinions on whether or not tools matter, and how much so if they
do. The “tools don’t matter” viewpoint developed in response to some vendors calling
everything “devops” while trying to sell their products regardless of whether or not
that label was accurate.
What “tools don’t matter” means is two-fold:
• Tooling is not a sufficient condition for a devops culture to exist.
• Tools do not fix broken cultures; tools expose and exacerbate existing conditions
in environments.
Ultimately, any “devops solution” that involves only tools while ignoring the who,
how, and why of tool usage within an organization is missing the big picture of what
devops is about and why it can be so successful. Do not try to solve interpersonal and
cultural problems solely with tools and technology.

Failures of Process, Not Tools
A company might fail if it can’t figure out how to implement and use configuration
management instead of crafting beautiful and unique snowflake servers. Inability to
respond quickly to environmental problems causes downtime and thus lost revenue.
If you’re using configuration management properly, the choice to use Puppet, Chef,
Ansible, Salt, CFEngine, or some new CM system that hasn’t even been written yet
doesn’t matter if it does what you need it to do.
While there are technical differences between tools, what matters is
whether the tools have the features that a particular organization
needs to solve their problems while facilitating the desired culture.
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Conway’s Law for Tool Selection
Conway’s law, named after computer scientist and programmer Melvin Conway, is the
idea that software tends to be developed in ways that mirror the structures and orga‐
nization of the teams that developed it. This means that in order for two software
components to work together if they are each being designed and implemented by a
separate team, those two teams must be able to communicate as well.
Conversely, teams that do not communicate well, such as in a heavily siloed environ‐
ment, will tend to create products that don’t work together well either. A corollary
to this is that teams choose and use tools in ways that mimic their original structure
and communication patterns. Two teams that don’t communicate with each other
aren’t going to start doing so just because the company started using Slack as their
new chat system.

The Impacts of Tools on Culture
As tools do heavily influence behavior, give serious consideration to what sort of
behaviors different tools encourage or discourage when evaluating your environment,
assessing the cultural and technical landscape, and collaboratively defining the goals
and visions of the team or organization. Keep in mind that this is an ongoing process
that requires continual re-evaluation.

Tools Impacting Communication
Tools shape behavior, so having tools that reduce the friction involved in communi‐
cating with other teams makes it more likely that communication will start to take
place. If a company doesn’t even have any chat software, or if what they use has tech‐
nical limitations that prevent interteam communication, it will be much harder for
communication to happen.
We stress the importance of communication when it comes to tools
because communication can make or break cooperation, collabora‐
tion, and affinity within an environment. This is true whether you
are discussing tools designed specifically for communication (such
as chat solutions) or tools where communication is part of their
workflow and usage.

Many times, how a tool is used is more important than the specific tool chosen. Take
a ticketing or bug-tracking system, for example. If every team decides that tools don’t
matter and picks a specific ticketing system that complements their working style,
changes are high that down the line, different features and practices will make it
incredibly difficult for members of different teams to work effectively together.
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Individuals will either have more accounts to manage, or lack visibility into another
teams’ work.
This lack of visibility is one of the problems that often plagues
siloed organizations. Siloization can lead to duplicated effort, a lack
of clarity or detail as to what is being worked on (or whether or not
work is getting done at all), and distrust between teams.

Because workplace communities are built on effective communication, the ways that
tools either enhance or prevent communication are important to keep in mind. Com‐
munication is a key part of being able to work together, and the tools and processes
that your company uses for interpersonal communication can have noticeable effects
on culture. In addition, every tool that you use has implicit communication inherent
to its use.
As mentioned in Part II, there are many factors to take into account with communi‐
cation. These factors preclude finding a single communication tool that will meet
all of the needs inherent to a healthy organization. It is also likely that your communi‐
cation needs will change as your company grows. While communicating with every‐
one via chat might make sense at a small startup when everyone can easily participate
in one conversation, over time you might find teams leaning more toward email or
team wikis.

Measuring Participation
It is critical to understand and measure participation within the
larger scope of the organization as your company grows.
Finding the right tools at the right time is an iterative process.
Ensuring that all voices are heard in the critical conversations
makes for a healthier company. Silence should not be assumed to
mean consent to the majority. As evidenced through research on
smart teams, teams where everyone has a voice are more effective
and productive.1

When working with remote employees, invest in high-quality video conference solu‐
tions. Ensure that your team members have quality headsets, as the onboard laptop
microphones and speakers will lead to subpar experiences that discourage individuals
from using the medium. This can lead to remote employees feeling isolated, being left

1 Anita Williams Woolley, et al., “Evidence for a Collective Intelligence Factor in the Performance of Human

Groups,” Science, October 29, 2010.
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out of important communications or decisions, and in general being less impactful
with their work.
It’s a matter of choosing the tools, platforms, or methods based on the content, imme‐
diacy, context, and other factors of the communication itself. Once these needs are
identified based on the types of communication you and your team participate in,
you can choose the particular tool of that type based on other needs (such as paying
for a chat program or using a free one).

Hollie Kay on Being a Deaf Developer

2

I’ve been deaf since infancy. It is not profound; my hearing loss is described as moder‐
ate to severe and is mostly problematic at higher-frequency ranges, the range at which
most human speech happens. I rely on lip-reading and identifying vowel patterns to
understand spoken language. Particular struggles include recognizing the following:
• Consonants, especially sibilants and unvoiced consonants (all consonants are
high-frequency sounds, and the unvoiced and sibilant consonants don’t activate
the vocal chords);
• the beginning (and end) of sentences.
The stereotype of a programmer as a solitary eccentric who’s allergic to human com‐
pany is unfair and inaccurate. As a group, we’re a very social bunch. We write blogs,
we speak at conferences, we produce tutorials, we mentor. This isn’t new, either—it’s
an atmosphere that dates from before the earliest days of the internet at Bell Labs, or
MIT, and scores of other R&D orgs. I love this social world of code, as being able to
surround yourself with competent, enthusiastic individuals is a big part of becoming a
better developer yourself. But one thing that I’ve always felt shut out of is pair pro‐
gramming.
Pair programming, in principle, is great—it’s like Rubber Duck debugging on ste‐
roids. You work together with another person who knows more than you and can
guide you, or who perhaps knows less and will appreciate your guidance, or who per‐
haps knows precisely the same amount as you and can work with you to hash out a
solution. Plus, y’know, it’s fun. You get to know your colleagues. You get to remind
yourself that everyone makes mistakes sometimes. You have somebody to catch you
before you deploy that bit of code you are definitely not supposed to be deploying.
But when you’re deaf, that dynamic changes and the fun gets sucked out of it. For me,
pairing sessions are worse than useless. As a driver, trying to think about the code,
type, simultaneously look at the screen in front of me and lip-read the pairing partner
beside me, and understand their (often contextless) higher-frequency, spoken English

2 http://cruft.io/posts/deep-accessibility/
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and technical jargon with a ~30 percent success rate is a recipe for misery. Eventually
I start staring glumly at an increasingly frustrated navigator before eventually relin‐
quishing control and letting them drive instead, as it’s the only way we’ll be able to
progress. Navigating is even worse—drivers look at their screen pretty much con‐
stantly because it’s hard to think about how2code and your pairing partner’s commu‐
nication needs at the same time. I know! I know. So I become a passive navigator, and
the driver does all the work, and it’s just no good for anyone and eurgh. Eurgh!
So it was great to get the opportunity to pair with Rowan Manning on the Pa11y
project, the automated accessibility testing tool built for Nature. Using Screenhero to
set up a remote pairing session meant that we could both look at the screen and use
text to communicate, losing no information and generating no confusion. This was
the first time I’ve done a pairing session that worked as it should. It’s difficult to
express what a difference this makes, as I think most hearing people find it hard to
appreciate how much information loss occurs in general conversation with a deaf per‐
son. Imagine that in your city all the books you’ve ever read have had ~60 percent of
the words in them randomly blanked out with a Sharpie. Then imagine going on hol‐
iday to a neighboring city where (mercifully) nobody does that and you can suddenly
read an entire book without needing to guess at anything. It’s a bit like that.

Tools Impacting Broader Behaviors
This same principle can be applied not only to ticketing systems but also to infra‐
structure automation, chat systems, deployment tools, and any tool that is used by
multiple teams within an organization. While it is important to figure out everyone’s
requirements and try to meet as many of them as possible, it is unlikely that 100 per‐
cent of your people will be 100 percent happy with any tool at all—compromise is
pretty much guaranteed. At some point, continuing to argue and debate over which
tool to use doesn’t gain anything, and may end up causing hostility as arguments con‐
tinue to occur in addition to all the time lost. It’s tempting to say, let’s just pick one
tool and stick with it.
With those caveats in mind, arguments about which particular tool to use among
choices that all fulfill your requirements don’t make sense. This chapter isn’t going to
tell you that X is the One True Y Tool for Devops, because there is no such thing. That
would be the same thing as declaring ed3 the true victor in the editor wars. There will
never be universal consensus on the “best” tool; the best solution depends entirely on
what the specific problem being solved is.

3 ed is a line editor for Unix. At one point, it was the default editor for systems and its terseness made it very

difficult to use in automation, despite how powerful it was.
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Selection of Tools
Selecting a new tool to add to your environment can be a big decision, and one where
many people involved are likely to have strong opinions. Here are a few important
factors that should be considered during the selection process:
• Product development
• Community health
• In-house customization
This is not an exhaustive list, as availability of features, budget, and interoperability
with the current tool set or environment are also important considerations.
We focus on these three factors as these are common needs across organizations, but
also ones that have not been covered in great detail anywhere else. Organizations will
have varying needs which will dictate necessary features, different budgets, and a
variety of existing tool sets within their environment.
All of these factors can have a significant impact on the efficacy of the selection pro‐
cess, so make sure you understand what other driving factors are important to your
tool selection.

Product Development
An actively developed product will be quicker to get new features, support newer
operating systems and platform versions, and deal with any security vulnerabilities.
Using a tool without active development leads to more time spent dealing with bugs
or waiting for new features.
How quickly are new features implemented and released? Are these feature requests
tracked and regularly evaluated for the product’s roadmap? If critical bugs or security
vulnerabilities are found, how quickly will they get fixed?
Look at recent releases for the tools you are considering. Pay attention to major and
minor release dates, how useful the release notes are (references to specific bugs or
ticket numbers are much more helpful when you’re deciding if you should upgrade
than just the line “bug fixes”), and what the update process is like.
Also consider how much contact you are able to have with the product developers
themselves. Will you have any direct developer or support contacts within the tool
vendor’s organization? Having people assigned directly to work with your account
can mean better support, as you are able to have an ongoing dialogue, and it can help
ensure your issues get dealt with, rather than disappearing into some unknown tick‐
eting system or email inbox somewhere.

Selection of Tools
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Community Health
Community health is a measurement of the overall health of a group of individuals
who are connected through shared norms, values, and behaviors. Communities can
evolve for a specific tool, set of tools and practices, or role.
Keep an eye out for community activity as one of the signs of health including:
• rate of response to pull requests;
• mean time to resolution for issues;
• frequency of release;
• content creation (blog posts, articles, news); and
• rate of forum communication.
In addition to being active, the community and its events should also help foster a
safe, respectful, collaborative, and inclusive environment. Pay attention to how mem‐
bers of the community treat each other. Consider the following questions:
• Do projects and community events have codes of conduct?
• What is the tenor of discussions on issues and pull requests?
A community where personal insults are thrown around or where sexist, homopho‐
bic, or transphobic behaviors are tolerated is not a healthy one. This applies to all
communities, not just open source projects. People who use these various tools
in their day-to-day work will likely find themselves interacting with other users,
maybe attending local meetups or larger conferences focusing on the tools or how to
use them.
As discussed earlier in this chapter, one of the benefits of open
source software is that you don’t have to reinvent the wheel by
working on problems that other people have already solved. An
open source solution with a strong community contributing to it
can make its implementation even more effective.

In-House Customization
A tool that can be easily customized and contributed to will make for a robust solu‐
tion that is well suited to both the technological and human aspects of an environ‐
ment. This is especially important in organizations with a large number of people
working with the tool. A tool that deals well with that kind of scale will be able to
grow along with your organization, as well as making engineering work easier.
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Open source tools are generally the most customizable, as you have the code available
and can much more easily both read through it and modify it as needed. This can aid
greatly in doing things like fixing bugs, where instead of having to file a support ticket
and wait, you can do much more work to identify the bug and even submit a pull
request with a fix yourself. Even with closed source tools, pay attention to whether
they have something like an API that can be used to develop additional tooling that
works with or alongside the tools themselves.
Being able to customize a tool, fix your own bugs, and even add new features and
extensions can go a long way toward making a tool easy to work with over time. If
you have a feature that is too small or niche to be widely used but would be incredibly
helpful for one of your own teams, being able to add that functionality yourself can
be orders of magnitude better than having to wait to see if a product’s developers ever
implement it for you. This can be the difference between a tool that is merely toler‐
ated and one that engineers genuinely enjoy using.

Example: Comparison of Version Control
Version control systems record changes to a set of files over time. CollabNet founded
the Subversion project in 2000 as an open source software versioning and revision
control system that was architected to be compatible with the widely used Concurrent
Versions System (CVS). Subversion 1.0 (svn) was released in February 2004. Technol‐
ogy and habits at the time dictated svn’s use and features. Core to svn’s architecture is
the concept of a centralized repository. This central repository allowed users to con‐
trol who was and was not allowed to commit changes.
A year later, in 2005, Git was released. It’s also an open source software version con‐
trol system with a focus on decentralized revision control, speed, data integrity, and
support for distributed nonlinear workflows. This gives every developer full local
control. While you can adopt a centralized workflow and establish a “central” reposi‐
tory, the processes can be flexible, allowing you to use technology as you wish rather
than having it defined for you. While the ramp-up time may be a little longer, the
functionality allows for quicker organizational changes.

Example: Manual Infrastructure Configuration over Automation
Most of the established infrastructure automation solutions are similar in terms of
overall functionality even though their implementations differ. As with all of the tool
categories, each tool may reduce or encourage different aspects of collaboration.
In many organizations, system configuration is a manual process. Individuals docu‐
ment the process and upgrade with a checklist. A missed step can lead to systems in
an unknown state requiring considerable effort to recover.
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When Adam Jacob was developing Chef software, he was trying to create a solution
that could work across different organizations. Chef was built to provide abstractions
for configuration and management, creating a language that allows individuals to
define its infrastructure and policies with code.
Trying to create a language that allows for the nuanced views of developers, system
administrators, security operations, and quality assurance engineers is difficult. With
Chef, rather than reusing terminology that prioritizes one role over another, Jacob
created new terminology, including resources and recipes.
The most important thing to keep in mind is that communication tools are like trav‐
eling companions in the rock climbing example we introduced in Chapter 2. They
can either be good companions that help us keep the compact we have made, or they
can be poor companions that distract us or get in our way. This, of course, will
depend on how each of our tools is used; trying to use a low-immediacy medium
such as email for things that require immediate replies will cause problems, as will
trying to describe something only with words when drawing a picture on a white‐
board would be quicker and more effective.
Finally, when choosing tools it is necessary to balance cohesiveness with flexibility. If
there are too many communication methods used, people will have to do lots of
searching for the information they need (was that in an email or a Google Doc or a
Confluence wiki page?) or struggling with how to most effectively reach people
(should I send an instant message or a text message or go to their desk for something like
this?). Too few methods, on the other hand, and you’ll cause frustration—we’ve all
heard the stories of companies who hold meetings for everything when too often a
quick email would have done the trick.
Our compact, with its focus on shared understanding, will be aided if there are tradi‐
tions or customs that people can draw upon to help decide on the most effective
medium, but only if there is still enough flexibility to choose the right tool for the
right job.

Auditing Your Tool Ecosystem
In addition to selecting new tools you may want to introduce to your environment,
you must examine the state of your ecosystem. The first litmus test for many tools is
whether the functionality exists in your environment. When auditing your environ‐
ment to identify your tool ecosystem, include information about who has access and
overall usage of the tool. Also include information about multiple tools within the
same category or overlapping tools in your environment. This will inform areas of
improvement that may require additional training or tool replacement.
Alignment with process and individuals’ desire to use a specific tool is critical for
effective tool usage. Too much process leads to a high cost to individuals, as they are
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trying to maintain the intricate context around the processes. This effort can detract
from project work. Too little process leads to a lack of team cohesion with the prolif‐
eration of tools and methods of using them. This can also impact individuals. Time
may be spent repairing understanding, and merging work or examining duplicated
work. Finding this baseline is key to all aspects of identifying and selecting tools. It is
even more important as we try to scale up and down organizations.
Overall, the reason that we use tools at all is to help create environments where peo‐
ple can focus on solving real issues. Creating these kinds of environments is a big part
of being able to manage a successful team, and this requires ongoing effort. This sort
of audit is not something that should be done once and then forgotten about. Rather,
people at both individual contributor and manager levels should take a proactive
approach to making sure that an effective environment is being built and sustained.

Elimination of Tools
Regular reviews of current processes and tools should be done to make sure that their
usage is still effective. Automation and technical debt tracking can help identify pro‐
cesses and tools that should be eliminated. This can help prevent situations where a
tool has been causing additional work for those using it, and help identify and elimi‐
nate tools that serve the same purpose, reducing both cost and confusion.
These reviews should also involve regular check-ins with employees to discover the
underlying stories that are informing and influencing them and their work. Ask ques‐
tions like:
• What delights/frustrates you?
• What refuels/drains your energy and motivation?
• What value do you perceive from what you currently do?
• What impact do you perceive you have?
• What should we stop doing?
• What should we start doing?
Make sure to ask these questions of the people who spend the most time using these
tools in their day-to-day work. Decisions around both selecting and eliminating tools
should be done on the ground, so to speak, as the people who use the tools are much
more invested as stakeholders than people who don’t. These decisions should not be
made as top-down mandates from people who haven’t had any direct, recent experi‐
ence with the tools in question.

Elimination of Tools
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Improvements: Planning and Measuring Change
Lasting change takes time. Whether software or people, these are complex problems
with no quick-fix, one-size-fits-all solutions. The principle behind “SMART” goals4
states that goals should be specific, measurable, achievable, realistic, and time-bound.
SMART change is critical to the workplace organization and culture as well.
Identify the specific problem that you are solving. Before tackling a change, look
around and examine what needs to be done. Determine who is interested in the
project, who has time, and what the overall value of the project is. Visualize the vari‐
ous options and identify possible projects. Prioritize the projects, and make sure that
you are working on solving the correct problems.
Break down the specific project into smaller pieces that can be accomplished and
tracked. These smaller pieces are usually much easier to plan for, and therefore easier
to reason about and make sure that they are achievable, realistic, and solving the right
problems. In order to plan these projects well, you need to identify who you are solv‐
ing the problem for. What are their needs and motivations? How often are they going
to use the solution? Describe the solution: focus on the end goal. Talk to the stake‐
holders and ensure buy-in. This generally takes time and effort.
Once you know what problem you are trying to solve and who for, you can start to
identify possible tooling. Probe the strengths and weaknesses of the various proposed
solutions before buying into any single one, and be sure to involve the stakeholders in
this part of the process so they can help evaluate potential solutions. Sometimes you
may find that there is no existing solution that works well enough, and will have to
invent and develop the tooling yourself. While in-house development may seem
cheaper in terms of budget line items, make sure you include the time and resources
to support long-term.
Finally, keep iterating on these processes, making sure to measure the impact of
changes along the way to determine if your solutions are working. The specifics
of what you measure will vary quite a bit based on what problem you are trying to
solve, but without measuring it is impossible to judge the impact and effectiveness of
your changes.

Case Studies
The first case study in this chapter is DramaFever, a streaming video platform that
also runs the SundanceNow Doc Club documentary site and the Shudder horror site.
Founded in 2009, DramaFever had approximately 120 employees as of mid-2015

4 G. T. Doran, “There’s a S.M.A.R.T. Way to Write Management’s Goals and Objectives” (Management Review,

1981).
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when this case study was conducted, and its platforms provide content that is interna‐
tional, with 15,000 episodes from 70 content providers, in 15 countries, and an audi‐
ence of 20 million viewers.5 To get a deep-dive into how they assess and utilize tools
and technologies, we spoke with Tim Gross and Bridget Kromhout, who were work‐
ing as operations engineers at DramaFever when these interviews were conducted.
Continuing their story from Chapter 2, our second case study is Etsy. Founded
in 2005 by Rob Kalin, Jared Tarbell, Chris Maguire, and Haim Schoppik, Etsy is a
global marketplace for handmade and vintage goods. Etsy had approximately 785
employees as of the second quarter of 2015. In addition to Ryn Daniels, coauthor of
this book, who shared their personal experiences at Etsy, we spoke with Etsy staff
operations engineer Jon Cowie to get a feel for how Etsy assessed and utilized tools
and technologies.
Information for both case studies was also gathered through published blog posts,
presentations, and company filings. Within both of them are examples of how to
identify implicit values, adopt desired practices, and evaluate and select tools into an
environment, but again we would remind readers that they should refrain from
blindly adopting any of these tools or techniques, or using them without a deep
understanding and consideration of why and how they can be used.

Examining DramaFever
Tim Gross, who started out architecting buildings instead of software, later pivoted
into IT and tool development and ended up becoming the first “DevOps Engineer”
working for DramaFever. While his role was predominantly operations-focused, the
small engineering team meant that often he was working on development work. In
March 2013, the second ops person was hired.
There was no formal or intentional division of roles and responsibilities for the team,
just a gradual process that led to the creation of the ops team. While the company
labeled them as DevOps Engineers, the role was essentially operations as reflected in
their job description to “manage and automate all aspects of […] infrastructure
including site deployments, CDN, and cloud service management” with specific
duties to maintain high-availability production AWS systems and on-call. There was
no specific devops project.

5 Peter Shannon, “Scaling Next-Generation Internet TV on AWS with Docker, Packer, and Chef,” October 20,

2015, http://bit.ly/shannon-scaling.
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DramaFever job descriptions included this statement:
We believe in helping our engineers to tackle the problems they’re passionate about,
and our engineers are encouraged to make any piece of our architecture better, if they
think they can.

This expresses the pragmatic approach to embrace and encourage diverse viewpoints
to identify and solve problems.
In July 2014, Bridget Kromhout joined the DevOps team at DramaFever. Describing
the DramaFever technology stack, Kromhout noted that it was entirely in Amazon
Web Services (AWS), with a Django/Python web application and growing number of
Go microservices. Akamai, a major content delivery network (CDN), provides them
with content delivery and edge caching.
Request path code, application code that declares a path that an end user’s request will
take through the codebase, and all associated services have critical availability and
latency requirements above and beyond the requirements of other applications. This
request path uses immutable infrastructure that is built using Chef and Packer, and
the application code itself has run in Docker containers since late 2013.
According to Kromhout:
Our application code exists on stateless instances that we autoscale 10x–20x in instance
numbers over the course of the week. Our persistence layers are in Elasticache (Memc‐
ached, Redis), RDS (MySQL), DynamoDB, and Redshift. We ship logs to ELK and
write to Graphite with CollectD and StatsD.

Services that are not in the request path include asynchronous Celery workers, cron
jobs, logging aggregation and metrics servers (like Graphite or Logstash), or internal
applications like their QA tracker. Kromhout continued:
Although all of these services are important to our business, they have far less immedi‐
ate impact on our users. If a cron job doesn’t fire and it takes an operations engineer an
hour to figure out why, we can spare that time and our users won’t notice. If the
Django application somehow dies in all availability zones, our users will be unable to
enjoy their Kdramas!

Impact of Existing Technology
AWS availability transformed the industry when it launched in 2006. Companies no
longer needed to hire for data center management skills. They needed individuals
skilled in managing a shared utility service. DramaFever started out in AWS and con‐
tinues to primarily use the service to provide compute resources. Gross explained:
We’ve used Google App Engine (GAE) for some small one-off projects, but any time
that these have started to become more heavily used we’ve found that we wanted to
bring them in to our AWS environment where we have much more control.
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An example of this was our image processing microservice called ImageBoss. It resizes
and crops images on demand so that our creative team doesn’t have to create so many
variants of each art asset. Originally this was deployed on GAE but with only one core
available on each node for Go (at the time), the cost of operating it was very high.
Moving this into our AWS environment let us tune the application’s host environment
as we saw fit.

While AWS is perceived as more expensive than other cloud providers, the feature set
that DramaFever depends on is unmatched. When asked about the cost analysis of
using AWS, Gross explained:
If we were to switch from AWS to another provider we would need to find replace‐
ments for managed services like SQS or DynamoDB, which would almost certainly
counterbalance any benefit of moving off. Additionally, our workload is ideally suited
for the AWS hourly pricing model--we scale nodes up and down on a regular pattern
over the course of a day so we can both reasonably predict our requirements and
cheaply scale up to handle bursts.
On top of this, our total AWS bill is totally dwarfed by CDN costs (which are an order
of magnitude larger because we stream petabytes of video a month) and engineer salar‐
ies. An incremental improvement in hosting costs by moving to another provider
would cost us so much in engineering time that it would probably not be worth it.

When considering existing technology in your own tool selection
processes, ask yourself:
• What features are absolutely necessary to have versus which
are nice to have?
• What solutions are available right now and which might be
available soon?
• How do the features you need balance with the costs of avail‐
able solutions?

Continuous Impact of Emerging Technologies
As technology evolves and tools emerge in the ecosystem, it can be a challenge to
understand whether to adopt a particular tool. For a small company with wideranging unplanned work and continuous technical debt accrual, it’s important to
tackle the most valuable projects first.
Gross described a few problems that his team of two faced in October 2013:
• The main Django application had a slow, nonatomic deployment with complex
failures. The Django application was a crucial request path application that had
strong availability and latency requirements. Using git clone was slowing
deployment, as well as occasionally failing partway through the deployment.
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• Increasing deployment complexity. New Go applications couldn’t be deployed
with the existing processes. Binaries and interpreted source code had different
shipping requirements.
• Separate QA testing and production deployment processes with no audit capabil‐
ities.
• Different development and continuous integration environments.
Gross also described additional goals that his team were pursuing:
• Move from a monolithic application to smaller microservices.
• Isolate different versions of the application on the same host within the develop‐
ment and QA environments.
As Gross explained:
The operations team (which was just two of us at the time) evaluated several options
based on merits such as problem-solution fit, our experience with the implementation
language, known modes of failure, etc., and landed on Docker. It promised a generic
deployment interface for us that could solve all the problems.
The big risk was that Docker was still very much a green project (this was October
2013, so version 0.6) and we were not in the habit of deploying non-production-ready
projects to production. We knew that we could always fall back to the more mature
underlying LXC if things went poorly. We presented this to the senior members of the
development team to get their buy-in.
After running trials in the Dev/QA environment, we deployed Docker to production
for our main Django application. Only once we had all the kinks worked out did we
then move on to containerizing the rest of our fleet of applications.

As with any introduction of technology, additional problems arose that had to be
resolved. A continuous integration (CI) environment is one in which work is integra‐
ted frequently through automation. Each integration is verified through an automa‐
ted process that builds and tests the committed code with the goal of detecting errors
quickly. Generally this is obtained through spinning up an environment, testing the
code, and then destroying the environment.
Within their CI environment, they experienced disk-related problems due to frequent
container churn, and to resolve this, they had to change the Docker storage driver
used (which was nontrivial to migrate). They also ran into scalability issues with the
Docker registry. To resolve the technology issues with the registry they ended up
deploying a host-local registry, backed by AWS S3 rather than using a central server.
A third problem area arose when Docker was brought to the local development envi‐
ronment. Gross said,
Ops had proceeded entirely within AWS without too much trouble. But I failed to
make sure we had a good solution for running Docker locally. And because the devel‐
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opment team had their hands full with new feature work, they hadn’t been able to
invest the time in educating themselves on the new technology. This meant that when
we rolled out `boot2docker` as a local development option, we ended up with a serious
training gap that persisted for longer than we’d have liked and caused internal friction.
This has been a lesson well learned for us and new infrastructure changes are being
designed with more direct involvement from the development team.

For both existing and new technologies, a careful selection and
evaluation process is important. However, for new technologies
(either new in general or new to your organization), ask yourself:
• What are the known risks of a new technology?
• What unknown unknowns might you run into?
• What problems are you trying to solve that cannot be solved
by existing technology?

Affinity Empowering Adoption of Practices
blameless post-mortems with the goal of creating a culture of continuous improvement
—@0x74696d at @dramafever
Makes me glad when @0x74696d references @codeascraft in discussing how @dramaf‐
ever should treat failure. Thanks for helping us learn, Etsy!
—Bridget Kromhout (@bridgetkromhout)

These tweets, written in February of 2015, illustrate a growing trend of crosscompany affinity through knowledge sharing. Kromhout stated that DramaFever has
adopted blameless postmortems across the technical teams.
DramaFever also encourages a learning organization through code review. In addi‐
tion to code review, Kromhout described the cultural challenges of rapid growth and
the need to repair understanding between teams through “improved coordination by
making explicit our expectations of how services will interoperate. This allows small
groups of developers to pursue their own ideas while still maintaining the standards
the organization at large expects.”
DramaFever encourages transparency. Kromhout said, “Right now developers have
full AWS access to the development environment and we’ve just enabled read-only
production IAM access as well.” This transparency allows for individuals to learn and
observe directly from development environments that replicate production and
answer questions about real-world production usage as they occur.
As DramaFever uses AWS technology exclusively, there is no data center presence
required and therefore no requirement for employees to be explicitly located near a
specific environment. With an international audience, while DramaFever’s approxi‐
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mately 120-person team is primarily located in Philadelphia and New York, a number
of employees work in alternate locations. In describing the environment, Kromhout
said, “We’ve had employees as nearby as Maryland and as far away as Seoul, with no
disruption to their ability to do the same job.”
To further facilitate remote employees, DramaFever conference rooms have Chrome‐
boxes, a business video conference system running Chrome OS, a high-definition
camera, and external microphones and speakers. Meetings by default allow for a vir‐
tual presence through Google Hangouts, which eliminates the requirement for a
physical presence in the office.
Pay attention to how tools and work practices interact within your
organization and teams:
• What values does your team or organization have?
• Do your tools help realize these values in practice or hinder
them?
• How transparently are values and processes communicated?

Tool Selection at DramaFever
Due to the budget constraints of working for a smaller company and the inherent
cost to large amounts of bureaucratic process, DramaFever is careful about tool selec‐
tions forgoing for the most part enterprise tools and generally working with open
source software.
Kromhout described the process of tool selection as starting “with the intended func‐
tion or result, and then evaluat[ing] potential tools based on how well they’ll meet
those needs. The preferences of the person who’ll do the implementation matter, but
we also have a set of service standards that any choices should meet.”
The conversation that takes place when introducing new technology includes deter‐
mining whether existing solutions will work, why the new technology may be a better
fit, and calculating the additional work burden to current staff.
Kromhout explained:
When deciding whether to roll our own or use SaaS6 we evaluate costs and benefits,
including the costs associated with building something in-house (as staff time is nei‐
ther infinite nor free).

6 SaaS is software as a service, where applications are hosted by an external service provider and made available

to customers via the internet.
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For example, when we were considering what to do with our logs, we calculated our
current log volumes and retention desires, and compared the price of running that
on EC2] with ELK versus the price of shipping that quantity of logs to several third
parties. We listed what we intended to be able to do with the logs. After getting quotes,
and considering how much of our time maintaining ELK took, it made sense to keep
using ELK.

DramaFever strives to eliminate downtime even for regular maintenance. Success
is measured by the incremental process of completing work associated with eliminat‐
ing downtime.
Kromhout discussed:
Creating working infrastructure defined by code is the most important thing, as we
aim for hot-swappable everything instead of ever taking the site down for mainte‐
nance. The code in question might be bash to work with the JSON that defines our
AWS configuration or Chef cookbooks or Python using boto via fabric. We submit pull
requests for all such work and have it reviewed and tested by our peers before merging
and deploying it. Success is when we create something that works and we can close the
GitHub issue and move on to the next one in our Kanban-style workflow.

It’s important to keep in mind what “success” looks like for your
organization. Make sure you know what it means for a tool to be
considered successful. When considering successful tool selection,
pay attention to:
• Who is responsible for making decisions around tool selec‐
tion?
• What criteria are used to select and evaluate tools and their
usage?
• What are you prioritizing, both in terms of engineering happi‐
ness and customer happiness?

Many people shy away from using a technology as new as Docker was at the time in
their production infrastructure, just as there might also be people for whom Docker
does not make sense. The point of this case study is not to talk about Docker specifi‐
cally, but rather to highlight why these engineers ended up choosing it, what consid‐
erations and tradeoffs they made, and how they finalized their decisions around the
tools they used.

Examining Etsy
The Etsy technology stack is a PHP application, with a large number of internal serv‐
ices (with a fair amount of interdependence and complexity, not necessarily the more
independent microservices that are increasingly common these days) with which they
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handle things like buying, selling, searching for, and listing items as well as dealing
with the payment side of purchasing. There are a few large, well-known payments
providers available, which are used by a great number of companies worldwide, but
Etsy felt the need for more control over the process, which prompted them to bring
their payment processing in-house. This led to the need for PCI compliance and all
the considerations that come with that. The predominately on-premise infrastructure
is spread across a number of geographically distinct data centers.

Explicit Versus Implicit Culture
Central to establishing a desired specific culture within an environment is defining
the set of cultural beliefs and values explicitly. Etsy has been a community-based
company from the beginning and clearly states their company values as follows:
• We are a mindful, transparent, and humane business.
• We plan and build for the long term.
• We value craftsmanship in all we make.
• We believe fun should be part of everything we do.
• We keep it real, always.7
These values inspire and connect employees as reflected in the 86 percent Connected‐
ness and 91 percent Values alignment scores from the Etsy Progress Report of 2013.
While Etsy has no devops team, no devops manager, and no devops engineers, these
explicit and clear values are reflected in key practices and guide observed behaviors
and contributions in the devops community. Etsy’s intentional practices include being
compassionate, experimentating and iterating, and encouraging a learning organiza‐
tion.

A Culture of Compassion
To be humane, one shows compassion. This compassion is reflected in your efforts to
make life better for someone else, even it doesn’t make your own life better. Etsy has
invested heavily in creating humane working environments for employees through
blameless, remote-friendly environments. Etsy also encourages a Thank You culture,
where others’ achievements of contributions are regularly and publicly acknowl‐
edged. IT has a reputation for being a thankless job: invisible when it is working well
but called out immediately when there are issues or outages. This is not a humane
environment for people to work in, so in addition to being blameless in response to
incidents, Etsy actively encourages saying “thank you” when things go well.

7 https://www.etsy.com/mission
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The Importance of Gratitude
“Thank you” or gratitude culture is a critical part of building and improving relation‐
ships. Recognizing that others are contributing of their own free will helps people to
connect to something larger than themselves as individuals.
Studies have shown that gratitude has significant benefits, including:8
Improved health
Stronger immune systems and lower blood pressure;
Improved resilience
More ability to handle adversity;
Increased positive emotions
Higher levels of happiness, joy, and contentment;
Decreased negative emotions
Lower levels of loneliness and isolation;
Increased collaborative and cooperative behaviors
Higher levels of generosity and compassion.
Tools and culture can and do influence each other throughout the
lifecycle of an organization. Paying attention to these interactions
can help both improve your culture and make your tool usage
more effective. Consider:
• What behaviors do you want to encourage among your
employees?
• How do people work around or against existing tools or work‐
flows?
• How can tools be used to encourage specific behaviors or
values?

Because public communication is encouraged throughout not only the engineering
organization but the whole company as well, team-wide emails or instant messages
are sent frequently when people want to acknowledge their coworkers for something.
People and teams get thanked for fixing bugs, adding features, contributing some‐

8 Robert Emmons and Robin Stern, “Gratitude as a Psychotherapeutic Intervention,” Journal of Clinical Psychol‐

ogy 69, no. 8 (2013).
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thing to open source, helping unblock someone who was stuck, or even updating
documentation. As Jon Cowie, Staff Operations Engineer, revealed:
One really nice example of ‘Thank You’ culture is that in our staff directory there’s a
button where you can nominate somebody for an “Etsy Value Award” for exemplifying
one of our stated values. It goes to the recipient and their manager, and gives the
sender a nice way to recognize somebody whose work they’ve appreciated, or who’s
helped them a lot.

This culture helps foster empathy and closeness, which enables people to work more
effectively together, makes them less likely to blame each other later, and creates a
more humane environment for all employees.

A Culture of Blamelessness
As mentioned in Chapter 4, blameless environments are defined by individuals being
encouraged to share stories and to take on the responsibility of improving safety.
John Allspaw, Etsy’s current CTO, wrote of Blameless PostMortems and a Just Culture
in May 2012, describing the transformation of handling errors and mistakes through
this blameless approach.
Failure happens. Accepting this as a normal part of business is a first step toward
defusing emotional situations. Rather than taking the traditional approach of ascrib‐
ing this failure to human error with corrective actions of firing, creating more barri‐
ers to prevent an individual from doing an action, or assigning more training to the
individual, Etsy takes a more systemic approach. Etsy attempts to balance safety and
accountability by encouraging the telling of the story through blameless postmortems.
Within a postmortem created with Etsy’s Morgue tool, individuals are encouraged to
give a detailed account of:
• timeline of actions and events;
• effects observed;
• expectations;
• assumptions; and
• outcomes and decisions.
Etsy encourages this behavior by committing to not punish individuals for sharing
their stories and giving them authority to improve safety by recounting how the
events happened. With fear not inhibiting knowledge sharing, individuals become
more accountable for their actions, helping to create a safer environment so that oth‐
ers don’t repeat the same mistakes.
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Being Remote-Friendly
Etsy has an international audience. This means that their applications need to be
available 24/7. To create a more humane environment for the individuals supporting
the application, this is split across multiple time zones, allowing a greater number of
people to be working during their local business hours. This has the additional bene‐
fit of creating a greater pool of potential employees to hire from, rather than only
considering people living in a couple of locations.
Several tools are used to enable this kind of culture, including IRC for instant mes‐
saging or chat, email for longer-form text communication, and Vidyo for video con‐
ferencing and collaboration. Etsy practices the idea of communicating as “remote by
default,” where even people who are local to the same office will use one of these tools
whenever possible, rather than simply speaking face to face.
Because the tools are integrated into so much of the environment and workflows,
there is relatively little overhead in communicating with these remote-friendly tools.
This has the enormous benefit of keeping remote employees in the loop, informed of
the decisions being made and able to participate in the conversations taking place.
This enables people to work from wherever they are most comfortable, with the
exception of a few positions such as data center technicians, who must be relatively
close to the data centers. Comfortable employees are happier with the company, and
being allowed to work in a manner that is most effective for them improves both their
health and productivity.
In addition to remote-friendliness, organizations can use tools in a
variety of ways to improve the lives and workflows of the people
using them. Things to keep in mind include:
• How do tools increase or decrease employee comfort?
• How flexible are your tools? How much can they be custom‐
ized?
• How do tools impact how people communicate on a daily
basis?

Tools Enforcing Practice
Tools play an enormous part in enforcing and encouraging the practices at Etsy. Etsy’s
remote-friendly culture means that establishing the devops compact and repairing
any misunderstandings that occur as part of multiple people working together
requires more explicit practice. The cost of additional work toward communication
allows for a humane environment to support a 24/7 on-call rotation across multiple
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time zones. In order to embrace the learning organization and treat people equally,
they have adopted strategic processes around communication.
Ad hoc coding sessions and informal in-person conversations are not available as
information transfer when supporting remote employees. This means a lot of com‐
munication is done in a written recorded format. People email when decisions are
made; changes, outages, or issues happen; and to share innovations. Employees rely
on creating filters to limit the amount of email, and find it useful to have a searchable
archive of all communication.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) is also critical to the remote-friendly culture fostered
by Etsy. Chat bots update channels with information about deploys, alerts, and con‐
figuration changes. The chat bots also promote systems interaction—for example, to
silence Nagios alerts for upcoming planned maintenance or for code review. Chat
bots are also used to promote “thank you culture” by giving each other “pluses” and
endorsements.
Most discussion happens in public channels. Channels are transparent and open,
allowing for people to pop in to other teams’ channels. Work and less-work-related
channels are available, as it is recognized that people have more than just work inter‐
ests. Real-time chat is understood to be potentially interrupting and intrusive, so it’s
not a problem if people sign out or turn off notifications to get some work done.
Each Etsy employee has a Vidyo client, and remotes have a webcam and headset.
Space has been set aside with big-screen TVs and Vidyo hardware to minimize the
friction of video conferencing. This “ops cave” was a channel set up by the mostly
remote operations team. This permanent Vidyo call setup in the ops team area allows
remotes to dial in to whenever they want to hear and see what’s going on in the office,
or show off their cats. Being able to overhear the ambient noise and chatter helps
them drop in to conversations of interest and feel much more included in the team
and culture.
Documentation is embraced as a way of doing things at Etsy. For the most part, wiki
pages using Atlassian’s Confluence software are accurate and up to date—obviously
not all pages, but keeping documentation updated is strongly encouraged (especially
things like on-call runbooks). Many people take the time to do this. While some com‐
panies hesitate to write documentation, saying that it gets out of date too quickly to
be useful, Etsy has found that “best-effort wiki updating” has done well enough for
them in practice.

Buy or Build
Etsy shies away from the practice of using the latest and shiniest new technologies
simply because they are new and interesting. Most of the tools they use are what they
already have that is known to work. More information on this philosophy can
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be found in former Etsy engineer Dan McKinley’s blog post called Choose Boring
Technology. The idea is that focusing on implementing new and untested technolo‐
gies takes time and energy away from innovation on the actual product features,
which is where the company’s focus ultimately is.
Etsy greatly values what they call “generosity of spirit,” which means giving back to
the community in as many ways as possible. This can take the form of blog posts,
speaking at conferences, mentoring other employees, or contributing to open source
projects, either their own or someone else’s. This is seen in their tendency to opensource most of the tools that they ended up developing as in-house solutions.
The general approach for tool selection includes answering the fol‐
lowing questions:
• Can we do this using a tool we already know and have exper‐
tise in? Is there a compelling reason not to?
• Is there an existing tool that meets our needs? If yes, use that
tool.
• Is there a tool that mostly meets our needs and can be exten‐
ded or customized? Is the tool open source?
• Is there a need or ability, time, and desire to write something
ourselves?
• Is the scope of the problem necessary and also external?

Etsy uses and has contributed back to the community for a number of tools, includ‐
ing Nagios, Chef, Elasticsearch, and Kibana. Tools do get replaced if they stop work‐
ing to the capacity that is required. Etsy wanted to monitor their networking
equipment, and has minimal time to monitor when a new device was brought up. At
the time Etsy was using Cacti, but the complexity and manual configuration led to
developing and releasing FITB.
Border gateway protocol (BGP) monitoring, site monitoring, and synthetic testing
are all areas where Etsy selected external services or software due to the nature of the
problem space. Looking at BGP monitoring as an example, this made sense to Etsy
because BGP monitoring involves monitoring all of the external traffic flows to
understand the impact and troubleshooting of routing across networks. There were
better uses of their network engineers’ time than re-creating such a complex monitor‐
ing service that already existed elsewhere, so this was a case when it made clear sense
to use an existing tool.
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Considering Automation
Over the years, Etsy has done a lot of work to automate various workflows and
processes in areas where manual processes were causing problems. One key example
of this was seen in the Introduction, where a manual, error-prone deployment pro‐
cess that took multiple hours and was incredibly difficult to roll back was replaced
with a more streamlined automated deployment tool, Deployinator. This was not a
one-shot change, but rather an iterative process, which has been the case for most of
Etsy’s automation.
As another example, consider the process of building new servers. Because Etsy runs
in their own data centers, not in the cloud, server builds used to be a very manual
process, taking hours or even days from when a server was racked to when it was
ready to be put into production. The first automation was a collection of a few simple
Ruby scripts that dealt with some of the biggest pain points, such as configuring
switches and VLANs. Over the next few years, more features were added, bugs were
fixed, and more pain points were automated so that now the tool includes a web
interface where any engineer, not just members of the ops team, can specify the hard‐
ware profile and Chef role and get a new server into production within minutes.
However, Etsy engineers do not try to blindly automate all the things for the sake of
automation. They are aware of the leftover principle,9 which states that because only
the nonautomated tasks are left for human operators to do, these leftover tasks are
either too complex or uncommon to automate or too simple or uneconomic to auto‐
mate. This can lead to what is known as deskilling, where so many tasks are automa‐
ted away that people will forget how to do them such that over time their skills in
those areas will decrease.
Automation can be a great benefit in many situations, allowing for
less time to be spent on manual, repetitious tasks and cutting down
on errors. It is not a panacea, however. When thinking about auto‐
mation, ask yourself:
• What are your biggest pain points?
• What can and cannot be automated?
• Should certain aspects of workflows be automated at all?
• How will you handle it if the automation you create breaks?

9 Tom Limoncelli, “Automation Should Be Like Iron Man, Not Ultron,” ACM Queue, October 31, 2015.
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Measuring Success
In order to deliberately experiment and encourage learning, Etsy has put a high value
on transparency and monitoring. The plethora of tools and processes that have been
shared expose the strength of this focus. From monitoring system-level performance
to business-level metrics, Etsy strives to gather as many data points as possible. This
data is made transparent to employees so even individuals without a deep operational
understanding can draw insights and conclusions toward iterative improvements.
This focus did not develop overnight.
Michael Rembetsy joined Etsy in 2008. He and his team would discover issues
through posts on Etsy’s customer forums, as there was no real monitoring in the
organization at the time. Frequent downtime and reactive discovery led to Rembetsy
and other leadership identifying a more sustainable way to run the platform. Rather
than trying to plan out a completely exhaustive solution all at once, they began with a
minimum viable monitoring solution, starting with the basics of a monitoring solu‐
tion that would have the greatest impact on customer experience.
There wasn’t a clear path on exactly which tools were needed, so they experimented.
The goal was about getting insight into what was going on with the site, applications,
and all the interlocking components. They selected Nagios, Cacti, and Ganglia to start
with due to their familiarity with the platforms, the resulting speed of implementa‐
tion, and low cost (free).
Over time with frequent iteration and evolution, Etsy has embraced a “measure any‐
thing, measure everything” practice. In addition to planning out ahead of time what
they wanted to measure, they also made it easy for any individual to get any metric
that could be visualized as a graph monitored after the fact. They developed and
released StatsD, a network daemon that runs on the Node.js platform that listens for
statistics sent over UDP or TCP and can aggregate to pluggable backend services like
Graphite. Data is flushed every 10 seconds, allowing for near-real-time data collec‐
tion.
There is a shared goal of creating and delivery software. Different teams build moni‐
toring according to their needs. There are no gatekeepers of monitoring; everyone is
encouraged to contribute as much as they need or can. With regards to monitoring,
they have an explicit understanding:
• If you have questions, ask someone.
• If it causes production problems, the ops team will talk about what you need to
resolve the issues.
As an example of the devops compact in action, Daniels described the process of
operations working with a very different team, in this case the frontend infrastructure
team, to resolve alerts that were paging her. After getting paged in the middle of the
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night for disk space on a server (every sysadmin’s favorite alert to get), she realized
that this team had been logging to a disk partition that was much smaller than the
standard partition where most logs were stored.
Upon realizing this, she was able to talk with that team about operational best practi‐
ces for logging, point out some documentation that existed on it, describe the issues
that were happening, and suggest a couple of solutions. The frontend infrastructure
team then chose and implemented the solution that worked best for them. This com‐
bination of blamelessness and information sharing is a key part of creating and main‐
taining a culture of understanding.
Monitoring and alerting are key parts of every software environ‐
ment, as well as areas where effective tool usage can have enormous
benefits. Be sure to consider:
• How do your tools differentiate between monitoring and alert‐
ing?
• How will your tools and processes handle the different moni‐
toring needs of different teams?
• How flexible and customizable are your monitoring and alert‐
ing solutions?

Motivations and Decision-Making Challenges
As is evident in both of these case studies, decisions around the tools that people use
day-in and day-out are not ones to be made lightly. Company newsletters, main‐
stream media, and conference booths will display lists and articles covering the “best”
tools for a devops toolchain. How can you tell the difference between a company try‐
ing to sell a solution that could be effective in your environment versus a company
trying to get in on the devops trend?
Tooling is important to how work gets done but is not in any way the only considera‐
tion. There is no “devops as a service” that you can buy that is an all-encompassing
solution to all your work-related problems. It’s important to understand that while
tools impact culture, they do not replace it, so be wary of anyone trying to sell you a
“bespoke devops solution” that sounds too good to be true—it probably is.
Other motivations outside of our own goals and ambitions come in the form of our
interpersonal relationships, such as an organization going with vendor X over any
other solution because vendor X took them out to a sporting event and a nice dinner,
or the person making the decisions having a friend with a new startup that they want
to support.
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Tools also might end up getting chosen because they have a good reputation in one
way or another; as the saying goes, “Nobody ever got fired for buying IBM.” Under‐
standing the motivations behind how decisions get made in your environment can
help to inform how these processes might be improved.

Sparkle Corp Effective Tool Usage
“I really found your demo days pretty interesting and educational,” said George. “I
noticed that you were using a virtual machine on your laptop and managing it sepa‐
rately from the code. Have you tried using Test Kitchen to create a project to manage
your virtual machine? The ops team uses it when testing out new implementations of
services. That way we can replicate whatever any individual on the team has done.”
“No, I hadn’t heard of Test Kitchen before. I would love to see what it would involve,
especially if it can cut down on spinning up a custom crafted virtual system,” said
Alice.
“Essentially, we start out with the ChefDK. That’s the Chef development kit. It’s
already baked into all laptops provided to employees at the company,” said George. “It
sounds like we should coordinate with the IT team and make sure that the documen‐
tation is updated about the local development environment for the company. As an
operations engineer it was in my new hire documentation. I didn’t realize that other
teams weren’t using it.”
George illustrated the ease of setting up a quick Chef cookbook with a precreated Test
Kitchen template mirroring the customizations that Alice, Geordie, and Josie had
done for MongoDB installation.
“Now, I can commit this back to our centralized Git environment, and any of you can
pull down the project to work with it,” said George.
Alice tested this out by cloning the project and using the kitchen commands as
George had done. After the OS image had synced, she quickly had a test environment
up on her local laptop.
“This could be done with MySQL as well, and then we could more quickly evaluate
one solution over another with real metrics,” said Josie.
“How about we split up into two teams pairing up to get this plugged into our Jenkins
cluster? That will let us test pulling the software project down to each platform and
evaluate them simultaneously,” said George.
In the end, everyone decided that sticking with MySQL made the most sense based
on the operational costs. The visualized metrics helped their respective teams see the
value of staying with MySQL in the environment. Chef, git, and Jenkins allowed
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everyone involved to share their work rather than duplicating effort, making it much
easier for people from different teams to work together.
The collaborative approach allowed the team to get the reviews application into an
initial demo within a week, so the development team could invest more time with the
security team in planning their harassment-detection algorithms. The open and
ongoing communication helped everyone feel that their voices had been heard and
considered, making this a collaborative group decision.

Summary
Ensure you have a clearly defined set of values for your organization. Etsy has a very
clear, compelling set of values for the company, and this has helped guide their deci‐
sions around the tools and technologies that they use as well as how they’re used in
people’s day-to-day work.
Distill practices based on of the current activities you observe in your team. The prac‐
tices observed at both Etsy and DramaFever were:
• Blameless environments
• Experimentation and iteration
• Incremental improvement
• Learning organizations
Once you’ve identified your current activities and practices, you’ll be able to deter‐
mine whether your practices match your values. If you say that you value open
source, for example, but end up more often than not choosing closed source vendor
solutions or not giving people time to make open source contributions at work, this
can be a sign of a mismatch between values in theory and those in practice.
Choose tools based on your culture, skill level, and needs. Your tool selection will
vary over time. Having different technical or business needs from other organizations
or individuals happens even when you share culture and values. Despite how many of
the same values and practices we see in the two case studies, DramaFever ended up
with a rather different set of tools. Neither company is universally “right” or “better”
overall; you have to know what is right for your organization at the time your deci‐
sions are made.
Understand that changes in your culture and tool effectiveness do not happen over‐
night. Etsy has been working on their monitoring initiatives since 2008, and will
continue to hone the craft of their code as they continue to iterate. The rich set of
tools they have contributed to the community are not drop-in solutions that will
solve your particular problems, although they may help. Change will take time and
continued practice.
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Know that measuring your progress is critical to obtaining success. If you are at a
zero-monitoring state, this is one area you need to spend significant time on. Take
more advantage of the benefits that monitoring can offer by reading Jason Dixon’s indepth book Monitoring with Graphite (O’Reilly). This book and several other great
sources of information are listed in Chapter 20.
Finally, keep in mind that tools are not completely separate from the other three pil‐
lars of effective devops. Ultimately, tools are used by people, to help them work with
other people, to create solutions for people, and we cannot remove this human side
from the tooling equation. Tools can impact and be impacted by how we work and
interact, and all of these factors and interactions must be considered in order to bring
about significant, lasting change.
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CHAPTER 13

Tools: Misconceptions and Troubleshooting

In this chapter, we will cover misconceptions and troubleshooting that can arise
around various scenarios related to selecting and utilizing tools in a more general
sense. This does not include troubleshooting of specific tools or technologies, as that
would be far beyond the scope of this book, but rather the decision-making processes
and various tooling workflow problems.

Tools Misconceptions
Many misconceptions on devops-related tooling comes down to the importance of
particular tools to a devops solution.

We Use Technology X, but Everyone Else Is Using Technology Y; We
Must Change to Technology Y as Soon as Possible
As mentioned in Part I, devops is a cultural movement. Culture includes the technol‐
ogy stack, and wholesale changes—especially when driven by mandates from man‐
agement—have a cost that decelerates the organization as a whole. Prior to retiring a
particular technology, recognize the tools in the environment that have been part of
the existing culture, understand individuals’ experiences with those tools, and
observe what is similar and different between others’ experiences. This examination
and assessment helps clarify what changes need to be made and whether they need to
be made right now.
The one exception to this is upgrades. Upgrades to technology are necessary. The
longer you hold off on upgrading, the more debt you incur based on the reliability
and testing of compatible upgrade paths. Upgrade too soon, and you could be doing
quality assurance testing for the product. Upgrade too late, and you might find the
corner cases based on sunset technology.
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Copying the tools you see in successful organizations will not nec‐
essarily lead to the same observed outcomes in your organization.
Focus on the process, not on the outcomes. If technology X works
in your environment, use it.
The presence of a particular tool or technology doesn’t mean that
you can’t have a successful devops initiative. Using IRC instead of
Slack or Hipchat, running servers on bare metal instead of in the
cloud somewhere, or having a PHP monolith instead of Go micro‐
services do not preclude devops ideas. So much of the movement is
about culture and how people work together, and if you can get
people to collaborate just as well with a 20-year-old chat program
as with a brand new one, that is more important than which chat
program you end up going with.

Using Technology X Means We’re Doing Devops
There are certainly groups or types of tools and technology that can greatly help with
devops initiatives. We’ve used version control and infrastructure automation as key
examples, but it’s important to understand why they can be so valuable and how that
value relates to the human side of software development work.
Infrastructure automation, for example, allows employees to make changes in a more
streamlined, reliable way, reducing the risk and friction around making changes.
But without allowing for these impacts on the human side of things, the technological
impacts will be greatly reduced. If you start using infrastructure automation but
maintain old legacy change control processes that were pain points for developers,
you won’t see the true benefits that infrastructure automation has to offer. No tool on
its own can fix a broken culture. In order to use tools effectively, you need to look at
how people use tools and why, what they are trying to get done, and how tools can
help or hinder those efforts.
Simply adding Chef or Docker or Slack or any other tool frequently discussed in rela‐
tion to devops does not mean that you are “doing devops,” because tooling is just one
part of how we work together. It’s not the presence or absence of a tool that will make
or break a devops initiative, but how those tools help or hinder your culture.

We Have to Make Sure We Don’t Choose the Wrong Tool
Some people worry that choosing the “wrong” tool will have dire consequences, caus‐
ing a project or even an organization to fail. This fear can be exacerbated by vendors
claiming that you “must” use their products or solutions in order to be doing devops.
It is only natural to want to make sure your decisions won’t be ones that have signifi‐
cant negative impact.
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This much emphasis on the particulars of tools is misguided; rather, you should be
giving more attention to how you use tools throughout your organization and what
can be learned from the positive and negative aspects of that usage. You won’t fail
because you chose the wrong tool; you will fail if you choose the wrong way to think
about the tool to choose.
To use infrastructure automation as an example, it is unlikely that choosing Chef over
Puppet (or vice versa) will have a significant impact on the overall success or failure
of your infrastructure automation project. There are certainly small implementation
details or particular use cases that may benefit more from one versus the other, but in
terms of the big picture, how you use an infrastructure automation tool is going to
have a much more significant impact than which tool you chose.
If you understand the principles of how to use tools appropriately, when automation
can be beneficial versus when it isn’t, how to choose new tools and implement their
usage within your organization, you will be able to continue making tooling decisions
to the best of your abilities and, more importantly, learning from your experiences.
This will ensure that you are able to adapt based on the ever-changing landscape of
new tools and technologies, so that even if you do choose a tool that turns out not to
be an optimal choice, you will not have wasted too many resources or end up stuck
with that tool forever. Being able to reason, learn, and adapt your tool usage is far
more critical than simply trying to choose the “best” tool in the first place.

You Can Buy Devops-in-a-Box or Devops-as-a-Service
The growing influence and popularity of devops have led to a rapid increase in the
number of vendors adding devops-related buzzwords to their marketing copy as a
way of trying to get in on the trend. It can be hard sometimes to separate marketing
hype from reality, especially if you are brand new to many of these ideas and over‐
whelmed by the sheer number of products trying to sell devops to you.
To maintain a more balanced view, consider the four pillars; in addition to tooling,
consider collaboration, affinity, and scaling. It might make sense to have various tools
be “in a box” or “as a service,” but as we’ve shown throughout this chapter, simply
having the latest cool devops tools is not enough; you have to use them effectively to
be successful.
Devops is about so much more than just tools. How do you sell collaboration as a
service? Not a tool that can aid with particular collaboration or communication prob‐
lems, but the actual act of people working together? What about getting different
teams to sit down and discuss their differing goals, priorities, and pain points? You
simply cannot buy these things in a box or as a service. Ultimately, so much of the
changes that you will need to make come down to getting the people in your organi‐
zation aligned, creating and maintaining that shared understanding that we’ve
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described as the devops compact, and those sorts of changes have to be made inter‐
nally to your organization.
There are lots of great tools and services. Many companies provide solutions that
solve real problems. Keep the four pillars and their interactions and intersections in
mind when evaluating and ask yourself if they may be promising something that it
doesn’t even make sense for them to be able to deliver. (If you replace all instances of
“devops” in their marketing copy with “people working well together” and it sounds
ridiculous, it’s probably not something you should be buying.)
Ultimately, you will have to do the hard work yourselves, with your own people and
teams, figuring out what works and doesn’t work for your own organization. Lasting
overall cultural change cannot be bought, it has to be created from within.

Tools Troubleshooting
Keep in mind when troubleshooting your usage of technology that these are tools,
not toys; ultimately you should be trying to choose tools that help you solve prob‐
lems, not because you just want to try them or because everyone else is using them.

We’re Trying to Find the Best Practices for Technology X
It may seem comfortable to seek out the best practice for a particular problem set, but
this mindset sets the stage for future problems. When we choose the “best” solution,
when it doesn’t work out as expected we turn to ways to deal with the cognitive disso‐
nance, which often turns into blame. Here are a few key strategies to apply before div‐
ing into solving a problem:
• Identify what the state of the problem is now.
• Identify the musts and nice to haves.
• Identify the individuals and teams that have critical information, and work with
them to further qualify the problem. The goal here is to not figure out all the pos‐
sibilities, it’s to figure out what parts of the problem need to have flex, and what
parts are critical foundations for what you are trying to do. Having a diverse team
with analytical, lateral, and critical thinkers will ensure that you have just enough
“what ifs” in your process to discover potential problems without stagnating.
In this identification process, you will discover a particular pattern to the problem.
Once you have that pattern, compare it to your available options. Are the options
nonviable? What are the consequences of choosing one of those options? What are
the consequences of creating something completely new?
Make a decision, documenting the decision process so that it’s clear that there was a
conscious decision; what flex factors you considered as potential future improve‐
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ments; and what foundational concerns informed these decisions. It’s also important
to keep in mind that planning is an integral part of using any tool or technology,
especially when that technology involves automation. As much benefit as automation
can have, without proper planning you can end up automating a faulty process and
make things worse than they were before.
Parallel with the decision and resulting work, ensure that individuals are spending
enough time walking through and documenting the “what if?” conditions. In this
way, your team can discover a solution that works now, has buy-in, and will be pre‐
pared for change as technology evolves and grows as well as prepared for failures in
the system as unforeseen problems arise.

We Can’t Get People to Agree on One Particular Tool
Within smaller organizations, it can be tempting to try to get agreement from every
single person on which tools to use and which to get rid of, and at small enough start‐
ups, that might even be possible. As team and organization sizes grow, however, this
will get more and more difficult, and at a certain level of organizational size and com‐
plexity, it won’t even be practical to solicit feedback from every single individual who
will be using a particular tool in a timely manner, let alone get everyone to agree.
Once you’ve accepted that unanimous agreement simply isn’t possible at any kind of
scale, you can move on to finding which solutions make sense for the most use cases.
You’ll want to figure out which people will be using tools on a day-to-day basis and
optimize for their needs and use cases, rather than focusing on people who will only
use a tool occasionally. It will probably make sense to put together a test group, com‐
prising a few people who likely represent the majority of the common use cases for
this tool. You might also consider allowing people to be beta testers to help evaluate
potential solutions.
Many technologists can be resistant to change, and you might find that people are
vocally opposed to having a new tool introduced or an existing one being replaced
simply because it isn’t what they are used to, rather than any specific problem with it.
Consider having a structured way in which people can give feedback about tools they
work with that tries to identify how frequently they encounter issues and what those
specific issues are, and remember that those who complain the loudest aren’t neces‐
sarily the majority opinion.
While flexibility is certainly important, in some areas it might make sense to have cer‐
tain tools that are non-negotiable within a team or organization. For example, if there
are certain tools that enable you to maintain SOX, PCI, or some other kind of compli‐
ance, it is reasonable to insist that everyone who works within that scope use those
tools. You’ll probably want to keep these mandatory tools to a minimum, but there
are certainly areas where it makes sense to have them.
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We’ve Decided to Adopt (or Retire) Technology X, but People Are
Resisting Using It (or Giving It Up)
How open people are to using a new tool in their work may depend a great deal on
the process by which that particular tool was selected. If you have a situation where a
top-down decision was made, perhaps by a manager who has much less experience
with a given tool or workflow than their individual contributor reports, there might
be very valid reasons why people don’t want to use the new tool. Research into what
problems you’re trying to solve and working with people who will be using this tool
most frequently as described earlier can go a long way toward avoiding this kind
of situation.
Pay attention to how you communicate changes and how they are rolled out. If
employee computers are centrally managed to the point where software changes can
be pushed remotely by IT staff, and if people come in one morning to find that a new
piece of software has been installed for them without any kind of explanation for
what it is and, more importantly, why the change was made, they are likely to resist
that change even if the tool does end up being a good solution for them.
Let people know in advance when tooling changes are going to be made that impact
them, and give them opportunities to be part of the process as much as possible. You
might find that people you hadn’t even thought of or known were using a tool have
very strong opinions on it. Once decisions have been made, communicate them well
in advance of changes going into effect, and give people as much time to transition to
the new tool as possible, or to get used to not having it if you are retiring an existing
tool. Explain what factors went into the change, how the choice was made, and let
people know where they can give feedback or report issues.
This applies to both adding new tools and retiring existing tools, and as with so much
else in this book, communication and empathy go a long way in making these
changes sustainable and beneficial.
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PART V

Scaling

CHAPTER 14

Scaling: Inflection Points

This chapter is aimed at examining and overcoming the obstacles within our organi‐
zations at various important points throughout their lifecycles. It might be tempting
to simplify this idea to “devops in the enterprise,” as many people tend to do when
thinking about devops outside of smaller, startup environments. However, this is an
oversimplification—while there are certainly enterprise-specific concerns, many of
which we will address in this chapter, it is more complete and more valuable to
describe how companies change over time, whether that be a startup growing in size
or an enterprise organization splitting in two. Scaling is about the evolution, growth,
and advancement of the organization as a whole throughout its entire lifecycle.

Understanding Scaling
In a team, department, or organization, it’s not always easy to know when a change is
needed or in which direction. Although receiving advice on these transitions in
advance can be helpful, the change can still feel incredibly counterintuitive.
When we view our progress as part of the evolving landscape that can help or hinder
our future endeavors, it can help us to plan, execute, and adjust position with deliber‐
ate intention based on our current state—whether the moves are slow and controlled,
or dynamic leaps. Through experience we learn when and how to change directions,
and to approach different environments with different strategies.
In this chapter, we will take a look at different considerations for the challenges that
come with scaling organizations. We will go into depth on how the previous three pil‐
lars of effective devops interact with different types of scaling problems, and follow
up with some misconceptions and common areas for troubleshooting as we have in
the previous chapters.
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Considering Enterprise Devops
There is no separate “enterprise devops” with different tools and practices that applies
only to companies with a large number of employees. There is not a single definition
of success, with a single outcome that every company and organization should strive
for. Organizations need to be comfortable building strength with the required agility
and balance to navigate change.
The devops compact is just as central to developing strength, balance, and agility
within a large company as it is in smaller organizations. A culture of collaboration
and affinity strengthens “weak ties,” allowing for more information flow throughout
the organization. It is the application or implementation of the principles that differs
in larger organizations, not the principles themselves.
Some have expressed concern that devops principles can be applied only to greenfield
projects at small startups, making it unsuitable for enterprise organizations or legacy
systems with accumulated technical and cultural debt, but the research conducted for
the Puppet Labs 2015 State of DevOps Report showed that this was not the case:
High performance is achievable if you architect with testability & deployability
in mind.

Researchers for the report found that the cultural principles of devops could be
applied to organizations of any size, and that technical principles such as continuous
delivery and improving deployment processes could be applied to any well-designed
and architected software project, even legacy code running on mainframes. A brand
new microservice-based project isn’t going to be successful because it’s new and has
microservices—it has to be well-designed, testable, and easily deployable as well.
These principles apply to all software projects, old and new.

Growing or Shrinking the Organization Strategically with Devops
Successful organizations must know how to scale—that is, to grow or shrink as
needed. Scale can mean different things to different people depending on context. In
this way, scale is another example of a folk model, and in order to effectively discuss it
within your organization or with others you will need to clarify what kind of scaling
you are talking about. For example, scaling might mean:
• Expanding the customer base
• Growing revenue
• Expanding a project or team to meet demand
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• Maintaining or improving a ratio of people to systems or money spent
• Growing faster than competitors
To add confusion to the mix, modifiers give weight to what is being done—for exam‐
ple, “large-scale” systems. What is “large” when managed services allow a single engi‐
neer to quickly deploy and destroy hundreds of systems in minutes rather than
months? Viewed through this lens of the rapidly evolving availability of systems, are
there a set of principles, practices, and technologies that apply only to some subset of
organizations?
In a word, no. To expand upon one of the case studies we introduced in Part IV, we
note that in 2015, Etsy had approximately 800 employees, 1.5 million active sellers,
and 22.6 million active sellers with $1.93 billion annual gross merchandise sales. As
another example, Target in 2015 had approximately 347,000 employees, and $72 bil‐
lion in annual revenue. Despite their differences in size, both companies have adop‐
ted principles and practices based on their current cultures to select the routes that
make the most sense to them today.

Considerations of Deliberate Scaling
Further, trying to identify a single mechanism that solves for all things, especially in
eliminating humans from the system, is fundamentally wrong. In the physical world,
when architects design buildings they are basing their design on years of education
and experience, intuition, and mechanical process. Requirements of building, sur‐
rounding areas, history, and environmental studies all influence the design.
Sketching and 3D models lead to the eventual building of a physical structure that
can be seen and experienced. Prevailing culture influences the way that architects
envision and design buildings and the spaces within.1 There is no one design for a
building that can address all possible requirements in all cases, and this is true for our
own software projects and organizations as well.
It’s dangerous to assume knowledge about systems based on the individual parts of
the system and our own experiences. Building, managing, and using the systems pro‐
duces a rich, complex set of responses from the systems themselves. Complex systems
do not have simplistic, linear failure cases where a singular root cause can be identi‐
fied. There are many factors, and especially the interactions between them, that we
need to take into account when designing and scaling systems.
As an example, a single database server with 50 reads to the same data will respond
differently than 50 reads to different data, depending on the software used and how it

1 Jun’ichirō Tanizaki, In Praise Of Shadows (New Haven, CT: Leete’s Island Books, 1977).
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is configured. When the database is now distributed, no longer on a single server, the
characteristics and behaviors will change again. Don’t assume that past behavior will
predict future behavior.
The experience of managing this database server will likely give individuals knowl‐
edge and experience that they can use to help onboard other people more effectively,
helping grow teams and reduce single points of knowledge. Additionally, simplifying
how individuals should manage the system in a consistent, repeatable way is critical
to reducing complexity. The process of simplification is not itself simple. What works
in one environment may be completely wrong in another environment.

Planning for Scaling
Recognizing how your system should behave, and what matters in the grand scheme
of things right now, allows you to construct a set of prioritized systems for your cur‐
rent environment. Understanding your goals is vital. Is this a learning exercise? Are
you responding to an outage? Are you recovering from a security breach and trying
to reestablish trust?
With software, the craftsmanship of design is discussed, and even the progression of
the field often leads to an architect title. The stories around software architecture
frame our choices, often preventing us from looking at software in entirely new ways.
It’s not that monolithic software structures are bad, or worse than microservices.
Examining technology, process, and conflict strategies ensures we make conscious
decisions about the flexibility and inflexibility within our environments. Making
intentional decisions about flexible hinges within our organization allows us to
approach future change more deliberately, with static or dynamic responses, knowing
we have a strong foundation with appropriate flexibility.

Organizational Structure
Restructuring the way teams are organized may facilitate scaling. Small crossfunctional teams, whose members comprise multiple skill sets (e.g., frontend and
backend development, design, UX, and operations) for a single project or product,
have everything needed to get their product off the ground, allowing for high band‐
width between people working on the same product.
There are also benefits to single-function teams, however, such as greater knowledge
sharing and specialization within a given team or department. If you find that singlefunction teams are still communicating and working well with the rest of the organi‐
zation, don’t reorganize just for the sake of reorganization. No matter the overall team
structure, it’s still critical to have cross-team communication in order to have an
effective organization overall.
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Hierarchical organizations may stifle innovation and make people feel powerless. The
power dynamics and status differences can also facilitate and enhance effectiveness,
however. Organizations that attempt massive reorganization to eliminate hierarchies
may run into problems when the organization is too flat. Complexity within an orga‐
nization should strike the balance between being good for the organization and
inflicting the least harm to employee morale.

Locality
Having organizations or teams distributed across multiple locations will bring into
sharp focus how effective your company’s communication skills are as a whole.
Once you have multiple locations, it will become rapidly apparent how much, if at
all, your communication and decision-making processes depend on being able to
have in-person conversations. If scaling locations is in your short-term to mid-term
future, you’ll be doing yourself a great service by ensuring everyone’s written commu‐
nication skills.
At a more logistical level, having multiple locations will bring a new set of IT- and
infrastructure-related considerations. If only one office or site has access to some‐
thing vital across the board—whether that be modern printers, a dedicated help desk
team, a faster internet connection, or anything else—people working in other loca‐
tions may start to feel like second-class citizens, a situation likely to hurt both morale
and overall productivity. Making sure that the infrastructure between sites can handle
normal workloads and work patterns is key, too.
Understanding cultural nuances, and expectations of customers at a global level, also
informs how to staff local support offices. With rapid technological change and global
competition, determining where your company expends effort to differentiate itself
may require more diverse distribution of people.
In order to grow a company past a certain point, you will have to
figure out how to make distributed teams work. Failing to do so
will slow down your ability to respond and react to changes affect‐
ing your organization, lead to duplication of effort, and decrease
individual and team satisfaction as people struggle to bridge these
distances effectively.

Team Flexibility
A lot of research has been done on effective team size. Teams that are too small gen‐
erally lack the resources to get everything done, usually in terms of person-hours or
knowledge. Larger teams, especially over 9–10 people, with so many different inter‐
personal interactions and relationships, can find it much more difficult to make
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timely and effective decisions. Large teams can also fall prone to groupthink, sup‐
pressing individual dissenting opinions in the interest of overall group harmony,
which can diminish their creativity and problem-solving abilities.
Maintaining a team size of 5–7 people rather than growing the team implies that hir‐
ing people means creating additional teams. More teams means more managers and
leadership. Management is not a promotion, it’s a career change. Promoting from
within is critical to maintaining culture; promote those who are capable and interes‐
ted in a career focused on people.

Too Much Bureaucracy?
One common complaint about larger companies is that there is too much bureauc‐
racy to get anything done. Bureaucracies, defined as the administrative systems that
govern any large institution, have often been criticized for being too complex, ineffi‐
cient, or inflexible. These factors, especially inflexibility, are a large part of why some
believe that devops initiatives cannot work at larger organizations. Much research has
been done over the years in the field of managerial theory about how to eliminate
unnecessary bureaucracy.
Some organizations have taken this to its extreme—most notably Zappos’s move
toward Holacracy, where all decisions are made through self-organizing teams rather
than through a traditional management hierarchy. When Holacracy was introduced,
individuals were encouraged to accept the change or take a generous severance pack‐
age and leave.
Two years after the Zappos announcement about making this transition, 18 percent
of its employees have left. There are few organizations with a typical bureaucracy that
have invited their employees to leave, so it’s unclear whether the severance package
allowed those who left to pursue different passions or goals.
Many Zappos employees have noted that under Holacracy career development is less
clear, and power vacuums end up getting unofficially filled by people with no man‐
agement training or experience. Lack of explicit power structures does not mean that
power differentials won’t exist; they still will, but implicitly and with no formal pro‐
cess for addressing them.
There might be better ways to react to what feels like unnecessary red tape than
implementing Holacracy. As described by Max Weber, bureaucracy developed as a
reaction to earlier administrative systems like monarchies and dictatorships, where
one person’s whims had near-complete control over everyone else’s with little to noth‐
ing in the way of checks and balances. Weber saw bureaucracy as the most efficient
and rational way to organize and control human activity, to a point. Recent work
around values-based leadership seeks to get the benefits of bureaucracy without too
many unnecessary layers of management slowing things down.
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Organizational Lifecycle
We can examine an organization’s lifecycle through two primary lenses:
• Internal and external pressure
• Growth and decline of organizations
There is a fair amount of variety within organizational lifecycles, as new business
models and funding methods offer ways for companies to change, grow, and pursue
success.
Internal pressure in a growth phase takes the form of an organization growing natu‐
rally, hiring employees in order to offer more products, develop more features, work
faster, and serve more customers. There may be preemptive hiring in anticipation of
future growth, or reactive hiring as people start to realize that current personnel are
stretched too thin.
In a decline phase, internal pressure may arise when a company realizes it is not
doing as well as it wants and voluntarily starts to downsize or consolidate. How
effectively it approaches this kind of change can have a great impact on its future
prospects.
External pressure in the decline phase may arise due to national or global economics,
changes in competitive advantage, or a company being acquired for reasons such as
its product or patent portfolios or being split up and sold in pieces to other organiza‐
tions. Again, how effectively and quickly an organization can react to such events can
impact how well it will do in the future and if it is able to recover from such a decline.

Elimination of Vampire and Zombie Projects
Throughout an organization’s lifecycle, it is important to consider whether or not cur‐
rent projects are still adding value to the organization. In growth or decline, identify‐
ing vampire and zombie projects can help the organization wade through change
successfully. Vampire and zombie projects either hold back growth or speed the
organization’s decline. Either way, a time of change in the organization is a great time
to clean house.
Zombie projects are projects that take up time and resources. Everyone knows that
they are “walking dead” projects and yet nobody feels empowered to shut them down,
in some cases due to concerns about job security or how the shutdown will impact
people.
Vampire projects are projects that feed off the resources and energy of other projects.
They’re generally hard to recognize as vampires and difficult to kill because of peo‐
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ple’s beliefs. Sometimes vampire projects arise because of long-standing technical
debt, while other times the project’s creation was based on poor information.
The first thing to do when dealing with vampire or zombie projects
is to talk to all the individuals impacted and get a better under‐
standing of the situation. A lot of times this can help defuse initial
emotional responses that cause the project to linger. Generally peo‐
ple want to work on meaningful projects. Working on a dead
project is not meaningful.

Vampire and zombie projects can both be very difficult, because there are core indi‐
viduals whose lifeblood is essentially feeding the project. They might not even realize
how much of a drain the project is overall for the company. When approached with
the reality of the project, they may feel that they are being attacked personally. Con‐
vincing an individual to abandon “the precious” project to which they have given so
much time and effort will be challenging, but it can have immense returns. The
people who are passionate about projects, already have passion. You don’t have to
instill it in them; you just have to redirect that passion to something that has value for
your company.

The Impact of Release Cycles
Organizations looking to speed up their release cycle often move from a more
waterfall-esque process, where changes take weeks or months, to smaller, more
frequent releases. The faster changes can be made, the faster teams can respond to
external and internal pressures, such as more rapidly fixing bugs and issues that are
discovered.
Failing forward fast makes much less sense in certain areas, however. Two main con‐
siderations:
• How easy is it to release software in general?
• How critical are releases?
As pervasive as the internet is these days, not every piece of software developed is
designed to be immediately available 24/7/365 or to have constantly updating con‐
tent. Understand and weigh the importance and complexity of projects and their
releases in order to figure out what release cycle makes the most sense for each one.
Different projects throughout the organization might work better with different
release cadences.
Mobile applications are in most cases restricted by the release processes of their
respective mobile platforms, whether that be Google Play, Apple’s App Store, or
another. Each application store and platform will have its own rules and restrictions
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and timelines, so it may not be possible to update more frequently than once a week.
(Additionally, consider how often a user will be willing to update a mobile app before
they decide that the frequency of updates is more of a hassle than it is worth—espe‐
cially if each update logs them out of the app.)
Embedded software is even more complicated or time-consuming to push out. Soft‐
ware in cars, for example, often cannot be updated easily, so critical issues in it might
require a massive, expensive, and inconvenient manufacturer’s recall. Software in
devices like televisions or microwave ovens may be less concerning in terms of safety,
but also is not easy to change once it has been released. With more devices having
built-in network connectivity, it’s more possible to push out updates to embedded
software, but devices that are upgradeable over the air have numerous security con‐
cerns that must be considered and addressed.
You must also consider the potential impact of software on the lives of the people
who use it. Paying attention to this can help you plan not only release cycles but other
aspects of work, such as maintenance windows or on-call rotations for projects, based
on their importance.
A social networking site being down, either due to an unplanned outage or to sched‐
uled maintenance, is probably a lot less urgent than a bank’s website being down,
though that hasn’t stopped people from calling emergency services when they
couldn’t get to Facebook!
A bug that incorrectly tells someone that they have zero followers on Twitter is much
lower impact than a bug on an investment website that erroneously tells a customer
that the balances in their investment and retirement accounts are zero.
While breaches of personal information are never anything to be taken lightly, they
are much more severe when social security numbers, credit card data, or health
records are compromised.
How fast you are able to make changes, how fast you need to make changes, and the
potential repercussions of mistakes in those changes all impact the choices that you
will make.
It might seem easier to work on non-web software that isn’t expected to be updated as
quickly, but that might also mean that it’s more difficult to fix bugs that occur. The
more you scale in terms of your customers or product offerings, the larger the magni‐
tude of potential outages or breaches.
A publicly traded company now has to consider the impact that their choices have on
shareholder value in a much more substantial way than a privately held one. Public
companies may have to comply with additional regulations and restrictions, such as
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) in the United States. SOX compliance requires additional con‐
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trols around anything that touches financially material data, which impacts how code
that interacts with this data can be developed and deployed.

Complexity and Change
There are many ways in which the size, complexity, or inflection points of an organi‐
zation’s growth can affect how they approach devops. The bigger or more complex
the organization, the more existing constraints they will likely have to work around
(or with); this is true both for large enterprise environments but also in the public
sector. In these cases, long-standing bureaucracies limit the amount of collaboration
and affinity between teams as well as organizations within governments.
Governments also have more rigid laws that they must consider when adopting dis‐
ruptive technology and practices. Breaking the rules within an organization may have
negative consequences based on bad outcomes; breaking the law has tremendous
consequences regardless of outcomes.
Additionally, depending on the organization within the government, contracts and
incentives may be driving the siloization of development, operations, and other
important teams. If teams have no vested interest in each other’s success, the essential
groundwork to collaborate and cooperate can be additionally challenging.
Still, there is significant value in helping governmental organizations find a way to
limit the focus on risk as with enterprises focusing on outcomes. In the following
stories, we will share how to reduce the time to deliver change and decrease costs to
taxpayers, while recognizing the concerns around legal consequences from bad pro‐
duction releases and the challenges of collaboration and cooperation between teams.

Scaling for Teams
With a shared sense of work, purpose, interdependence, and responsibility for suc‐
cess, the team collaborates effectively. In this section, we’ll look at the different factors
that go into helping teams be their best throughout the lifecycle of an organization.
Organizational structures that lock people into roles or that are fear
driven can lead to a focus on optimizing work for the me, not the
we. Choosing processes and tools that favor an individual can lead
to short-term gains that are not sustainable for the team or organi‐
zation over the long term.
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The leaders who work most effectively, it seems to me, never say “I.” And that’s not
because they have trained themselves not to say “I.” They don’t think “I.” They think
“we”; they think “team.” They understand their job to be to make the team function.
They accept responsibility and don’t sidestep it, but “we” gets the credit. This is what
creates trust, what enables you to get the task done.
—Peter F. Drucker

In large organizations, these factors are sometimes separated into specific roles even
though as individuals we may have overlapping skills and interests. This can lead to
dissonance, as time to build the necessary knowledge is lost. Worse, prestige ladders
can evolve where one role is perceived as more important or better than another, hin‐
dering the actual transmission of information.
How, then, do we diffuse information across large organizations to track decisions
and thus encourage people to feel ownership of or satisfaction in their own work?

Growing Your Teams: Hiring as Scaling
One key element of scaling for teams involves growing those teams. Organizations
will have to consider hiring throughout their lifecycle, but especially in growth pha‐
ses. In this section, we will discuss various considerations around growing teams
effectively within a devops environment.
It is important to note that while this section will discuss aspects of
hiring and retaining teams that are specific to devops environ‐
ments, it is not a guide for hiring some mythical “10x devops engi‐
neer.” Recall from Chapter 13 that devops is not necessarily a job
title.
More than hiring people who simply know about infrastructure
automation or the cloud or containers, organizations and teams
need to focus instead on assessing their specific needs and address‐
ing the interpersonal and cultural aspects of hiring that are key to
creating and maintaining a devops culture.

One concern that frequently arises when growing teams is the cost of training
employees, both in terms of getting junior hires or recent college graduates up to a
level where they can contribute independently as well as providing continuing sup‐
port and growth opportunities for established employees. Without spending time and
money on training and development opportunities, junior members may get stuck
doing grunt work—tasks that nobody else on the team has the time or motivation to
do—rather than being allowed to level up.
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Organizations that view areas like IT simply as cost centers rather than contributors
of value may not create the appropriate budget for hiring, viewing it as unnecessary.
“We should be automating this work rather than hiring people to do it,” they might
say, and while there is certainly value in automation, it will never be a complete
replacement for humans. Not all work can or should be automated, and often, the
more complex automation becomes, the more human intervention is required to
maintain and troubleshoot it when it goes wrong. As discussed in Part IV, no auto‐
mation technique or technology can replace the human components of development,
and automation should not be viewed as just another cost-cutting measure.
People often shy away from hiring more junior candidates because they worry that it
will take too much time for them to get “real” work done, or that more senior team
members will have to spend too much of their time training and mentoring the new
people. However, not being willing to invest in training and growing more junior
candidates will likely lead to a more homogeneous team, as well as creating an envi‐
ronment less supportive of growth and development in general. Also, keep in mind
Brooks’s law: “Adding manpower to a late software project makes it later.” Coined
by software engineer Fred Brooks in his 1975 book The Mythical Man-Month, this
idea, which Brooks himself acknowledges is an oversimplification,2 neatly sums up
how there are costs and overheads to adding more people to a team that need to be
considered.
New team members have a ramp-up time before they are productive, and even the
most experienced or senior engineer will take some time to get used to a new project
and a new code base. There is also the time that existing team members must spend
helping the new people get up to speed, which is time that is taken away from other
work they might be doing. Communication overheads increase rapidly with team
size, and not every task is easily divided into work that multiple people can share.
When you are looking to add more people to an existing project, it is important to
keep these constraints in mind and consider whether or not additional staffing will be
necessary and beneficial.

Subcontracted work
Especially in larger organizations, subcontracted work (often referred to as outsourc‐
ing) is another option that has to be considered. Historically, areas such as IT or oper‐
ations that were viewed as cost centers were seen as prime targets for outsourcing by
organizations looking to cut costs.
One of the most important things to keep in mind is that while you might be saving
in terms of dollars on a budget sheet, there are likely to be increased costs in terms of
decreased collaboration and affinity between individuals and teams. Having some
2 Fred Brooks, The Mythical Man-Month (Boston: Addison-Wesley, 1975).
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teams or departments be outsourced while others remain in-house can be a big
source of conflict within an organization, either directly or indirectly. Here are some
ways that this can manifest, and some solutions for dealing with that conflict:
Outsourcing creating functional silos
One of the biggest problems with silos is the lack of communication and collabo‐
ration between them, where people tend to hoard knowledge and information
while pushing responsibility onto other groups. When one group is outsourced,
they can often feel like nobody is willing to share information with them or keep
them in the loop due to their “outsider” status, so make sure that there are clear
avenues of communication both ways between in-house and outsourced teams.
Using shared communication media (such as a group chat or email list that spans
both teams) or encouraging regular status updates can help ensure that informa‐
tion is being shared.
Outsourced teams having “lower” status
In the workplace social hierarchy, either formal or informal, outsourced teams
can often feel like they have lower status than in-house teams. At an organiza‐
tional level, it can help to try to include outsourced teams in team celebrations
and the like, because people who feel appreciated and like they are part of a
group are often much more motivated at work. On individual and team levels,
keep an eye out for any individuals who treat outsourced employees disrespect‐
fully, and do not tolerate such behavior.
Conflicts of responsibility between in-house and outsourced teams
Whether an in-house team is trying to hoard responsibility for themselves, per‐
haps leaving only menial or tedious work for outsourced teams, or trying to push
responsibility (and oftentimes blame) onto the outsourced group, responsibilities
between teams can be a point of contention here as well. Regularly and clearly
defined responsibilities can help eliminate confusion or tension in this area
(along with regular communication), and finding ways for responsibilities or
projects to be shared between in-house and outsourced individuals if possible
can help foster a more collaborative environment.
While individuals and teams will not be able to fix an organizational attitude that
might view outsourcing as simply another cost-cutting measure, focusing on these
areas can enable them to make sure that their working relationships with outsourced
teams are as effective and collaborative as possible.
Individuals have strengths and weaknesses. These strengths and
weaknesses may become better or worse in association with other
people. When evaluating an individual, it’s important to view them
through the context of the team. Sometimes an individual isn’t
right for a team, but they are great for your organization.
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There is an interesting dynamic that needs to be balanced: ensuring that teams con‐
tinue to grow and evolve while also maintaining the equilibrium and comfort in
knowing the people you work with every day. As an organization grows and declines,
change will be necessary. Within a small startup, everyone knows everyone and can
have that close personal relationship. As the organization grows from 50 to 100 to
more, the binds that tie us to every other individual in the organization weaken.

Retention
In the competitive tech industry, keeping employees is of increasing importance to
employers. Employee retention affects not only team productivity, but morale as well.
Frequently losing coworkers can cause additional stress to the remaining employees
as well as hinting at larger problems with the team or the company. If many employ‐
ees are leaving for reasons like increased salaries at a new position or because they’re
worried about the direction the company is heading, that often doesn’t bode well for
those who stay.
While some reasons employees leave—such as family circumstances causing them to
move away from a position that doesn’t support remote work—aren’t controllable,
there are many factors of retention that are. This section will examine those factors,
and organizations who want to keep the employees they’ve put so much effort into
sourcing and hiring would do well to consider them.

Compensation
Money isn’t everything, and more and more frequently people are choosing healthy
work environments and companies they feel connected to over a larger paycheck.
Even so, people want to feel like they’re being paid competitively. A recent study
found that employees who stay at companies longer than 2 years end up making sig‐
nificantly less money—50 percent less over only 10 years3—over the course of their
careers. Conventional wisdom, especially among individual contributors, says that
the best way to get a substantial raise is to change jobs and negotiate a higher starting
salary from a new company. On average, employees staying at a company can expect
around a 3 percent raise, which is effectively more like 1 percent when taking into
account the 2 percent rate of inflation. Changing jobs, however, they can expect an
increase of between 10 and 30 percent. Even at a company you love, over time that
kind of disparity is hard to ignore.
To help combat this, start by making sure that you are paying competitively from the
beginning. Employers are often tempted to offer the lowest starting salary they can
get away with to help their bottom line. This often disproportionately affects mem‐
3 Cameron Keng, “Employees Who Stay in Companies Longer Than Two Years Get Paid 50% Less,” Forbes,

June 22, 2014.
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bers of minority groups who tend to make notably less on the dollar than white men.
Offering salaries and benefits that are in line with industry averages can help attract
these candidates, many of whom have been significantly underpaid at previous posi‐
tions. Transparency about the salary negotiation process, pay bands (if your company
uses them), and other issues related to compensation can help with retention. People
want to feel like they are being compensated competitively, but also that they are
being treated fairly.
One thing that can help, especially in retaining employees who tend to be penalized
for negotiating salary rather than rewarded for it, is transparency around the process
for raises. Having a clearly defined and publicly (within the company) documented
process is key. A process that relies on people asking or that happens only when man‐
agers think of it is far more prone to unconscious biases than one that happens on a
regular schedule with clearly defined parameters. Having pay bands rather than sim‐
ply relying on managers’ judgments can reduce these kinds of biases as well. Make
sure that everyone, managers and individual contributors alike, is aware of the pro‐
cess around raises (and yearly bonuses, if your company has them) as well as who to
talk to if they have a concern with the process.

Nonmonetary benefits
Being paid competitively and fairly is important, but once employees are compensa‐
ted well enough that they are able to enjoy a good standard of living and save money
for the future without having to worry about their rent check bouncing (especially in
rental markets like New York and San Francisco), nonmonetary compensation can
often be more valuable to them than additional salary increases. For smaller or less
mature companies that might not be able to offer the same salaries that more heavily
funded or more profitable ones can, these kinds of perks can be a good way to attract
and retain talent, especially diverse talent that hasn’t been afforded the opportunities
to be able to pay rent in such expensive areas.
It is important to note that when we talk about perks, we are not talking about things
like beer fridges and ping-pong tables in the office. Those kinds of “perks” tend to
create an atmosphere more resembling a frat house than a professional office space,
and can be a deterrent for people who feel uncomfortable in such an environment,
whether that be women, nondrinkers, or people who simply don’t want to play table
sports at work. Meals, especially healthy ones that include options for a variety of
dietary restrictions, can be a plus, but be wary of offering breakfasts and especially
dinners as perks, as those meals tend to indicate a culture where people are expected
to arrive early and work late on a regular basis.
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Benefits you might consider include:
Remote opportunities
Whether to attract a wider range of candidates or retain employees who need to
move from one of your company’s offices (e.g., moving away to have children, to
be near parents, or to have a cheaper cost of living), offering the ability to work
remotely can be a big benefit.
Educational opportunities
These might take the form of bringing instructors onsite, sending employees to
conferences or training seminars so they can learn new skills or improve existing
ones, or providing tuition or textbook reimbursements for people who are seek‐
ing continuing education in fields relevant to their profession. Personal and pro‐
fessional development are important to people, so providing them opportunities
(as well as time) to pursue these opportunities can be a great benefit.
Flexible work hours
Unless there is a legitimate reason for requiring people to work specific hours, a
little flexibility can go a long way. This, like remote work, shows trust in the
employees and teams and respects their lives and responsibilities outside of work.
Flexible hours can allow people to pursue hobbies, avoid rush-hour commutes,
or take care of family and household responsibilities while getting their work
done at times that are convenient for them and the rest of their team.
Work–life balance
Continually working 50–80 hour weeks has a negative impact on overall produc‐
tivity, not a positive one. Make sure that employees are allowed and encouraged
to come into and leave the office at reasonable times, and to not spend their time
at home working or checking email constantly as well. One of the best ways to do
this is to provide good examples from management—employees who see their
supervisor emailing them at 10 pm or 5 am may feel pressure to respond that late
or early, whether that pressure is intentional or not. If employees are on-call, pro‐
viding extra time off for each on-call shift can be a great benefit also.
Paid leave
Make sure that your company provides vacation time and that people are using
it. Outside of whatever holidays are required by the laws in your country, try to
avoid mandating when vacation days should be used. For example, providing 10
days of vacation but requiring that 8 of them be taken during the weeks around
Christmas and New Year’s leaves only 2 vacation days for the other 50 weeks of
the year—which is far from ideal (especially considering not everyone celebrates
Christmas). For companies considering unlimited vacation policies, an article by
Mathias Meyer, CEO of the TravisCI continuous integration company, explains
how those can also be problematic.
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Retirement plans
At the bare minimum, organizations should offer employees the opportunity to
contribute to a retirement plan such as an IRA or 401(k). In addition, consider
matching employee contributions up to a certain percentage; with fewer and
fewer employers doing so these days, this can be a very valuable and competitive
benefit if you can afford it. If you cannot, consider doing something like bringing
a financial advisor onsite a few times a year to provide complimentary advising
sessions to employees.
Health insurance
While some form of health insurance is standard for most full-time employees,
health insurance plans can vary widely in their coverage, especially in the United
States. More competitive benefits will include a wide range of plans for employ‐
ees to choose from, dependent coverage, domestic partner benefits, and transinclusive healthcare. It can also be a bonus to have the organization pay all
monthly costs rather than having those come out of employees’ paychecks, or
offering access to an online health concierge service to answer employees’ medi‐
cal and insurance-related questions.
Casual dress code
Employers who relax the office dress code reduce long-term and upfront expen‐
ses for employees without incurring costs. While business dress may come across
as more professional, any tasks that expose individuals to weather or that are
physically demanding will affect professional clothing more than casual. For
some individuals, having the freedom to choose clothing is one measure of
autonomy. In an environment with rigid hierarchies, this is one way to effect
change within the organization. When employees at different levels dress more
casually, they are more likely to interact with one another, strengthening relation‐
ships across the organization.
Transportation benefits
Transportation benefits can include prepaid transit passes, company bus, bike
lockers, and even valet parking. By providing mechanisms to ease traffic or park‐
ing congestion at the office, employers can reduce the tension that creates com‐
petition between employees while lowering the employee’s commuting costs.
Additionally, within the United States, there are some provisions to transporta‐
tion benefits up to a certain limit tax-free. These benefits include items such as
transit passes, vanpooling, and parking. Check the laws for your area.
Gender-neutral facilities
Providing gender-neutral restrooms creates a more inclusive environment for
individuals who may not match stereotypical expectations of binary gender,
while also improving accessibility for individuals needing assistance. Local laws
will vary with regards to what restrooms and signage are legally required, so this
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may not be possible to do in every location or for every restroom. Wherever pos‐
sible, however, gender-neutral restrooms (and locker rooms or showers, if those
are provided for employee use) will allow a wider range of employees to use
facilities where they feel comfortable and safe.
On-site daycare
Providing on-site daycare can improve overall job satisfaction and attract
employees with young children. With reduced absenteeism due to child-care
issues, no longer do child-free employees bear the cost of covering for parents
both during the day and during on-call shifts.
Overall, employees should not feel like their company is trying to shortchange them
when it comes to monetary or nonmonetary benefits. People who feel that they are
treated fairly, taken care of, and have a process for addressing any questions or com‐
plaints they might have are generally happy employees.

Growth opportunities
Beyond money and work–life balance, one of the biggest reasons that people leave
jobs is a lack of opportunities for advancement.4 Nobody goes into a job expecting or
hoping that it will be a dead-end one. People want opportunities to grow their skills
and to demonstrate that growth, whether that means more independence, more
choice in the projects that they take on, being trusted with bigger projects, or leader‐
ship opportunities.
Keep in mind that leadership doesn’t just mean management. In some companies, the
management track is the only one with clearly defined job levels and the only way
that employees can advance in their career, but many technical ICs have no desire to
go into management. Leadership for these people can mean leading projects and
expanding the impact of their contributions in an organization. Make sure that you
have a way for nonmanagers to advance as well. Ideally, this would mean creating a
technical track with clearly defined levels of individual contributor growth, as well as
a management track.
Having a clearly defined process for growth and promotion is critical for manage‐
ment and individual contributor tracks alike. Make sure that there are definitions of
job levels available to employees, with enough detail that people can see clearly what
they need to do to move from one level to the next. The process for promotion
should be clearly and publicly defined as well. A “process” that consists only of people
getting metaphorically tapped on the shoulder by management can be incredibly
frustrating for employees who don’t get chosen, as well as being rife with opportuni‐

4 Katie Taylor, “Why Do People Actually Quit Their Jobs?” Entrepreneur, July 16, 2014.
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ties for unconscious bias to appear. All employees deserve the opportunity to grow,
not just those who happen to be friends with their boss or the CTO.
Going along with this, make sure that employees have chances to explore different
areas of interest at the company. If a software developer, after several years, wants to
explore an interest in operations or security, for example, they will likely go to
another company to explore that if their current one doesn’t afford them any way to
do so. While managers generally shouldn’t try to poach employees from other teams,
they should be open to the possibilities that people’s interests and career goals will
change and try to work with that whenever possible. Some companies do what they
call “senior rotations,” where employees get to take a few weeks to work on teams
other than their own once they’ve been with the company long enough. Whether in
their current job area or another one, growth throughout the entire course of their
career is very important to people, so providing opportunities for that is necessary if
you want them to stick around.

Workload
In general, people are looking for workloads that are challenging but doable. Con‐
tinuing our discussion of growth opportunities, challenging work that allows people
to test themselves and grow their skills is important to their senses of satisfaction
about their jobs. In Part II, we addressed several different working or collaborative
styles, including starters versus finishers and purists versus pragmatists. If the work
that people are regularly being given doesn’t align well with the type of work they
most prefer to do, that can make their workload feel higher than it is, and disengage‐
ment with the work itself is likely to decrease a person’s happiness and productivity.
Too much challenge can lead to problems. People might feel that their company or
their manager expects too much of them and isn’t willing to give them the time, sup‐
port, or resources they need to get it done, or it might seem like their manager is out
of touch with reality and doesn’t understand how much work they can accomplish. It
might indicate a team that has taken on too much or has an uneven distribution of
work, where some employees are relatively relaxed while others are overworked.
Whatever the reasons, long-term overworking of people (as opposed to a one-off
period of crunch time) can have very negative impacts.
Overworked employees might just end up leaving the company for a different job that
doesn’t require so much of them. Perhaps even less desirable is the possibility that
they will stay, but be suffering from burnout. It is important for managers to regularly
check in with the team as a whole and with individual employees to make sure that
they don’t have an unrealistic amount of work they are trying to take on. Make sure
that employees are taking vacations as needed as well. If a team or individual has just
finished a period of extra work, such as near the end of a project, encourage them to
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take some time off, and make sure that everyone is taking at least one good-sized
vacation (or even “staycation”) per year to avoid burnout.

Burnout
Burnout is a term that refers to long-term exhaustion and lack of interest in work and
often in activities outside of work as well. Symptoms of burnout are very similar to
those of clinical depression, and burnout has even been called a form of depression in
some recent studies. People suffering from burnout may start isolating themselves
from others, pay less attention to their own personal needs, have problems sleeping,
and have feelings of indifference, helplessness, and hopelessness. It often arises from
prolonged periods of stress and overwork, which are far too common in the tech
industry, especially in Silicon Valley startups that idealize the “heroic” hacker or “rock
star” developer. Mental health is as important as physical health, if not more so, and
taking care to avoid burnout should be a priority for every team and every company.

Many tech companies have some kind of on-call position—people whose responsibil‐
ities include carrying a phone or pager and responding to incidents outside of stan‐
dard working hours. It is very important to make sure that on-call is not placing
undue stress on people. If at all possible, make sure that the on-call responsibilities
are shared between at least two people—this is really the bare minimum. Having only
one person on-call 24/7/365 is pretty much asking for that person to get burnt out.
No one person should be forced to give up all their nights and weekends in perpetu‐
ity. Ideally, on-call rotations would be shared between several people, possibly with
several rotations as your company grows, to give every individual adequate time to
catch up on sleep and relax between their shifts.
If people are part of an on-call rotation, make sure they are compensated for it. Some
companies increase the salary of employees who have ongoing on-call responsibili‐
ties, some pay extra for each hour that someone carries a pager or for each off-hours
incident they have to respond to, and some provide extra vacation hours or days for
each on-call shift. If on-call responsibilities are part of a job from the beginning,
make sure that the extent of these responsibilities is clarified up front, so employees
know what they are signing up for and can negotiate their compensation accordingly.
If these responsibilities are added after someone has started, make sure there is an
opportunity for them to discuss the details and compensation with their manager.

Culture and “culture fit”
Culture and culture fit are terms that are so vague that they can be problematic, often
used by people making hiring decisions who seek, either consciously or not, to keep a
certain amount of homogeneity within their team, perhaps hiring people who went to
the same school, like the same sports, or participated in the same fraternity as them.
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This is a misuse of the idea of cultural fit, as it takes very superficial ideas of culture
and uses them to create an atmosphere of exclusivity.
Because so much of devops involves culture and how people work together and relate
with each other, it is important to define these terms in a way that is productive,
rather than exclusive. Culture is better defined as the ideas, customs, and social
behavior of a people or society, and when we look deeper into those areas we can see
how this definition can make or break someone’s desire to stay with a company.
Ideas can mean a lot of different things in the context of a company or a team. Most
broadly, an idea for the company is its value proposition, what it is selling, how it has
chosen to make money. Some companies’ value is essentially in advertising, or selling
user data to advertisers. If someone feels that their company’s values conflict too
much with their own personal ones, or they simply don’t have any interest in what the
company is doing, there is a force driving the individual away from the company
regardless of the company’s success.
Ideas might also be interpreted to mean what is considered valuable in a given orga‐
nization or team. As a typical example, in many organizations, especially before the
idea of devops rose to popularity, operations or IT work was often very undervalued.
IT was seen as nothing but a cost center. Investment in IT was seen as something to
be minimized at all costs, as IT was thought to provide very little to no value to
the company.
Similarly, one might feel devalued by their team or manager. If a few team members
are very buddy-buddy with their supervisor, and if that friendliness leads the supervi‐
sor to listen to them more, the other team members can easily feel that their contri‐
butions aren’t valuable to the team.
Anyone whose ideas are different from the majority might quickly feel this way as
well. We’ve touched previously on considerations for helping to increase the diversity
of a team or organization, but it’s very important to consider the impact that this can
have on people who aren’t “the norm.” A lone woman on a team of men, or a person
of color in an otherwise all-white team, especially on a team that primarily handles
disagreements by way of who yells the loudest, might very well feel that their contri‐
butions are neither heard nor valued.
Customs are the traditional or widely accepted ways of behaving, speaking, or doing
things. Many aspects of a workplace can be viewed as customs in this light, including:
• How work is assigned, and who is responsible for assigning it
• How members of a team or the same level within the company communicate
with each other
• How managers communicate news to their reports
• When people arrive at and leave the office
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• Technical processes for doing work
• How promotions, raises, and bonuses are awarded
One of the problems with customs is that they can be hard to recognize as just one
way of doing things and not the only way, because once people are used to them they
have a tendency to fade into the background. Often it takes a new pair of eyes and a
fresh perspective to point out that there might be a better way of doing something.
It is important to recognize and value these insights; “we’ve always
done it this way” is not a sufficient reason for continuing to do
something. Refusal to change or to even consider new ideas is how
teams and companies stagnate, often leading to them getting
passed over by their competitors. It’s human nature to fear change,
to reject the unfamiliar, but we should recognize this tendency in
ourselves and actively work against it to make sure that we’re hear‐
ing, considering, and choosing the best ideas, not just the ones
we’re most comfortable with.

Company customs regarding promotions, raises, and bonuses merit special consider‐
ation when you’re trying to improve diversity. It bears reiterating that even though we
might not want or notice them, unconscious biases can easily creep in here. If these
sorts of things are awarded solely at a manager’s discretion without people applying,
being encouraged to apply, or something like having all employees of a certain role or
rank being considered, unconscious biases can (and often do) come into play.
Social behaviors, the last major part of culture, cover a wide range of factors in how
people interact. Pay attention to the way people communicate: do more “senior”
employees talk down to or talk over those who are lower in the ranks, or are all ideas
treated with respect regardless of who they came from? Do people tend to interrupt
each other in meetings, or do they wait until others have finished speaking? Is this
true among only peers, or with management as well? When people have disagree‐
ments, how are they resolved—by calm discussions, by consensus, or by people sim‐
ply yelling at and over each other until all but one party has given up out of
frustration? How do decisions get made?
Social behaviors also include ones that we might more often think of when we hear
the word social. How do teams get to know each other or bond? There are many ben‐
efits to better knowing the people you work with, including greater empathy and
more effective communication, but there are more or less effective ways to improve
camaraderie. More corporate environments might opt for some awkward ice breakers
and trust falls, while startups might tend toward a trip to the nearest bar. The most
effective might be something in between, soliciting input from all team members and
trying to find something that is agreeable to everyone. Be aware, however, that some
people might not feel comfortable giving their opinions publicly. Someone who has
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struggled with alcohol abuse, for example, would likely be hesitant to explain in front
of their coworkers why they don’t want to go on a work-sponsored bar crawl. Make
sure to give people ample opportunity to give their opinions in a private, safe manner.
Similarly, the ways that people socialize in the office can be very telling as to the over‐
all social behaviors. People will generally notice who frequently goes to lunch or cof‐
fee with their team’s manager, especially if this is not a privilege afforded equally to
everyone on the team. (While it is true, especially at startups that are often founded
by people who previously knew each other, that colleagues might become friends at
work, it is important to avoid unconscious biases and blatant favoritism in the office.)
Many offices, especially smaller ones, develop activities that often take place after
hours or during breaks. Some might have cold-brew coffee or beer on tap, today’s
equivalent of the water cooler. Some might have ping-pong or foosball tables that
employees can use at the end of the day or to blow off some steam. Increasingly com‐
mon in environments dominated by younger male employees are toys such as
remote-controlled helicopters or Nerf guns. These things are not universally bad, but
they can be exclusionary of those who don’t like them. Someone who doesn’t care for
kids’ toys in a work environment is likely to be pretty upset by getting hit in the head
with a poorly aimed Nerf dart in the middle of trying to get work done.
Keep in mind that people might not feel comfortable speaking up against things that
happen in the name of “fun”—nobody wants to come across as being antifun. It’s hard
to be the only one to speak up against something that’s been a long-standing part of
the culture, and if someone is a minority on the team they might feel even less com‐
fortable coming forward. Making sure that people are comfortable speaking up about
their opinions, as well as paying attention to what kinds of activities are common
around the office, can go a long way toward promoting a culture that everyone feels a
part of.
Overall, a lot of retention comes down to making sure that you are maintaining a
compact with your employees, making sure that there is a mutual understanding,
shared goals or needs being met, and ongoing development of relationships as per the
devops compact we have been discussing. Expectations around culture should be
explicitly defined wherever possible throughout the processes of sourcing, interview‐
ing, and retaining employees. With this in mind, we’ll now take a look at how these
ideas can be applied in the wild.

Case Studies: Growing and Scaling Teams
For this chapter’s case studies, we spoke with two people involved in hiring in differ‐
ent capacities: a director of devops at an online marketplace company founded in
2007, and Phaedra Marshall, a technology director at Critical Mass, a global digital
marketing and design firm founded in Calgary, Alberta, in 1996. While they are both
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closely involved with making hiring decisions for technology companies, they
approached these decisions in different ways. We’ll look at the reasoning behind their
different approaches and why each one made sense given their particular sets of cir‐
cumstances.

Growing and Building Operations Teams
at the director of devops, who originally started his career as a developer and later
joined a large ecommerce company that develops software for online stores and retail
point-of-sale (POS) systems, and built their operations team from the ground up. He
later built from the very beginning the operations team at a digital media and pub‐
lishing company. At the company, he oversees production operations and corporate
IT from the technical side as well as helping to grow both departments.
Looking for an opportunity for a director-level position as well as an environment
with plenty of room for learning and growth, the director was drawn to the company
due to its diversity and culture. Over half of the company’s senior managers were
women, including the CTO and CEO, which is much more diverse than most Silicon
Valley companies, or even most technology companies in general. It currently has
around 125 employees, with about 30 of those in engineering.
In terms of their operations, they run on approximately 50 servers on a combination
of physical and cloud infrastructure, with autoscaling (automatically increasing or
decreasing the number of servers running in a cloud infrastructure based on some
metric such as server CPU load) of up to hundreds of job workers as load necessi‐
tates. To them, doing devops effectively means having operations engineers working
closely with developers to build “beautifully automated” systems that help the busi‐
ness achieve its goals. This involves teaching developers about operations work and
automation in particular and then working closely with them across the lifecycles of
the systems they build.

Sourcing and interviewing candidates
In order to make hiring decisions that worked toward this particular vision of
devops, the director had to put a fair amount of thought and iteration into the growth
strategy for his new team. The devops team at the company, which currently consists
of four engineers as well as the director himself, ranges in experience from a junior
engineer in his first devops role to a former director making his way back into being
an individual contributor. All of these were hires that the director made. Their pro‐
cess involved getting approval from the VP of engineering for the headcount, fol‐
lowed by sharing the job posting on Twitter and the GitHub and StackOverflow job
boards. Like many companies, they haven’t had a great deal of success with recruiters
and have found these industry-specific job boards and networking by current team
members to be much more effective at finding the kinds of candidates they need.
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The interview process started with two phone screens—one by a current team mem‐
ber, and one by the director himself. Candidates who passed the phone screens
earned a full in-person interview, during which they spoke with two engineers, an
engineering director, a manager on the business side of the organization, and finally
the VP of engineering. Some interviews were more technically focused, while others
focused on getting to know the person and assessing how well they would work as a
part of the growing team. For the director’s team, this meant finding out what they
liked and disliked about their previous positions, what they were looking for, and
what excited or discouraged them when it came to work environments.
The director notes that he tried to find out if candidates have any strong opinions (on
text editors, or SQL versus NoSQL, or their favorite Linux distribution) and whether
or not those opinions are so rigidly held as to be completely inflexible. The company
has found that people who refuse to change their minds about things tend not to be
people who fit in well to their team environment. Interviewing with people outside of
their direct team, such as with the business manager, is useful for finding out if candi‐
dates work well with other teams, especially nonengineering teams.

Strong Opinions, Weakly Held
Paul Saffo, a technology forecaster in Silicon Valley, wrote in 2008 that the best per‐
spective he had found for dealing with environments that involve at least a moderate
degree of uncertainty, as so much of the tech industry does, is to have “strong opin‐
ions, weakly held.” The strong opinions part meant making sure he arrived at a con‐
clusion, usually guided by his intuition if necessary, rather than refusing to take a
stance or form an opinion at all.
Weakly held means looking to be proven wrong, seeking out things that don’t fit with
the current conclusion, and being willing and able to change his mind based on new
evidence. Many people have found that this is a desired perspective for candidates, as
someone who cannot form strong opinions will not be a strong decision maker or
leader, but someone whose opinions are too strongly held is likely to back themselves
into a corner and be less able to recover from mistakes.

Problems with “Hero Culture”
When it was pointed out that their job posting was glorifying hero culture, where
“heroic” behaviors—such as working long hours and single-handedly troubleshoot‐
ing and “firefighting” to keep services up and running—are looked upon as desirable,
the director realized that their hiring process needed some improvement.
The problem with this kind of culture is that it is unhealthy, with long hours and
working weekends leading to burnout as well as physical and often mental health
issues. Additionally, it tends to attract people who are more interested in being “her‐
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oes” for their own recognition or gain than they are in working effectively as part of a
team. Though the glorification of hero culture in the job posting was inadvertent, it
was affecting the types of candidates the director was getting for the positions he was
trying to fill.
Examples of these kinds of job descriptions include:
• Asking for candidates to “give 110 percent” or “go above and beyond,” phrases
that tend to be indicative of teams with little to no work–life balance. In addition
to being unhealthy, these kinds of requirements are biased toward singles and
away from candidates who have family responsibilities (or simply want to get
home at a reasonable hour most nights).
• Describing a team that “works hard and plays harder.” You are hiring employees,
not friends, and expecting your employees to spend their nonwork hours at work
social events, especially when those events tend to be heavily focused on alcohol,
is off-putting to many candidates.
• “Awesomeness” or some other vague quality. A term like this is vague enough to
be close to meaningless, and attracts the sort of people who think they exude
“awesomeness,” which often goes hand in hand with egotism and unwillingness
to learn or listen, excluding groups like women and people of color who tend
to suffer from impostor syndrome.5 This includes asking for candidates who selfidentify as “rock stars,” “ninjas,” “wizards,” and the like as ways of describing their
skills.
• Assigning homework or otherwise requiring applicants to prove their knowledge
is another tactic that shows a lack of respect for employees’ time and that tends to
be biased toward people with fewer responsibilities outside of work. Not all
screening exercises are bad—ones that involve walking through hypothetical sce‐
narios to get a feeling for a candidate’s thought processes and values can be very
beneficial, for example—but relying too much on trivia questions can be very offputting to candidates.
These and similar requirements that emphasize hero culture tend to create workpla‐
ces where employees are often losing sleep, which itself leads to degradation of crea‐
tivity, productivity, and empathy, as well as eventual job dissatisfaction, loss of selfconfidence, and burnout.

5 Impostor syndrome is a term used to describe high-achieving individuals who are unable to internalize their

own successes and thus worry that they will be found out as frauds or impostors.
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Job Postings and Recruitment Issues
When examining their job descriptions under this lens, the company looked a great
deal at how their recruiting strategy as a whole was portraying them. They main‐
tained their previous decision of not using recruiters, because too often recruiters,
especially third-party ones, can also lead to issues, as recruiters who don’t share your
values won’t necessarily represent your company well, and may be incredibly offputting or even offensive to candidates. The following examples are not from the
director or the company, but are an example of the kinds of things to especially watch
out for in either job descriptions or messages from recruiters (internal or external).

Lack of effort or attention to detail
If an email begins with “Dear %%FIRSTNAME%%, we are looking for someone to fill
a %%JOBTITLE%% position,” that’s a clear sign of someone who copied and pasted
from a template and couldn’t even be bothered to glance over their email for these
very obvious mistakes before hitting send. Even copying a potential candidate’s skills
from their LinkedIn profile isn’t always a sure bet, especially without proofreading;
sending an email to someone asking to discuss their “experience with backend devel‐
opment and drinking beer” is a clear indication that someone either didn’t doublecheck their work or is hiring for a very unhealthy company culture. Copying and
pasting the same form letter to every member of a team is a lack of effort that will not
go unnoticed by those teammates—word about companies who use these tactics
gets around.
In the same vein, asking a potential candidate to recommend some other people if
they aren’t interested in the position comes across as incredibly lazy. These days,
nearly every company is actively hiring. If they knew any qualified candidates they
would be talking to them themselves, not doing free recruiting work for someone
else’s company. People are often willing to give recommendations, but to friends or
colleagues they know and trust, not to complete strangers who bother them with
repeated unsolicited emails.

Exclusionary or unprofessional language
Look out for language in job postings or recruiting emails that is likely to alienate
candidates. Exceptionally masculine language—“crushing code,” “rock stars,” and “are
you a [TECH] weapon” are likely to be off-putting to people who don’t fall into a ster‐
eotypically masculine mold. Even worse than this is overtly sexist or homophobic
language. A job description that lists “making it rain on them hoes” and “partying
with rock stars” as job perks and “being totally gay for code” as a requirement is
wildly inappropriate in a professional context, pointing to a company that is likely to
be hostile to women or LGBTQ people. Saying that you’re looking for a “nice dude”
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who is “under 30” does the same thing, and specifying gender and age is often illegal
depending on the country you’re hiring in.

Misplaced focus on technology
Many engineers are excited by getting to use new technologies, so it makes sense that
companies might use those technologies to get people interested in their jobs. Too
much focus on tech, especially without doing due diligence, can backfire, however. If
you’re asking for experience in a particular technology, do your research. Asking for
10 years of experience in a product that has only existed for 2 years makes it look like
you don’t know what you’re talking about at all—probably not the impression you’re
trying to give.
Something else to be aware of is that candidates are more and more often interested
in what a company is doing, not just the technologies it’s using. If your technology is
interesting with good reason, feel free to mention it, but sending an email to a poten‐
tial candidate that talks only about the tech without even mentioning what that tech‐
nology is building and what the company does is a mistake. An engineering team that
is always using the latest “hot” new bleeding-edge tools (and again, descriptions like
“hot” and “sexy” are very likely to alienate large groups of potential candidates) isn’t
necessarily going to sell your team very well.

Linting Your Job Descriptions
Linting is a term in computer programming that describes progra‐
matically searching for suspicious, dangerous, or nonportable
code constructs that are likely to cause issues. Engineers can “lint”
their code to do this kind of analysis on it, checking for common
errors or style problems, before they commit it to the main code
repository.
A similar tool exists for analyzing job descriptions or postings, or
recruiter emails, to check for some of the common issues that we
have described here. You can use this tool yourself at joblint.org to
catch some issues you might not be aware of, and to remind you of
what you should check for in the future.

The company later revised their job postings and got rid of these “heroic” descrip‐
tions; they now highlight the team’s cultural values, including work–life balance. For
example, they note that they give every on-call engineer an extra day off after each
weeklong on-call rotation, to help counteract the stress and sleep deprivation that is
so often part of being on-call. They also work to optimize away the unpleasant parts
of working in operational areas by doing things like rotating who is responsible for
responding to walk-up questions and other interruptions from colleagues, and using
a ticketing system to track these requests.
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Other examples of better job postings include:
• Mentioning general skills rather than specific technologies. Instead of saying you
want someone with two years of Puppet experience, try advertising for concepts
such as automation of repetitive tasks and configuration management. Also
assess whether or not a specific number of years experience is required; in many
cases it isn’t, and those kinds of hard requirements will leave out candidates who
are qualified.
• Call out important cultural values. By culture, we’re not talking about having a
team who drinks beer and plays foosball together, but rather cultural values such
as empathy, effective communication, getting rid of silos, and work–life balance.
(Of course, don’t mention values that your team doesn’t have—lying about your
culture to get hires will quickly be discovered and word will spread.)
• Make sure your job descriptions are gender-neutral and free of aggressive termi‐
nology. You’re looking for somebody who can write code, not “crush” code.
• Specifically call out your company’s commitment to diversity if that’s something
you’re working on. Mention perks that will appeal to a wide range of applicants;
instead of a beer fridge and ping-pong table, talk about a culture that encourages
people to leave work on time, parental leave, and training opportunities.

More Diverse Hiring Resources
Model View Culture, an independent publication writing on issues
of culture and diversity in tech, has a list of 25 tips for diverse hir‐
ing. It is an excellent collection of resources for anyone looking to
improve the diversity of their teams.

The new job posting has been working very well for the director and his team—
they’ve had five successful hires, with only one person who didn’t end up being a
good fit. They’ve managed to take their infrastructure from one of entirely unman‐
aged “snowflake” servers to one that is completely automated, because of the people
they’ve hired. Their team worked to hire engineers who are enthusiastic believers in
automation and testing, and then let them do their best work without being micro‐
managed. This led to a complete overhaul of their automation and testing infrastruc‐
ture, providing the entire engineering organization with simple, well-documented
tools that everyone knows how to use and contribute to.
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Developing Individuals and Teams
We move now to Critical Mass, where technology director Phaedra Marshall has a
15-year history working with technology across industries including higher educa‐
tion, finance, media, and advertising. To her, devops means leveraging the coding
skills of developers with the operational knowledge of system administrators to pro‐
vision and operate reliable computing systems at scale, something that is important
regardless of the specific industry those systems are supporting. She wants to take
existing job descriptions and positions and create an environment where both kinds
of technologists can really play to their strengths.
As a team lead, her focus is on growing and improving her team, similar to the direc‐
tor previously described, but at over 700 people, Critical Mass is operating at a much
larger scale than the online marketplace company. This necessitates different specific
hiring practices, even though their general objectives are the same.
Because their organization is so large, they have staff recruiters who work full-time
in-house to find qualified candidates. This has enabled them to work with the recruit‐
ers very closely, making sure that they are very closely aligned with the team and
company visions, and avoiding some of the potential recruiter missteps mentioned
previously. If a team lead or hiring manager isn’t satisfied with the candidates they are
getting from the recruiters, it is their responsibility to work with the specified
recruiter to try to resolve those issues.
The interview process consists of a phone interview, which usually lasts around 30
minutes and covers a candidate’s work history, followed by a number of on-site inter‐
views. The exact number depends on the team and the type of position a candidate is
interviewing for. For example, an entry-level developer would be requested to come
to only one on-site interview, but the higher level the position a candidate is being
considered for, the more interviews they are likely to have.

Developing and Growing Team Members
Once the interview process has been completed and a hire has been made, every
employee is assigned a Career Developer. Career Developers act as mentors to the
employees assigned to them, which is usually a number around four; the company
has found over time that no Career Developer has been very effective with more than
seven mentees, as they all have other work assignments and responsibilities as well.
The primary goal of a Career Developer is to help employees succeed at the company,
in whatever form that takes, as they would much rather have an employee change
positions or teams within the company than be dissatisfied enough to leave entirely.
Each Career Developer meets with their mentees individually at least once a month.
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The company uses a type of feedback called 360 feedback for performance reviews. In
this method, feedback is gathered from a variety of people in an employee’s immedi‐
ate work circle, often including their immediate peers, their direct reports if they have
any, and the person (or people) they report to. In this case study, 360 feedback is pro‐
vided anonymously, and a Career Developer will receive a copy of all the feedback for
their mentees. In this way, they can help their mentees process that feedback, by, for
example, coming up with a performance improvement plan if there was significant
negative feedback or helping employees make concrete plans toward their short- and
long-term career goals. This is a large part of how Career Developers help their ment‐
ees, in addition to offering general career direction advice or assisting with perplex‐
ing technical issues.
As their focus on career growth and mentorship shows, Critical Mass takes retention
very seriously as a key part of their hiring and employment strategy. They have real‐
ized that while monetary compensation is important, there are other ways of making
employees feel valued aside from simply increasing their salaries.
In their weekly technology staff meetings, all team members are encouraged to talk
about what they’re working on and describe the contributions they’ve made to those
projects. Once a month, employees are asked to nominate one of their coworkers for
a spot bonus, which combines the interpersonal satisfaction that comes from peer
respect and recognition with a monetary bonus.
Letting employees explore multiple interests and grow their careers in the directions
they choose is an important retention strategy as well. The technology lead shared a
story of a frontend developer on her team who was very valued on the team, but
wanting to do something beyond JavaScript and CSS. He discussed this with his
Career Developer, who brought it to the attention of the tech lead, and together the
three of them came up with a way for the developer to start spending at least 25 per‐
cent of his time each week working on other creative technology projects. This slight
modification to his responsibilities allowed him to grow his skill set, gave him the
opportunity to work in an area of technology that excites him, and let the company
retain a talented (and much happier) developer.
These two case studies taken side by side show how, even though both companies
have the same overall objectives (to hire and retain talented engineers), their sizes
and specific situations led them to different hiring and retention techniques. At
different scales, these two organizations both focused on the sort of culture they
wanted to create and maintain, and developed their hiring and retention strategies to
fit these goals.
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Hiring only for skill or experience with a particular technology is
akin to skipping over all the material in this book except for the
section on tools—these technology-focused “hard skills” are only a
small part of the overall picture of what makes devops so effective.
If you hire someone who has worked with your particular stack
before but is a poor culture fit or lacks critical thinking, learning,
and troubleshooting skills, what will happen if you need to switch
technologies in the future, or add a new one to your stack?
On the other hand, if you find a developer who has great people
and learning skills, her ability to pick up new things will be a much
better benefit in the long run. Keeping this in mind as you grow
and develop your teams will make your hiring practices and your
organization in general much more effective.

Team Scaling and Growth Strategies
The team in some ways can be viewed as a separate organism. To ensure healthy
teams within a scaling organization, solid collaboration and affinity skills are crucial,
so you may wish to revisit Parts II and III. Additionally, there are three key strategies
to strengthen the team throughout its lifecycle:
• Keeping teams small and flexible
• Fostering collaboration
• Managing conflict
Next, we’ll take a look at how these different strategies can impact team health and
productivity.

Keeping Teams Small and Flexible
As organizations grow, teams may grow without thoughtful design. Large teams are
less likely to share knowledge or learn freely from each other. The lack of familiarity
within the team of each member’s strengths and weaknesses leads to less workload
flexibility. Tasks align to individuals, which often creates bottlenecks, especially as
individuals become circular dependencies in complex scenarios.
What is the state of your environment now? Do you have single points of knowledge
on particular topics or services? This is often a situation that occurs in small startups
where individuals take on a number of roles and responsibilities in order to get the
job done. As the team grows, these single points of knowledge need to be monitored.
This is hidden fragility in your environment that will lead to out-of-band retention
heroics if this person decides to leave your company, or worse, suffers some kind of
life-altering event preventing their continued employ.
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In the 1960s, psychologist Frederick Herzberg interviewed a number of engineers and
accountants, formulating a motivation hygiene theory (see Figure 14-1) about job sat‐
isfaction and job dissatisfaction factors that act independently of each other.6

Figure 14-1. Motivation hygiene theory
Motivators improve job satisfaction and include factors like challenging work, appre‐
ciation and recognition for achievement, perceived responsibility and autonomy, and
the opportunity to do meaningful work. There are five critical elements that empower
and motivate individuals:
• Freedom
• Challenge
• Education
• Personal meaningful contribution
• A positive environment
Hygiene factors remove job dissatisfaction and include job security, fair salary, bene‐
fits, work conditions, and vacation.
Based on Herzberg’s motivation hygiene theory, J. Richard Hackman and Neil Vidmar
did research on the optimum group size in the 1970s.7 They composed groups rang‐

6 Christina Stello, Herzberg’s Two-Factor Theory of Job Satisfaction: An Integrative Literature Review (Minneapo‐

lis: University of Minnesota, 2011.

7 J. Richard Hackman and Neil Vidmar, “Effects of Size and Task Type on Group Performance and Member

Reactions,” Sociometry 33, no. 1 (March 1970).
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ing from two to seven members to assess the impact of size on process and perfor‐
mance in a number of varied tasks. After the tasks were completed, they asked the
participants questions about their feelings on the group size and the assigned tasks.
Based on this research, they found the optimum group size was 4.6 individuals, so try
to limit your team size to around this number. Depending on whether there are a lot
of consensus-driven decisions, choose an odd number, like three or five.
Hackman and Vidmar also identified a set of factors that contributed to dysfunctional
teams as teams grew into double digits:
• The cost to communication and coordination chores grew exponentially so that
less time was spent working.
• More handoffs led to more mistakes and miscommunication.
• Overall team cohesion was weaker.
Over time, a team will become more effective at its current work,
and will either add more responsibility or change direction. If the
team is reaching a size that will start to limit effectiveness and
requires additional people to get the work done, consider splitting
the team, or reducing the responsibilities.

Teams should change as needed to maintain effectiveness within and between them.
Small organizations allow for interactive team communications where everyone
knows each other on the team, and so communication is high bandwidth. As organi‐
zations grow, per-person bandwidth decreases and you reach a point where everyone
doesn’t know everyone else within the organization. Team sizes should remain small
in order to maintain enough communication and shared understanding to enforce
the devops compact throughout the organization.

Fostering Collaboration
In Part II, we covered the importance of understanding individual backgrounds,
goals, cognitive styles, and mindsets. We also discussed the organizational pressures
that impact teams, and the negotiation strategies employed to deal with conflict. Here
we focus on the key elements that make or break a team facing scaling challenges.
Support from leadership and management is critical in endorsing effective collabora‐
tion. There must not be disincentivizing performance programs like stack ranking.
Better yet, desired behaviors should be incentivized.
When researching smart teams, David Engel and cohorts discovered that the most
effective and productive teams were made up of members that “communicated a lot,
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participated equally and possessed good emotion-reading skills.”8 Even when remote
teams were studied, the collective intelligence observed in local teams was critical in
remote teams. Whether local or not, teams consistently rate higher in effectiveness
and performance with these critical skills. We distill these findings into the following
characteristics of a high-functioning collaborative team:
• Positive interdependence of team members
• Effective communication
• Individual and group accountability

Positive interdependence of team members
Interdependence within the team is exhibited by a coreliance and responsibility to
each other. This trust and respect takes time to build in a new team, and has to be
reestablished with every new team member who joins or leaves the group.
Over time, individuals learn about the strengths and weaknesses of the other mem‐
bers of their team, and learn how to delegate activities based on context and availabil‐
ity of team members. Effective brainstorming allows for the team to participate
equally in the discovery of ideas, and then work through ideas and determine which
ones to work on now.
One skill derived from participating in hackathons is creating quick teams, groups
that form, work together, and disband in a relatively short period of time compared
to traditional teams in a workplace environment. There is an established deadline,
and mutual reliance on one another to get the project done. Winning teams quickly
identify the strengths and weaknesses of the group, seeking out additional individuals
who can balance the team.
Research has shown that individuals act in one of three ways within the work envi‐
ronment—as givers, takers, or matchers:9
• Givers, people who give more than take, help others without expecting in return.
• Takers, people who take more than give, strategically help only when the benefits
to themselves outweigh the cost.
• Matchers will work along a spectrum trying to maintain an equal balance of giv‐
ing and receiving.

8 David Engel et al., “Reading the Mind in the Eyes or Reading Between the Lines? Theory of Mind Predicts

Collective Intelligence Equally Well Online and Face-To-Face, PLoS ONE 9, no. 12 (2014)

9 Adam M. Grant, Give And Take (New York: Viking, 2013).
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Each individual on the team has a set of preferences for reciprocity. This is yet one
more way individuals can have conflict within a team.

Learning When and How to Ask for Help
Within a team context, it’s absolutely crucial to gauge when context
may not be clear and respond in ways to obtain additional infor‐
mation. It may be easiest for the individual to create understanding
based on individual context, and get something done. Yet this has
longer-term costs. One of the hardest things for individuals start‐
ing out at companies that grow from startup to established business
is this change in context, and needing to work toward the team and
organizational goals rather than just working based on their iso‐
lated understanding.
In a group of people who have not formed strong team bonds, ask‐
ing for more information or help can be misconstrued and viewed
negatively. For an experienced employee, it can be even harder to
ask for help. There is this misconception that we can and should be
self-reliant experts in all things as we progress in our careers.
Another reason people may not ask for help is not wanting to incur
an obligation. The act of asking for help may create a sense of obli‐
gation or cost to the individual. In a healthy organization, individu‐
als won’t be “keeping score” of these sorts of obligations, but will
focus instead on what needs to get done for the good of the team or
business as a whole.

There are three key types of giving (see Figure 14-2):
• Time
• Knowledge
• Money
Most of our activities will fall somewhere on these spectra. When you are looking at
the overall value and cost to individuals, it helps to think along these three axes. For
example, activities like mentoring and giving feedback may be more costly than pro‐
viding introductions.
When considering how to be a better “giver,” think about the areas you enjoy and
where you benefit from giving, and focus on those aspects. Sometimes the intended
recipient doesn’t need what is being offered, so don’t waste your resources in that
area. For example, if someone asks for emotional support for something, that doesn’t
imply that they need or want feedback or your personal knowledge.
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Figure 14-2. Types of giving activities

Challenges and Changes
By not asking questions, we limit the opportunities for maintaining
mutual understanding and common ground, set a model of behav‐
ior to junior individuals in the industry that can exacerbate lack of
understanding, and waste valuable learning and execution time
with having to redo work.
The first part of asking for help is restating your assumptions to try
to narrow understanding between individuals. In an environment
where individuals have formed strong bonds, the terseness of the
“belay communication” (to revisit our rock-climbing metaphor
from Part I) is sufficient for both individuals to understand the
state as they progress through the objective.
New projects or team members and new management require
additional communication until sufficient time and energy have
been invested. When teams are stretched thin, they can take out
their frustration when something isn’t working as smoothly as
before on whoever and whatever is new. Recognize the pain points
of change. Don’t blame the new people for not being psychic or
treat the new technology as wasted effort.
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When a team is tasked with supporting others, they may need additional support in
understanding when and how to say “not right now.” Give people permission to allo‐
cate time to focus on other projects and sufficient recess time. When people start to
burn out from giving too much of their time or knowledge, they react in dysfunc‐
tional ways that harm relationships. For example, they may become intolerant or sar‐
castic to customers. When these behaviors arise, the problem is not necessarily with
the individual but the system.

Effective communication
Interdependence within teams can be either helped or hindered by their communica‐
tion strategies. We discussed communication in Part II, which we recommended
reviewing with a focus on effective communication. In addition, when considering
scaling within your environment, there are additional challenges to consider.

Diversity
With any luck (and of course with the requisite attention and effort), your teams will
diversify as they grow. As discussed previously in Parts II and III, increased diversity
may lead to increases in interpersonal conflict in the short term before those differ‐
ences resolve into increased empathy, creativity, and problem-solving abilities in the
long term. The added stressors that can arise from organizational inflection points
can certainly add to this tension.
It’s important to make sure that team managers are aware of these sorts of difficulties
that can arise and have had training relating to inclusivity and unconscious bias. As
organizations grow, it can be a great help to have dedicated HR representatives for
teams or departments so that both individual contributors and their managers have
designated points of contact if and when issues arise.

Individual and group accountability
Individual accountability is the ability to acknowledge and assume responsibility for
outcomes based ion one’s own actions and behaviors. When individuals know that
coworkers are committed to quality work it increases team cohesion and identifica‐
tion. If asked “Are you committed to quality work?,” most people would respond
“yes.” Generally, people want to do their best when given the freedom to do so. If all
the individuals on the team can say, “Yes, my teammates are committed to quality
work,” that implies trust, shared values, and team cohesion.
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Defining Quality
It’s important to define quality explicitly within your team and
organization. Being transparent with your customers about how
you define quality, and encouraging them to share their under‐
standing of quality, allows for a stronger alignment of product
outcomes, operability, performance, and learning. Providing clear
quality metrics allows for individuals to hold themselves accounta‐
ble.
Additionally, for each role within an organization, work quality
can differ in definition. For example, for the team writing code, a
focus on quality code may drive them to spend more time on a
release to the detriment of other teams that also need time. Coming
to a common understanding about quality, and what matters to dif‐
ferent roles, can help reduce unnecessary conflict in approaching
problems.

First described by W. Edwards Deming in the 1950s, a quality circle refers to a group
of people who do the same or similar work, and are most often aligned in terms of
what they view as quality work. It’s important to get people on the same page in this
respect, both to increase cohesion within a team (because team members are most
frequently performing the same or similar work) but also because working toward
this shared definition of quality work helps minimize misunderstandings, enforcing
the devops compact.
Team accountability is the ability to acknowledge and assume responsibility for out‐
comes based on the team’s actions. Key to individuals accepting team accountability is
trusting each other and holding each other accountable for behaviors and actions. In
high-performing teams, individuals will respectfully confront and hold each other
accountable when problems arise. The shorter the lag time between the identification
and discussion of a problem, the faster that problem gets resolved. The longer the
problem exists, the more mistrust and reluctance to work as a team can grow.

Managing Conflict
In Part II, we talked about negotiation strategies and conflict. Companies will gain a
number of ingrained habits and behaviors over the course of their history. For the
health of a team, management must help individuals align their internal vision with
the company and team’s vision, encourage individuals and their team skills, and pro‐
vide incentives that align the norms and desired behaviors.
In some respects, conflict can be healthy to a team. It exposes the team to new ideas
and perspectives. If there is zero conflict on the team, that indicates that there is a
homogeneity that needs to be addressed. It is our obligation to bring value to our
organization. If we’re just redundant, we can’t be surprised when we’re culled from an
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organization. Healthy conflict resolution skills are necessary for individuals, teams,
and organizations to grow.

Model Desirable Behaviors
Model the behaviors that you want to see within team meetings.
When individuals see their management complain about issues
with their peers rather than addressing those problems directly,
they will copy the same patterns of behaviors. This applies to indi‐
vidual contributors in any kind of mentoring or leadership posi‐
tion; even if you are not a manager, people may be looking to you
for guidance and following your lead when it comes to work
behaviors.

On the other hand, conflict does not mean tolerating or encouraging bullying behav‐
iors. Bullying behaviors should be eliminated from the environment, and not justified
by the perceived value that the bullies may bring. Bullying behaviors can be identified
by how the target of said behaviors feels, whether that be oppression, humiliation,
demotivation, or belittlement. Even more egregious is when the person exhibiting
bullying behaviors is in a position of leadership or management. Some examples of
bullying behaviors include:
• blaming individuals for errors;
• criticizing someone’s ability;
• threatening job loss;
• using insults or put-downs;
• belittling or denying accomplishments;
• engaging in exclusionary tactics; and
• yelling or screaming.
These sorts of behaviors can be indicative of a sick or unhealthy work environment. It
can be tempting, especially in smaller environments during growth phases, to over‐
look such behaviors in individuals with a great deal of technical skills, with the rea‐
soning that someone’s hard or technical skills outweigh their lack of soft or
interpersonal skills—or even abusive behavior. However, because of the influence
these individuals may have and how that influence can spread in larger organizations,
allowing or encouraging these bullying behaviors can lead to an increasingly toxic
environment that will become less healthy and productive over time.
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Conflict within the team
Within individual teams, there can be many different sources of conflict. We’ll discuss
a few of the most common ones here, as well as potential solutions that can be
applied either at the individual or team level.

Alignment with team goals
As we have discussed before, not every position is going to be a match for every indi‐
vidual. People have different individual preferences, motivations, and working styles,
and that’s quite all right, as that diversity is part of what makes teams and organiza‐
tions so resilient. This makes it possible, or even likely in larger organizations, that
people might find themselves in a team whose work priorities or working styles don’t
align with their own.
Whether this is due to a lack of interest in a team’s priorities or projects, interpersonal
conflict with peers or managers, or a mismatch in working styles, an individual might
find themselves at odds with the rest of their team. It is generally in everyone’s best
interest that this be resolved, as a negative attitude, increased conflict, or decreased
quality of work due to this mismatch can end up negatively impacting the rest of the
team. Regular and frequent one-on-ones with both peers and managers can help to
identify and resolve these sorts of issues sooner rather than later.
The ideas of perfection and execution are ones that we have fre‐
quently come across in our own experiences, as discussed in Part II
with the terms starters and finishers. This is an area where being
moved to different projects or different tasks within a project can
go a long way toward minimizing conflict.

One of the benefits to larger organizations is that they often have a wider range of
opportunities for people to move between teams or even internal departments. As
discussed in Part III, providing people with the opportunity to participate in boot‐
camps or rotations in between teams can help them to identify not only mismatches
but teams where they might be better aligned, and these sorts of changes should be
encouraged rather than discouraged.

Alignment with organizational goals
Similar to misalignment with their team, people might find themselves misaligned
with their organization as a whole and its goals. This is increasingly likely to happen
after an inflection point such as a merger, acquisition, or reduction event, but may
also happen at other points within the organizational lifecycle. For example, some
people work best in smaller startups and may become increasingly uncomfortable
once their organization grows past a certain size.
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A major value misalignment between an individual and the organization as a whole is
harder to overcome than a team misalignment. It is important to realize that if this
sort of problem arises it’s not necessarily due to any fault or wrongdoing on either
side, and to help the individual move on to a place that is a better fit with a minimum
of hard feelings. This can improve the likelihood that they will be a reference or refer‐
ral for your organization in the future, rather than just a burnt bridge.

Misaligned incentives
In addition to misaligned goals, priorities, or working styles, incentives can also
become misaligned as organizations, teams, and individuals grow and change. Again,
this may be more likely to happen after some sort of scaling event such as a merger
or acquisition.
Regular one-on-ones can again be useful to identify these sorts of conflicts, and an
HR representative can provide a great deal of benefit when the incentives in question
are monetary. However, you may run into issues such as someone being incentivized
by money when the organization they are a part of is in a decline phase, or perhaps
being more motivated by quality work than they perceive the rest of their team or
department to be. Incentives may be addressed at a team or organizational level, but
they should be dealt with in one way or another as quickly as possible, before negative
feelings and demotivation spread from an individual to the rest of their team.

Conflict external to the team
While conflict can certainly occur within a team, it tends to become more prevalent
beyond the team as a department or organization grows in size. Indeed, conflict
between teams was one of the primary factors that motivated the start of the devops
movement. Most frequently, this conflict tends to stem from a misalignment of moti‐
vations or expectations between teams.

Push back on unrealistic expectations
It is incumbent on the management for a team to push back on unrealistic expecta‐
tions. It can also fall to management to determine when and if expectations of a given
team are in fact unrealistic, especially among teams with a higher percentage of newer
or more junior members of the organization.
Over time, teams may find the expectations placed upon them becoming more unre‐
alistic. For example, if you are using a designated ops model such as that described in
Parts III and IV, your ops team have more and more expectations placed on them
over time as the organization grows and there are more teams to support. If these
expectations increase before the headcount for the ops team does, these expectations
or requirements may soon become unrealistic, and it falls to that team’s manager to
deal with that. Individual contributors, depending on their level of influence within
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the organization, don’t have the same kind of pull that their managers do, and that
needs to be taken into account.

Assess team alignment and capacity
If a team has reasonably realistic expectations placed upon it but regularly fails to
meet them, it can be due to a number of reasons. The most immediate result is that
the team may end up losing the trust of dependent teams. Is the team holding itself
accountable to commitments? We discussed accountability of teams and individuals
earlier in this chapter, but keep in mind that broader organizational changes can lead
to misalignments in both individuals and teams that should be sought out, identified,
and addressed.
Is the team over capacity in work? Make sure that the work the team is doing is the
most important, and valuable to the company. Again, pay attention to how realistic
the expectations placed on this team are, especially if the organization has grown
recently. As we’ve said previously, devops is not a way to get twice the amount of
work out of the same number of people, so make sure that teams are sufficiently staf‐
fed to meet the expectations placed upon them. Time, energy, and personnel are all
needs that must be met in order for a team to meet their own demands.

Scaling for Organizations
Larger scaling challenges occur at the organizational level. Decisions need to be taken
down to the level where the data is known within the appropriate teams and with
individuals. This requires sufficient coordination and data transparency so that
enough data flow is happening around these decision points. Solitary teams working
in isolation will build tools that may help others incidentally, but primarily serve the
needs of the individual team.

Centralized Versus Ad Hoc Teams
Centralizing teams to provide support functions leads to burnout and one team try‐
ing to be everything to all other teams. Efficient support teams can make things seem
to just work. If its value is not visualized and communicated across the organization,
the support team can be perceived as lower value, especially in organizations where
the prestige ladder is in effect. This can be disastrous for morale, and over time
impact the whole company as the team loses effectiveness.
Ad hoc teams that encourage the collaboration of individuals from cross-functional
purposes to design, build out, and communicate decisions will allow for multiple per‐
spectives, and ease change. It also allows individuals to transcend tribal boundaries.
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We can’t measure the capacity of a human—how much and how
integral they are to an organization. Once they are gone, the impact
of their leaving becomes clear if we have not sufficiently under‐
stood their value. Try to be aware of decisions that create single
points of authority and responsibility, which can lead to fragility
within the organization.

Build Out Leadership
Build out a collaborative leadership team that can drive daily change, tackle emerging
opportunities and challenges, and monitor critical paths. These different tasks need
to be spread across the leadership team. Tools that enable collection of task metrics
will assist in better quantification and qualification of people needed for this team.
Regardless of what part of the organization is experiencing scaling pains, there are
key behaviors that leadership needs to exhibit when handling the challenges that
arise. These modeled behaviors include accountability, focus, and follow-through;
consistent actions and mutually reinforcing values within leadership help to create a
healthy organization.

A culture of accountability
In general, accountability is acknowledgment and assumption of responsibility, and
this is true at an organizational level as well as at the team and individual levels. We
can consider accountability both from a team or individual perspective, which gener‐
ally involves being responsible for project and individual results as well as learning
and development activities. Finally, we can consider accountability from a leadership
perspective, which tends to have additional financial and regulatory responsibilities.
An important question to ask regardless of perspective is, “Who decides that we
should be held accountable, and who decides what we do?” Through the process of
answering this question, you’ll be able to identify who defines accountability and why
accountability matters. A culture of accountability includes clear reasonable expecta‐
tions, positive consequences that follow quality performance, and negative conse‐
quences following poor performance.
As mentioned in Part III, a key misconception about accountability is the idea that it
is about ascribing blame, or that encouraging accountability leads to a fear culture.
Overlooking performance issues and avoiding accountability encourages individuals
to copy the avoidance behaviors, and lose trust in each other as well as in manage‐
ment. Organizations can foster fear cultures, impacting individuals’ ability to be per‐
sonally accountable. When people get blamed for something without having the
authority necessary to fix or improve it, cultures turn from those of accountability
into those of fear and blame.
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Another misconception about accountability is that individuals will naturally hold
themselves accountable. Even in self-managed or self-directed teams, leadership
needs to establish and encourage behaviors that are valued. An overemphasis on per‐
sonal accountability without providing clarity and linkage to the business goals can
lead to increased mistakes and miscommunication. With the complexity of organiza‐
tions, a large number of competing goals and requirements are in place, which can
make self-direction and self-imposed accountability more difficult.
This doesn’t mean that people can’t and won’t be self-motivated, but managers who
expect their reports to proactively come to them with issues or mistakes may be leav‐
ing open potential gaps in accountability. This is especially true when moving from a
blameful to a blameless organization: if people are used to getting punished for mis‐
takes or lower quality, they will naturally be wary of coming forward with these sorts
of issues. Individuals will need coaching and guidance on how to hold themselves
and others accountable without returning to blameful or fear-based behaviors.

Organizational flexibility
Bigger organizations, especially ones that have been around for many years, are con‐
sidered to be much slower to change and adapt. This is true in many cases; by neces‐
sity, it will take more time and effort to roll out changes to thousands or hundreds of
thousands of people than it will to make the same changes to fewer than one hundred
simply by virtue of how many people are impacted.
One of the benefits of a more agile style of software development is the rate at which
changes can be made, with shorter feedback cycles meaning that changes can be
made sooner rather than later in response to new information, leading to less wasted
time and effort. How flexible an organization can be depends a great deal on another
factor: how teams are organized and the processes that affect their interactions.
Typical questions to ask when considering the flexibility of a large organization
include:
How do people communicate between teams?
In an ineffective environment, people will have to go up in the management hier‐
archy at least one level in order to communicate across to different teams or indi‐
viduals at their own level. This process gets more inefficient the more levels there
are and the more expansive an organizational structure gets, if for no other rea‐
son than that a greater number of people are required to be involved.
Does the decision-making process require a formal meeting?
If making changes requires some form of paperwork, and if that system still has
very manual components that haven’t been automated, that is another way that
scale can inversely affect flexibility and productivity.
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How far up the management hierarchy does someone need to go in order to make a
change?
If individuals are having to get managerial approval at levels above their own
direct manager to make changes that affect only their team’s work, they are very
likely to feel that their hands are unnecessarily tied.

Case Study: Government Digital Service, GOV.UK
In the following case study, we present the Government Digital Service (GDS), a unit
of the UK Government’s Cabinet Office primarily based in Holborn, London, that is
responsible for transforming government digital services.10 In 2010, Martha Lane Fox
put together a report entitled Directgov 2010 and Beyond: Revolution Not Evolution.
Formed in April 2011, GDS is overseen by the Public Expenditure Executive (Effi‐
ciency & Reform).

Explicit Culture
The Government Digital Service has established seven digital principles:
• Digital by default
• Putting users first
• Learning from the journey
• Building a network of trust
• Moving barriers aside
• Creating an environment for technology leaders to flourish
• Don’t do everything yourself (you can’t)
Starting with users isn’t just how we should be making tech, it’s how we should be mak‐
ing government.
—Jennifer Pahlka, Code for America Summit

We can see here that there are values and prohibitions explicitly present in these prin‐
ciples. For example, “putting users first” is a value stating that the user is a higher pri‐
ority than, say, an engineer’s desire to experiment and learn a new tool or
architecture, and “don’t do everything yourself ” is a type of prohibition. It’s important
to note that there are more positively stated values than negatively stated prohibi‐
tions; while it might be easier to tell people what not to do, describing the behaviors

10 All the views expressed in this case study are our interpretations of information provided and do not neces‐

sarily represent those of the UK government.
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you do want is usually much more effective at creating a desired culture or atmos‐
phere.
In conjunction with these digital principles, the GDS has also established 10 design
principles:
• Start with needs
• Do less
• Design with data
• Do the hard work to make it simple
• Iterate. Then iterate again.
• This is for everyone
• Understand context
• Build digital services, not websites
• Be consistent, not uniform
• Make things open: it makes things better
These design principles reflect further on one of the digital principles listed earlier:
putting users first (in this case, by focusing on all aspects of the user experience, not
just the backend code). Critical to their culture is the idea that transformation is not
just the hardware and software technology; transformation is also changing the expe‐
rience of users. An example of this was the implementation of the Claim Carer’s
Allowance digital service.
Making their culture explicit rather than relying on implicit under‐
standing (which often leads to misunderstanding) has allowed the
GDS to clearly focus on the specific types of changes they want to
make to their area of the government.

Planning
Planning is an important part of any software development– or digital service–
focused organization. By explicitly stating what they want to accomplish and when, in
addition to establishing what their priorities are for a given time frame, teams can
greatly increase the likelihood that they will meet their goals. This ties in closely with
having an explicit culture—it is much less likely that you will reach your goals if you
can’t define them well enough to plan for them.
The GDS team’s process of planning changes involves them spending enough time
examining possible solutions, and the value of the solutions offered, to make sure that
they are choosing the one that can best meet their needs while staying in line with
Case Study: Government Digital Service, GOV.UK
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their digital and design principles. They also speak to other teams throughout the
government in order to coordinate efforts and make sure that no existing team is
actively doing the work that they themselves are planning to work on. This is a
straightforward-sounding but critical step to make sure that everyone is on the same
page and working as effectively as possible without wasting time on duplicated effort.
Once data on the project and its requirements has been gathered, they evaluate
potential solutions, both open source and commercial. They create a prototype, and
share it across teams including the development, operations, and service managers.
This enables them to get feedback from as many of the key stakeholders as possible
before committing fully to a solution, again to minimize wasted effort if they end up
changing directions and also to make sure that everyone’s needs are being met by
potential solutions as much as possible.
When planning projects or other efforts within an organization,
especially one operating at scale, pay attention to:
• Are any other teams or groups already working in this area?
• How can efforts be coordinated or combined with other
teams?
• Who are the stakeholders and decision makers who need to be
involved?
• How will you define success for this project?

Challenges
One of the challenges within governmental agencies is the frequent duplication of
effort between different groups (see Figure 14-3). Each group has to provide core
infrastructure elements for their application in addition to work that is the focus or
expertise of their specific group. Because these core services are not centralized, each
team or group must spend additional time to hire specialists with these skills.
Creating multitenancy platform services within the government would save service
teams time by providing a centrally supported service that meets all the security and
privacy constraints required by law. Instead of having each team provide and main‐
tain their own services that meet these requirements, providing the services centrally
would allow service teams to focus on the areas, skills, and requirements that are
unique to them. Key requirements for such a multitenancy platform within the gov‐
ernment were:
• It should be self-service;
• Multiple service providers must be utilized; and
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• There should be isolation of code, data, and logs.

Figure 14-3. Duplicated services across governments
Having a self-service application gave individuals complete control of the aspects of
the applications needed, allowing the platform teams to focus on platform improve‐
ments, rather than getting the services they require. This encourages specialization
for the service and platform teams.
The second requirement of having multiple service providers prevented vendor lockin, encouraged competitive pricing, and removed single points of failure. During the
deliberation over the project’s requirements, the importance of using multiple public
clouds rather than only one was surfaced. Knowing this requirement in advance
ensured that they were able to avoid using vendor-specific features that would have
created lock-in and made it harder to change providers or expand to include more of
them after the fact. Later, however, the GPS decided to not make this a requirement
after all, as going with open source solutions provided them with the same flexibility.
The third requirement and most essential to a multitenant platform was complete
isolation of code, data, and logs between agencies. This was necessary in order to
make sure that each group or agency was able to meet its own individual security and
privacy constraints, without which the platform would not be usable and could not be
considered a success even if the other two requirements were met. While the details
of this challenge might be unique to a government agency, plenty of organizations
also have various legal requirements that must be met (such as PCI, SOX, or HIPAA
compliance), all of which must be part of planning processes from the beginning in
order to avoid potentially wasting effort.
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Building Affinity
One way the GDS builds affinity is participation in Global GovJams. A GovJam is
similar to a hackathon in that participants have a limited amount of time—in this
case, 48 hours—to complete the projects they are “jamming” on. Inspired by Global
Service Jams and Sustainability Jams, GovJams are loosely themed, with individuals
voting on ideas and creating teams that focus on the public sector.
Once the teams form, they talk to constituents to discover their needs. Unlike tradi‐
tional hackathons, a Jam focuses on cooperation between people interested in
improving and innovating. The Global GovJam unites and connects people from all
over the world through a common theme and shared central platform for the proto‐
types. Additionally, participants collaborate and share using Twitter with the hashtag
#ggovjam.
Then teams build prototypes using what’s available and what they are able to make
work given their collective experience and expertise within the 48-hour window.
They demo regularly and watch how others experience and use the product, improv‐
ing the product based on their learning. Ideas and help are shared between teams, as
the focus is ultimately on benefiting their constituents rather than on winning a prize
for themselves. This focus on collaboration has been a great way to bring that same
collaborative mindset back to the GDS.
A second way the GDS builds affinity is regularly blogging to share information
about the organization, its aim, and the projects it is working on. While still comply‐
ing with various security and privacy regulations, GDS employees are encouraged to
write posts that go on the group’s public-facing blog. Their posts have been on topics
ranging from new products or services that are available to constituents to ways that
they are trying to improve their culture and processes. It not only puts an approacha‐
ble face on the group but also helps build habits of both learning and sharing.
Finally, the GDS builds affinity by participating in the open source community.
GOV.UK is built on open source software. By using open source software, it helps
technologists focus on user needs. They have made their code available at https://
github.com/gds-operations and https://github.com/alphagov.
James Stewart, director of technical architecture at GDS, recounted the general
approach for tool selection, shown in Figure 14-4, via a quote from JP Rangaswami:
For common problems use Opensource.
For rare problems use Buy.
For unique problems use Build.

Essentially, this embraces the idea that everyone within a team should be solving the
everyday problems with open source, contributing to the community for the prob‐
lems that affect it as a whole. Contributing to open source is more than just commit‐
ting code and includes items like documentation, bug reports, and illustrations. For
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the problems that are rare, buy products to solve them. Finally, for the unique prob‐
lems that are specific to your organization or team, building your own solutions
is effective.

Figure 14-4. Build, buy, open source pyramid
Overall, the Government Digital Service is working on creating and maintaining an
explicitly defined culture that values focusing on users and solving user-facing prob‐
lems; embraces design and overall experience as well as code; and focuses on using
Agile practices to reduce waste, iterate more quickly, and help simplify digital and
technological services for the rest of the government. Their focus on collaboration
and affinity as well as their own values and prohibitions has gone a long way toward
creating the kind of culture the government will need to be successful going forward.

Case Study: Target
The last 10 years have seen significant changes in how, where, and when people shop.
Target customers need to have readily available access anywhere and anytime;
the technology underlying the company is critical in its being able to rapidly adjust
strategies to the evolving landscape within the supply chain as well as to customer
demands.
As Target is a large organization, adoption of devops culture was not a unilateral topdown decision. Multiple teams started their devops journey separately, and then ban‐
ded together as results showed the success of their chosen strategies. Information for
this case study was gathered through published blog posts, publicly available presen‐
tations by Target employees, and company filings.

Examining Target
Target Corporation is a retail company headquartered in Minneapolis, Minnesota.
Founded in 1902 by George Dayton as Dayton Dry Goods, Target had approximately
347,000 employees as of mid-2015, as noted earlier. They are the second largest
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importer in the United States as of 2015. Along with brick-and-mortar Target stores,
they have expanded to the banking, pharmacy, and healthcare sectors.
As a modern retailing company, Target has a long record of technical innovation. In
1988, Target deployed UPC scanners at all Target stores and distribution centers,
changing the in-store experience from shorter lines to better-stocked shelves. This
innovation through the years has manifested in outward and inward supporting tech‐
nology from price-checking stations, cash registers, handheld devices for checking
stock, gift registry stations, applications to ensure that distribution centers stock the
right inventory at the right time of year, and more.

Starting with Desired Outcomes
In a large organization with a long history, the journey toward change often can feel
like a jumbled maze with lots of twists and turns. The well-traveled path includes best
practices that minimize risk. The organization reflected the complexity built up over
time. When taking the 10,000-foot view, it would be very hard to define a specific
starting point for Target’s devops journey.
In reality, there was no single starting point. Multiple teams started from different
points. Heather Mickman led the API and Integration Development team and Ross
Clanton led the Ops Infrastructure Services team, two teams that were working on
implementing devops into the organization. The paths each team took weren’t easy,
and some began without using the word devops at all. Instead, they used language to
describe the desired outcomes, such as “leaner, faster, higher quality service delivery,”
which encompassed the devops philosophy. Heather Mickman explained:
I had to stop using the term devops; it had become a loaded term with a lot of misinfor‐
mation and misconception. As I would have conversations with peers and other senior
leaders within the organization, I literally saw them shut down when I said “devops.”

Mickman’s decision to stop using the term devops because it had become so loaded
demonstrates the power of folk models, first introduced in Chapter 2. You might
encounter similar reactions within your own organizations, with people’s precon‐
ceived notions distracting and detracting from discussions. As Mickman found her‐
self, you might also have an easier time effecting change within an organization if you
focus on the desired outcomes and changes rather than the terminology at first.
Change occurred through phases, starting with individual change agents, grassroots
efforts, top-down support, and then scaling successful strategies.
Focusing on the desired outcomes and being aware of the sensitiv‐
ity to language is a critical process to adopting change. Telling the
compelling stories that will evoke and inspire change doesn’t
require the use of the word devops. It was important to understand
the current landscape within Target—how individuals were affec‐
ted by existing efforts.
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Affinity Within the Enterprise
Target leadership encouraged affinity within the enterprise by promoting the existing
culture of organizational learning. Embracing the idea of organizational learning, as
well as encouraging everyone to level up, allowed them to scale change through the
organization. The four elements they focused on were:
• Experimenting
• Testing
• Failing
• Succeeding
Widespread experiences with different teams gave Ross Clanton insight and empathy
around each team’s challenges and the misaligned incentives, hand-offs, and account‐
ability within the organization.
Clanton’s devops journey at Target began with seeking out guidance to help resolve
these challenges. Many recommended the book The Phoenix Project: A Novel About
IT, DevOps, and Helping Your Business win by Kevin Behr, Gene Kim, and George
Spafford. After reading The Phoenix Project, Clanton bought additional copies and
gave them out to others in his teams, and even held an off-site event to role-play the
various scenarios within the book.
He teamed up with other technology leaders within the organization, including direc‐
tor Heather Mickman and engineering leader Jeff Einhorn, to find partners through‐
out the organization to help drive the common changes needed together. This was
critical to help “mind the gap” between the different silos; different organizations had
different priorities and challenges that they needed to overcome. Together, they
reached out to other experts in the field, including leadership at Netflix, Google, and
Facebook, to understand the applicable patterns that they might adopt into their own
organization.
It’s important to note how they embraced learning and driving
change within the organization as well as looking outside of it for
inspiration. If you only look within your own organization for
ideas and strategies, you run the risk of ending up with the same
practices, habits, and patterns you already have—at least some of
which must not be working too well if you are trying to make sig‐
nificant organizational changes.
Don’t fall victim to the cargo cult mentality, making changes only
because others are doing the same thing and you want to replicate
their results, but also don’t underestimate how valuable outside
experience and expertise can be.
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At the DevOps Enterprise Summit in 2014, Ross Clanton described his devops jour‐
ney at Target as connecting people across the organization. After obtaining success
within limited teams, they started bringing the message to the wider audience within
Target in a variety of ways:
• In February 2014, they held the first internal devops mini-conference with guest
speakers Rob Cummings from Nordstrom, and Michael Ducy from Chef.
• They set up regular events, inviting additinal external guest speakers, including
Jeff Sussna, Fletcher Nichol, Ian Malpass, Sean O’Neil, and Jez Humble. These
internal events helped yield a growing grassroots movement, from 160 attendees
at the first event to over 400 in a February 2015 event.
• To encourage people who wanted to learn more about these topics, they started
a weekly Automation Open Labs program as an open-ended Q&A session.
• They also started a monthly demo session, which was an opportunity for com‐
munity members to share their work, get feedback, inspire, and be inspired.
They adopted consistent messaging across “coaches” within the organization by
converging the Lean, devops, and Agile movements to grow cross-discipline coaches;
fostered deliberate quality practice through highly immersive coaching sessions; and
also encouraged employees to share their experiences externally at http://
target.github.io, all as ways of increasing affinity both within their organization and
beyond it.

Tools and Technology Within the Enterprise
Mickman’s team was charged with the building out of application program interfaces
(APIs) to simplify the growing complexity of systems and organizational silos at
Target.
Over time in a waterfall-driven organization, the tendency is toward hierarchies and
processes that minimize risk. Roles become rigid, and teams specialize in a single ser‐
vice that becomes tightly coupled with other services within the organization. This
leads to longer release cycles to communicate potential change across the organiza‐
tion, which in turn leads to greater risk.
Development of APIs was seen as a way to tackle the growing cultural and technical
debt of the organization. As a retail company, Target tackled important APIs like
product, store location and hours, promotions, and pricing. The APIs evolved, allow‐
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ing Target to quickly test and learn how to optimize experiences with customers as
well as partners like Pinterest.

The Importance of Security to Devops
In December 2015, the wish list app from Target was reported to have a personal data
leak. The key element of an API is to provide the communication interfaces for soft‐
ware to talk to each other. Often when developing software, companies focus on how
the software is expected to be used rather than how it could possibly be used.
When you create software that allows software to communicate, you create software
that allows humans to talk to the software too. Often authorization and authentica‐
tion barriers are put into place to qualify who can talk to and use software. Authenti‐
cation ensures that an entity is who it says it is. Authorization defines the access
policies around what an entity can do.
In the case of the Target vulnerability, the API appears to not have a rich set of
authorization or authentication. The process of adding authentication to a service can
be difficult, especially if you enable individuals to find a wish list based on known
information without having to create a user profile. While the individual who creates
a wish list wants to share their identifying information with an organization, the indi‐
vidual reading the wish list might not. So not having authentication on the wish list
might not be a bad decision.
The challenge, then, is creating a safe service that doesn’t give out personally identify‐
ing information (PII) to individuals who don’t already know it, while also providing a
way to search PII for matching people’s wish lists. The core weakness in the API is a
clear set of access policies around entities. An unauthenticated, unauthorized entity
should not be able to access PII, even with a user ID. Ideally the user IDs are not
something that can be easily guessed. In some ways, in the Target case it seems as if
having any kind of information about an individual could be construed as authoriza‐
tion to obtain all information about an individual.
This highlights the importance of every part of the organization being part of
the transformation. In organizations that have a lot of accumulated cultural and tech‐
nical debt, we will continue to see these kind of impacts as the long existing silos are
slowly bridged.

For Target leadership, it was important to find the right tools to enable the outcomes
that they wanted to see. As discussed in Part IV, there are differing opinions among
both individuals and organizations as to whether or not specific tools matter, or if
only the ways in which tools are used is ultimately important. Target is of the opinion
that tools do matter, as the right tooling allowed them to have more “full-stack” own‐
ership of their platform and API, rather than having those be separate and siloed.
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To accomplish this, they have been using a combination of the OpenStack platform
for cloud computing, Jenkins for continuous integration and continuous delivery,
Chef for infrastructure automation or configuration management, and GitHub for
source control. This combination has been particularly powerful for them, as it
enabled much more transparency in the development process. Instead of developers
having their own separate offline code reviews, they now use GitHub pull requests,
which their operations staff loves because they now have visibility into what changes
are happening and can more easily be active participants in the development process.
On top of this, they have found that using Hipchat for internal communication has
been very beneficial, with chatops becoming more and more integral to their develop‐
ment processes. With Hipchat, they have found that not only can teams easily com‐
municate among themselves, but they can also communicate with other teams more
easily. Because they’ve been using chatops to stream in alerts and events into appro‐
priate channels, they have a real-time view of their development ecosystem that has
enabled them to respond to incidents much more quickly than before.
Target has measured the success of their new tooling initiatives in part by the growth
in the number of APIs they have, which has increased from 30 in October 2014 to 45
in February 2015. The number of APIs was important because it allows teams and
services to integrate and work together, again rather than being siloed and separate.
Not only has the volume of both internal and external API requests increased, but
this has all happened while the site has remained stable, with a consistently low num‐
ber of incidents per month. Finding the right combination of tools that helped them
to collaborate more while eliminating some of their previous pain points has been a
large part of their success.
Be sure to define what success means for tool usage within your
organization. Focus on the outcomes you want to achieve, figure
out what your pain points are, and then look for tools to solve
those problems rather than looking for problems that can be solved
by a specific tool or technology.

Sharing Knowledge Within the Enterprise
After obtaining success within limited teams, Mickman and Clanton started bringing
the message to the wider audience within Target. One mechanism to drive this
change across the organization was to hold quarterly internal devopsdays events
where they also brought in speakers from other organizations, including Rob Cum‐
mings from Nordstrom and Michael Ducy from Chef, to keynote. As mentioned pre‐
viously, this helped to bring in new ideas as well as drive interest in their own devops
initiatives and progress.
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A second strategy they adopted was to ensure a consistency of messaging throughout
the organization. They had the idea of coaches, where various subject matter experts
in areas like Lean, devops, and Agile would help coach or mentor other individuals or
teams to help teach and share information. They found that by converging these top‐
ics into one and by growing cross-discipline coaches, they were able to build a more
consistent folk model internally, so that more people were on the same page when
talking about various devops-related concepts.
Holding immersive coaching sessions throughout the organization was another
method of scaling up the initiatives that had been working so well for them within a
few individual teams. Open labs that people throughout the organization could
attend helped scale up how much people could teach and share knowledge, and
“automation hackathons” gave even more people a chance to participate in these
changes and be empowered in their own work.
These are only a few of the ways that Target has been able to not only find tooling and
collaborative solutions that worked for them but also share what worked (and what
didn’t) throughout their organization. A combination of top-down support and
grassroots efforts to drive change at individual and team levels has been working
quite well for them.
Indeed, this approach—letting individual contributors and teams
drive changes stemming from their own in-depth experiences—is
necessary for any organization to feel confident they are making
the right changes, but executive and managerial support is also
necessary to make these changes not only happen, but stick.

Summary
We face challenges in our environment based on our past decisions, as well as our
current objectives. If we approach these problems from the individual, team, and
organizational level, we can successfully assess, plan, and overcome them. Indeed, the
key challenges to adopting devops are, in essence, scaling challenges. The barriers
that can exist at various levels get magnified with history, impacting how we
approach the various inflection points that occur in organizational lifecycles.
Sometimes we need to reevaluate current processes and backtrack. Sometimes we
need to be slow and careful in our approach; at other times, we need to be quick and
dynamic. Success comes with continual practice, and learning from mistakes.
Scaling successfully is the art and science of realizing when and how to change direc‐
tion as necessary to navigate the ever-changing environment. Just as with outdoor
climbing, there are no marked colorful routes that will guide your way for your par‐
ticular circumstance. Leveling up the necessary individual, team, and organizational
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skills will prepare you, and the same basic principles of effective devops will apply
regardless of organizational size and complexity.
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CHAPTER 15

Scaling: Misconceptions
and Troubleshooting

Let’s examine some common scaling challenges that individuals may come across,
and how to troubleshoot them. This chapter will cover areas relevant to both manag‐
ers and individual contributors, and while you might find the ones directly applicable
to your current role more helpful, it can provide valuable insight to read and under‐
stand what challenges people in other roles are facing as well.

Scaling Misconceptions
As we discussed in the previous chapter, there is more to scaling than simply being a
very large organization or doing some separate “enterprise devops.”

Some of Our Teams Will Never Be Able to Work Together
Often devops origins are described in terms of developers and operations teams at
odds with each other. In general, teams can get into a state of high tension and con‐
flict due to compiled misunderstandings. As mentioned in Part II, conflict is not bad.
It’s an important signal for a healthy organization. It is critical to ensure that teams
are not at odds with each other. With personal reconciliation, there is a one-on-one
repairing of understanding, while team reconciliation requires a much more complex
process. It’s important to repair the intrateam bonds, as well as the processes that have
led to the failures.
Often the initial stages of repair are very difficult and awkward as teams relearn how
to interact with each other. It takes time and the accumulation of positive experiences
to rebuild the trust between teams. One bad experience can disrupt progress that has
been made.
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Behavior patterns to monitor for:
Criticism
Personal attacks on character traits
Contempt
Statements or behaviors that come from a relative position of superiority
Defensiveness
Self-protection statements or behaviors
Stonewalling
Emotional withdrawal from the interaction
Blanket accusations
Statements that include “they always” or “they never” (or “we always/never”)
If teams are in an “us” versus “them” pattern, this exposes a key problem with iden‐
tity. Within an organization, it’s critical that teams align on vision and the definition
of success. If one group feels like their goals are impacted by lack of information and
transparency from another group, they may be putting pressure on the second group
with emotional overtones. This can escalate tensions between the teams.
The effect will be exacerbated by distributed teams. When different priorities and
goals for success collide, conflict increases and takes extra effort to resolve. With dis‐
tributed teams, it’s important to make the resolution process fair to all individuals so
they feel part of the resolution.
Research shows that site visits can help coworkers build rapport, strengthening
shared compact and helping develop trust and understanding around the way
individuals communicate and work.1 As much as you can, give people agency around
when and how these visits take place, and build transparency into the whole process
of getting teams to start working together. People hate feeling blindsided by decisions
that directly impact them, even if they might otherwise appreciate the results of those
decisions.
Having two groups be at odds with each other in such a way that it impacts their
work can also happen when two organizations or companies are being merged
together, and it’s important to ensure that, as much as possible, there are stakeholders
from both groups present and involved going forward. This can help reduce the like‐
lihood of “us versus them” patterns becoming entrenched.

1 Pamela J. Hinds and Catherine Durnell Cramton, “Situated Coworker Familiarity: How Site Visits Transform

Relationships Among Distributed Workers,” Organization Science 25, no. 3 (2014).
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This mentality can also be seen in people who have built up an island of dependency
on them and their knowledge as a form of job security. These individuals enjoy being
a single point of failure or bottleneck for knowledge transfer, as they believe this
makes them too valuable to the team or organization to ever get rid of. This can nega‐
tively impact their relationships with their peers, and steps should be taken to spread
out their knowledge as well as repair those relationships—including the one of
mistrust that usually exists between these individuals and the organization they are a
part of.

We Need Total Executive Buy-In to Start Making Changes
As a manager, you have a fair amount of influence on your direct reports and their
effectiveness. If there is significant pushback from upper levels of management, act as
a metaphorical “shit umbrella”2—that is, shield your reports from as much of the bull‐
shit that would get in the way of them doing their work as possible.
If people are making unrealistic demands of your team, you can either protect your
team from distractions or simply funnel all those requests and demands to them (the
“shit funnel”).
Do what you can to empower your own team, giving them as much leeway as possible
to experiment with their tools, workflows, and practices within the team. Depending
on the culture in your organization, you may find it easier to persuade the powers
that be with actual results, such as being able to show the results of an experiment
demonstrating that a new tool or workflow is more effective than the existing ones.
Make sure you’re doing as much as you can to both shield your team from naysayers
and let them figure out the best ways of working for them.

We Don’t Have the Budget to Do Any Hiring Right Now So We Can’t
Start Doing Devops
In smaller or rapidly growing organizations, changing the culture to a more devopsfocused one can be as simple as making sure that you hire people with these skill
sets and mindsets, but not every team or organization is in a position to do a lot of
hiring—or any at all. Luckily, it is absolutely possible to do devops without hiring a
brand new group of “10x rock star devops engineers.”
Create a shared understanding of goals
In order to get people on board with an idea like devops, you’ll first need to make
sure that everyone is on the same page with what that means. Make sure that you
are able to communicate not only what you want to change in your environment,
2 This phrase originates from Todd Jackson, a former group product manager for Gmail at Google, who said

that as a manager, “You can either be a shit funnel or a shit umbrella.”
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but also why. Especially in larger environments prone to reorganizations, people
might be suspicious of a change that sounds like fluff or just buzzwords, so be
sure that you can talk about specific changes you want to make and the specific
benefits you expect to see from them.
Provide and encourage learning opportunities
As we discussed in Chapter 8, it is certainly possible to teach an old sysadmin
new tricks, so to speak. A devops transformation will likely involve learning both
new soft skills and new technical skills, such as how to facilitate blameless post‐
mortems as well as how to use Docker. Make sure that training is available for
any skills you want your employees to have, as well as encouraging a learning
environment and growth mindset throughout your organization.
Create an environment where devops principles thrive
In order for these sorts of changes to stick, you will need to create an environ‐
ment where it is in people’s best interests to make. If you want people to commu‐
nicate more or do more mentoring, make these skills explicit parts of your skills
matrices or career development plans. If you want to discourage rude behavior,
encourage people to call it out when they see it (if they feel comfortable doing so)
and make sure there are consequences for disruptive or abusive behavior. It is
difficult to have an environment where collaboration and assholes can both
thrive, so if you find yourself tolerating jerks, chances are you’re actively working
against a collaborative devops environment.
When you are trying to change an existing environment and the habits and behavior
of the people in it, you’ll want to start with small steps. Make sure you provide clear
goals, ongoing learning opportunities, and an atmosphere of trust, empathy, and col‐
laboration.

Scaling Troubleshooting
There is no one-size-fits-all solution that can provide all the answers to scaling chal‐
lenges for every organization. Instead, this section will present some common scenar‐
ios that arise as organizations grow and change over the course of their lifecycles.

Management Is Insistent That We Stick With X, and Doesn’t See the
Value of Devops
As we saw when we discussed Target in the previous chapter, at some point there has
to be management buy-in to make these sorts of changes in an impactful and lasting
manner across an organization. However, as they also saw, this doesn’t mean that that
approval has to be there from the very beginning. Starting with just one team, giving
that team some time to experiment, and then reporting those changes to manage‐
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ment once there are positive results to show can be a useful, if not immediately grati‐
fying, way to show others the value of these sorts of changes.
If the problem lies with upper management, see if you can get your manager on
board to help with the changes you want to make. They may:
• work around restrictions already in place;
• negotiate with other managers on your behalf;
• decide to let you experiment within your team; and
• shield you from any repercussions.
If your direct manager doesn’t see the value of devops, it will naturally be more diffi‐
cult to effect change, but you can still look for allies within your team in a similar
manner. If your manager insists on using tool or methodology X, is there a way that
you can use that alongside a new tool or practice Y, and see how the two compare
over time? Read up on ideas like “managing your manager” and see if there aren’t
ways you could be communicating why you want to make changes more effectively,
such that your manager can feel the benefits as well.

Teams Are Spread Too Thin
When teams are consistently not meeting their requirements or deadlines and you’ve
determined that there are not overly unrealistic demands being placed on them, the
most likely cause is that there aren’t enough individuals working on given tasks or
projects to meet the demands. Take the time to reassess both project workload and
deadlines; you may find that you need to shift people between projects or adjust
deadlines to match what can realistically be accomplished by the current team.
You may also find that you need to hire more people, especially during a growth
phase, but also keep an eye out for this during decline phases, where you may dis‐
cover you have reduced headcount without reducing project scope or workload to
match. It might be tempting to try to get the same amount of work out of fewer peo‐
ple to cut costs, but beyond a certain point, that simply leads to lower-quality work
and burnt-out employees. It’s important to keep your expectations for what people
can accomplish grounded in reality.
One way to get effectively more work out of the same number of people is essentially
enabling them to work smarter, not harder. Rather than looking to longer hours to
accomplish more, look to your current tools and processes for ways they can be
improved. Talk with the people on your team about their workflows and what tools
and technologies they use to accomplish their work, and look for ways that these can
be made more efficient, so that less effort or time is wasted. You may need to look
outside the organization for ideas, but also solicit suggestions from the people cur‐
rently on your team. It might take some time and effort if people aren’t traditionally
Scaling Troubleshooting
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used to having their ideas or voices be heard, but you might get some very valuable
information from the results.

Decisions Aren’t Being Made Well
Realizing that decisions are regularly resulting in undesirable outcomes (“we decided
to try X and it ended up making things worse instead of better”) or that decisionmaking processes seem to involve a lot of wasted time and effort, is a common pain
point as organizations grow and change. Decisions that were made easily when your
entire engineering department could fit in the same room have become long, drawnout affairs now that your organization has grown to contain multiple departments
around the world. Here are some ways to address this:
Examine processes
It’s easy for there to be increased confusion around the ownership of various
problems as an organization grows. When issues or projects span multiple teams,
you may find that they either slip through the cracks and lack enough ownership
or become a source of conflict as multiple teams contend for ownership. The lat‐
ter situation especially can lead to ineffective decision-making processes, as too
much arguing makes it difficult for anything to ever get decided. On the other
side of things, top-down decisions, while they tend to dramatically reduce the
amount of arguing that goes on, tend to leave people unhappy with the process, if
not the results.
Recognize clarity issues
If there is a lack of clarity around what decisions need to be made or what their
impacts are, or if there are too many unknowns surrounding the outcomes, you
may also find increasing analysis paralysis.
Monitor the weight of process
People avoid making decisions if there is so much process that the process itself
gets in the way of work getting done or reaching an outcome in a reasonable
amount of time.
Weigh productivity versus risk
When people are avoiding making a decision, it impacts productivity. Take a
moment to understand the risk of making the wrong decision. If the cost to being
wrong has minimal impact, continuing to avoid making a decision is wasted time
and may impact the usefulness of the decision.
Make incremental change
Recognizing most decisions are not irreversible helps to change the frame of
understanding. When we recognize that we can change our minds after the fact,
it eliminates some of the analysis paralysis that arises from too much choice.
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Create safe spaces to experiment
Mistakes teach us how to analyze risk appropriately and make good decisions
when needed. This is another area where having a blameless culture rather than a
blameful one can have a big benefit, as people will be more able to focus on
reaching the best outcome rather than simply covering their asses.
Keep track of the decisions you are making. Continuing to do the
same thing and expecting to see a different result is a source of
wasted effort, and the definition of insanity. By tracking decisions
and outcomes, you can course-correct and gain more confidence in
the decisions that you make.

We’re Having Problems Attracting the Talent We Want
Make sure to educate human resources about the requirements of the job, attend local
meetup groups, rethink requirements of the job, and give back to the community.
In environments where the history of your organization is impacting how many or
what kinds of candidates apply to your positions, there are a few additional steps that
may assist.
Acknowledge the history and the challenges in the environment. Be prepared with
answers for questions that will come up about issues that have been reported. The
fact that an individual did research on your company, read the reviews on Glassdoor,
and still showed up for the interview is good! Encourage your current employees to
talk about their work, either through presenting or participating in open spaces at
conferences. Ensure that the process for vetting presentations and participation is
transparent and clear.
Identify whether the problem is with the hiring process, or with the individuals inter‐
viewing. Create an interview training program and pair interview, allowing more
people within the organization to become better interviewers. Figure out if any of
your interview techniques might be turning away potential candidates. Full-day or
multiday interviews, or interviewers who are overly confrontational in their style, are
likely to discourage candidates from applying or accepting offers, and tend to dis‐
courage diversity within the organization as well.
On a related note, it might be the case that certain individuals within your organiza‐
tion are problematic in some of their actions or workplace behaviors. If issues of this
sort have gone unresolved for long enough, it may be difficult to surface information,
as people will have seen that problematic behavior is accepted and may have given up
trying to report or resolve the issue. Removing such problematic individuals from the
organization may be necessary to attract more candidates, especially if the problem‐
atic behavior is racist, sexist, or similarly discriminatory.
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It will also help to know your target audience for potential new hires, and to address
this realistically to get the most from your potential candidate pool. If you are a large
enterprise organization with a history of being slow to respond to industry changes,
you probably shouldn’t be looking to poach current startup employees. Be aware of
and up front about your organizational issues and limitations, which will help you
align your searches with your audience as well as avoid getting a bad reputation for
misleading hiring practices.

Morale Is Suffering After a Reorganization or Staff Reduction
The reduction phase of an organization’s lifecycle is a natural phase where leadership
may reduce product lines or staff count. Changing cultural norms have led to
increased transparency as individuals post reviews on experiences, salary, and inter‐
view information. Glassdoor is one site where employees can post this information
anonymously, and potential employees can read and rate their interest in a position.
The processes that are followed when a company enters this phase are a reflection of
the culture. How and when leadership communicates the impending change can
cause cognitive dissonance if the internal perception of culture and the implications
of the message are not in sync.
A disconnect in how different individuals are valued can also negatively impact
morale. If the company then transmits a message that underperformers are being cut,
and a valued member is cut from the team, the remaining team members have to cre‐
ate the missing context in order to resolve the cognitive dissonance.
Change that is not handled well can demoralize the individuals still at the company;
decrease cooperation, collaboration, and teamwork between individuals and teams
within the organization; and increase outages and absenteeism due to stress and ill‐
nesses. Depending on the reasons for the reorganization or reduction, this could
result in the opposite outcomes than desired.
When a reduction of workforce is imminent, don’t try to hide it. The larger the orga‐
nization, the more opportunities for leaks, whether due to people caring and trying to
reconcile their feelings about the process, or someone making poor decisions about
sharing sensitive information. If the news gets into the press before you have
informed your company, you’ll end up with people stressing out over the possibilities
of losing their job, or losing valuable coworkers.
If your company has had an event of this nature and handled it poorly, due to the
ever-increasing transparency of shared experiences, it is critical that it addresses any
remaining internal issues and embraces the opportunity for transparency.
Review and repair your hiring practices. Ensure your hiring practices are a positive
experience. Even if there are bad reviews, great individual experiences with the phone
screen and interview process can help to repair your image.
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Seek out entry- and junior-level candidates. Mentor and educate them. These individ‐
uals will cost more money in the short term, but will help you in the long term. They
bring different perspectives and can revitalize your efforts in hiring.
Finally, fire your bullies. Track and measure the impact of individuals on the team.
Don’t excuse bad behavior because it’s someone who is really smart or productive.
Their behaviors impact the rest of the team, and may impact your interviewing pros‐
pects.

We Don’t Know If We Need a Full Team for X
Even if a project or role might not have enough day-to-day work to necessitate hiring
more than one person, single-person teams can be a recipe for burnout and single
points of failure. The bus factor is a number describing how many people a team or
project would have to lose in order to lose its institutional knowledge or ability to
progress (or, how many people could get hit by a bus before the project/team would
be unsalvagable). Lower numbers here are worse, because there is less margin for
error or extenuating circumstances.
Single-person teams, by definition, have a bus factor of one: if that one person gets hit
by a bus or (less dramatically) gets sick, wants to take a vacation, or leaves the organi‐
zation, where will you be then? Look for ways that you can share knowledge, even
without enough workload to hire a full team. Pairing and keeping documentation up
to date are great places to start.
Burnout is another serious issue with single-person teams. If someone is the only per‐
son who knows how to do certain things, there will likely be pressure on them—
either internally or externally imposed—to avoid taking time off or getting sick.
Without any real time to recharge, their stress levels will continually increase—and so
will the likelihood that they will end up leaving the organization, either because they
proactively look for a job where they aren’t a single point of failure or because stress
and burnout end up forcing their hand. If you can have several people sharing
responsibility and knowledge part-time rather than one person full-time, that ends
up being better at both an individual and an organizational level.
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PART VI

Bridging Devops Cultures

CHAPTER 16

Building Bridges with the
Four Pillars of Effective Devops

One of the key factors that gives devops staying power and enables far-reaching influ‐
ence is its flexibility. As we have illustrated throughout this book, there is no one way
of doing devops; it does not require a particular piece of software or process, nor is it
limited to web startups.
There are certain stories (Netflix and Etsy) that tend to be repeated as examples of
successful devops implementations. These are not all-inclusive when it comes to ways
that organizations can use the four pillars of effective devops to improve their pro‐
ductivity. While organizations like Etsy, which is well-known for its cultural and tech‐
nical practices, certainly have important stories to share, we deliberately shared a
wider range of stories than only those traditionally told in devops circles. The diver‐
sity of stories we have examined in no way nullifies the importance of devops, but
rather is key to understanding its significance in the way we work and the industry as
a whole.
When people tell stories about devops, they often talk about silos. A common trope is
that of development and operations teams so siloed off from each other that they
barely communicate at all, let alone collaborate effectively, and one thing that people
look for is how to break down those silos. We prefer to think of devops in terms of a
more constructive metaphor, rather than a destructive one.
Rather than silos, we view different teams or organizations as islands. In order to
maintain a healthy, thriving ecosystem, a group of islands needs to be able to share
resources, transfer knowledge, and even have inhabitants moving between them.
Thus, we need to build bridges between the islands. The more bridges we have, the
more robust our island network will be. The stories we tell with the four pillars of
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effective devops are how we build these bridges between the islands of different indi‐
viduals, teams, and organizations.

The Significance of Stories
Throughout this book, we have emphasized the importance and significance of sto‐
ries, and now that you are familiar with our four pillars, you will hopefully be able to
see how they are working together to impact your own stories, past and present.
The stories that people tell are the container that holds their world together and gives
meaning to their lives.
—Andrew Ramer

In some ways, devops is about understanding and potentially changing our core
beliefs about our identity. When we internalize beliefs on identity based on roles and
reject people because their behaviors don’t match our beliefs, it impacts which engi‐
neers we admire, who we consider viable candidates for our job openings, how we
interview, and who we consider “in.” Devops means that instead of saying something
like, “I’m ops because I innately do these things,” we should instead be saying that,
“I’m ops because I do these things now.” This takes us back to the growth mindset
that we want to encourage, rather than a fixed mindset: it’s not that you either “do
devops” or you don’t, it is about how you examine and approach problems.
To understand why devops has gained such traction within the industry, we can
examine its significance across multiple perspectives. Central across teams and
organizations, it has a function that impacts the lives and work structures of individu‐
als as well as the industry as a whole. Examining different company cultures gives us
the opportunity to understand and interact with a diverse set of individuals. It also
gives us the opportunity to understand the relationship of devops with newer philos‐
ophies that will arise.
As individuals, when we examine, listen, and share our stories from personal experi‐
ence we strengthen our sense of belonging within the community, obtain comfort
through the shared group values, and gain additional understanding of events that
occur. As a group, we are improving communication through common symbolism,
reducing conflict through shared meaning, and increasing cohesion through com‐
mon values and conceptions of reality.

Explicit and Implicit Stories
While people have always had a great fondness for telling stories as a means of com‐
munication, this is not the only way that we end up demonstrating our histories and
our cultures.
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Explicit stories tell stories in a direct narrative form. These are the most common, and
repeated as examples. We knowingly and deliberately tell these stories.
Implicit stories share information about our culture, histories, and actions. We aren’t
directly telling these stories.
We often don’t consider the implicit stories when we talk about our devops journeys.
For example:
Encouraging a candidate to join our team
During the interview process, we often unknowingly share information about
what is valued at the company. Mentioning long weekend hours signal to individ‐
uals that work and life commitments may be unbalanced. It might also signal that
people are passionate about the product.
Writing a blog post
What information is included, and the level at which it’s written, communicates
to individuals what is valued and expectations of knowledge.
Presenting at an industry conference
The level and role of the individuals presenting at industry conferences commu‐
nicates trust and transparency as well as a lack of prestige when individual con‐
tributors across the company are encouraged to speak.

Alice Goldfuss, Site Reliability Engineer, New Relic
Devops, to me, was about blending development and operations mindsets to create
solid software and reliable platforms. It was about automation and tests and good
incident management.
But devops can be much more than that; it can be a whole culture. After all, teams
need to understand each other before solving shared problems. In fact, devops culture
is such an obvious way of functioning that at first I didn’t realize I was a practitioner.
Of course you should communicate with other teams. Of course incidents should be
blameless. Of course you want diverse talent. Of course.
I’m fortunate to work at a company that has striven to incorporate devops values into
everyday engineering processes, without need of buzzwords or kick-offs. We have
blameless incident retros, embed SREs on development teams, and provide transpar‐
ency whenever possible. For example, our engineering organization is governed by a
processes repo that any engineer can contribute to, and we send out monthly newslet‐
ters with the latest process changes.
I feel I can talk to almost any engineer in my company and find a sympathetic ear and
willingness to help me with my current project. Because every production engineer‐
ing team is in an on-call rotation, we all speak more or less the same language and
support each other’s ups and downs. In fact, we are growing toward a skill set of blur‐
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red lines, where software engineers can troubleshoot Linux and SREs write systems
tools and web apps.
Is it perfect? No, of course not. When you’re paged at 3 am for someone else’s code,
you want to throw blame and put up walls. But having official processes in place
against this means no one gets hurt due to temporary feelings. Having a culture that
supports interest across disciplines means people stay longer. And realizing the value
of well-balanced teams creates room for junior talent.
If this is what devops is, then everyone should be doing it.

Devops in Theory and in Practice
It is one thing to discuss how something works in theory, and another to put it into
practice. Anyone who has made a change to a piece of software has at some point
said to themselves (or to their teammates) that “this should work in theory" but
remained a bit uncertain about how that change will manifest when put into produc‐
tion.
We all have mental models about how we see the world and how we think things
should work. Whether we realize it or not (and we often do not), these models guide
our thoughts and behaviors in our day-to-day lives. This is referred to as theory in
use, or how our theories or mental models play out when they are being used. How‐
ever, when asked about how we see the world or how we think we would behave in a
given situation, we often give different answers—how we think we act or how we
wish we acted, called our espoused theories, is not always the same as how we do act.
For the most part, people are not trying to be deceitful when their espoused theories
differ from their theories in use. It is human nature to believe that we would act
in what we believe is a better, more positive, more idealistic manner than what hap‐
pens when we are confronted with the stresses and realities of situations. So while a
manager might say that of course he would let his reports decide the best way to pro‐
ceed when dealing with an outage, in practice he might fall into micromanaging
behaviors—and not even be aware of that difference.

Real-World Case Studies: Stories Showing Practice
We have shared real-world case studies throughout this book to illustrate the realities
and varieties of the theories in use of devops practices. It is one thing to say that you
have a blameless environment, and another thing to have one.
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Keep this in mind when attending conference talks or reading blog
posts about how other organizations are doing devops and making
comparisons with your own organization. It can be easy to get dis‐
couraged when it feels like other companies have cultures that are
so far ahead, but they might have differences between their
espoused theories and theories in use.

It can also be frustrating to see the same people or organizations speaking about what
they are doing, or having others talk them up as being these “industry thought lead‐
ers.” You might think, “Well, that’s great for them, but the reality is that some of those
things just won’t work in our organization.” Change may be more difficult in some
organizations based on their specific challenges.
While we would argue that a great deal more cultural change is possible than people
might think, it is certainly true that different organizations and industries have differ‐
ent requirements and restrictions, and not every change you might want to make is
possible. If you have to maintain PCI compliance, for example, there are certain
workflow changes around aspects like your servers that handle credit card processing
that you simply cannot make, as well as restrictions that you must follow to be com‐
pliant. This doesn’t mean, however, that there aren’t still significant gains that can be
made elsewhere in most organizations.

Learning from Stories
Holism is the theory that parts of a whole are in intimate interconnection and thus
regarded as greater than their sum. This applies to the four pillars of effective devops:
while they can be considered individually, the strength of the devops movement
stems from understanding all four and their interactions.
Through stories, we can learn:
• Why particular tools or technologies were chosen
• How people interact with each other and use different tools to accomplish their
goals
• How tools enabled goals (or didn’t) in the real world
• How different teams and organizations worked through various problems
• Things that worked and, more importantly, why they didn’t work
In the next chapter, we’ll discuss various forms of knowledge and
learning that exist among teams, groups, or organizations, as well
as look at changes that can be made to encourage more of this kind
of affinity and learning.
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Building Connections with Stories
In addition to considering how different parts of an organization are interconnected,
it is also important to think about how we, as practitioners and as human beings, are
connected as well. It is not possible to completely divorce any kind of discussion on
software or technology from the people who create it and the people who use it. Our
software is made by people, for people, and focusing our conversations entirely on
the technical while ignoring the interpersonal is ultimately short-sighted.
Stories enable us to build connections with each other. When we shared our own sto‐
ries in Chapter 1, we did so with the hope that readers would be able to connect with
us, both to understand where we are coming from and start drawing parallels with
their own stories. Sharing stories helps us see each other as real people, not as an
anonymous faceless mob or just a screen name and a cartoon avatar, and to start
interacting with and empathizing with each other as such.
By sharing and discussing the breadth of experiences found in these various stories,
we hope that readers will be able to:
• recognize that other’s different experiences will lead to differences in culture;
• learn how to ask questions to determine whether an organization that professes
devops matches their own expectations and fit;
• increase tolerance of others’ views;
• observe others’ and their own experiences, comparing and contrasting these mul‐
tiple viewpoints; and
• increase ability to articulate their own beliefs and values.
In the final two chapters of this book, we will examine various stories or narratives
that impact us as individuals, the effects these stories have on how we work together,
and what it means to create healthy, sustainable organizations where individuals can
thrive.

Summary
Some readers might be surprised by how much we have discussed cultural factors in
this book, rather than spending more time on technical ones. Culture—as defined by
the values, beliefs, goals, and practices shared by the people in an organization—has
much more impact on implementation of devops than specific tools or technologies.
As we’ve discussed before with the notion of the devops compact, devops is about
creating understandings and shared goals that allow for long-term, sustainable work‐
ing relationships between individuals and teams. Similar to how someone with a
strong understanding of fundamental engineering concepts can readily pick up new
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programming languages, organizations with a strong understanding of the cultural
aspects of how people work together can more easily adapt to use different tools
and technologies.
In order to build the relationships and connections that effective devops requires, we
have to be able to both learn from and connect with one another. Stories—whether
those told on Usenet, the ones shared at the first devopsdays conference back in 2009,
or those written out in this book—provide us with mechanisms and narratives for
this learning and connecting.

Summary
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CHAPTER 17

Bridging Devops Cultures:
Learning from Our Stories

Stories are a big part of learning, for both the people telling the stories and the people
hearing them. You might think of learning as just being about learning how to use a
new tool, picking up a new programming language, or improving some other techni‐
cal skill, but the context around how and why various tools and technologies are used
can have just as much impact, if not more, as their technical details.
Luckily, stories are a great way of sharing the cultural context around the use of tools
within a specific environment. For example, Netflix’s Chaos Monkey explicitly tests
failure in production by having an application randomly crash virtual servers. The
stories shared of the Chaos tools in use at Netflix illuminate values of the organiza‐
tion including:
• practice at resolving failures when engineers are at their best during the day ver‐
sus at 2 am;
• standard of writing software that degrades rather than fails; and
• expectation of failure as a mode of software operation.
In this chapter, we’ll cover various aspects of this cultural context that demonstrate
the values of a team or organization, either implicitly or explicitly. We’ll then cover
ways to encourage learning between teams and even organizations, looking at how to
foster this sort of learning in your own environment.

What Stories Can Teach Us About Culture
As we stated in Chapter 1, a large part of culture consists of the values, norms, and
knowledge shared among groups of people. It is one thing to talk about culture,
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however, and another thing to see or hear how that culture manifests itself in day-today work.
This section examines five key aspects of culture: values, prohibitions, myths, rituals,
and ideas. We will examine how these aspects are established in everyday work envi‐
ronments as well as give suggestions for examining them in your own culture.
Aspects such as these are how we teach other people about our cultures, whether
those are new people who are joining your organization or the audience of a talk you
are giving at a conference.
It’s important to keep in mind that you can use these cultural
aspects in stories you are telling, but you should also pay attention
to them when you are listening to and learning from stories your‐
self. When you are listening to someone tell a story, either infor‐
mally or formally, what are they saying about their culture? What
parts of their culture are implicit versus explicitly stated? By notic‐
ing what elements of cultural context are most valuable to learn
from, you will get better at both learning from other people’s stories
and at teaching others through your own.

Values
Every organization has values, but the described values that exist in theory
don’t always match the values demonstrated in practice. Values are the principles,
standards of behavior, and judgments of what is and isn’t important within an organi‐
zation.
How organizational values are communicated, both within and outside the organiza‐
tion, is important. Most frequently, the espoused values are written down somewhere.
These value statements can be found in places like a company’s website or other pro‐
motional material, job descriptions, employee handbooks, or motivational posters
with phrases like “Customer Satisfaction” or “Teamwork.” These values might also be
repeated verbally in situations like organization-wide meetings or press releases.

Values in theory and in practice
These verbal and written descriptions state principles, but when it comes to everyday
life in an organization, where theory most often diverges from practice is in the
behaviors being demonstrated.
Many people have heard the phrase, “the standard you walk past is the standard you
accept.” Lieutenant General David Morrison, currently serving as Australia’s Chief of
Army, said this in a 2013 statement regarding acceptable behavior in the Australian
army during the course of an investigation of sexual harassment by officers. He noted
that it is one thing to say that harassment will not be tolerated, but if there are no
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consequences for harassing behavior, that actual behavior becomes the standard
rather than the stated value.
The same holds true for the workplace. Morrison also stated that the responsibility to
set and enforce standards of behavior falls especially to those in leadership roles or
other positions of power. This is important, as it avoids blaming victims for bad
behavior that happens to them (an unfortunately common occurrence) placing the
responsibility instead on the people who have the power and obligation to enforce
behavior and set consequences.
However, this is not to say that only managers or leaders can speak up when they see
bad behavior happening. As noted in Part III, behaviors and consequences enforced
by the group as a whole are most effective for maintaining a communally beneficial
standard of behavior overall. This means that everyone who has the ability to safely
do so should do their part to set and enforce values. It also prevents people on the
receiving end of bad behavior, who are often members of underrepresented or margi‐
nalized groups and have less power and safety with which to act, from being solely
responsible for how other people behave.
Another way in which values can be expressed is in how different teams are treated
throughout the organization. As also mentioned in Part III, it is common in startups
for engineering teams, especially web and mobile development ones, to be valued
more than other, nonengineering teams. While this usually is not explicitly stated, it
becomes apparent through behaviors such as allowing more flexible schedules or
remote opportunities for engineers; giving them a higher budget for swag, training,
and travel; and giving them more recognition for their accomplishments.

Differing team and organizational values
Moving from overall organizational values to a more granular level, individual teams
can end up having rather different values from each other, and this can cause conflicts
throughout an organization as well. We’ve discussed previously how different values
were at the heart of the issues that sparked the devops movement. Shipping features
quickly and site stability are examples of different engineering values. But how work
gets done or how it is evaluated are not the only values that teams and organizations
need to consider. Some other examples of values are:
• “Move fast and break things”—that is, valuing forward motion over all else
• Valuing teaching and sharing—individual versus collective knowledge
• Valuing building an inclusive and diverse team versus growing a team quickly
• Encouraging people to speak their mind however they want versus creating a
place where people feel safe
• Valuing being a team player versus being a “lone wolf ”
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• Prioritizing quality of work over quantity of hours worked
• Encouraging people to eat three meals a day at the office versus encouraging
them to spend time with their families
Differences in these or any other values between teams, especially when the differing
teams have to work closely together, can be a source of conflict. The key is not in
never having differences or disagreements in the first place, but rather in how teams
work to communicate and resolve these kinds of disagreements when they do arise.
Whether or not people are willing and able to communicate their individual and
team values to others is a good indicator of how well the organization will be able to
effectively work with a diverse group of individuals and their possibly disparate
working styles and values. This ties back to the idea of the devops compact we intro‐
duced in Part I—communication in the beginning is used to create a shared under‐
standing of not only the goals but also the general strategies that will be used together,
and an environment of trust allows people or teams to work semi-independently
toward that goal.
Obviously this cannot happen without the shared understanding of the goal, strate‐
gies, or values—how will people know what they are working toward if this is never
discussed or communicated? The more siloed and less communicative an organiza‐
tion begins from, the more communication they are likely to need to reach a shared
understanding, and the more time it will take to reach a trustful, blameless environ‐
ment that can maintain that state.

Communicating and teaching values
How do values get communicated between teams, individuals, and organizations?
How do we determine how much overlap and sharing already exist with our values
and goals, how do we best communicate what is most important to us, and how do
we resolve conflicts between differing values?
Ask people to prepare
When these kinds of discussions need to happen, tell people to prepare for them.
Get key stakeholders to define what their values are, explain why they are impor‐
tant, and prioritize them. “Because they just are” is not useful to help defuse con‐
flict when resolving disagreements in values. Make sure everyone involved has a
chance to share and discuss their values and viewpoints, to ensure that everyone’s
voice is heard.
Level up communication skills
This might mean management training so that managers throughout the organi‐
zation are skilled in dealing with conflict effectively, or providing communication
training to individual contributors of all levels, but it’s important to start develop‐
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ing good communication habits in people and breaking unproductive ones as
early as possible.
Talk face to face, if possible
Whether this means in person or with video conferencing, it’s important to
remember how much of what we communicate is nonverbal. So much of the con‐
text and nuance gets lost in written communication that it is much easier for mis‐
understandings to occur that way. People who are more comfortable with written
communication can take advantage of the preparation step to write out their
thoughts while still presenting them face to face later.
Document, review, and iterate
People won’t always remember what was discussed in a given meeting or conver‐
sation, or schedules might mean somebody wasn’t able to attend. In addition,
miscommunication is still possible and people can have different interpretations
of what was said and agreed upon. Having a written record of what happened
allows you to review it and gives you a solid starting point to continue the con‐
versation and keep working to reach a common understanding.
Keep information visible and shared
Finally, it is important that everyone be able to see the conversations that took
place and what decisions were reached, especially around values that impact their
daily work. In order for values to be truly shared, they cannot be hidden away or
decided behind closed doors and then handed down as edicts. Without visibility,
there can be no conversations, and conversations are necessary for shared under‐
standing.
In general, try to use the same classes of tools and the same general
strategies you use for technical work to do this sort of communitybuilding, “soft” skills work. Not only will people already be familiar
with the general workflows of the tools, but it will reduce the fric‐
tion that can come from learning to use a new tool. For example, if
your teams are already using GitHub’s pull requests for collaborat‐
ing on code, they can use them to collaborate on documents speci‐
fying the team’s or organization’s values as well.

Looking around the industry, it is incredibly gratifying to see that we are starting to
talk about sustainable work practices based on not glorifying long work hours, and
instead have started sharing coping strategies and encouraging our coworkers to take
vacations. Pretending that stress, overwork, burnout, and other such issues don’t exist
won’t make them go away; all that will do is make people afraid to speak up and reach
out for help when they are struggling. When you consider your team and organiza‐
tional values, be sure that you do not forget this human side of things.
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Prohibitions
Prohibitions are things that are known or described as being dangerous or forbidden.
However, whether this knowledge is implicit or explicit can vary greatly among
teams, as it’s often found in the form of tribal knowledge not explicitly documented.
Some examples of prohibitions in environments include:
• running commands as root in production rather than using sudo;
• testing changes to production configuration in production (even if it is just a
monitoring script);
• committing code to version control prior to testing;
• moving forward with deployment without passing tests;
• running arbitrary code from the internet on company systems; and
• deploying to production on Fridays or right before heading home.
These prohibitions can be technical or nontechnical. It is important to keep in mind
that the more explicit they are, the easier it will be to communicate them to new peo‐
ple joining the group. If nothing is written down or explicitly stated, how is someone
supposed to know they are committing a faux pas until after the fact?
This is an area where people of different backgrounds might have different social or
cultural expectations that come into play, such as ask versus guess cultures (described
in Part II). Clarifying and documenting expectations around both values and prohibi‐
tions can go a long way toward keeping the devops compact self-enforcing.
Technical prohibitions might be documented in code comments or, more frequently,
wiki pages or other shared documents. A wiki page describing how to deploy code to
production might be expected to have some prohibitions in the form of “Be careful to
look out for X" or “Warning: Make sure Y happens at this point before continuing.”
These sorts of prohibitions can often be traced back to previous mistakes that were
made and then documented in the hopes of preventing their recurrence.
Nontechnical prohibitions often take the form of an employee handbook or a code of
conduct. While there are other texts that go into much greater depth as to why codes
of conduct are important, we will simply say here that they are a much-needed way to
detail inappropriate behaviors, enforcement policies for violations, the process for
reporting violations, and consequences for violations in a given environment. All
companies should have an employee handbook and all events should have a code of
conduct that lays out types and examples of prohibited behavior, the ramifications of
violating the rules, and how to report issues or violations if you see them.
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Describing and teaching prohibitions
For both technical and nontechnical prohibitions, it helps to be as specific as possible
when describing them. This is especially true for more social or cultural prohibitions;
something that states only “don’t be an asshole” (as too many do) leaves itself up to
interpretation as to what constitutes someone “being an asshole.” This then turns
reporting a violation into one person’s word against another, and people with less
power or privilege in a given community or organization often feel less safe reporting
violations for this reason. On the other hand, a prohibition such as “no sexually
explicit content in talks or on slides” provides a much clearer picture of what is
not allowed.
In many cases, it can be helpful to explain why a particular prohibition exists. This
not only provides context that can help guide people’s decisions, but also makes the
rules feel less arbitrary. People are less likely to push back against rules and prohibi‐
tions when there is a clear reason behind them. For a technical prohibition, this
might take the form of an example of what happens if a prohibited thing is done (or
maybe a link to a postmortem from an event that caused the prohibition to become
necessary). Some people might think it is not needed to state why more social/
nontechnical prohibitions like codes of conduct are necessary, but we feel that you
cannot overstate that everyone’s health, safety, and security are prioritized.
Finally, it is important to pay attention to how prohibitions and rules get enforced. Is
your environment a blameless one, or does it look for someone to make an example
of? Are the consequences or repercussions that happen in line with what is stated?
For example, if a code of conduct says that someone who violates it will be removed
from the event, does that happen? Not following through on these sorts of prohibi‐
tions sends the message that they are not really important, so make sure that you do
not set forth consequences that you do not intend to act on.
Additionally, keep an eye out for rules being enforced inconsis‐
tently. If there are individuals in an organization who seem to be
allowed to break the rules, this not only sets a bad example for the
rest of the organization, but it also creates an environment where
different people are held to different standards at the expense of
everyone’s safety.

Myths
We have mentioned the importance of stories several times throughout this book,
along with the impact that they have on culture. A myth is a traditional story or belief
that is shared among a culture or community that explains “why” and influences
behavior, but often is not based on factual data.
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Harmful impacts of myths
Myths can vary in whether or not they are harmful. More lighthearted ones might
take the form of superstitions: among most operation engineers, there are supersti‐
tions around being on-call and jokes like “do not anger the on-call gods” by saying
something like “this on-call rotation hasn’t been too bad so far.” Some myths can
cause more long-lasting problems with how people think, how they interact with oth‐
ers, and how they deal with the industry around them.
A prime example of a harmful myth is “girls are bad at math.” This phenomenon,
introduced in Chapter 9, is referred to as stereotype threat. It describes how people
will very often perform more poorly in situations when they have been told or
reminded of negative stereotypes that apply to them (such as girls who are told that
“girls are bad at math” performing worse on a math test). This is in large part due to
the psychological power that stories can have upon us, negative or positive. When
people have to worry about proving or disproving other people’s negative perceptions
of them (and other members of their group or people like them), the pressure and
mental overhead placed upon them is enormous.
Another harmful myth is “I’m not technical.” In an industry that increasingly glorifies
engineers, people in disciplines outside of engineering can stop believing in the value
of their own skills and discount their contributions in the workplace. Engineers
should not be put on pedestals at the expense of other employees, as it takes more
than just engineering skills to grow and maintain a successful business.
Another problem with this myth is that it indicates a fixed mindset rather than a
growth mindset. People tend to say “I’m not an engineer” or “I’m not technical” as if
it were some immutable fact that could never change, which discourages them from
ever picking up programming or operations skills. The myth that engineers are more
important than anyone else in turn discourages engineers from learning anything
about the business or customer-facing aspects of the organizations they are a part of.
While these technical versus nontechnical silos are broader than “dev” versus “ops,”
they are still silos that can prevent an organization from reaching its full potential.

Examining myths
When we come across myths like these, we should be asking ourselves as a commu‐
nity not only what harm might they be causing but also how we can work to counter
their effects. The various coding bootcamp programs that exist are good for raising
the technical skills of people outside the industry looking to get into engineering, but
we need to consider how we treat nontechnical people within our industry and
organizations. How can we encourage and grow technical and engineering literacy in
nonengineers? How can we encourage business literacy among engineering staff?
What can we do in our interviewing processes to help combat the negative effects of
stereotype threat?
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Different organizations and companies will have myths and stories that are unique to
them, but it is important to keep an eye out for them, to examine the effects they have
throughout the various groups and communities that make up our industry, and to
keep questioning and iterating on how we can improve the stories we are telling.

Rituals
Rituals, or formalized modes of behavior that members of a group or community reg‐
ularly engage in, are useful not only for building community but also for determining
where a community’s values lie. From a more sociological perspective, the idea of a
formalized ritual often has a more religious meaning, but behavior need not be quite
that formalized in order to be considered a ritual—the extent to which the knowledge
of it is shared among community members as well as the regularity of its practice
really help give an activity or behavior ritual status.
Rituals have long been used as a way of bringing a community together by helping to
build a shared identity based on participation in the ritual. A fairly obvious example
of this is the “rushing” of fraternities or sororities and the hazing that often happens
to new or prospective members. Participating in these shared, traditional behaviors
helps to instill a feeling of camaraderie and group membership once the rituals
are completed.

Rituals within a community
As we’ve discussed in earlier chapters, building a community and instilling a sense of
group membership is key to developing strong collaborative relationships within an
organization, and rituals can be an effective way of doing this. However, it is impor‐
tant to be aware of whether or not the rituals that we’ve created are exclusionary, who
they might be leaving out, and how those exclusions can harm both individuals and
the community as a whole. Consider a few examples of rituals that might be seen at
various tech companies:
Regularly working until 9 or 10 pm
Not only is a ritual like this a problem for employees that have obligations out‐
side of work (such as a family to care for), but it can also promote a culture that
is devoid of any balance or boundaries between work and not-work. When man‐
agers are some of the people working late all the time, it can make that behavior
seem required, even if they say that it is not.
Celebrating milestones or goals with drinks or at a bar
Celebrations can be a great way to recognize the work that people have done, but
there are many different ways to celebrate. An alcohol-focused culture that only
ever has celebrations at bars or encourages excessive consumption can be not
only unfriendly for anyone who doesn’t drink (or drinks less) but also can be
downright unhealthy.
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Referencing memes and pop culture in chat
With the growth in popularity of chatops, it can become more and more
common for chat bots to share memes, pop culture references, or other inside
jokes. Again, while shared jokes can be a way to increase camaraderie and ties
between team members and teams, they can also feel exclusionary to anyone who
doesn’t get the references or jokes in addition to blurring the lines between what
is and is not acceptable for work. What seems like an innocent joke or GIF to one
person can be offensive to someone else. In their quest to differentiate themselves
from the beige cubicles of large corporations, many startups tend to adopt an
“anything goes” attitude, but this is not conducive to a genuinely inclusive work
environment.
Competing in a 100-pushup challenge in the office
This is another example of an activity that can be a way to facilitate group bond‐
ing but isn’t necessarily inclusive of people with different levels of physical ability.
Especially in startups with a younger median age, team activities can tend to
skew toward those enjoyed by a very specific subset of the population. Things
like fantasy sports teams; foosball, ping-pong, or pool tables; and fitness chal‐
lenges can give off a “tech bro” kind of vibe. This isn’t to say that they shouldn’t be
allowed, and it might not be possible to find an activity that every single person
will love, but it’s important to pay attention to the type and variety of activities
and rituals and who they might be unintentionally favoring or excluding.
Providing free meals and snacks at work
While free meals can be a nice perk, providing meals like breakfast and dinner
can give the impression of encouraging employees to spend more and more
hours in the office, rather than encouraging a work–life balance and having hob‐
bies and interests outside of work.
Designating times to bring dogs or children to visit
Again, keep in mind that while some people might love dogs, not everyone is a
dog person (and some people have allergies) and that’s OK. This can be another
great way to encourage bonding between employees, but consider having desig‐
nated dog-free areas or a dedicated child-care space—especially in an open-office
floor plan where noise can quickly become a huge distraction.
A theme that becomes apparent when discussing these rituals is that of balance and
consideration. All the rituals just described can be used in a positive way, to bring
people together using shared experiences, which can help with collaboration and
affinity, but they all also have aspects that might make people feel uncomfortable or
excluded. Usually this exclusion is implicit and probably unintentional, but some‐
times it can be made explicit under the guise of “culture fit,” which should be avoided.
Be sure to encourage a variety of rituals to be as inclusive as possible.
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Other sorts of rituals can exist around how organizations work: a CEO might have
weekly office hours to answer questions in an open forum, a VP might make appoint‐
ments to have lunch with everyone in their division once a quarter, or employees
might be strongly encouraged to participate in support rotations to get a feel for what
kinds of issues customers are writing in about. Rituals of this sort can help to create a
company culture just as much as the ones just described, but these sorts tend to
be less problematic as they involve more strictly work-related issues rather than social
ones.

Changing and creating rituals
One final consideration around organizational or cultural rituals and practices is how
often do rituals get changed or created, and how explicitly those changes are commu‐
nicated throughout the organization. A company that has had the same rituals for five
years might find that they have been outgrown, and no longer reflect the current
organizational values or the way people want the organization to behave going
forward. An organization that is growing, especially in terms of its diversity and
inclusivity, should encourage the creation of new rituals that include new people and
processes.
It is important to continually examine our rituals to understand the impacts that they
can have both on work productivity and how employees interact, and why they are
(or are not) important and meaningful. “It’s always been done this way” is not a solid
reason for doing something technical in a particular way, and as it turns out it isn’t a
good reason for interpersonal and cultural rituals either.

Ideas and Knowledge
“It’s always been done this way” not only is not a good reason for continuing to do
something, but it is also indicative of a fixed mindset, rather than a growth one. One
area where this can often be seen is that of so-called “best practices.” These are ideas
or procedures that are commonly accepted or prescribed as being the most correct or
most effective, but this sort of thinking can be problematic in fields as fast-paced as
web operations or modern software development.
People look to the ideas of best practices for a variety of reasons. They can be a way of
trying to minimize risk, something that we see manifested in other ways such
as adding monitoring or deploying smaller changesets. If someone is trying to com‐
plete work in an area where they have no prior experience (common at startups with
much smaller teams), they might look to industry best practices for guidance. It’s also
human nature to want to believe that there is some objectively best way of doing
things.

What Stories Can Teach Us About Culture
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Searching for the “best” ideas
The problem is that there is often not one “best” way of doing something, nor is there
one “best” solution that applies equally well to every situation. With as complex and
varied as our products and architectures tend to be today, with as many different
moving pieces as there are, and with so many different technologies to choose from,
what works best for one organization might be quite ineffective for another, and what
worked best at one point in time might not still be the best solution 6 or 12 months
down the road.
People want to resolve cognitive dissonance, that mental conflict that arises over
incompatible ideas. If we can shift from a culture of “best” to one of “appropriate
now” or “design pattern,” we can alleviate future dissonance that comes from having
to replace one “best” thing with a different thing that is somehow also “best.” If we
stop using “best” as some sort of immutable, absolute label, we can stop the disso‐
nance that comes from those things not working as well as we expected or having
their effectiveness change as our needs and restrictions do.
What makes people accept an idea as a “best practice” or an “appropriate now” solu‐
tion? People can display preferences for how they accept evidence, just as they have
individual preferences around their working and learning styles. For some, an
authoritative figure is enough. Others require direct experience doing something
themselves in order to accept that it works and how well. These needs can cause con‐
flicts based on how we communicate.
Though it likely isn’t practical for someone who prefers direct
experience to be able to try every potential solution themselves,
knowledge of their preferences can impact other people’s commu‐
nication styles, such as including more detail about what was tried,
providing links to additional or background reading, or adding
graphs or other measurable results.

Mindsets and learning new ideas
People also vary in regards to how, when, and why they seek out new knowledge and
ideas. It might not be a surprise to hear that having a fixed versus a growth mindset
can have a lot of impact in this area. A fixed mindset tends to discourage people from
seeking out or accepting new knowledge. If someone with a fixed mindset has built
their sense of self around the idea that they are smart, having to learn new things or
change their mind about something would challenge this idea; fixed-mindset individ‐
uals tend to be the ones more strongly rejecting new ideas, especially those that con‐
tradict previously held knowledge.
Alternatively, someone with a growth mindset, who might see their successes as a
result of learning and effort rather than some innate intelligence, is often more likely
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to not only seek out new knowledge but also to accept it as being true. People with a
growth mindset are necessary for any healthy organization to continue to grow and
improve. Luckily, it is possible to move from a fixed mindset to a growth one; check
out the Chapter 20 list for more on this topic.

Interorganizational Interactions
In addition to the stories and experiences that come from within a given organiza‐
tion, there is also great value to be had by sharing stories in between organizations.
How organizations approach this idea can be a good indicator of how likely they are
to be successful in creating a lasting devops culture.
As it turns out, organizations can have fixed or growth mindsets as well, in much the
same manner that individuals can. A fixed-mindset organization might view its suc‐
cess as innate and inevitable, whether that comes from being an enterprise that has
been successful for years past or a new startup flush with VC money. This fixed
mindset might cause them to ignore signs that they are struggling or discourage any
change from how things are currently being done.
A growth mindset in an organization tends to cause that organization to focus a lot
on continually learning and improving, viewing its success as something that requires
continual effort rather than being guaranteed. These organizations will seek out new
ideas, try new solutions, and look for better ways of doing things both technically and
culturally, rather than assuming that what they are currently doing is the best.
How do organizations seek out new information? What interactions do they have
with other organizations? The most common ways that interactions and informa‐
tional exchanges take place tend to be through industry conferences, smaller commu‐
nity events, and engineering exchange programs.

Conferences and Travel
Conferences can be a very valuable way of getting outside one’s own organization and
learning from other practitioners in the industry. Individuals can go to conferences
that focus on a particular technology, such as a specific database solution or program‐
ming language, or events that cover a somewhat broader topic such as mobile devel‐
opment, web performance, or web operations. Conference talks can range from very
technical to highly cultural, and there can also be a great deal of value in the hallway
track, the often serendipitous meetings that occur in the halls (or lunch tables or cof‐
fee lines) at these conferences.

The costs of traveling
There are costs to traveling to conferences, however, and not just the monetary costs
that come from flights, hotels, per diems for food and ground transportation, and
Interorganizational Interactions
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admission to the conferences themselves (if your organization does not currently
have a training or education budget that includes these kinds of costs for conferences,
now is a great time to start creating one). There is also a mental, emotional, and even
physical cost to conference travel that should be considered for attendees as well
as speakers.
For any conferences that require travel, people will have to make arrangements for
childcare, pet care, or house sitting, the costs of which are usually not covered by
organizations’ travel policies and can put more of a burden on people who tend to
shoulder the majority of domestic responsibilities (usually women). Frequent travel
can cause anxiety or stress just from the logistics of traveling as well as being away
from home. Being separated from friends, families, and coworkers can cause isolation
and even strain relationships, especially if frequent travel leaves one person taking
care of the home and children much more than they are used to. Jetlag and illness are
real concerns as well.
Many organizations have some sort of policies in place regarding travel. Common
policies might include having a fixed budget per employee for training and conferen‐
ces per year, a similar budget per team or per department, a fixed number of events
that each employee is allowed to attend, or a rule differentiated by who is covering the
travel costs—for example, “you can attend X conferences where the conference pays
for travel and lodging, and Y that the company will pay for as a speaker, and Z as
an attendee.”
When creating or examining travel and training policies, keep in mind that not
everyone has the ability to get an event to pay for their flights and hotel stays. Many
conferences do not pay these costs at all, will only pay if people negotiate for them up
front (which can adversely impact women, who are both socialized to negotiate less
as well as often being penalized when they do), or will only pay more popular, estab‐
lished speakers. The latter might mean that your organization is sending the same
people over and over, rather than giving less experienced speakers or more junior
employees the same chances to participate.

Conference safety considerations
Expecting people to speak at conferences in order to attend them, while it can help
reduce costs in an organization if speakers are able to negotiate travel and lodging
reimbursement, prevents people who have no desire to speak from gaining valuable
learning and networking opportunities. Not everyone wants to be a public speaker,
and while public speaking is certainly a skill that can be learned, some people would
strongly prefer to give back to the community in other ways, such as writing blog
posts, writing technical documentation, or contributing to open source software.
There is also a risk to speaking up and being a kind of public speaker that dispropor‐
tionately impacts members of underrepresented groups in the industry. Threats and
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harassment can and do happen, and an organization should not require that someone
put themselves forward in a way that makes them feel unsafe just to attend a confer‐
ence or training.
Unfortunately, even attending conferences as a member of an underrepresented
group can be a less-than-positive experience. If your organization has a policy that
only one person from the company or team can go to a given event, consider that
people might feel and even be safer if they are traveling with someone they know and
trust. Ensure that there are resources in place, either in person or remotely, for
employees who have safety considerations when traveling and attending industry
events, and make sure that they are allowed to do things like expense cabs so they can
travel more safely.
Finally, keep in mind that conferences will be a different experience if someone is
there to speak versus there to recruit or simply to learn. A speaker might find them‐
selves less able to concentrate on the talks preceding theirs due to nerves, while if you
send employees with the sole purpose of recruiting potential new hires (or selling a
product), that focus can also take away from their ability to learn, especially if that
means staffing a booth rather than attending talks.
Conferences are a great way to share knowledge throughout the
industry, and should be part of your organization’s or team’s budget
and plans. Make sure that you allow for people to attend, in a
capacity that is comfortable for them, at least one event per year so
they can grow their skills, expand their networks, and enhance the
team and organizational knowledge.

Other Community Events
Other, smaller community events such as Meetup groups can also be a great way to
share knowledge in between organizations in the industry. Because Meetups have a
local focus, there typically should not be travel and lodging costs associated with
them. While one could attend a Meetup while they were traveling for other reasons,
most of the time people just attend meetings where they live.
These kinds of groups usually have much smaller sizes than a typical conference, but
that can significantly reduce costs for both attendees and hosts. In many cases, a local
organization will allow a Meetup group to host an event in their office space free of
charge, only asking in exchange for a few minutes to speak about job or sales oppor‐
tunities the company has to offer. Hosting or even just attending these events can be a
good way to find new potential candidates.
In most larger cities, groups or events will already exist for a variety of topics, perhaps
with more variety and more specificity than with larger conferences, due to the much
lower overhead of creating a group or event. Lower costs make it much easier to start
Interorganizational Interactions
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new groups as well, so if you live in a place with a smaller tech scene or find a particu‐
lar technology that doesn’t have a group yet, starting one can be a great way of engag‐
ing and sharing knowledge with the local community.
Hosting a series of speakers can help you get additional perspectives and share
knowledge. It is possible to bring in speakers to meetings that are private and internal
to just your organization, but that doesn’t involve any sharing with the rest of the
community at large—and without a sense of reciprocity or giving back, an organiza‐
tion might over time become a less desirable place to speak. Hosting speakers at
events that are open to the public (and having video made available online, either live
or after the fact), like Etsy’s Code as Craft speaker series, benefits not only your orga‐
nization but other organizations as well.
With even less overhead than hosting these sorts of smaller events, running a publicfacing technical blog allows organizations to share knowledge with the rest of the
community—and you might find that you have employees who much prefer writing
to public speaking. A tech blog can be useful for increasing familiarity with the
organization’s name and culture in the industry (always a plus for hiring and recruit‐
ing), providing background information for new employees, and encouraging other
organizations to start sharing their stories as well.

Engineering Exchanges
As we discussed in Part III, engineering exchanges, or programs where a pair of engi‐
neers at different organization swap places and roles with each other for some rela‐
tively short period of time, can be a fantastic way of sharing ideas and knowledge in
between organizations if executed properly.
It’s possible to get a much more nuanced, and perhaps more realistic, view of how an
organization operates through an exchange program than through a conference talk
or blog post. In the latter two, there can be a tendency to put on a good public face
and maybe gloss over any less-than-perfect details, not in the sense of lying but
perhaps not sharing the entire picture. There’s not anything particularly wrong with
this, but in terms of learning from each other, being able to see and reason about the
messy things and the not-so good parts can create a much more complete under‐
standing.

Engineering culture and openness
Again, how open an organization is willing to be with an exchange program will
determine how successful that program is. An organization that doesn’t let outside
engineers working with it do or learn anything of substance is less likely to be invited
to participate in future exchange programs for not holding up their end of the deal.
This exchange is another form of a compact or social contract; there must be a shared
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understanding, both parties must participate, and there can be internally enforced
negative ramifications for not playing fairly.
Whether or not engineering exchanges are allowed or disallowed, or encouraged or
discouraged if they are allowed, can say a lot about organizational mindset. Pay atten‐
tion to how engineers are treated on both sides of an exchange program:
• Are some teams or managers more likely to participate than others within a
given organization?
• Are participants going to an exchange still expected to be online, check email,
and do their regular work during the exchange, or are they allowed to more fully
immerse themselves in it?
• Are participating engineers regarded positively for their participation or treated
like traitors to the organization?
• Are new ideas or suggestions stemming from an exchange immediately (or
abnormally rapidly) dismissed or given fair consideration?
• How much work are incoming exchange participants allowed to do? Is it mean‐
ingful work or busy work?
• Are incoming engineers allowed to speak in meetings or only observe?
• Do these engineers leave with anything (schwag such as stickers, mugs, or Tshirts; notes they may have taken; a significant piece of work they accomplished)
or empty-handed?
If your organization or team feels like it is stagnating, or having the same arguments
over and over with no agreement in sight, having a fresh set of eyes and insights can
often be a breath of much-needed fresh air. While it is hypothetically even possible to
bring in an exchange with someone with a specific skill set, it is more recommended
to not use an exchange program to solve specific problems but rather to practice hav‐
ing a growth mindset and exploring new possibilities and ideas.

Encouraging Interorganizational Affinity
What do you do if your organization has a fixed mindset rather than a growth one?
How can you tell if your organization has a fixed mindset in the first place?

Discouraging Fixed Mindsets
One of the most common symptoms of a fixed mindset is sticking rigidly to the idea
of “we’ve always done it this way.” This is not to say that only the latest bleeding-edge
technology should be used; indeed, there can be great value in sticking to tried-andtested technologies over something that hasn’t even been used in production for more
than a few months. If an organization is willing to assess and evaluate technologies
Encouraging Interorganizational Affinity |
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and tools based on how well they solve problems and decides that for many prob‐
lems, sticking with what they already use and know is better, that’s one thing. But rig‐
idly refusing to ever seriously consider changing anything, especially processes, is
indicative of a fixed mindset.
Also keep an eye out for sentiments such as:
• “That’s fine for Facebook and Netflix and Etsy, but we aren’t that kind of organi‐
zation.”
• “We’re a high-performing organization; we don’t need devops.”
• “This is an enterprise; that kind of thing doesn’t work for us.”
While it is important to know your organization’s strengths and weaknesses, what
sort of engineering or organizational values you want to maintain, and what hasn’t
worked for you in the past, it’s important to watch out for statements that imply that
this is how things always have been and always will be, rather than just how they are
right now. Compare this with an individual fixed mindset: “I’m not good at math”
versus “I’m working to get better at math right now”—at an operational level, this
might look like “Devops wouldn’t work for us” versus “We’re looking for ways to get
people to collaborate more.”

Start with Small Changes
One of the most recommended ways to move from a fixed mindset to a growth one is
to use small, repeated actions, and using smaller, frequent successes to reinforce new
habits and thought patterns. At an organizational level, this might involve:
Don’t try to change everything overnight
A lot of a fixed organization mindset can come from multiple individuals who
have had bad experiences with change before or who are risk-averse for various
reasons. It can help to start with smaller changes; rather than overhauling the
entire deployment system all at once, start with a part of it, even if that part is as
small as fixing incorrect documentation. Look for small things that can be
changed and improved, and help build confidence that change not only improves
things but also doesn’t necessarily mean massive issues or outages.
Focus on the process, not on the end result
If management or leadership at an organization has an idea in their heads that
devops is only for startups or not relevant to them, trying to push a goal of a
“devops transformation” or a “devops team” or something to that effect is unlikely
to be successful. In a case like this, focus on the actions you’d like to change,
whether that be implementing configuration management or changing how peo‐
ple approach monitoring or addressing whatever your biggest pain points are,
and emphasize the reasons for the changes rather than getting too “big picture.”
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Start with just one team
There is a cost to change, and the larger the impact or scope of a change, the
larger the costs can be, both in terms of implementing the change but also the
risk if the change is a mistake somehow. (This is why continuous delivery of
smaller code changes is so often a good idea!) Rather than trying to change an
entire department or organization at once, it might be easier to get buy-in to
change just one team to start to lower the cost and the risk. You might try a team
that is more isolated, to minimize impact on the rest of the organization, but
there is also benefit to experimenting with a team that interacts with others, so
that other people can see and feel the benefits and maybe start to become interes‐
ted in adopting new tools or practices themselves.
Make a habit of learning
Changing a mindset, whether it be individual or organizational, involves chang‐
ing our habits, and a key habit to a growth mindset is learning. Encourage people
to share interesting things they’ve learned at daily standups or weekly status
meetings—even if it’s learning something that didn’t work. Start a mailing list
where people can share interesting articles or blog posts they’ve read and can dis‐
cuss them with others. Encourage people to go to local meetups and share their
takeaways from those as well. Making a positive habit of learning in small ways
can make its benefits more apparent and pave the way for larger-scale organiza‐
tional learning and cultural changes.
Overall, one of the best ways to break down resistance to interorganizational affinity
is to understand the mindset that causes it. While managers can help by doing things
like creating budgets for conferences or implementing a speaker series, individual
contributors can also help to showcase the benefits of knowledge sharing between
different companies and organizations themselves, in ways that can minimize risk
and fear while still helping to effect cultural changes.

Summary
As we’ve illustrated in this chapter, there are a multitude of ways that culture can
manifest itself, in terms of its values, prohibitions, rituals, myths, and ideas, and thus,
there are just as many ways that a devops culture can be formed within an organiza‐
tion. There are certainly common themes that people and teams should keep in
mind, the most important of which is that the combination of individual and organi‐
zational mindset can make or break a culture’s ability to grow and learn.
A fixed mindset, with people holding fast to thoughts such as “that will never work
for us” and “but we’ve always done it this way” is unlikely to be able to make any sig‐
nificant and sustainable changes, with that fixed view becoming a self-fulfilling
prophecy. On the other hand, those with a growth mindset, with a focus on individ‐
ual and organization learning and the assurance that growth and change can be
Summary
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achieved with individual and collective effort, is much more likely to succeed in the
changes that they are trying to make.
Even with a growth mindset, lasting changes toward a culture of collaboration and
affinity will not come overnight, and these changes will look different from organiza‐
tion to organization. It’s important to keep this in mind and remember that this is
OK. Not every organization has to have the same values or the same culture, but find‐
ing out what your values are is key to shaping the culture you want. Values will exist
in an organization whether they are implicitly or explicitly defined, but the more
explicit and clear they are, the easier they are to learn from.
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CHAPTER 18

Bridging Devops Cultures:
Fostering Human Connections

In addition to helping us learn about successful technologies and effective cultures,
stories also allow us to form and maintain strong interpersonal connections with each
other. As we discussed in Part III, the strength of the ties between individuals and
groups has an overall positive effect on an organization’s health and productivity.
Stories are a way for us to foster these sorts of connections at an individual level.
Learning what we value in our own individual narratives, the stories that we tell
about ourselves, can help us to understand and empathize better with others. In this
chapter, we’ll discuss some of these narrative elements and how they relate to the
overarching cultural context of devops. We’ll also see how these individual stories can
add up to impact organizational health and how you can work toward creating
healthy cultural systems rather than unhealthy ones.

Individual Stories and Narratives around Work
Some people shy away from getting too personal (or interpersonal) in the workplace,
saying things like “I only care about the work” or valuing technical skills more highly
than anything else. But unless you are a one-person organization creating software
only for yourself, you work with other people and you create software for other peo‐
ple; the interpersonal aspects of work cannot be erased from the equation.
In this chapter, we’ll examine various ways in which individual stories can play out in
the workplace and the impact that they can have on organizational culture, and vice
versa. From when people join an organization to how they end up leaving it, these
narrative aspects are a key part of an organization’s culture and how healthy it is for
the people working in it.
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Taylorism and the Value of Individual Stories
In the late 19th century, an American mechanical engineer named Frederick Winslow
Taylor began putting together his theories on management as it pertained to improv‐
ing workflows and thus economic efficiency and productivity. His original goal was
to improve manufacturing operational efficiency by applying the scientific method to
the development of manufacturing processes. While he did have several ideas that are
still important in many industries today, such as the reduction of waste and the stand‐
ardization of best practices, one big part of Taylorism that has with good reason fallen
out of favor is his low regard for most individual workers in his systems of work:
The man who is [...] physically able to handle pig-iron and is sufficiently phlegmatic
and stupid to choose this for his occupation is rarely able to comprehend the science of
handling pig-iron.

Taylor espoused the idea “that there is a difference between the average and the first
class man […] that the first class man can do in most cases from two to four times as
much is known to few.” In essence, the Taylorist view holds that the majority of indi‐
vidual workers were incapable of improving their working methods at all, despite the
fact that these workers were the most familiar with the details of the methods and
processes they used.
He believed that improvements could only be conceived of by specialists who were
“above” those workers. It ignores the value that the individuals bring, the emotions
and behaviors that impact the systems they manage. Compare this with the theories
of Lean and the Toyota Production System, where workers on the manufacturing
lines were assumed to have deep knowledge of their systems and encouraged to come
up with ways to improve their processes.
Considering individual strengths and opinions, and letting the people most familiar
with the work recommend ways to improve it, has long been one of the foundations
of most successful devops environments. Indeed, the movement originally started
with workers who noticed flaws in their processes—namely, silos causing lack of col‐
laboration and communication between developers and operators—and started
thinking of ways to change how they worked to improve these processes.

Hollie Kay on Devops
Devops is one of the most game-changing things to have come out of the shakeups in
tech over the last few years, and the best thing about it for me is that it blows right
through the partisan, divisive culture that can spring up between isolated dev and
sysadmin departments. I’m all over bringing different types of good techs together
and narrowing the gaps between them.
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The question of whether tools or culture is more important to the concept of devops
is one that has been around nearly as long as the term itself. As we have explained
throughout this book, we strongly believe that culture—with its effects on how people
work, why they work, how they interact when working together, and how they make
decisions related to work, including which tools and technologies are used and how—
is more encompassing of the essence of the movement.
Culture is obviously strongly tied to people; the same tools and policies being used by
a different group of people with different goals, working styles, and interpretations
can result in a very different culture or work environment. Were it not for the fact
that the work we’re discussing is done by people, ultimately for other people, these
types of conversations would not be happening. Therefore, it is important to consider
how people work, how they think, and what motivates them, as we discussed in
Part II.
Culture is also very strongly tied with values, both at an individual and an organiza‐
tional level. Recognizing the importance of individuals, respecting their expertise
around their own areas of work, and letting people shape both their own narratives
and influence those of their team and organization are key values of a healthy and
effective devops culture. In these next sections, we’ll look at how values can manifest
themselves both implicitly and explicitly.

Celebrating Individuals
Which individuals are the most celebrated can say a lot about a team or company’s
values. One way that this manifests itself is when new hires are celebrated. Often‐
times, the hires that are celebrated most are the high-profile individuals, well-known
“rock stars” in the industry that may have been poached at great expense from
another company. This can send a message, albeit usually unintentionally, that these
high-profile people are more important than anyone else and that their “poaching” is
worth more than retaining existing employees. If it feels like the signing bonus and
salary for a new “rock star” are taking away from the budget for raises, bonuses, or
anything else that would benefit existing employees, resentment and attrition can
quickly grow.
More senior roles are often celebrated more as well, and with biases both conscious
and unconscious leading to companies that get more and more homogeneous as you
get higher up, this means that a narrower group of individuals is being more visibly
celebrated. While nobody wants to be called out or celebrated because of what group
memberships they have (anyone who has been called out with, “Hooray, we finally
hired a woman,” as if that’s her only characteristic worth mentioning, can attest to
this), it is important to celebrate the less visible and more junior hires as well, to show
them that they are valued and welcomed in your organization.

Individual Stories and Narratives around Work
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When people join an organization, they are joining an established community. How
we welcome people to our communities can reveal a great deal about the health of
those communities. We spoke with Nicole Johnson, an enterprise field solutions
architect for Chef working out of New York, who has spent the past eight years spe‐
cializing in varying areas of infrastructure virtualization, cloud computing, opera‐
tions, and automation, about her feelings on devops and its community.

Nicole Johnson, Enterprise Field Solutions Architect
It is important that we recognize the power of devops, not just for established practi‐
tioners and community members, but that we continue to be welcoming to new
devops community members, regardless of background or industry. We are seeing
large enterprises—traditional industries, such as banking and manufacturing—bene‐
fit from the power of devops. It’s not just about automating all of the things, but it’s
about embracing a way of working throughout an organization that empowers and
embraces each member as a valuable and important part of that team. Recognizing
that effective collaboration is not necessarily a function of tools, but embracing the
culture of devops, breaking down silos within that organization, and eventually lever‐
aging opportunities to collaborate in other places.
Having made the journey from a more traditional area of technology to an organiza‐
tion that embodies devops at Chef, it is very clear to me that wholeheartedly embrac‐
ing this way of working allows the right environment for a meaningful and
sustainable transformation. I have worked with many organizations whose primary
roadblocks were not technical, but organizational—primarily founded in their siloed
approach. Breaking down those barriers is a crucial step in moving forward with an
IT and organizational transformation.
I have had significant focus on automation of systems deployment, application
deployment, and testing for a number of years, and in my experience, devops is what
has helped many organizations complete that last mile of automation. The reason that
they have fallen short is typically not because of a technical roadblock, but because of
siloed operations and lack of collaboration.
As a new member of the devops community, that made it immediately apparent to me
that devops is one of the primary factors that has enabled organizations to succeed in
transforming the way that they do business through a commitment to a collaborative
culture, and a combination of utilizing infrastructure as code, automation, and con‐
tinuous delivery. What I have quickly learned since is that there is so much more to
devops, and I am grateful that the community has been so welcoming.

A person’s first experience with a community, whether that be an organization full of
new colleagues, a conference that they’ve never attended before, or the community of
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devops practitioners worldwide, can have a lasting impact on how they view that
community and whether or not they end up considering themselves a part of it.
It is important to keep that in mind when we, as more established
members of the groups we are a part of, encounter and interact
with new members. It is one thing to say that we value diverse
perspectives, and another thing to treat people respectfully when
we disagree with their ideas—another example of implicit values in
action.

Promotions
Another area where values can be readily seen is that of promotions within an orga‐
nization. Which promotions get announced, and how widely, can be another way that
a culture implicitly shows its values, especially if there are inequities in this process as
well. If announcements are left entirely up to managers’ discretion, biases can again
come into play, conscious or not, which can lead to the situation of men’s successes
getting more visibility than women’s, or one team getting more recognition than the
rest of the organization. These sorts of situations breed resentment from individuals
or teams who feel that their contributions are less valued.
Feeling appreciated is one of the key factors that predicts job satisfaction, so doing
something like setting a standard policy for how promotions are announced can go a
long way toward making people feel like they are being treated fairly. This policy
could be as simple as guidelines such as, “Promotions to level X get announced at an
individual’s team’s next weekly meeting, while promotions to level Y get announced at
the next department-wide meeting.”
Creating standards and policies for the way that career growth is handled throughout
an organization can help to level a playing field that has historically been rather
imbalanced, as well as help foster a culture of fairness and appreciation throughout
the organization.

Going Remote
With ever-climbing costs of living in big tech areas like San Francisco and New York,
more and more people are looking to live in places that are less crowded and more
affordable. Whether they are spouses looking to raise a family in a more suburban
area or single people who are simply tired of spending so much of their income on
rent, there are many valid reasons why people would want to work remotely, and with
high-speed internet connections being nearly ubiquitous and video conferencing
software advancing as it has, there are fewer and fewer technical reasons to not allow
remote work for positions where it makes sense. (A role that involves something like
testing a variety of hardware might not lend itself well to remote work if the hardware
is too large to reasonably ship or if there is a lab it has to be tested in, and a data cen‐
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ter technician has to be reasonably close to the data center, but most software-centric
roles could be done remotely without issue.)
One objection heard fairly frequently from managers who are new to remote work is,
“How do I know someone is working if I can’t walk by their desk and see them work‐
ing?” The visibility of the work that people do is an interesting idea, but as it turns
out, managers cannot tell the difference between people who work 80 hours a week
and people who merely pretend to.
Pretending to do work is something that can happen in the office
just as easily as remotely, so if you are concerned about how much
work will get done, consider addressing these concerns in other
ways, such as during the interview process, rather than forcing
everyone to work from an often-expensive office.

While remote work does have its own unique challenges around how to allow for col‐
laboration, communication, and visibility of work, an organization that refuses to
allow employees to work remotely even for positions that could handle it is saying
quite a bit about its values. Often this is an implicit value judgment rather than an
explicit one. This kind of culture often tends to keep processes around “because that’s
how it’s always been done” even if those processes could be improved. Disallowing
remote work reflects a culture that values the appearance of doing work more than
the effectiveness of the actual work. Metrics such as number of hours spent in the
office or number of lines of code written are not good indicators of work quality.
How an organization reacts to an individual wanting to change teams or locations
can indicate a lot about organizational health and flexibility. If a company is measur‐
ing the wrong metrics, such as focusing on how many hours each person is in the
office rather than the quality of their work or if they are meeting their deadlines, they
are likely to see a decrease in actual work output as well as employee satisfaction. As
we discussed in Part II, there are numerous benefits to having a variety of working
styles collaborating as part of a team or project. Forcing everyone to work the same
way in terms of when and where they work stifles these differences in working styles,
rather than embracing them and learning from them.
Finally, consider how changes such as moving between teams are communicated
throughout the organization. How much transparency is encouraged or even allowed
says a lot about a company’s transparency in practice, regardless of what it might say
it values in theory. Are individuals allowed to communicate openly about the fact that
they want to change teams or move locations? Do their immediate colleagues know
about these potential changes, or are they kept in the dark until the change happens?
Who communicates these changes to the rest of the department or organization—the
individual who made the move, their manager, or nobody?
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Leaving a Company
An individual leaving a company is another area where how a change is communica‐
ted can have a big impact on the surrounding people and teams. One of the first
things to note is how much notice people are expected to give, not just to HR or their
manager, but also to the people they work most closely with. Depending on the scope
of the person’s responsibilities, they might have considerable amounts of both work
and knowledge that need to be transferred to others. Again, this can say a lot about
what is valued within an organization: is it the appearance of “being a team player,” or
is it transparently sharing knowledge so team members can be more effective?
Some organizations strongly discourage people from sharing the news of their
impending departure because they believe that news would be bad for the rest of the
team’s morale, but we would argue strongly against this practice. People leave compa‐
nies: this is a simple fact and something that everyone with any work experience at all
understands. Not letting people communicate that they are leaving significantly limits
how much work and knowledge can be effectively transferred, removes the chance
for other people to ask questions about the work being transferred, and can have
more of a negative impact on morale because of the secrecy. Keeping the simple fact
that someone is leaving a secret does not engender a culture of trust; people will start
to wonder what else is going on that is being hidden from them.
Again, the amount of transparency that people are allowed to have about their
choices and the reasons behind them tends to fall in line with organizational trans‐
parency as a whole. More transparency tends to encourage more trust in the organi‐
zation and vice versa. There is likely to be some difference in how departures are
handled if someone leaves voluntarily versus if they are fired or asked to leave, but the
amount and method of communication can demonstrate a culture of trust and hon‐
esty, or one of their absence.

Why people leave organizations
Keeping track of why people are leaving can be a valuable source of information
about potential problem areas in an organization, assuming that people are able and
willing to talk honestly about their reasons. Unfortunately, the situations where an
organization would benefit most from understanding the reasons are the ones where
reasons are less likely to be freely given. If someone felt unsafe or harassed and wasn’t
able to get any resolution to that situation, they are unlikely to feel safe explaining
that situation during an exit interview. Or, if someone was repeatedly trying to
improve broken processes or fix cultural issues but never made any headway, they
might feel that re-explaining their issues would have no point and no chance of
changing anything.
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However, there are a few common reasons why people frequently leave organizations
that merit some consideration, as they reflect on the organizational culture as a
whole, rather than being solely individual reasons:
Not respecting people’s time
Not respecting employees’ time in the office is bad enough, but expecting that
they dedicate their time outside of the office to work is a sure way to start losing
people who have any kind of external interests or responsibilities. People who
have outside interests and who are able to take breaks, disconnect, and recharge
are often more focused and productive when they are at work, and additionally, a
culture that favors people without any nonwork responsibilities tends to quickly
become a homogeneous one of young, single, heterosexual men. We would argue
that companies should not expect people to be working or even checking email
outside working hours (dire circumstances and on-call rotations being the excep‐
tion) in the first place, but if those are requirements, they should be explicitly sta‐
ted with reasons given up front, in the job description, so people at least have an
honest understanding of the job they are taking. Not doing so is asking for burn‐
out and attrition.
Not respecting people
If people do not feel respected by their peers, their manager, or their organiza‐
tion, they are not likely to stick around for long if they have any other options. It
is commonly said that people don’t leave jobs, they leave managers, but more
often than not, what this means is that people leave when they feel that their
manager doesn’t respect them or trust them, rather than leaving because of sim‐
ple disagreements or personality clashes. If someone was hired to do a certain job
but is micromanaged to the point of not being able to do it, they are likely to feel
that their skills would be better appreciated elsewhere. The same thing goes for
feeling that a manager will not go to bat for them or advocate for their career
advancement in any way.
Not earning trust in return
Trust in any relationship has to go both ways. Organizations, especially startups,
often ask a lot from their employees, whether that be working longer hours than
originally agreed on, working on a project that doesn’t interest them because it is
important to the business, or even taking a pay cut during tough financial times.
This often involves personal risk, especially for employees who are members of
marginalized groups, and that risk requires trust that, like any trust, has to be
earned. If people feel that the company is not going in a direction or under lead‐
ership that merits that kind of trust, they will often go somewhere else that does.
Even if people don’t come forward explicitly with these reasons, you can look for pat‐
terns such as multiple or frequent departures from people working under a certain
manager, a culture where many people end up working nights and weekends even if
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that is not “officially” required of them (remember that implicit expectations can have
a noticeable effect, especially on less experienced employees or those who feel the
need to prove themselves more), or departures that happen during or after some sig‐
nificant changes in organizational leadership or direction. These can be signs of a
community that is not as aligned with its members as it perhaps ought to be.

Cultural Debt
While technical debt refers to the eventual consequences of technical decisions, such
as system design, software architecture, software development, or technology choices,
cultural debt is the term used to describe the eventual consequences of cultural deci‐
sions, including hiring and firing decisions, what community standards are created
and enforced, organizational hierarchy, and values.
The same ideas around technical debt apply to cultural debt as well, namely that it
will need to be repaid at some point and that the longer one goes without addressing
the issues surrounding it, the more interest accumulates and the harder it will be to
get out of debt in the future.
Examples of cultural debt include:
• Hiring an engineer who is known to be incredibly difficult to work with (or to be
a serial harasser or someone who always gets way too drunk at company events)
and requiring other people to work around him or quit rather than asking him to
leave or change his problematic behaviors
• Too many layers of middle management causing unnecessary processes or slow‐
ing down cycle time and being unwilling to restructure or reduce headcount at all
• A conference or community event known for not having or enforcing a code of
conduct such that it has become known as an unsafe space for members of
underrepresented groups in that community, yet bad actors are continued to
allowed to attend (or even still invited to speak) at the expense of other people’s
safety, perhaps because of how well known they are in the community
• Mailing lists where abusive language is allowed or even encouraged, making it
less likely that new members will join and contribute to the list
• An organization where there has developed a vicious cycle of being always work‐
ing and always available, where people do things like send emails late at night
knowing that other people will also be working and likely provide a quick
response, and where nobody wants to be the first one to work less and give the
appearance of not being a team player
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When considering the health of your organization, it is important
to consider cultural debt as well as technical debt if you are trying
to improve the organization’s effectiveness overall.

This sort of situation is not one where there are any reasonable immediate or shortterm fixes; you cannot force people to tell you the truth about why they are leaving a
position, especially if there are trust or safety issues involved. You can, however, keep
an eye out for other indicators of cultural issues, as well as continuing to foster a cul‐
ture of safety, inclusivity, blamelessness, and trust.

The Health of Systems
When people consider the health of an organization or company, the first thing that
comes to mind is often financial health. How much profit and revenue are there?
How does year-over-year growth look? How is market share or customer acquisition
doing? Sometimes organizations or teams might look at things like hiring rates or
attrition rates, but often those are considered to be much less important, especially if
things are going well enough financially.
As we’ve discussed previously in this book, problems like burnout need to be taken
seriously, as they impact not only team and organizational morale and productivity
but also the health of the very people that create our organizations and our industry.
It is important that we analyze not just individual factors that can affect burnout and
health, but systemic factors as well. For both managers who are trying to make a posi‐
tive difference to individual and organizational well-being and individuals looking to
take their career in a healthier and more balanced direction, it is necessary to be able
to identify health factors within a system or organization.
Unfortunately, this sort of information can be hard to come by, especially for an orga‐
nization you aren’t currently a part of. People don’t often discuss issues like stress,
burnout, anxiety, and other health concerns as they relate to work for a variety of rea‐
sons: they don’t want to be seen as weak or not a team player, they don’t want to dis‐
cuss something so personal in a professional context (despite how much overlap
there often is in reality), or they don’t even know that their issues are shared by others
and worth discussing. In an interview or a hiring webpage where a company is trying
to sell itself to potential employees, it is unlikely to mention high attrition rates, the
number of employees who have burnt out, or any other “negative” aspects of their
culture. How are we to find out how healthy an organization really is?

Examining Sick Systems
In 2010, a blogger and student of forensic anthropology and psychology who goes by
the screen name Issendai wrote an article describing what they refer to as sick systems,
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dysfunctional or unhealthy relationships—either personal or professional—that keep
people in them despite being unhealthy or negative. The four qualities or rules for a
sick system are described as follows (here in the context of a workplace environment):
Keep people too busy to think
If people in a workplace are too busy to spend much time thinking about things,
they will be less likely to realize how negative or unhealthy their environment is.
This can be expanded to include keeping people too busy to talk to each other,
discouraging taking breaks at water coolers or coffee stations because that is
“wasting time,” and discouraging interaction with people outside the organiza‐
tion. This last one might come with reasoning along the lines of “company loy‐
alty,” but discouraging people from looking outward at all, whether it be for
solutions to technical problems or for social ones, is usually not a good sign.
Keep people tired
Similar to keeping people busy, keeping people tired can also keep them from
thinking too hard about the way things are going. This does not just mean physi‐
cally tired, but mentally and emotionally exhausted as well. If someone is too
busy putting out fires all day and is the only one on-call all night, they are very
unlikely to have the physical or emotional energy to try to add some automation
or fix some subpar processes, let alone try to overhaul the way on-call is handled
or look for another job. We have noted throughout this book that significant,
lasting change requires effort and will not happen overnight, so it follows that if
people do not have the energy required to sustain change and form new habits,
things are likely to remain as they are. Being tired in a work context could also
mean someone who has given up or is close to burning out, who has decided
(correctly or not) that nothing is going to change any time soon and is only
working for a paycheck, not out of any intrinsic motivation. More people work‐
ing in this state adds to organizational inertia and makes the whole organization
more tired.
Keep people emotionally involved
The more emotionally involved people are, the more likely they are to stick with
something. This is especially true if their sense of self-worth is tied to the success
of their team, product, or the organization as a whole. It is quite common to see
rather extreme loyalty being intentionally fostered at early-stage startups, where
passion for the product or company is supposed to motivate people to forgo
work-life balance, a competitive salary, a real vacation policy, and so on. Encour‐
aging conformity within the organization as well as an individual identity that is
closely tied to the group can get and keep people emotionally attached. Organiza‐
tions might accomplish this by providing so much free branded apparel to
employees that their wardrobes consist mostly of items with the company’s logo;
by providing breakfast, dinner, dry-cleaning, or other perks designed to keep
employees in the office longer and longer; or by making decisions at “optional”
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post-work social events so that anyone who decides to skip those events has less
say in what goes on in their group. The idea of “golden handcuffs,” or deferred
benefits such as stock options that vest over a period of years to discourage peo‐
ple from leaving the organization, are another way of keeping people involved
and invested.
Reward people intermittently
The allure of intermittent rewards is something that has been studied extensively
in psychology, with a well-known example being that rats who receive a food pel‐
let every single time they press a lever will press it only when they are hungry,
while rats who get a food pellet only intermittently will press the lever more
often, as they don’t know when they will be able to eat next. While our minds are
undoubtedly much more complex than those of rats, the same principles can be
applied to humans as well. Video games and gambling exploit this quite well. In a
workplace, this might involve managers who are very inconsistent with what
feedback, if any, they give to their reports, or a system of raises, promotions, and
bonuses that is not at all transparent.
What does this look like overall? This might be an organization that seems to thrive
on crisis, where people are always working reactively rather than proactively, always
too busy fighting the next fire to ever get ahead of anything and make any significant
progress toward paying down any of their technical debt. All that firefighting might
require people to always be checking and replying to emails, chat messages, and pull
requests from their phones, even on evenings and weekends, and not just during rare
short-term crunch periods. This might look like an organization full of employees
that are so busy, so burnt out, or so attached to the company that they have few to no
hobbies, interests, or commitments outside of the office.
Some of these examples might sound to some people like they are somewhat extreme
or even contrived, but they are unfortunately all too common in various parts of
the tech industry these days. If you haven’t seen or heard of a single example of cul‐
tural debt or an unhealthy system, make sure that you are working as much as possi‐
ble to create an environment where people feel safe enough to raise concerns they
might have.

Creating Healthy Systems
a When we are able to identify these qualities that can keep people in a sick system,
working for an organization that doesn’t have the best interests of its employees at
heart, we can then turn these attributes around to identify what would make an orga‐
nization a healthy system. These qualities can then be described thusly:
Create time to think and reflect
Moving beyond simply allowing people time to think, a healthy system should
actively encourage it. This might mean requiring (or strongly encouraging) man‐
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agers to schedule regular one-on-one meetings with all of their reports, creating
spaces in the office designed for people to work and socialize together, or setting
up a program for matching people in either a formal mentorship capacity or an
informal social one so that thoughts and ideas can be shared. People should feel
comfortable thinking about different solutions to problems or different ways that
people can work together. Ideally, this sort of work environment will be blameless
so that experimentation is allowed but doesn’t lead to people being thrown under
the bus. Managers can encourage even more reflection and consideration by
doing things like having CEO office hours, where anyone in the organization can
talk to or ask questions of company executives, having communication go both
ways rather than being a top-down, one-way affair.
Encourage people to rest and recharge
As much as possible, encourage people to think about how much work they can
do realistically and to not try to take on more. This kind of change will need to be
led from the top down, by example, as people will tend to mirror the actions of
their managers or leaders even if those leaders’ words say something different.
Make working nights and hours be the exception, not the rule, and if it starts
becoming a regular occurrence, proactively fix your planning processes until you
are not regularly planning to do more than you are able to fulfill during normal
business hours. Make efforts to pay down both technical and cultural debt, even
if that means taking some time away from “regular” work in the short term in
order to make tools or processes better in the long term. Don’t keep people on a
treadmill of always working reactively because there is never time to work proac‐
tively. Actively seek out and listen to solutions from people who are in the thick
of things, and give them enough authority, time, and resources to work on activi‐
ties that will benefit them in their day-to-day work as well as supporting the
organization’s goals.
Encourage involvements outside of work
Similar to encouraging people to be well rested and work proactively rather than
reactively, a healthy system will encourage people to foster and develop interests,
hobbies, and even commitments outside of work, realizing that this makes them
happier and more well-rounded, which will in turn help them be more produc‐
tive. Prioritize quality of work over quantity of hours in the office. Don’t require
people to invest all of their time, emotional energy, or especially identity into
your organization or product, but rather cultivate a diversity of experiences and
interests. Make sure that people are spending time out of the office, perhaps
implementing a minimum vacation policy and again leading by example, having
managers and executives visibly taking time out of the office (and disconnecting)
as well. Make sure resources are available to help employees struggling with
stress, anxiety or other mental health issues, and burnout.
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Reward people fairly and regularly
While it is true that intrinsic motivators can be a great deal more powerful than
extrinsic ones, the reality is that people have rent to pay and often families to
support, and people deserve to be fairly compensated for their time and effort.
Make sure that all managers throughout your organization are using the same
procedures, time frames, and guidelines to review compensation so that people
under different managers don’t end up being treated wildly differently when it
comes to raises and bonuses. Organizations should make sure that they have
standardized pay bands that are being used consistently, and regularly evaluate
compensation to make sure everyone falls within the appropriate bands. Keep in
mind that unconscious bias is a real thing and that women are often socialized to
not negotiate and are treated differently when they do. Make sure that your
recruiters and hiring managers are not using this to “save money” by offering sig‐
nificantly lower salaries to members of marginalized or underrepresented
groups. Whatever your policies around raises and bonuses end up being, you can
lower employees’ stress by clearly and publicly documenting those policies,
rather than keeping people guessing.
People who are evaluating organizations, such as those choosing between different
job offers or just deciding whether they want to stay at their current job at all, can
look at these four attributes and see where organizations fall on the spectrum between
healthy and unhealthy. It is unlikely that any organization will fall entirely to one
extreme or the other, but you can certainly figure out which aspects are most impor‐
tant to you and prioritize or evaluate accordingly.

Organizational and Individual Health
Even in systems that are not quite as unhealthy as the sick systems described earlier,
there are other ways in which systemic or organizational factors can prove to be
unhealthy for individuals. One key example of this is found when we examine diver‐
sity and inclusivity in our workplaces. Research has shown that women working in
male-dominated environments, such as those found in nearly every engineering
organization these days, display physiological signs of stress nearly constantly
(in addition to dealing with harassment, microagressions, or any other forms of gen‐
der bias).
This stress can have noticeable and lasting impacts on health. Women who work in
environments that are over 85 percent male (again, unfortunately, like most engineer‐
ing departments) show ongoing disregulated cortisol patterns. Cortisol is a stress hor‐
mone that appears at varying levels over time, both short-term and long-term, but for
these “lone” or “token” women, their cortisol levels and patterns are much higher
than those with regular daily stress patterns. Over time, women’s bodies become used
to this chronic, stressed-out, “fight or flight” mode of existing, and it can take years
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after leaving such a workplace for a more diverse one for their cortisol level to reregulate and return to normal.
Cortisol at high levels can have very negative impacts on physical and emotional
health, causing or contributing to problems such as a weakened immune system,
decreased thyroid function, and even the breakdown of bone, muscle, and connective
tissue in small amounts. While the research done so far has focused only on gender
differences, it stands to reason that anyone in a position of feeling like a “token” indi‐
vidual, being the only one or one of a few people like themselves and dealing with
stereotype threat, would face these same health-impacting consequences of that
stress. People of color and LGBTQ individuals almost certainly have to deal with
these sorts of issues as well.
Other stress- and health-related issues in an organization can be amplified by a lack
of work–life balance. Studies have shown that high-pressure, always-on environments
tend to amplify the effects of sexism, racism, ageism, and other forms of biases. These
sorts of organizations tend to be focused most highly on the number of hours that
people are in the office, which tends to negatively impact people—most often women
and older employees—who have caregiving responsibilities outside of work.
Environments where people are expected to routinely work long hours also tend to
favor people who will not question the status quo, whether that be the amount of time
people are expected to work or the inclusivity of the overall environment. Not only
are they bad for long-term productivity and health, but these types of high-pressure,
long-hours environments can add further stresses for people who don’t fit the stereo‐
type of a hoodie-wearing engineer who looks a lot like Mark Zuckerberg.
One common misconception around hiring “devops engineers” is
that you will be able to hire one person with the skills of two differ‐
ent roles, someone who can be a full-time developer and a full-time
operations engineer, but without the cost of hiring two separate
people for that. This is neither accurate nor realistic, nor would it
be sustainable even if it were true. Trying to get one person to do
the work of two people will lead to lower-quality work and burnout
in the long term, as well as earning your organization a reputation
for treating employees poorly.

One problem with these sorts of issues is that they are often subtle, worsening in
impact and intensity over time and being difficult to identify, both externally and
internally. In sick systems, gaslighting frequently causes people to doubt their own
perceptions and feelings about their experiences, leading them to think that they are
overreacting or imagining things when in fact they are doing neither. In such situa‐
tions, it can be difficult to identify how negative an environment is. Additionally,
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long-term stress and acclimation to cortisol and other stress hormones make such an
environment feel normal when it ought not to be.

Identifying Healthy and Unhealthy Cultures
How can you identify a sick system or unhealthy work environment before you join
it? Or, if it is an environment that worsens over time, how can you notice this and
determine when it is time to leave? In addition to the qualities of “healthy systems”
described earlier, keep an eye out for the following, whether in an environment you
are currently in or in questions you might ask during an interview process:
How do decisions get made?
Does the process for making a decision vary based on the estimated impact that
choice will have, or do even the smallest choices require a laborious approval
process? How much authority do engineers (or any individual contributors) have
to make decisions during their normal, day-to-day work? Are more junior team
members given the leeway to experiment, to make their own choices and deal
with the consequences as part of their learning process? For larger decisions, is a
consensus required from all impacted parties? Do some people seem to not be
held to the same processes as others? Who has decision-making power in an
organization can say quite a lot about its culture and how easy it is to effect
change within the organization.
What does a typical release cycle look like?
In addition to more straightforward questions such as whether or not there are
automated tests and generally how often a release happens, release cycles can
show a great level of detail about cycle time and lead time, as introduced in
Part III. As the saying goes, “don’t let the perfect become the enemy of the good,”
meaning that trying to get something to some definition of “perfect” or always
wanting to add “just one more thing” can prevent you from releasing something
that is good enough in a timely manner. A team or organization too focused on
“perfect” is likely to find itself iterating too slowly to gain or maintain customers
—though there are plenty of other reasons cycle speed might be too slow as well.
What does a ticket’s lifecycle look like?
Who creates tickets when there is ticket-sized work that needs to be done? How
do tickets get assigned: does the person creating the ticket choose someone to
assign it to, or do people on a given team or project pull tickets out of some sort
of receiving queue, or is there one person per project who reviews and assigns
tickets, or some combination of the above? How do tickets get prioritized, and
how consistent is the prioritization across varying individuals and projects? How
often do tickets get due dates assigned to them? Watch out for places where
everything has an urgent due date or nothing has one at all, as this can indicate
issues with being able to prioritize work well.
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How much risk is too much risk?
Similar to looking at how decisions get made, how an organization or team
responds to risk can say a lot about it. When risks are taken, what areas do they
tend to be in? Are they risks around using a new tool or technology, or around
whether or not customers want or need a new feature idea? Are some people
given more freedom to take risks than others—is a startup CTO allowed to
rewrite large parts of the product as part of a pet project he had because nobody
can stand up to or question him, while the rest of his organization has processes
and rules that they are required to follow? Any sort of “cowboy developers” that
don’t have to play by the same rules as everyone else can be problematic for a
team or organization.
The relative health or sickness of a system is an important area for consideration
when either evaluating job offers or debating whether or not to stay in a given organi‐
zation. If all else were equal, the healthier environment would easily be the one to
choose, but not only are organizations rarely so evenly matched in all factors, but it
can be very difficult to tell from the outside (or even an interview) what a culture’s
health will be like. If you have the ability to talk frankly with people who currently do
or recently have worked at an organization, that can provide valuable insight into
what you might expect there.

Summary
How we interact as individuals with each other and with our organization is a large
part of how organizational culture is created and maintained. The stories and narra‐
tives we tell about our own work can help us to recognize those same narratives in
other people, growing empathy and strengthening connections.
We’ve discussed the ideas of both technical debt and cultural debt, the lasting conse‐
quences of past decisions on technology and culture, respectively. Both are relatively
easy to come by and relatively hard to shake once they are there. Similarly, bad habits
—such as treating everything as a crisis or replying to emails all night, every night—
are hard to break. While individuals and their stories can have significant impacts on
the organizations they are part of, keep in mind that as an individual, your first
responsibility should be taking care of your individual health, not that of your organi‐
zation.
As you continue along your own devops journey, it is important to keep in mind how
valuable sharing stories can be. Pay attention to what your stories say about your cul‐
ture and its values, both explicit and implicit; how effective you are at connecting
with and learning from other individuals, teams, and organizations; and how both
technical and cultural debt can impact the health of your organizations and the peo‐
ple in them.

Summary
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You made it all the way to the end of this book—congratulations, and thank you for
reading! We covered a great deal in this book, sharing a variety of stories from a range
of individuals and organizations. It is possible that you will not have the time to
change every single thing you might want to, or that not every aspect of what we
describe as an effective devops culture will be relevant to your current situation.
Remember that there is no one-size-fits-all solution. It is important for you, either
individually or with others, to identify your most pressing concerns that need to be
prioritized now, the changes that can be delayed until some later date, and those that
don’t currently matter to you at all.
We’ve shown you that there is no prescription for the One True Way of doing devops,
devops in a box, or devops-as-a-service. We’ve shared ideas and approaches for
improving individual collaboration, team and organizational affinity, and tool usage
throughout an organization, and how these concepts allow organizations to change,
adapt, and pivot as necessary. You have learned how these common themes can be
applied in different ways to every organization that wants to improve both the quality
of their products and the efficiency and well-being of their employees.
These principles apply regardless of what language you’re programming in, what
tools you use to manage your infrastructure, or whether or not you’re using the latest,
shiniest container technology. If you have a strong understanding of how the four pil‐
lars of effective devops can work together to maximize shared goals, promote shared
understanding, and develop healthy sustainable workplace values and practices, you
will be well on your way to creating a culture that will last much longer than any one
tool or trend. Developing this understanding of how people work together and how
to maintain and repair these working relationships is what has given devops its stay‐
ing power.
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Devops is not something that belongs solely to web companies or small startups, nor
is it something that applies only to development and operations teams. More than
just a sea change around software development practices, the principles and ideas
found in the four pillars touch all parts of an organization, and can be used even by
large enterprises or government agencies. There are many ways that these theories
can be put into practice, and it’s important to not focus so much on other people’s
stories that you lose sight of your own.
Recall that no matter what the specifics of your organization’s culture or journey look
like, the end goal is not to have some fixed number of deploys per day, to use a spe‐
cific open source tool, or to do things simply because other organizations have been
successful doing them. The end goal is to create and maintain a successful organiza‐
tion that solves a problem for your customers. Take the time to proactively define
these goals and the values and ideas that you want to help you get there, regardless of
your industry or size. Don’t wait until you find that your implicit values have been
defined for you and it feels too late to change them.

Your Next Steps
You most likely started this book hoping to gain some guidance and insight into mak‐
ing effective cultural and technical changes within your own organization. So what
should you do next?
Check out the materials listed in the Chapter 20 list. This section contains a variety of
books, articles, and videos that we found useful or interesting, reference material that
was cited earlier in this book, and links to texts that we imagine will be helpful to any‐
one interested in devops or other cultural changes.
Start prioritizing what you see as the biggest issues that you would like to make pro‐
gress on, in your organization, on your team, or in your own work habits. Depending
on where you are coming from, it might seem like there are so many changes you
want to make that it’s hard to see where to start, so ask yourself what you find the
most frustrating in your everyday work, where you see yourself or your colleagues
spending a lot of unnecessary time or energy, and what you think could help make
you immediately more effective in your work.
Share your perspectives with your team and organization. Find common ground and
alignment, and work together to effect change within your organization. Whether
you’re an individual aspiring to be a critical change agent, or executive within your
company, you can and will have impact.
Examine which changes can be done individually, which are collaborative within
teams, and which need to be addressed at an organizational level. One thing to keep
in mind throughout this process is that you need to be adaptable and open to change.
It’s human nature to be at least somewhat change-averse, but spending too much time
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in situations where all change only seems to be for the worse can exacerbate this ten‐
dency to an unproductive degree.
Keep an eye out for learned habits and thought processes that can inhibit effective
growth and change. As you work to prioritize what your most pressing issues are, you
should start to understand where any unhappiness or frustration you have at work
are coming from. In addition to suboptimal tools or processes, you might find
learned helplessness, learned expectations (either self-imposed or based on others’
expectations of who you are), or learned role adherence, any of which can prevent
forward movement. Remember to avoid the trap of “but we’ve always done things
this way”!
If you are in a leadership role within your organization, you have the added responsi‐
bility of helping firmly establish the culture your organization will have going for‐
ward. Remember that the devops compact relies on a shared understanding—as a
leader, it is up to you to help establish this shared understanding within your organi‐
zation, to define what “doing devops” successfully means to you. Remember that your
culture has values regardless of whether they are explicitly or implicitly stated—but
explicitly stated ones are much easier to reason about, discuss, and change.
While it does require top-level support, lasting change cannot come only in the form
of a top-down mandate. Changes that impact an entire organization need to have
buy-in throughout, which means that leaders need to help develop a collective voice,
finding effective ways for individual voices to be heard without getting in the way of
decisions being made. This also means creating an environment of strong support
and low hostility, where people are not afraid to ask questions, to try new things, or to
speak up about things that aren’t working.
Finally, be sure to reread chapters of this book as you need them, or even reread the
whole thing in six months to a year, in order to get fresh perspectives and reevaluate
progress as your teams and organizations are changing.

Creating Effective Devops
Devops is not just an item on a checklist. While you can certainly prioritize and
accomplish specific changes within your organization, devops is not something you
are ever truly done with. Instead, it is an ongoing and iterative process. Shared under‐
standing must be continually maintained and renewed, or else it will not remain
shared for long.
Devops is also not something that you can accomplish solely by creating or renaming
a team, changing some job titles to have “devops” in them, or buying the latest and
greatest containerized platform cloud synergies as a service. You cannot buy or install
devops, and it doesn’t require (nor is it precluded by) any particular tool or technol‐
ogy. It is not something that is relevant only to developers and ops teams, or even
Creating Effective Devops
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only to engineers, and it isn’t something you can accomplish by passing responsibility
for it onto someone else.
Instead, devops is about understanding, empathy, and interconnectedness, and while
you can prioritize and focus on different aspects of it or different chapters of this
book at a time, its strength really comes from the interplay of all four pillars together.
Combined, these pillars form and strengthen the foundation of an ongoing culture
with sustainable workplace practices and cultivated relationships between people.
Devops is about encouraging every member of the organization to contribute to pro‐
vide value to the whole. As with an orchestra, it takes practice, communication, and
coordination and doesn’t idolize a couple of “rock stars.”
Devops is about invitations to be involved in the ongoing change process, gratitude
for wins that occur in every team within the organization, and explicit rejection of
bullying behaviors. As with a garden, it takes continued feeding, watering, and weed‐
ing to nurture the organization toward sustainable growth and business success. And
just as buying a bouquet of precut flowers cannot be considered gardening, simply
buying a tool that claims to be a “devops solution” cannot be considered devops. It is
the ongoing work to build and maintain a culture that makes devops truly effective.
With an ongoing shared understanding of the four pillars of Effective DevOps, we can
all work to transform our organizations and the industry itself to be more productive,
sustaining, and valuing. Please share your stories on our website, effectivedevops.net,
so that we collectively grow and learn as a community. Sparkle on.
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Colophon
The animal on the cover of Effective DevOps is a wild yak (Bos mutus). This formida‐
ble yet friendly bovid occupies remote, mountainous areas of the northwestern Tibe‐
tan Plateau, the highest dwelling of any mammal.
The wild yak’s distinguishing characteristics include high, humped shoulders and
shaggy, dark fur that hangs nearly to the ground. It is one of the largest members of
the Bovidae family, which also includes the American bison, the African buffalo, and
domestic cattle. Males can reach between five and seven feet high at the shoulder and
weigh up to 2,200 pounds; females are typically a third of that size.
Bos mutus is extremely well adapted to its high-altitude habitat, with a large lung
capacity, high red blood cell count, and warm, woolly coat. In spite of their bulk, wild
yaks are also very adept climbers, using their split hooves and strong legs to navigate
rocky, icy terrain. Their dense horns, which curve out from the sides of their broad
heads, allow them to dig through snow for food. Conversely, they are very sensitive to
warm temperatures and move seasonally to avoid the heat.
Wild yaks are gregarious and peaceful herbivores, feeding on grass, herbs, and
lichens. Female yaks gather with their young in herds of as many as 100; males tend
to be more solitary, traveling in groups of around 10. Together they travel long dis‐
tances to obtain vegetation.

Though the yak population is thought to number over 12 million worldwide, that fig‐
ure mostly comprises the smaller domesticated yak (Bos grunniens). The wild species
is considered vulnerable, reportedly declining more than 30 percent in the last 3 dec‐
ades. Its most serious threat is poaching, although interbreeding with domestic yaks
is another factor. The wild yak’s average lifespan is about 23 years in the wild.
Many of the animals on O’Reilly covers are endangered; all of them are important to
the world. To learn more about how you can help, go to animals.oreilly.com.
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